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ABSTRACT 

The thesis studies the evolution of the role and status of Algerian women from 1830 to 1992. It 

adopts a methodology that combines a broad historical narrative of the period, with close 

attention to key events, government policies, popular influences such as Islam, and features of 

women's political participation. This methodology has been chosen in order to provide a 

panoramic historical context for the changing role and status of women, as illustrated through 

those particular factors. The period covered includes the colonial era, the war of independence 

and the post-independence era in order to take account of long-term developments. In 

particular, the broad historical narrative allows the author to demonstrate the continuing 
influence of France's particular style of colonial administration on the successive post- 
independence governments wrestling to resolve the tensions generated in a traditional society 

going through a modernising process. The period under study ends in 1992, as this was a new 

turning point in the political history of the country. 

Within the framework of the historical coverage of events, policies and influences, the thesis 

focuses on three indicators of women's role and status (education, employment and political 

representation) in order to assess the level and scope of change. 

The thesis concludes that the modernising process introduced by colonialism only benefited 

women in certain areas such as access to education and, to a lesser extent, salaried 
employment. The successive post-independence governments refrained from fundamentally 

altering the role and status of women. By distancing themselves from any perceived colonial 
influence they attempted to retain the support of the traditionalists and prevent the 

destabilisation of the domestic political arena. However limited the effects of the modernising 

process have been for women, and despite the continuing tensions, Algerian women have 
started developing new attitudes and expectations which denote a significant shift from the 
past. 
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Introduction and methodology 

My personal interest in both the position of women in society and the complex links between 

France and Algeria have affected the choice of this thesis. As a French national, bom in 

Algeria just before the start of the war of independence, I have always been interested in the 

history of Algeria which is a constant subject of debate in France, and yet remains shrouded in 

secrecy. 

This thesis attempts to evaluate the impact of successive governments' policies and 

statements on the role and status of women in Algeria. It also examines the extent to which 

France's particular style of governance during the colonial period and during the war of 

independence has had a continuing influence on the successive post-independence 

governments wrestling to resolve the tensions generated in a traditional society going through 

the modernising process. The role played by Islam in shaping policies, particularly those which 

impacted on women, and the population's reactions to these are also examined. 

The study of women's status in developing countries is usually approached from sociological 

perspectives. Social science research on women and development evolved over the years, 

from the cultural dualism model of development, emphasising the 'nature/culture' divide as an 

explanation for women's subordination (De Beauvoir 1952), to the social evolutionary approach 

which led to both the modernisation theory (Talcott Parsons 1966) and the Marxist analysis of 

stages in the development of capitalism. 

Modernisation theory, however, ignored the fact that men and women are not affected in the 

same way by modernity. Recognising this, researchers began to study the obstacles preventing 

women from participating in the development process. The 'deve lopme nta list' model, 

therefore, concentrated on the analysis of factors such as women's working conditions and 

wages, women's attitudes and decisions regarding change and women's informal work. A 

further factor, the influence of international forces on development, led to the 'dependency' 

theory which originated in the 1960s. Advocates of this theory claim that Third World poverty 

has been caused by the exploitation of these countries' raw materials for the benefit of the 

West and of the small number of Third World elites who acted as intennediaries between the 

rich purchasers and the poor (peasant) producers [Webster 1990, p 85]. The recent trend in 

development theory recognises the undeniable influence of capitalist economic interests but 

also considers the specific political and cultural factors at play in each developing country as 

additional and crucial determinants enhancing or hindering development fibid, p 97]. 

As a consequence of the French colonial presence in North Africa, and the continuing close 

links between France and the three Maghreb countries, French is still one of the main 
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languages used in these countries, both by the public and in official documents. This explains 

the fact that a substantial proportion of research on Algeria has been conducted in French by 

scholars living or studying in France, Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco. However, some European, 

Middle Eastern and American studies on Algeria have been conducted in English. 

In the first half of the 20tn century, studies on Algerian women could be classified as mostly 

'Odentalist', depicting them either as mysterious and exotic 'objects' or as powerless creatures 

(Auclert 1900). Some studies on the legal status of Algerian women (Bousquet 1950, Millot 

1910) and anthropological studies an particular tribes (Goichon 1951) were also conducted. 

The French govemment produced reports on education, economic development and health. 

More specific surveys were also conducted on the Algerian family structure and the role of 

women (Gouvemeur Gdndral, Documents Alg6riens 1947-48, Minist6re de ['Education 

Nationale 1958, D616gation Gdn6rale du Gouvernement en Alg6rie 1959, Commandement en 

Chef des Forces en Alg6rie 1960). 

In the 60s and 70s, a number of comprehensive studies started to emerge, analysing the socio- 

economic effects of modernisation and colonialism (Bourdieu 1962,1974,1977, Tillion 1966, 

Berque 1962, Bennoune 1976, M'Rabet 1969, Gordon 1966,1972). In the 80s, greater 

attention was directed to specific areas such as women's employment (Khodja 1981,1985, 

Ainad-Tabet 1980), women's political participation (Khodja 1980, Sal 1984, Vandevelde- 

Dailli6re 1980) and demography (Chevallier Kessler 1989, Ladjali 1985). Valuable research 

was also conducted at the Centre de Recherches et d'Information Documentaire en Sciences 

Sociales et Humaines based in Oran University, which included the CIDSH and the GRFAI. 

At the same time, a number of academics from around the world published comparative 

studies on women in the Muslim world (Alami 1988, Minai 1981, Minces 1980, Saadaoui 1982, 

Delcroix 1986, Glendora-Gates 1987). 

The introduction of multi-party politics in Algeria in 1989, and the increasing presence of 

women on the political scene from the mid-eighties, gave rise to a number of studies on 

Algerian women's political participation (Daoud 1993, Gadant 1995, Tlemqani 1992, Knauss 

1992, Gadant Kasriel 1990, Lazreg 1994). In recent years, the political instability in Algeria 

alongside the rise of Islamic revivaliSM2 have attracted international attention and resulted in 

numerous publications on Muslim women in general and Algerian women in particular 
(Rouadjia 1990, Al Ahnaf Botiveau Fr6gosi 1991, Assouline 1992, Cheriet 1992, Engineer 

1992, Mennissi 1991, Mogghissi 1999). 

1 Centre de Documentation en Sciences Humaines (1980), Groupe de Recherche sur les Fernmes. Alg6riennes, (1982). 
21 have intentionally used the terms'lslamic revivalistm' instead of the emotive and value-ridden term 'fundamentalists' which 

should properly be left as a judgement of history. 
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The question of the war of independence added a further dimension to the debates on Algeria. 

However, women's participation in wars is rarely documented and the Algerian conflict is no 

exception. Despite the abundance of publications on this period, both by French and Algerian 

historians, only one comprehensive study of the role of women during the war of independence 

has been published so far (Amrane 1992). The only other work is an autobiographical portrayal 

of the life of Algerian women in French prisons published in 1993 (Guerroudj). 

This thesis departs from the sociological approaches described earlier. The methodology 

adopted here has been that of a broad historical narrative focusing on events and actions which 

had particular impact on the role and development of women. The long historical period 

studied (1830-19923) has been necessary to allow the research to paint a panoramic view of 

the evolution of the position of women in Algeria. The broader picture which emerges, provides 

a clearer understanding of the present situation. For example the analysis of the attitudes of 

the French colonial administration, those of the successive governments after independence 

and those of the Islamic revivalists has exposed repeated patterns towards women, in 

particular the fact that women are seen as custodians of the cultural identity of the country. 

The war period has also been studied in detail as women's unexpectedly active involvement 

took both the French and the Algerian authorities by surprise and remains a landmark period in 

Algerian women's history. 

Other methodological approaches which use the theoretical frameworks of post-colonial 
discourse or of gender studies were both rejected. The former, which involves a political 

analysis of the cultural history of colonialism, and investigates its contemporary effects in 

western and tricontinental cultures, making connections between that past and the politics of 

the present [Young 2001, p 6] subordinates women to historical events. Gender studies, on the 

other hand de-contextualises women from history, starting from a standpoint specific to women 

and, with the feminist cause placed resolutely in the foreground [Hakiki, Talahite in UNESCO 

1984, p 86]. The broad historical narrative adopted here has the advantage of tracing women's 

development over a long period of time by examining the specific events and government 

policies which have impacted on women's status. The merit of this approach has been to 

provide a comprehensive picture deriving from the chronology of events, which hitherto, has 

never been presented. In order to contextualise the research on Algerian women, relevant 

comparisons with other Arab countries have been made. 

The broad perspective, both in time and in the different aspects of women's development which 
have been examined, necessitated the selection of historical events and government policies. 
The criteria used in making this selection were their relevance to and particular impact on the 

status of women. The study of the war period, for instance, does not claim to be an exhaustive 

3 The period of study starts In 1830 the beginning of French colonisation and ends In 1992 which constitutes a turning point 
for Algeria with the cancellation of the elections and the declaration of a state of emergency. 
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examination of all aspects of the war, but focuses on women's involvement, the reactions it 

provoked and the short and long term consequences for women and the country as a whole. 
Certain political factors have also been overlooked as peripheral to the evolution of the role of 

women. The political behind the scenes role played by the army since independence has, for 

instance, not been analysed. Although an important consideration in Algeria's history, it did not 
have direct and identifiable repercussions on women. For the purpose of this thesis, the actual 

actions and policies adopted by the FLN were of prime concern, not which group helped 

support the FLN in the internecine power struggles which have been a recurring feature of post- 
independence Algeria. 

The political instability in Algeria prevented me from conducting field research and consulting 
documentary sources in the country. I have, nervertheless, examined an extensive range of 
both French and Algerian documents including official government publications, archival 

material, periodicals and literature produced by various political parties and women's 

associations. Most of these have been in French (which has been and continues to be 

extensively used in Algeria). I have also consulted translations of documents originally 

produced in Arabic as well as secondary evidence, in French and English, published by 

researchers and organisations; throughout the world, including material in electronic form on the 

Internet. Since this study was carried out within an Anglophone context, I have included my 

own translations of all French quotes alongside the original texts. I have kept to the French 

transliteration of Arabic words and names as I felt that anglicising them could be misleading 

and might be considered by some to be inaccurate. The most frequently used Arabic and 
French terms have been shown in italics in the text and their translations given in the glossary. 

This extensive analysis of secondary data, involving a wide range of materials on different 

areas and eras, has remained focussed, however, on the particular issues concerning the role 

and development of women. This approach has the advantage of giving new insights into how 

and why women have evolved into their current position in Algerian society and the historic 

events which acted as determinants in this evolution. Nevertheless, it is important to question 

the reliability of the data and the possible bias in the collection and presentation of the 

information [Hyman Herbert 1987, p 306). A constant endeavour of this thesis has been to 

obtain as wide a range of sources as possible to counter these dangers. Statistical data, for 

instance, was correlated from several government and independent sources before being used 
here. The broad spectrum of sources, in a variety of languages, has provided the thesis with a 
balanced view of events from which it draws its conclusions. This is not to say that other 
interpretations will not be made. Historical debates on Algeria have been and will continue to 

be heated. Whilst this thesis' methodology is that of a historical narrative, important 

sociological factors could not be ignored. Algeria is a Muslim country undergoing development, 

continually buffeted by the conflicting imperatives of preserving tradition whilst attempting to 
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adapt to modernity within an Islamic context. The position and status of women is one of the 
key issues in this debate. 

It is essential, at this point, to examine the concepts of 'tradition' and 'modemity' before 

discussing the specific aspects of the modernising process in Middle Eastern countries. 

According to Durkheim, the charactedstics of the 'traditional society' are that it is typically 

agrarian, organised around groups of families forming clans or village settlements, its social 

cohesion is based on common beliefs and lifestyle. All the groups are similar and self- 

sufficient. There is no interdependency between the groups and individuals are ascribed a 

social status within their group. This type of social organisation is therefore termed 'segmented' 

since each group (segment) is self-reliant. The 'modem society', on the other hand, is 

described as 'organic' because each group (organ) specialises in a certain function and is 

dependent on the other groups for its survival. The modem system is less dgid, it adapts to the 

needs of the society and gives greater freedom to individuals who 'earn' their social status. It 

creates new patterns of morality and new systems of norms [in Webster 1990, pp 44-46]. 

According to the sociologist Daniel Lerner, the passage from tradition to modernity requires a 

systematic transformation of lifeways [Lemer 1964, p V111] and not a mere combination of 

economic factors. Modernity is primarily a state of mind - expectation of progress, propensity to 

growth, readyness to adapt oneself to change [ibid]. Western societies took centuries to evolve 

to modernity through the slow development of social processes (urbanisation, secularisation, 

industrialisation and population participation). Middle Eastern societies, on the other hand, 

have been exposed to modernity via new modes of communication (radio, television, movies 

and now the Internet), without having gone through the various stages of the development 

process. These societies, therefore, are in a state of 'transition' between tradition and 

modernity. As Lerner explains, the true Transitional is defined, dynamically, by what he wants 

to become... When many individuals show deviation in this direction, then a transition is under 

way in their society [Lemer 1964, p 72]. However, transitional societies are, by definition, 

unable to respond to all the aspirations of their citizens. This creates frustration among the 

population, impatient to experience the life portrayed by the Western media. At the same time, 

the anti-colonial feelings towards the West and the search for a distinct identity have resulted in 

a rejection of Western ideology. This, coupled with the failure of the Arab political elites to 

evolve responsive political systems to take the place of traditional ones which no longer exist 
[Abdel-Qader Yassine, 1995]4 have resulted in the resurgence of Islamic militant movements. 

What Lerner terms a form of ethnocentrism, expressed politically in extreme nationalism, 

psychologically in passionate xenophobia [Lemer 1964, p 47]. 

4 Available on-line at: www. hf. uib. no/smVpayYassine. htmI 
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The history of Algeria's development appears to follow Lemer's theory. Through the process of 

colonisation, the traditional agrarian society based on kinship loyalties and independent units 

was infiltrated by modernity which created needs and desires among its population. The 

inability of the successive governments to respond to the economic and political aspirations of 

the society, after independence, combined with the strong anti-colonial feelings among the 

population have prevented the country from emerging from its Iransitional' state. The quest for 

an Algerian form of modernity is ongoing. 

As Lerner concludes, the stakes are nothing less than the meaning of Islam itself ILerner 1.964, 

p 406]. The question is how Islam's most cherished symbols can be made compatible with the 

secular requirements of new lifeways ribid]. Women's status and their specific role within an 

Islamic society are at the heart of the debate. Any attempts at changing the role of women are 

viewed with suspicion by the traditionalists who see this as Western encroachment on their 

culture. Even among women, there is no consensus, some women's associations demanding a 

secular state while others consider that women's emancipation can be obtained from within 

Islam. Nevertheless, as the journalist and writer Nadia Hijab pointed out, the passion and long 

duration of the debate is not a cause for hopelessness, but an indication of the significance of 

the issues at hand -modemisation, independence, and the relationship between religion and 

state- issues which have taken centuries to resolve in other societies, and which have not yet 

been completely solved [HUab 1988, p 621. 

The thesis covers three main periods: the colonial era, the war of independence and the post- 

independence period. It is divided into four parts: part one looks at women in French colonial 

Algeria (1830-1954), part two studies women's participation in the war of independence (1954- 

1962), part three follows the evolution of women's role in post-ind e pendent Algeria (1962-1978) 

and part four analyses the developments in Algeria under Chadli Benjedid (1979-1992). 

Although the main part of the research focuses on the post-independence period, which saw 

substantial changes in women's lives, it was important to first establish the main features of the 

colonial and war periods as they constituted the foundation of independent Algeria. All post- 

colonial states bear the marks of colonisation, but for Algeria, these have become open wounds 

which have not healed, to this day. Algeria was deemed to be an integral part of French 

territory5, as opposed to a mere trading outpost or a protectorate. This was famously re-iterated 

by De Gaulle on June 4th 1958 in Algiers when he declared that France and Algeria were one 

united nation from Dunkirk to Tamanrasset. This particular type of colonialism and the long 

and bloody war of independence have deeply affected the country and its people. Some of the 

problems Algeria faces today, particularly regarding women's status in society, have their roots 
in the colonial era. Women's role during the war is another important thread linking past and 

5 The French categorised their overseas possessions Into DoMs (06partements d'Outre-Mer) and TOMs (Territoires 
d'Outre-Mer). These were allowed increasing measures of autonomy in their administrative affairs (TOMs being more 
autonomous than DOMS). Algeria, however, was considered to be just another d6partement of metropole France. 
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present. The period of study ends in 1992 since the cancellation of the elections and the 

declaration of a state of emergency which occurred that year, were a turning point for post- 

independent Algeria and the opening of a new chapter in its history. 

In order to trace the evolution of the role of Algerian women from colonial times to 1992, two 

main strands of research have been followed: women's own participation in civil society and 

state imposed policies. This involved, on the one hand, an assessment of achievements in key 

areas, namely education, employment and political representation, and on the other, an 

analysis of government programmes, policies and legislation, particularly those affecting 

women. Women's progress is multidimensional. It is embedded in all aspects of the life of the 

country and can be evaluated from a myriad of angles: basic economic development (with 

criteria relating to issues such as housing, health and education), gender equality and women's 

empowerment (with criteria such as the women's share of the labour market, political 

representation and access to decision making bodies), environment and security issues 

(examining areas such as crime and violence against women) and national and international 

legislation (in the domain of family laws and human rights treaties). 

Three quantitative indicators of women's progress have been selected in this study: 

development in the ratio of girls at all levels of education, women's share of the tabour market 

and women's representation in formal politics. These indicators were the United Nation's (UN) 

own core indicators of progress in gender equality and empowerment of women selected for 

the United Nations Development Fund for Women's (UNIFEM) report 'Progress of the World's 

Women 2000'6. 

Education is a vital factor in women's socio-economic development. The UNIFEM report 

stated that education is essential for improving women's living standards and enabling women 

to exercise greater'voice' in decision making in the family, the community, the place of paid 

work, and the public arena of politics [UNIFEM report, 2000, p 13]. Apart from giving women 

better economic prospects, research shows that, education also influences women's private life. 

Not only do educated women delay their marrying age, but they are also much more willing to 

use contraceptive methods. They also influence positively their children's attitude to education 

and self-image. 

The UN indicator for education only considered the ratio of girls' to boys' enrolment in primary 

and secondary education, since one of the targets agreed at the Population and Development 

Conference in Cairo, the Social Summit in Copenhagen and the Women's Conference in 

Beijing was to close the gap in primary and secondary education by the year 2005. In this 

study, an attempt has been made to evaluate the gender ratio at all levels of education to 

6 The document quoted is an initial report of essential facts published on the Internet prior to the publication of the full 
report. Available online at www. unifem. undp. org 
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obtain a fuller statistical picture. Evidently, enrolment figures can only provide a partial view of 

educational developments. A qualitative analysis of the programmes of education and career 

guidance given to pupils and a gender audit would be needed to complete the picture and show 

whether the educational environment was free from gender bias. An evaluation of completion 

rates and patterns of study would also give a fuller picture of girls' educational achievements. 
Attempts have been made to include such information whenever possible. 

The second quantitative indicator assessed has been the women's share of the tabour market. 

In their analysis, the UN selected the percentage of women's paid employment in non- 

agricultural activities. The advantage of this indicator is that it looks at sectors of the economy 

where employment is rising and it avoids counting unemployed women as part of the labour 

force. However, the Algerian government does not provide such data. The 'active' population 

as defined in all official documents includes unemployed people aged 15 and over, but does 

not include housewives. Yet, they represent the majority of the female population, who 

participate in the economic activity of the country, through their unpaid work, caring for the 

labour force and participating in farm work or helping in the family enterprise. This unpaid 

work, however, remains 'invisible' and unrecognised. There are other more qualitative aspects 

of women's progress in the job market which need to be evaluated in order to paint a fuller 

picture such as the question of salary differentials between men and women, child care 

facilities for working mothers, discrimination in terms of promotion or qualifications and sexual 

harassment at work. This study has incorporated relevant surveys covering such areas. 

The third quantitative indicator in this thesis concerns women's political participation. The UN, 

in its 'Progress of the World's Women 2000' report, considered this to be a major element of 

women's empowerment, stating that greater equality in the numbers of women holding political 

office is important not only in its own right, but also because it may give women more of a voice 

in determining the laws and policies which regulate women's progress in other areas of life, 

such as the economy [UNIFEM report, 2000, p 26]. 

Recognising this fact, the research has followed the progress of women's representation 

including their participation in civil society organisations and formal politics. In the 

industrialised as well as in the Third World, women are u nde r-re presented at the higher levels 

of formal politics. In 1987-1988, only 3.5% of the world's cabinet ministers were women, and 
93 countries had no women ministers at all. Those women who did obtain ministerial positions 

were usually excluded from the more 'senior' areas of government, such as economic policy 

and defence, and tended to be in 'social affairs'. Even there, the proportion of women was only 
9% in Africa and 6% in the rest of the Third World [United Nations 1991, p 31 in Afshar 1996, p 
11]. And yet, in most countries in the world, women have the right to vote and do exercise this 

right in the same proportion as men, when factors such as levels of education or social classes 

are taken into account. There are many reasons which explain this under representation. The 
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UN's Torwa rd- looking strategies for the advancement of women' recognised that the principal 

reason why women are not selected to office is that women are not put forward as 

candidates... [this is caused by] the fact that they are not well represented in terms of numbers 

in the executive leadership of political parties [Commission on the status of women 

&CN. 61199511 p 41. 

The male dominated party structures and processes (such as selection procedures and times of 

meetings), the lack of an institutional base (as a result of poor representation of women in high- 

ranking positions in public and private sector organisations), the prevailing societal attitudes 

towards women resulting in a lack of self-confidence and a lack of support by other women, all 

these factors constitute barriers to women's access to formal politics. However, progress is 

slowly taking place. Between 1975 and 1993, the percentage of women in parliaments 
increased throughout the world except in Eastern Europe. 7 In Africa, this figure went from 

4.6% to 8% [UN Commission on the status of women EICN. 611.99511 p 4]. In order to improve 

women's representation in politics, some governments and political parties have introduced 

quotas for women representatives and candidates. In Sweden, the first country to introduce 

quotas in 1972,42.7% of parliamentary seats were held by women by January 2000 [UNIFEM 

report, 2000, p 27]. It has also been noted that in some countries, women are beginning to 

vote for female candidates or candidates representing women's interests. This, in turn, has 

prompted some political parties to nominate women candidates. This was the case in all five 

Nordic countries in the 1980s [UN Commission on the status of women EICN. 61199511 p 4]. 

Some countries have created various institutions such as ministries for women's affairs, 

advisory groups on women's issues and parliamentary commissions. The effectiveness of 

these bodies depends, to a large extent, on financial and human resources. 

This research also recognised the fact that political participation is multifaceted and often takes 

place outside the recognised formal political institutions. In Algeria, as in many other countries 

throughout the world, women who are totally under-represented in official political bodies have, 

nevertheless, made their views heard by, for instance, organising public demonstrations. 

Participation in political activity also manifests itself in simple individual daily acts of resistance, 

such as Algerian women wearing the veil in defiance of the French authorities during the war of 

independence, or sitting in a caf6 despite the threats of the FIS8 in the late 1980s. These 

aspects of women's 'informal' political participation and their consequences have been well 

documented and form a substantial part of this study. 

The analysis of the three core quantitative indicators, education, employment and political 

participation, supported by qualitative evaluations have provided a broad overview of the 

7 In Eastern Europe, before the shift to democratic political systems, parliaments were made up of quotas reflecting the 
different class, age and gender groups in society. Ironically, with the democratic reforms, parhaments now reflect the 

actual economic and poldical power within the society, hence the dramatic falls in the number of women's seats. 
8 Front Islarnique du Salut, the main Islamist Party in Algeria. 
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overall progress made by Algerian women. Government policies and legislation give an idea of 
the government's commitment to the improvement of women's status in society. Although the 

gap between the legislative framework and its actual implementation is often wide and the 

rhetoric of official government policies is often part of an image building exercise aimed at the 
Western world, the analysis of the government's official documents has been a valuable 

indicator of the national and global contexts in which women were operating. 

When looking at the position of women in Middle East Islamic countries, two assumptions are 

often made: the first one is that all women in these countries constitute a homogeneous group, 

the second is that Islam is the cause of women's lack of progress. These assumptions, 

characteristic of a Western approach to the study of Muslim countries, have been labeled 

'misery research'. Another type of approach, the 'dignity research', has taken the opposite 

stance, emphasising women's power in the household and their revered status within Islam 

[Moghadam 1992, p4]. It is evident that women's lives, in the industrialised as well as in the 

Third World, are affected in different ways, depending on their level of education, the social 

class they belong to and whether they live in urban or rural areas. As far as Islam is 

concerned, the interpretation of its texts varies from one country to another. Tunisia, for 

instance, allowed adoption and outlawed polygamy which goes against a strict interpretation of 

the Quean. Furthermore, in all Muslim countries certain local customs have been allowed to 

survive alongside Muslim laws. Sexual mutilation of girls, for instance, which is a pre-Islamic 

tradition, has persisted in countries such as Egypt, Somalia and Senegal. It is also important to 

remember that the status of women in Islam is not immutable. In the past, the wearing of the 

veil was associated with upper classes and seclusion of women. Today, upper class women, 

generally, do not wear a veil and have greater freedom and mobility in society. As Kandiyoti 

noted, a major factor affecting women's status is state policies and legislation. Women's 

condition is closely linked to the 'state building processes' [Kandiyoti 1991, p 3]. Muslim states 

are faced with the problem of combining the conflicting needs of a modem society and the 

Muslim societal structures. To create a modern society, the state has to remove all traditional 

practices which impede progress. The patriarchal structures of extended families, with kinship 

based loyalties and male domination over women, are undermined by many aspects of 

modernity such as universal education, industrialisation and urban migrations. However, in 

order to preserve the Muslim identity of the country, the state also has to maintain certain 

elements of patriarchal order. Since the domination and segregation of women are at the heart 

of the traditional patrilineal structure, their status becomes the focus of the controversy 
between the 'modernists / secularists' and the 'conservatives / traditionalists'. As Shukri noted 
in her study'Social changes and women in the Middle East': Polemics surrounding women and 
the family are responses to the contradictions of social change and emerge in the context of 

patriarchal societies undergoing modernization and demographic transition [Shukri 1999, p 39]. 

The role of the state, therefore, through legislation and government policies, is crucial in 

determining the extent to which patriarchal control over women is reinforced or undermined. 
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Government's decisions are often driven by political or economic factors rather than by 

idealistic motives. Although this is not specific to Muslim countries, the laws relating to 

women's status are often enacted by Middle Eastern and North African governments to 

strengthen their own position rather than for the betterment of women's conditions. For 

instance, the Algerian government's sudden turn-around in the 1980s on the family planning 

programme, after years of neglect of this issue, was in response to the country's economic 

difficulties. The intention was to curb the population growth and not, primarily, to give women 

more control over their lives. Similarly, the patriarchal structure based on extended families 

plays an important socio-economic role. Governments are well aware of this fact and therefore 

reluctant to take any action which would weaken this institution. As Moghadam noted in her 

study on 'Development and patriarchy' in the Middle East and North Africa: ... the persistence of 

patriarchy relieves the state of the responsibility for the provision of welfare to citizens 
[Moghadam 1992, p 14]. 

Another major factor affecting Middle Eastern women's socio-economic progress is the type of 
development strategy chosen by the government and whether the country is dependent on oil 

revenues. Countries opting for an 'Import Substitution Industrialisation' (ISI) strategy of 
development import machinery to develop local and typically heavy industries which tend to be 

very capital intensive. Algeria went along this path, relying on its oil revenues to finance its 

industrialisation. Other countries, such as Tunisia and Morocco developed their own 

manufacturing industry for export which more often involves the creation of light industdes. 

These two types of development strategies make a considerable difference to women's 

employment opportunities. Whereas the latter export oriented strategy leads to a fairly high 

level of female employment in light manufacturing, the ISI option inhibits female employment 

since heavy industry is generally male-dominated [Moghadam 199Z p 56]. In Tunisia, for 

instance, there were 165,700 women employed in manufacturing in 1989, representing 43.3% 

of the manufacturing workforce. The figures for Algeria in 1985 were respectively: 40,632 and 
6.8% [Khoury & Moghadam 1995, p 21]. Although female work opportunities are extensive in 

the well developed public sector of oil rich countries, the oil crisis of the 1980s forced 

governments to make drastic budgetary cuts, which disproportionately affected women's public 

sector employment. The ensuing economic decline and high unemployment rates further 

reduced women's work opportunities. 

The evolution of women's role in any society is the result of a complex interplay between 

historical, social and political factors and events. In the case of Algeria, the particular style of 

colonialism, the long and bitter fight for independence, the rapid and uneven incursion of 

modernity into a traditional society and the search for a national identity embedded in Islam 

have all affected the development of the role of women. Therefore, this thesis' methodology is 

that of a broad historical narrative divided into four time periods, analysing the continuing 
legacy of the French colonial era, examining the post-independence governments' policies and 
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their impact on women within an Islamic society undergoing a modernising process. Each 

chapter of the thesis considers these factors to varying depths, reflecting their particular 

significance during each historical period. 
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PART 1 
Women in the Algerian Society & State: 
1830 to 1954 

1 Overview: French Colonial Algeria 

Algeria covers a vast territory of more than two million square kilometres situated on the 

northern coast of the African continent. The topography of the country is varied: with fertile 

coastal hills and plains in the north, the Tell Atlas mountain ranges extending from the 

Moroccan border in the west and the mountains of the Grande Kabylie in the east. The Sahara 

desert in the south covers more than four fifths of the land area. These geographical factors 

have given Algeria a strategic position as part of the African continent on the doorstep of 

Europe. The vast land area has provided the country with substantial mineral, oil and natural 

gas reserves. However, only 75,000 kM2 are suitable for agriculture [Library of Congress 

Country rile 9]. 

At the time of the French conquest, the country had a small population. In 1856, Algeria had a 

total population of 2,496,000 of whom 186,000 were Europeans [Schnetzler 1981, p13]. Only 5 

to 6% of the Algerian population lived in cities. The rest were subsistence farmers and 

nomadic herdsmen. The two major ethnic groups were the Arabs (i. e. native speakers of 

Arabic who made up the larger group) and the Berbers, located mostly in the Kabyle 

mountains, the Aur6s range and the Mzab region in northern Sahara. The European settlers 

who migrated to Algeria in the nineteenth century came mostly from France, but also from Italy 

and Spain. 

A brief study of the main features of the colonial period (1830-1954) leading to the war of 
independence (1954-1962) is essential in order to fully appreciate the impact of colonisation on 

the Algerian society and women in particular. During that time, the year 1870 was of particular 

significance to the country. This date constituted a turning point in the history of both France 

and Algeria. For the French, it marked the defeat of Napoleon III in the Franco-Prussian war 

and the annexation of Alsace and Lorraine by Prussia, followed by the establishment of the 

Third Republic. For the Algerians, it marked the transfer of power from a military to a civilian 

government, not their own but that of the settlers. This administrative reorganisation brought 

about a major change of attitude towards the colony. Whilst the military authorities, after the 
initial land occupation, had established a reasonable working relationship with the local 

population, the new civilian government had only one purpose: the extension of the settlers' 

9 Available on-line at httpyllcweb2. loc. govlfrdlcsldztoc. htn-d 
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rights and the fulfilment of their aspirations. The first Governor General of Algeria, Vice 

Admiral Gueydon declared in 1871: 

Je n'ai qu'un but, substituer le gouvernement au coniniandement afin de rdaliscr Ics 
Idgitimes aspirations des colons. 

jAgeron 1979, p 10] 

(I have but one goal, to replace the military authorities with a government in order 
to realise the legitimate aspirations of the settlers. ) 

A year later, in a letter to the minister of the interior, Gueyclon, wrote: 

11 nc faut pas se le dissiniuler: cc quc veulcut Ics politiciens et avcc cux la grande 
majoritd des colons, c'cst la souverainet6 des dlus de la population franqaise et 
Ncrasement 

, 
j'ose dire Ic scrvage, de la population hidig6ne. 

[Ageron 1979, p 12] 

(Let us not try to hide the fact that what the politicians and, %ýith them, the great 
majority of the settlers want, is the sovereignty of those elected by the French 
population and the crushing, dare I say the enslavement, of (lie indigenous 
population. ) 

The words 'crushing' and 'enslavement' leave no doubts as to the intentions of the new 

government. Furthermore, land was needed to settle the uprooted farmers of Alsace and 

Lorraine. Several laws were passed to 'legally confiscate' land. With the civilian government, a 

new era started for Algeria: that of 'assimilation' of its people and annexing of its land to 

France. Many changes were made to the administration of the country and many laws were 

introduced, but the main factor was that Algeria was now in the hands of the settlers, the 

'dominant caste' determined to keep the Algerian population, the 'dominated caste', in a 

position of inferiority [Bourdieu 1956, p 146]. 

The period between the two world wars was also a land mark in the history of Algeria. It 

coincided with the beginning of the breakdown of the traditional peasant communities. The 

increased migrations to France introduced new attitudes and values to Algerian society. The 

movements of population from the countryside to the cities also rose dramatically and had dire 

consequences. At the same time, the educated Algerian elite were becoming increasingly 

dissatisfied with their status and were beginning to make demands on the French authorities. 
The disillusionment of this active section of the population who realised that the settlers would 
never allow them equal status, combined with years of abject sufferings inflicted on the mass of 
peasant population, led to the inevitable war which started in 1954. 
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2 Legal and social status of women 

2.1 Position of women in traditional Algerian society 

In France, many misconceptions existed regarding the position of women in the traditional 

Algerian society. An abundant fictional literaturelO produced at the beginning of the 20th 

century depicted Algerian women as docile slaves of men who kept them as prisoners in their 

homes and repudiated them at will. French women were urged to help their poor Algerian 

sisters, 

... criatures de misäre qui sont un peu inoins inil traildes que le cliien et beaucoup 
moins bien traitdes que le clieval. 

[Confluences Af6diferran6e no. 19 1996, p 40] 

( 
... miserable creatures who are slightly better treated than dogs but not as well 

treated as liorscs. ) 

These views were also spread by the French settlers, either out of ignorance and lack of 

understanding of a culture they judged from the outside, or to deliberately create the image of a 

society of savages who desperately needed the French culture to become 'civilised'. Muslim 

women who, at first had been depicted by colonisers in mythical and highly eroticized image[s], 

became a symbol of backwardness [Cherifati-Merabtine in Moghadam 1994, pp 4Z43J. The 

reality was much more complex. The main characteristic of the Algerian social structure was 
its patriarchal nature within a Muslim cultural context. Bourdieu described the Algerian social 

structures as follows: 

The c. xtcnded family, the basic social unit, groups together several conjugal families 
founded by the direct male descendants of a common ancestor. The patfilinear 
structure and the patriarchal system imply both the role of the "father" and the 
absolute predominance granted to the men, women's rights being subordinate to 
those of the agnate. 

[Bourdieu 1962, p 83] 

10 Such as the book Temmes arabes cl`Alg6fieý (Arab women of Algeria), written in 1900 by Hubertine Auclert, a French 
woman who had spent four years in Algeria. 
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Nevertheless, women did play an important role, in the education of children and the 

maintenance of traditions: 

This society of women who live in a closed world,... exerts a great influence over 
the masculine society, both because it gives the children their earliest training and 
passes on to them the magic beliefs in fitual practices and because it opposes an 
cffective, secret and underground resistance to any modification of a traditional 
order of which, at first sight, it would appear to be the victim. 

[Bourdieu 1962, p 98] 

Before engaging in a detailed study of the 'women's world', it is important to assess the 

influence of Islam on the society as a whole. If Islam was so well integrated into Algerian 

society, it was because there were structural affinities between the existing social organisation 

and the Islamic social order. Although Islam introduced the concept of the umma (community 

of believers) to replace tribal allegiances, many features of the Muslim social organisation 

already existed within the traditional Algerian society such as the central role of the extended 

family, the authority of the patriarch, the concept of honour and the specific role attributed to 

women. 

While the scope of this study does not allow for a detailed analysis of all the Muslim concepts, 

we will look at the image and role of women within a traditional Islamic society and the concept 
of honour which affects every stage of women's lives. According to the Moroccan sociologist, 

Fatima Mernissi, Islam does not consider women to be inferior to men. Memissi states: 

... [Islain] affinns the potential quality between the sexes. The existing inequality 
does not rest on an ideological or biological theory of women's inferiority, but is the 
outcome of specific social institutions designed to rcstm, in her power: namely, 
segregation and legal subordination in the family structure. 

[Afernissi 1987, p 19] 

Mernissi goes on to explain that women are powerful and their power resides in their sexual 

attraction which men cannot resist. This power, if uncontrolled, can cause fitna ('chaos', 

'disorder): 

The Muslim woman is endowcd with a fatalattraction which erodes the inale's %%ill 
to resist licr and reduces him to a passive acquiescent role. He has no choice; lie 
can only give in to hcr attraction, whcncc her identification withfitna, chaos, and 
with the anti-divine and anti-social forces... The entire Muslim social structure can 
be seen as an attack on, and a defence against. the disruptive power of female 
sexuality. 

[Ifernissi 1987, pp 41,45] 
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This view regarding women's equality with men in Islam is not shared by all scholars and 

theologians. Asghar Ali Engineer distinguishes between the normative and the contextual 

sense: 

Normadvely speaking the Qur'an appears to be in favour of equal status for both the 
sexes, ... 

Contextually speaking, it does grant a slight edge to men over women. 

[Engineer 1992, p 42J 

Indeed, Sura 4 Verse I of the Queani I seems to consider men and women as equal: 

0 people, fear your Lord who created you from a single soul, and from it He created 
its mate, and from both He scattered abroad many men and women-, 

51] 

However, Sura 4 Verse 34 declares categorically: 

Men are in charge of women, because Allah has made some of thein excel the 
others, and because they spend some of their wealth. Hence righteous wornen are 
obedient, guarding the unseen which Allah has guarded. And those of thein that 
you fear might rebel, admonish them and abandon them in their beds and beat 
thein. 

[p 54] 

Whether Muslim men fear women's power or consider themselves to be superior to them, the 

result is that women have had to accept certain codes of conduct dictated by men such as the 

segregation of the sexes, division of space into a 'private sphere' (women's world, their home) 

and a 'public sphere' (men's world, outside the home) and the wearing of a veil whenever 

women venture out of their 'designated' areas. This attitude towards women is combined with a 

highly developed sense of honour amongst men. Their honour and that of their family depends 

on the effectiveness of their control over the women of the family. This has had repercussions 

on all aspects of women's lives. From puberty to menopause, women have to be watched over 

by men. They have to be accompanied by a male member of the family every time they enter 

the 'public sphere', normally reserved to men. This explains the reluctance of many parents to 

send their daughters to school after puberty. Kerouani, an Algerian woman, recalls in her 

autobiography how in 1952, at the age of 12, her whole life changed when her father decided to 

remove her from school: 

11 The English translation of the Ouran used here is 'The Quean. A modern English translation. Majid Fahry, 1997. 
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Mon p&e, lui, dtait vigilant. 11 tie se soucia pas d'explication. inais prit le prdtexte 
de I'dioignement de Ncole pour annoncer, un soir et sans appel, que je resterais 
dordnavant A la maison... Mon p&e jugeait que les filles Wavaient pas besoin de 
grande instruction... Persuadd qu'il fillait prdserver la vertu des filles sans se 
soucier d'enrichir Icur esprit... Je nic suis rclrouv& enfenn6e, charg6e d'aider ma 
m6re, oblig6e de m'occuper de nies cadets et du nidnage... Ydtais retir6e de Ncole 
pour "prendre le voile". 

[Kerouani 1991, pp 17,18] 

(My father - he was vigilant. He did not bothcr with explanations but announced 
one evening the irrevocable decision that, due to the remoteness of the school, I 
would, from then on, stay at home... My father was of the opinion that girls did not 
need much education... Convinced as lie was that what mattered was to preserve 
their virtue rather than worry about developing their minds;... I found myself locked 
up with the tasks of helping my mother, looking after my younger brothers and 
sisters and doing housework... I was being removed from school to "take the veil". ) 

Once a girl has reached puberty, her virginity has to be preserved at all costs. As Minai 

explained in her book'Women in Islam', a girl's virginity is: 

... a temple of her family's lionor. Slic must rcimin chaste until marriage and 
faithful to her husband thcreaficr. otlicr%N, isc she not only shanies herself but also 
destroys her entire family's lionor... 

[Afinai 1981, p 100] 

This is such a serious matter, that a husband can repudiate his wife the day after the marriage 

or even on the very first night if he discovers that she is not a virgin. Minai explains that: 

In ultriconscrvative areas failurc to stain the shect with virginal blood inay bring 
death to the bride at the hands of her brotlicr or father, whose honor she sulliccl. 

IA, finai 1981, p 147] 

Crimes of honour, women killed by their father, brother or husband for having, or being 

suspected of having a sexual relationship outside marriage are, even today, very common in 

Muslim countries. Shaaban, in her book 'Both right and left handed' cites the case of a young 

Syrian boy who killed his unmarried sister when it was discovered that she was pregnant. The 

boy was imprisoned for six months [Shaaban 1988, pp 3-5]. In Algeria, in colonial times, 

crimes of honour did occur. Therefore, fathers tended to marry off their daughters very young 

and often before puberty to avoid such situations. The understanding was that the marriage 

would not be consummated until the girl had reached puberty. However, this promise was not 

always kept by the husband. Even if she had menstruated, a young girl of 12 or 13 was not 

mentally or physically ready for marriage. Nevertheless, the father, who had the right to 

choose and impose his choice of husband on his daughter, the droit de djabr (matrimonial 

constraint), was keen to 'hand her over' to her future husband. From then on, she became the 

responsibility of her husband. This meant that women never graduated to the position of 
independent adults. While living at home, they remained under the tutelage of their father. 
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During their married life, their husband was responsible for them. If the husband died, this 

responsibility was passed on to his sons, if the woman was divorced or repudiated, her family 

was expected to take her back until her next marriage. 

Family laws in Algeria followed the principles of the Maliki Mathhab, one of the four schools in 

the Muslim Law. Regarding marriage, as mentioned earlier, the father or a guardian (a male 

relative on the father's side) had the right to choose his daughter's future husband. The validity 

of the marriage was dependent on the presence of the girl's father or guardian and the 

agreement of a dowry, which was to be paid by the husband in exchange for the girt. 

Repudiation and polygamy were legal. A man could have up to four wives as long as he could 

provide equally for them. The practice of polygamy, however, was decreasing: from 89,000 

polygamists in 1886 to 29,571 in 1954 [Bourdieu 1.962, p 971. 

Husband and wife had very specific rights and duties clearly defined in the Muslim Law. The 

wife owed respect to her husband and members of his family. After payment of the dowry, the 

wife had to make herself available to her husband. If, however, the husband could not or would 

not fulfil his marital duties, his wife could ask the Cadi (Muslim judge) for divorce. Once the 

marriage had been consummated, the husband had the responsibility of providing adequate 

maintenance for his wife. This included a place to live (the wife could refuse to share her 

house with a second wife), food, some clothes, accessories and medical expenses. In the 

event of the husband going away for any length of time, she could ask the Cadi to sell some of 

her husband's property and even ask for divorce if adequate maintenance had not been 

arranged before the husband's departure. Conversely, the husband could suspend all 

maintenance if his wife refused to fulfil her marital duties, or disobeyed him by, for instance, 

leaving the house without his permission. Marriages were very fragile and often ended in 

repudiation or divorce. In poor families, a husband was often chosen by the father of the girl 

because of his wealth which often resulted in a mismatch: a rich old man with a poor young girl. 

There were no stigma attached to repudiation and divorce. A woman could easily remarry, 

except if she was sterile (the reasons for this will be explained below in the study of 

motherhood). As far as inheritance was concerned, the woman's share was either a quarter of 

the estate if she was the sole inheritor or an eighth, if there were other descendants [Millot 

1910, pp 123-144]. 

Despite their seemingly inferior status, Algerian women played a very important role both in an 

economic and cultural sense within the family unit. The mother was absolutely vital to the 

economic life of the family. Apart from all the domestic chores such as cooking, cleaning, 
fetching water and wood for the fire, she would help her husband in the fields with tasks such 

as picking and drying figs, collecting olives and threshing wheat. She also had the 

responsibility of making pottery utensils, spinning and weaving wool to make blankets and 

clothes. She would also collect milk and make cheese and quite often supplemented the family 
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food with eggs from hens she had reared herself. Occasionally, the mother would earn a small 

amount of money by selling surplus produce or doing embroidery work from home. 

The 'cultural input' of the mother was essential in the up bringing of her children. This earned 

her love and respect from both her husband's family and the rest of the community. The 

position of 'mother' within the patriarchal Muslim society was a status symbol. Since the 

purpose of marriage was procreation, to ensure the development of the umma, women's 

consecrated role was that of mothers. Furthermore, since the traditional society was organised 

according to patrilineal descent, they had the added burden of providing male heirs. The worst 

possible fate for a woman was to be deemed sterile. In most cases she would then be 

repudiated, her husband would divorce her or take a second wife. She would have virtually no 

chance of remarrying. Her own family would have to take her back. Even a woman who 'only' 

had daughters was threatened by repudiation, divorce or polygamy. Since a woman's status 

within her community and her husband's family depended on the number of sons she produced, 

she ended up equating her own value to her ma le-re productive capacity. Consequently, 

daughters were not welcomed as enthusiastically as boys. Zerdoumi, in her book 'Enfants 

d'hier' (Yesterday's children), describes the arrival of a girl in the family as follows: 

Accueillie sans enthousiasine. m8me par li maman qui a peut-Etre soullaitd que son 
prcinier bdbd soit f6ininin mais qui sait bien qtic 1'entourage est constenid. la fille 
aura une enfance tr6s vi(c diffdrente du garqon. 

[Zerdounti 1970, p 185] 

(Welcomcd without enthusiasm. even by licr itiotlicr N%, Iio might have been hoping 
that lier first baby would be a girl, but who knows that the whole family is 
disappointed, the girl's childhood will be different from a boy's ftoni an ewly age. ) 

Indeed, the girl was soon trained for her future role, that of mother. She was expected to help 

her mother in the house, doing household chores, but also looking after her younger brothers 

and sisters. She also learned that the best quality for a woman was to be obedient and silent. 

Deprived of contacts with men, even the male members of her family, the gid developed a 

reserved and fearful attitude towards men. 

... tr&s vite, Ole aura cu conscicnce dc ha supdrioritd dc I'lionitne et se trouvera prise 
d'une affection servile pour scs fr6rcs.... Sa ikre hii aur-a appris qu'il faut avant 
tout ob& et sc tairc... Vivant ainsi dans h PCUr rd%, drciiciclie de I'lionime qui lui a 
dtd inculqude fondamentalcinciii, sans intimild affectivc ni intcllcctuelle avec son 
pýrc, ... la petite filic connaitra ddji Visolcnicnt de la femme... 

[Zerdoumi 1970, p 186] 

(... very soon, she will have become aware of the superiority of men and will 
develop a servile affection for her brothers.... Her mother will have taught her, first 
and foremost, to obey and be quiet... From all early age, she will have developed a 
fearful and deferential attitude towards men, deprived of any emotional or 
intellectual closeness with her father.... tile little girl will already experience the 
isolation of women ... 

) 
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Like her mother, she soon realised that her only hope of attaining any social recognition was to 

marry and have a large number of children, preferably boys. This was one of the causes of the 
high birth rate in Algeria. Women also wanted to compensate for the high rates of infant 

mortality. Thus, women became the best defenders of the patriarchal order. As the French 

anthropologist, Lacoste- Dujard in, noted: 

La m6re, en jouant un r6le d'organisatrice, de contremaitre du travail domestique 
cn m8me temps que dc surveillante de la conduitc des fernines, contribue A la 
puissance et au prestige du patrilignage pour le plus grand profit des hommes 
dominants... [Les m6res] d&gudes de I'autorit6 masculine, ... sont faites 
complices de l'ordre patriarcal dont proc&de leur autofit6. Les inýres sont Ics alli6cs 
objectives du pouvoir masculin. 

[Lacoste-Dujardin 1985, p 131] 

(The mother, by acting as organiser. supervising the doinestic tasks as well as 
watching over the women, contributes to the power and prestige of the patrilineal 
order which benefits the dominant miles... [Mothers, acting as] substitutes of the 
inasculine authority, have become accomplices of the patriarchal order which is the 
source of their authority. Mothers have bccome the objective allies of masculine 
power. ) 

If mothers gave their daughters the necessary training to prepare them for their future role, they 

also made sure their sons developed the mental attitudes corresponding to their future 

dominant position in the family and society at large. if a little boy was badly behaved, he was 
deemed to have a strong character and his mother was proud of him. From an early age, he 

was made to feel important and superior to women. He might be given the responsibility of 

chaperoning his sisters when they went out, even if they were older than him. As Lacoste- 

Dujardin concluded: 

Ainsi dcs fcinincs, Ics m6res. construiscm clics-m8nics la inisogynic dcs hommes, 
les rctidant incapabIcs d'dtablir dcs rclations d'dgilitd i%, cc uilc fcllllllc. 

[I. acoste-Dujardin 1985, p 1391 

(Therefore, women, as mothers. are creating men's inisogyny, by making thein 
incapable of establishing relationships with women based on quality. ) 

Furthermore, mothers created such strong bonds with their sons that emotionally, their sons 

remained immature, never able to consider their wife as anything else than a procreator. 

... tant que Ics feinmes dcnicurcm toujours dcs m6rcs-avant-tout, les hoinincs, en 
consdquencc, derneurent dcs fils-avant-tout, ct la relation lidtdrosexuclie la plus 
satisfaisantc, la plus profondc ct la plus riche d'affectivit8 denicure toujours la 
relation in6re-fils. 

[Lacoste-Dujardin 1985, p 2301 

(... as long as women remain first and foremost inothers, inen, as a consequence, 
remain first and foremost sons. The most satisfying, the deepest and einotionally 
richest heterosexual relationship reimins forever the inother-son relationship. ) 
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These were the main characteristics deterrnining the position of women within the traditional 

Algerian society. This forms the backdrop against which the evolution of women's roles can be 

understood and which places in context the impediments which hindered their development in 

certain areas. 

2.2 Colonial laws and their impact 

2.2.1 Land-ownership legislation and its effects on family structure 

From the very beginning, the intention of the French government was to establish a large 

French community in Algeria operating in a modem economic context based on private 

property. It was, therefore, essential to create a new legal system. The Algerian economy was 

largely based on collective land ownership, protected by the principles of indivisibility and 

inalienability. The French laws which were passed had two purposes: establish private property 

and 'legally' acquire land which could then be given to European settlers. The objectives of the 

French government were to: 

... dtablir les conditions favorables au dd%, cloppenient d'une 6conomie inoderne 
fondde sur 1'entreprise privde cl In propridtd individLICIIC, l'intdgration juridique jau 

syst6ne frangais] dtant Icilue pour Ic prdalab1c indispensable A une transfonnation 
de I'dconoinie, [et] favoriser In d6possession dcs Alg6rictis en pourvoyant les colons 
de moyens d'appropriation apparciumcnt Idgaux. 

SaYed in A th-Afessaoud & Gillette 1976, p 13] 

( ... establish tile fight conditions for tile duclopment of a modern economy based on 
private enterprise and individul owncrship, tile judicial intcgra, tion [into tile 
French systcm] being the indispciisabic prc-rcquisile for the trinsforniation of the 
econonly land] to favour tile dispossession of the Algcrian people by providing the 
settlcrs with smilingly legal mcaus ofapproprialing the land. ) 

During the first phase of the confiscation of land by the French government (1830 - 1850) a 

decree, in 1830, declared all beylic land (land previously owned by the bey) to be government 

property. In 1843 the French government also took over all the habous land12 which had 

previously belonged to religious institutions. These two laws had serious consequences for the 

farmers who, until then, had common access to these lands for pasture. The introduction of the 

principle of confiscation of land in 1845 further deprived the peasant community of substantial 

parts of their land. The government confiscated land from tribes as a punishment for taking 

part in rebellions against the French authorities or for giving assistance to rebels. Land was 

also confiscated if a land-owner was away for more than three months without authodsation 

12 Habous land were properties which had been donated to a religious institution and which could not be sold by individuals. 

The revenue from the land was given to the original owner and later on to his/her heirs. 
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from the French authorities. The legal device of sequestration was also frequently exploited to 

obtain illegal evictions. 

The implementation of these laws had serious consequences for the peasant population. It 

destabilised the agricultural production: many nomadic tribes had to become sedentary due to 

the disappearance of common land. They often started growing wheat for subsistence on land 

which was not fertile enough. Small farmers could no longer support large families and they 

ended up selling their land and working on settlers' farrns for irregular and lower incomes. The 

net outcome was the destruction of the fundamental component of the social structure: the 

tribe. This is what members of the'Ouled Rechaich'tribe said to a French Captain: 

... the setting up of private properly and the authorisation given to each individual 
to sell his share of the land is a death sentence for the tribe. Twenty years after 
these measures have been carried out (lie Oulcd Rcchaich Nvill have ceased to exist. 

[Captain Kaissiýre 1863, p ?0 in Bourdieu 1962, p 121] 

A second phase of land confiscation (1851 - 1870) was signalled by a new law, in 1851, which 

further eroded tribal land. The law established that a tribe could only claim ownership of land if 

it had been in permanent use. This enabled the French govemment to confiscate vast forest 

areas which could then be given to new settlers. 

The final phase of the attack on tribal land began with the Warnier law of 1873. From then on, 

French legislation regulated all land transactions. This meant that farmers had to show the 

original deeds establishing their rights to the land in order to obtain new French legal 

documents which were now deemed to be the only valid proof of ownership. This resulted in 

further illegal evictions of farmers and shameless acquisitions by land speculators. In the 

Algiers region, out of 168,000 hectares, for which the French government checked the legal 

documents, 95,000 became government property and 37,000 were given to the settlers [Ath- 

Messaoud & Gillette 1976, p 14]. 

The consequences for the Algerian population and their physical environment, were enormous. 
Land erosion started with the cutting down of trees, vine growing was introduced, the range of 

agricultural produce was reduced, the live-stock decimated and the whole structure of the 

society affected. Farmers were forced away from the fertile coastal areas to the mountainous 

regions, since the best land had been given to the settlers. The size of most of the farms 
became so small (less than one hectare) that it was not sufficient to support an average family. 

This, in turn, resulted in under-nourishment. The living conditions were so poor that farmers 

often had no alternatives but to sell their land and either become farm labourers on European 

farms, move to the cities or emigrate to France. This last option became increasingly common 

after World War 1. 
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Figure I Flow of migrants 1914 - 1973: Algeria to France 
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In all cases the move brought significant changes to family life. Migration to France resulted in 

long term changes to the fabric of the Algerian society. Up to World War 11, this migration was 

characterised by the fact that it was short term, undertaken in turn by the young members of 

each peasant family and was aimed at maintaining the peasant community alive despite the 

attacks by the colonial powers. The young men who emigrated remained farmers at heart. 

They lived together, recreating a sense of community, keeping their traditional values and 
beliefs. The money they managed to send back home was often the only means of survival for 

their families. It enabled them to pay off debts, re-acquire cattle and land. However, this 

process was also the start of a profound change in the peasant mentality. Before colonisation 

and during the early years of emigration, the principle of 'indivisibility' created a strong sense of 

fraternity and mutual support amongst the peasant community: 

. une scule terre, un scul toit. un setil budgcl, unc scule mannitc. 

[A th-Messaoud & Gillette 19 76, p 65] 

( one land, one roof, one budget. one pot. ) 

After World War 11, the whole concept was undermined by the introduction of money as a 
reward for work. Worthwhile work had to be rewarded by money, therefore, the day to day 

agricultural tasks became a worthless burden because of their low monetary value. 

Lcs paysans dmigr6s d6couvrent, cn 1118ine temps qu'ils en font la dure expw6rience, 
la calculabilitd de feur temps dc travail, la relation directe entre Ic travail fourni et. 
la rdmundration reque... Rapportde au. x conditions de vie et de travail du monde 

.. ........... Returning 
Out-going 
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traditionnel, cette disposition calculatrice inine les fondeinents de la soci6t6 
paysanne traditionnelle. Elle conduit ä considerer l'agriculture ... comme une 
corv6e de peu de sens, parce que de peu de rapport. 

[ibid. p 61] 

(The emigrant peasants discover through their own harsh experience the monetary 
value of their work, the direct correlation between the work done and the wage 
received... Transposed to the conditions of life and work in the traditional society, 
this monetary valuation undennincs the basis of the traditional peasant society. It 
leads to the perception of agriculture ... as a chore of little value because of its low 
return of income. ) 

This new attitude, in turn, had profound repercussions on the whole community structure. Due 

to the newly discovered value of money, amongst the peasant population, those who 

possessed it or earned it, whether young or old, acquired a position of power which was 

normally reserved to the elders. Because of the disappearing 'espdt de paysan', some 

emigrants lost interest in their family and property back in Algeria. Wives and mothers were 
left to manage farms on their own. In some cases, husbands who had emigrated to France, 

stopped sending money and totally abandoned their wives. These women, sometimes with 

children, triied to find work in the cities, joining the army of maids for European families or, in 

desperation, resorting to prostitution. Emigration which originally started out of necessity, to 

maintain the survival of the peasant community, ended up contributing to its disappearance, in 

its traditional forms at least. Individualism replaced community life. 

The life of the whole community was affected even when dispossessed farmers chose not to 

emigrate but to work for the settlers. While men were working on European farms, usually far 

away from their village, women had to take on new responsibilities and duties. This inevitably 

had a traumatic effect in a society dominated by men, in which girls were brought up expecting 

men to look after them and provide for them. Because of the general impoverishment of 

village communities, the extended family which traditionally offered strong support to the single 

mother, was often incapable of providing any help. 

In the case of farmers who moved to the cities, life was not less traumatic: because the men 

could not find jobs easily, in an urban environment where farming skills were not in demand, 

women ended up working to support their families. The living conditions of these migrant 

families were much worse than in their rural communities. They suffered a 'double 

segregation': as well as being rejected by the Europeans, they formed a social class completely 

separate from the rest of the indigenous town dwellers and were often relegated to the outskirts 

of the cities: 

Ici comme ailleurs, les nouveaux-venus, Ics ddracinds, s'entassent dans les quartiers 
pýriph6riqucs ct nc trouvent gu6rc d'emploi, A'oý la non-int6gration des ruraux et 
scs consiquences: la double sdgrdgation, unc sdgrdgation ctlinique, rcprdscntic par 
la juxtaposition de quarticrs d'Europ&ns et de quartiers d'Algdficns et une 
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sdgrdgation sociale, attestde souvent au sein de la ni8ine communaut6 par la non- 
collabitation des diffdrentes couclies sociiles. 

[Sari 1978, p 1251 

(Here, as elsewhere, the newcomers, the up-rooted, cram into the outskirts of the 
towns and do not find any employment ... which results in the non-integration of the 
rural population with its consequent double segregation: the ethnic segregation 
represented by the jmxtaposition of European quarters and Algerian quarters and 
the social segregation evident in the non-cohabitation amongst members of the 
same community of different social groupings. ) 

For women, this isolation had drastic consequences. As Peter Knauss explains in his study on 

patriarchy in Algeria: 

Algerian women, especially those of the new popular classes... became the dual 

victims of colonialism and the new patriarchal nuclear family. 
[Knauss 1987, p 24] 

Land reforms had forced them to leave their rural community and lose all the support it 

provided such as the traditional gatherings at festival times and the support given to young 

wives during pregnancy, for instance. Furthermore, with the development of an isolated urban 

nuclear family, women lost all the collective and 'behind-the-scenes' influence they used to 

have through discussions and negotiations within the extended family. Many women started 

going out to work to support their families. This was totally new and forced on them by 

circumstances. The majority of women worked in factories, mostly making carpets. The 

following figures show a dramatic increase in the number of working women between 1902 and 

1905. This corresponds to the end of the main period of land speculation (1873-1900). It 

shows the direct link between the impoverishment of the small farmers, their move to the cities 

and the inevitable consequences on women. 

Figure 2 No. of women employed in industry 1902 - 1905 

1902 1903 1904 1905 
No. of women employed in industry 1,276 4,515 3,444 6,480 
No. of women (under 15) emplo ed in industry 244 1,213 1,159 1,093 j 

[Ageron 1968 Vol 2, p 8501 

Women also worked as maids for European families. Very few families treated them with 

respect, calling all maids tatma (a distorted version of the name Fatima) instead of learning 

their first name. These women were constantly made fun of by the settlers because of their 

traditional customs such as the wearing of a veil. When the maids were very young, these 

constant criticisms sometimes resulted in them rejecting their own culture and trying to copy the 

Europeans. As a consequence, they were ostracised by their own family and Mends. 

Colonialism also affected men by depriving them of their traditional roles as bread-winners and 

providers. In the cities, men either had no work or could not fully support their families with 
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their meagre salaries. It is not surprising, therefore, that men became more authoritarian 

towards women within the nuclear families. They might have felt that the home was the only 

place left where they could re-establish their traditional position and regain a sense of self- 

esteem. Women had to accept this situation if they did not want to be accused of 'disloyalty' 

and 'collaboration' with the enemy. The family and its central figure, the woman, became the 

keeper of the traditions and culture of the nation. If the nation's cultural identity was to survive, 

then women and family structures had to be kept unchanged. As Minai stated in her book 

'Women in Islam': 

Home was the only sanctuary froin foreign control. Not surprisingly, therefore, it 
turned into a conservatory of never-cliatiging old traditions, Nvith (lie women as 
curators and teachers. 

[Afinai 1981, p 74] 

Women were at the centre of the battle between the imperialist power and the colonised 

patriarchal society. Whichever side succeeded in winning over the support of women would 

have won a moral victory. Women were only the pawns in the game, used by both sides to 

further their own interests. 

2.2.2 Family laws 

Once the framework of the new land-ownership legislation was in place to allow full 

development of the European settlements, the French authorities turned to drafting other 

aspects of the legal system and, in particular, those relating to family laws. The official reason 

was that a democratic, civilised country like France could not allow abuses of basic human 

rights in one of its overseas 'd6partements' (equivalent to English counties). The real motives 

were, once again, the destabilisation of the society. The French legal system was instituted to 

run in parallel with the Muslim law in order to, initially, control it and slowly undermine its 

authority, with the eventual intention of replacing it with the French system. As Chamay 

explained in his study of Algerian jurisprudence in the first half of the 20tt' century: 

... Ia vie inusulmanc ji'cst pas nidc. mais ensurdc cn des cadres dtroits qui 
pcnitettront dc la contr6ler. 

[Charnay 1965. p 3141 

( ... Muslim life land traditions) are not totally mpted, but channelled Within 
narrow bounds which permit their control. ) 

In 1841, the introduction of French Appeal Courts constituted a significant change to the 

traditional Algerian system. For the first time, the decision of the Cadi could be questioned and 

even overruled. Over the years, the role of the Cadi was eroded to become a mere French 
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government appointee who had to please his employer and go along with his decisions in order 
to keep his well paid job [Ageron 1968, Vol. Ip 2231. In 1889, the position of Cadi was 

abolished and replaced by the French Juge de Paix (Justice of the peace). According to 

Chamay, the main objective of the Juge de Paix was to try and improve the social status of 

women, particularly in Kabylia, and safeguard the respect of basic human rights. In this 

context, the French judge would seek to apply the 'essence of the law and sometimes lailor' it 

so as not to be in contradiction with the Muslim law. In the case of the droit de diabr, the 

French legislation slowly tried to erode this right. The judge established that only the father or 

the Cadi or juge de paix had the right to decide who the girl should marry and not any close 

male relative. The welfare of the girl being his main concern. A decree of June 27th 1866 

declared that the droit de djabr could only apply to the first marriage. Another decree of 

December 10th 1877 established that if there was a disagreement between a father and his 

daughter regarding the person chosen as future husband, she could ask the French judge to 

adjudicate (Milliot 1910, p 87]. Eventually, the droit de djabrwas abolished. 

As regards marriages, it was very difficult to impose a minimum marrying age and control it. 

The judge, therefore, only insisted that the marriage should not be consummated until the bride 

had reached puberty. In case of repudiation, the judge usually gave the custody of the children 

to the mother. Here again, the welfare of the child was the main concern of the judge [Chamay 

1965, p 304]. A woman suing for divorce and winning her case, could, according to the French 

legislation, be granted damages as well as maintenance. 

By 1940 the legal status of Algerian women could be summarised as follows: 

0 the father still had the right to choose his daughter's husband; 

in Court, one male witness was equivalent to two female witnesses; 
the husband could have up to four wives and could marry a woman from another 
religion. A woman did not have these rights; 

0 the husband paid a dowry and the father often provided a trousseau for his daughter. 

0 the husband could end the marriage by repudiation and the woman could, in specific 

cases, ask for divorce. 

0 the husband chose where the couple lived and had the right to control his wife's 

movements. 

[Borrmans 1977, pp 16-30] 

The conclusion one can draw is that the situation of women had not dramatically changed 
despite the attempts, by the French government, to impose its legal system. In reality, the 

Muslim and the French systems existed side by side. The Algerian population never fully 

accepted the French laws. They occasionally used them as, for instance, if a mother wanted to 
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obtain the custody of her children after being repudiated by her husband. The French laws 

were used or ignored as and when it suited individual needs. 

2.2.3 Social welfare legislation 

With the increasing numbers of Algerian women working in industry and commerce, the French 

authorities brought about some legislation to protect their rights. In 1905 two decrees were 

passed to protect women and children's rights at work. The first one ruled that a child had to be 

12 years old to be eligible for employment and should not work more than 10 hours per week 

until he or she was 18. The second decree established the principle of a weekly rest for 

workers. In 1909, a government agency was created to check on women's working conditions. 

However, these regulations were not always respected by the settlers: accidents at work were 

not reported and compensations not paid, children under the age of 12 were employed and, in 

reality, workers had very little protection /Ageron 1968, Vol. 2p 852]. In 1946, in an article in 

the newspaper 'Fernmes d'Alg6rie' 13 a reporter expressed her surprise at finding ten year old 

girls working in a Tlemcen carpet factory. The owner of the factory explained that the 

govemment inspector had given him permission to employ girls under 12 because of the 

shortage of labour [Fernmes d'Alg6rie no. 28 April 151h 1946, p 12]. 

It is important to remember that for many Muslim women, going out to work in a factory was 

socially unacceptable. Consequently, they often chose to work from home. This practice was 

particularly widespread in the clothing industry. This led to even greater exploitation of the 

workers since there was no possible control over this type of employment. 

In 1941, some social security benefits were introduced in Algeria and the scheme was further 

developed in 1954. These benefits, however, were restricted to the urban population and only 

families who had registered their marriage and children with the French authorities were 

eligible. This was another way of enforcing French laws on the registration of marriages and 

births. The French administration also chose to give the child benefit money to the mother in 

an attempt to diminish the authority of the father in the family. 

In 1950, the French government created the Centre Algdrien de Documentation et d'Action 

Familiale (CADAF) whose role was to offer support to both Algerian and French under- 

privileged families. The services available ranged from financial support, to the training of 

home-helps and the creation of crýches for working mothers. Obviously the influence of such 

organisations were limited to a few urban families but according to Borrmans, they introduced a 

new concept of family life which was to have long term effects: 

13 Official publication of the association 'Union des Fernmes d'Algirie' created in Sept 1944 by Mrs Alice Sportisse, MP for 
the town of Oran. 
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Si c'est une frange minime de la population inusulinane, celle en voie d'dvolution, 
qui put Mn6ficier dc cctte action familialc, il est A rcinarquer qu'elle sut d6%, clopper 
cliez beaucoup une mentalit6 renouvel6e sur la famille, qui ne serait pas sans 
influence par la suite. 

[Bornnans 1977, p 464] 

(Even if only a very small section of the Muslim population, and one which was 
already embarked on a process of change, could benefit from these family support 
groups, it is important to note that the effect was the emergence of a new approach 
to family matters which would no doubt influence future developments. ) 

Overall, the French social legislation had very limited effects. The main problem being the 

difficulty met when trying to enforce the new laws. How could one check whether a child was 

over 12 when so many births were not registered? However, those who had understood the 

child benefit system sometimes abused it and declared the birth of the same child in several 

villages. Once again, people were using the system if and when it was to their advantage. 
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3 Chronological developments of educational 
provisions 

3.1 Existing provisions in 1830 

The French did bring a number of changes to the educational system in Algeria, but it would be 

wrong to think that there were no schools and no educational programme before colonisation 

started. A study, conducted in 1847, on the state of education in Algeria prior to the French 

settlement, reported that a large proportion of the male population, some 40%, could read and 

wdte. 

L'instruction primaire ... 
dtait bcaucoup plus rdpandue cn Algdfie qu'on le croit 

g6ndraleinent. Nos rapports avec les indig6les des trois provinces ont ddmontrd 
quc la moyennc des individus du sexe masculin sachant lire ct dcrire, dtait au inoins 
dgale A celle que les statistiques ddpartcmentales ont fait conmitre pour nos 
campagnes. 

[Turin 1971, p 1271 

(Primary education Nvas much more wide sprcad than is usually believed. Our 
dealings with Muslim Algerians of the three provinces have shown that the 
percentage of males who could rcad and writc was at least equal to the figures 
provided by the departmental statistics rcgirdiiig our [Frciicli] non-urban areas. ) 

The education in pre-colonial Algeria was done mostly in schools run by religious institutions. 

The French colonisers destroyed this system. By confiscating the land which belonged to these 

institutions (decree of March 23 Id 1843), they took away the revenues which enabled them to 

finance the schools. By 1850, it was impossible to find enough men who could read and write 

to train as primary school teachers. By 1870, Muslim run education had virtually disappeared. 

To illustrate more concretely the situation, it is worth looking at the education figures for the 

town of Constantine. Andr6 Nouschi wrote an article on this subject in the Journal 'Cahiers de 

Tunisie'in 1955. He stated: 

[avant la colonisation], 90 dcoics primaires dtaient frdqticntdes par 1.350 enfants 
miles soit par la quasi tolalitd dcs cnfants milIcs scolarisables critre 6 ct 10 ans... 
les 35 mosqudes, les 7 niddersas o6 I'ciiscignemcm du second dcgrd dtait prodigu6 
recevaient de 600 A 900 616ves. 

... 
le rattacliement des habous et des donations pieuses au Doinaine a ruini 

l'enseignement constantinois... L'enseigneinent sccondaire apres la conqu8te n'a 
plus qu'une soixantaine d'dleves. ct I'ciiscigiiettient primaire, nioins de 300 
enfants, et moins d'une trentaiiie de inahres. 

[Les Cahiers de Tunisie no. II third quarter 1955, pp 385,386] 
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([before colonisation] 90 primary schools . N, crc being attended by 1,350 boys which 
represented virtually the whole of the male population of school age i. e. between six 
andten... the 35 mosques and the 7 niedersas which provided secondary education 
received between 600 and 900 pupils. ) 

(... the annexation by the government of the habous and the donations to religious 
institutions completely ruined the educational provisions in the Constantine 
region... after the (French) conquest, only 60 children received secondary 
education, less than 300 received primary education and there were less than 30 
teachers left. ) 

3.2 Developments between 1830 and 1880 

In the early days of French settlement, the development of education for the Algerian 

population was left at the discretion of the Governor General and limited to a few large towns 

with provisions for primary education for boys only. The 'Arab-French schools', as they were 

called, provided a basic education in French and Arabic but did not include any religious 

eduGation. 

In 1850, six schools for girls were created in the main cities. Prior to this, only one privately run 

school for girls had been opened in Algiers in 1845 by a benefactress, Mme Allix. The 

educational programme for girls was of a practical nature, with an emphasis on embroidery and 

tapestry, although some French, Arabic and arithmetic were also taught. Because of the 

resistance from well-to-do families to send their girls to school, it was mostly girls from poor 

social backgrounds who attended. By 1864, the only schools for girls surviving were those of 

Algiers and Constantine. At the same time, there were 18 schools for boys. 

To encourage parents to send their children to school, each family received two francs per 

month per child they sent to school and the pupils were given a free meal. The development of 

education was an attempt by the French government at 'controlling' the increasing number of 

young vagrants and prostitutes in the large cities. Schools were seen as a means of 'cleaning 

the streets': 

Les 6coles aussi bien fraiiQiises qu'arabcs soitt doitc prdseiltdes colnitie une 
ndcessitd de haute politique, iiiais d'mie f-. tqoii plus iiiiiiiddiale ct inoiiis avoudc, on y 
voit aussi le inoyen de nctioý, cr la nie. 

[Turin 1971, p 107J 

(The schools, whether French or Arab are, therefore, necessitated by political 
objectives but the more immediate and Icss openly admitted intention is to use the 
schools as a means of 'cleaning ilic strccts'. ) 

In 1857, the first Arab-French secondary school was opened in Algiers, aimed at the sons of the 

Muslim elite. It did not attract a large number of students due to a lack of understanding on the 
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part of the French authorities of the essential role religion played in a Muslim society. The 
French did not realise that for Muslims, education and religion were inseparable. Attending a 

school where the Muslim religion was not taught was, for many Algerians, unacceptable. It was 
equated to subscribing to Western religious beliefs. Furthermore, since these establishments 
were boarding schools, parents were even more reluctant to send their children. Other colleges 

were opened in Oran and Constantine, but they also remained unpopular. 

The decree of 1865, transferring the responsibility of the maintenance of the schools and the 

payment of teachers' salaries to the local authorities in the territories under civilian 

government, resulted in a lowering of educational provisions as the settlers were never very 
keen to see funds directed towards the education of the Algerian population. In the military 

controlled territories, however, the Arab-French schools were better maintained. The French 

government statistics show the definite overall decline after 1865: 

Figure 3 Number of Arab-French schools 1873-1883 

Year No. of Arab-French schools 
1873 26 
1876 21 
1880 16 
1882 13 
1883 0 71 

[Gouverneur Genýral 1947 - 1948. p 22 and Cahiers de la Afediterran6e June 1972, p 55] 

3.3 The decree of February 13 th 1883 

This decree was based on Jules Ferry's14 principles of free, compulsory and secular education 

introduced in 1881. In France, the Third Republic, inspired by Ferry's ideals, had tried to bring 

some social unity to the country by creating a nation-wide educational system. The idea was 

that, by establishing French as the national language, as opposed to a multitude of regional 

languages, such as Basque or Breton, the population would gain a sense of national identity. A 

centralised educational programme would help develop this identity by making the whole 

population share the same way of thinking and the same moral values. Similar principles were 

applied to Algeria: if the young Algerian children received a French education from an early 

age, they would think like French children, behave like French children and soon consider 

themselves to be French. Despite the government's intentions, the resistance from the settlers 

was so great that only a Watered down' version of Ferry's programme was implemented in 

Algeria. 

14 Became the French Minister for Education in 1879. 
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The intention was to create three types of schools: 

- main primary schools in large towns 

- junior schools in isolated villages 

- infant schools for both sexes for children aged 4 to 8 

In reality, the programme of education concentrated on compulsory primary education for boys 

only. All lessons were in French but the syllabus was slightly 'adapted' for the Arab children, 

with more time devoted to practical subjects. The aim was: 

... de dispenscr un enseigneinent simple.... de conlpldter cet enseignement thdorique 
par une formation pratique manuelle ou agricole, soigneusement adaptde awx 
besoins locaux.... 

[Gouverneur GM&al 1947 - 1948, p 26] 

(... to provide a basic educition, ... to supplenictit this theoretical teaching with 
practical lessons in cm, fts and agriculture, carcfully adapted to tile local needs ... ) 

The reason why the compulsory element targeted boys only, while gids were mainly catered for 

in the infant schools, was because parents were reluctant to send girls to school after the age of 

8 when, by local custom, they started being segregated from the boys (see section 2.1). The 

French government report of 1947 - 1948 explains that the idea behind the mixed infant 

schools was 

... 
de crder simpleincnt dcs dcoics cidanthics. dans Icsquclies Finstitutrice pourrait 

rcndrc scrvicc aux fainilics en gardant les toutes pctites filIcs, en leur apprenant i 
manicr Faiguille tout en Icur enseignant quelqucs niols de fmnqais. 

[Gouverneur Gen&al 1947 - 1948, p 25] 

(... to simply create nurser), schools. which would provide some relief for families 
by looking after the very young girls, giving them basic sewing skills while 
teaching thein a few French words. ) 

It was decided that the main objective would be to develop boys' education. 

La täche paraissait suffisaiiiiiiciit ampIc si Iloti se bornail ä rdpandre et i ddvelopper 
Vinstruction cliez les girgons. 

[ibid] 

(The task seemed sufficiently vast if one was to concentrate on spreading and 
developing education for boys. ) 
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To appease the settlers, even the principle of compulsory education for boys was not adhered 
to. It was decided that the Gouverneur Gdn6ral would choose which local authorities would 
establish compulsory education. Due to the special treatment given to Kabylia, this region was 

selected to try out the new programme (see section 5.3). The table below shows the modest 

success of the whole programme: 

Figure 4 No. of Muslim children educated: 1881 - 1884 

Years No. of Muslim children educated 

1881 -1882 3,172 

1882-1883 4.095 

1883-1884 4,821 
[Cahiers de la Afdditerranýe June 19 72, p 69] 

3.4 The period 1883 to World War I 

The new Director of Education in Algiers, Mr Jeanmaire, who remained in post from 1884 to 

1908, was very much in favour of developing educational provisions for Muslim children. He 

prepared an educational plan in 1891. According to his evaluations, the number of Muslim 

children of school age was 62,000. He, therefore, planned to build 620 schools, at the rate of 

60 per year, for the next 10 years. This project necessitated a budget increase of 150,000 F for 

teachers' salaries and 400,000 F for equipment in the form of government grants. Jeanmaire's 

plan was adopted and a decree was passed on October 1 8th 1892. However, the building and 

maintenance expenses were left, to a large extent, to local authorities which could only receive 

a grant of up to 60% of the total expenditure. As Desvages concludes in his study of 

educational provisions in Algeria: 

I-a France se proposait donc cii Algdric tine politiquc scoliire, sans se donner les 
nio), ens de cette politique. 

lDem, (Wes in Cahiers de la Akditerranýe June 197Z p 57] 

(France was planning a school policy in Algeria without providing the means of 
achieving it. ) 

The resistance to the 1892 decree, from the settlers, was such that by 1895, one could say that 
Jeanmaire's plan had been abandoned due to a lack of funds. It is also important to note that 
the Muslim population was still reluctant to send children to French secular schools. Whereas 
Jeanmaire's plan was to educate 62,000 children of school age by 1902, the actual figure for 
the academic year 1901-1902 was 25,652 [Cahiers de /a Mftteffan6e June 1972, p 69]. 
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As far as gids' education was concerned, it seems that from 1890 onwards, there was a 

realisation, by the French government, that the provision for girls was insufficient. Auguste 

Burdeau, rapporteur of the special budget for Algeria, wrote in his report to the French National 

Assembly in 1891 that girls'education was 

une chose qu'il faudra bicn envisager un jour. 

[Milliot 1910, p 290] 

( something we will have to tackle one day. ) 

It was felt that since mothers play such an important role in their children's education, it might 
be counter productive to try to educate the child before educating the mother. Nevertheless, 

no concrete action was taken to improve the situation but the decree of 1892 established 

clearer guidelines regarding the programmes for girls: 

... dans les 6coles de filles, il fiut que les Mäves consacrent la inoitid du teinps des 
classes ä la pratique des tn vaux d'iigiiilic et de indnage. 

[Gouverneur GMýral 1947 - 1948, p 29] 

(... in the girls' schools, pupils must dcdicitc half of the time practising sewing 
skills and acquiring basic notions of honic economics. ) 

This was a definite improvement on 'teaching them a few French words'. Although no new 

schools were opened, the potential was there but required a specific request from the local 

authodty. 

In 1907, there were still only nine girls schools and eight mixed infant schools. The number of 

girls educated was 2,540 for 29,977 boys. Opinion was changing though, even amongst the 

local population. The municipal council of 66ne'5 wrote a petition demanding the creation of a 

girls school: 

... les soussignds, conseillers intinicipatix ei notables de la ville de Bäne... dinettent 
le vocu de voir crder. dins le pitis brcf ddlai. une dcoic pour les filles indigenes, oü 
sera donni, de prdfdrcncc. un enscigneineitt professionncl et indnager. 

[Gouverneur Gin&al 1947 - 1948, p 321 

(... the undersigned municipal councillors and notables of the town of B6ne... 
express the wish to see the establishment, as soon as possible, 
of a school for Muslim girls providing lionic cconomics as well as professional 
training. ) 

15 The town was renamed Annaba after independence. 
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The financial support for the development of education for the Algerian Muslim population was 
meeting greater resistance as time went by. By 1906, only 4.26% of Algerian children were 
receiving some education in a French establishment [Ageron 1979, p 1611. It was, therefore, 

felt that to meet the needs of the vast number of Algerian children still uneducated, a new 
approach was required. The Jeanmaire era was over. The new Director of Education in 

Algiers was Mr Jonnart. He decided, in 1908, that a new type of school would be created: Ies 

6coles auxilialres'. The plan was to build 60 of these schools per year during the next 10 years 

[Milliot 1910, p 295]. The intention was to reduce both building and running costs in order to 

build a large number of schools to accommodate a much greater proportion of children. 

According to the government, the aim was to 

.. diminuer les frais afin d'diendre la zone d'actioil. 

[Gouverneur GM6ral 1947 -1948, p 33] 

( reduce the costs in order to increase the cowrige. ) 

The programmes were reduced to a very basic education. It was deemed necessary to 

se r6signer A perdre provisoirenient en profondetir cc qu'on gagilerait en 6tendue. 

[ibid] 

(... resign oneself to lose temporarily the dcpth of education in order to cover a 
widcr geographical area. ) 

The teaching in the auxiliary schools was done by 'monitors' instead of qualified teachers. 

Being unqualified, these monitors could be paid less. In practice, this experiment was a failure. 

A smaller number of schools were built than had been planned and monitors were difficult to 

recruit. The whole project was abandoned in 1914. 

In view of the fact that the settlers had managed to sabotage the latest educational 

development programme for Algerian children by not providing the funds to build schools or to 

find adequate staff, it was felt that the implementation of such important projects should not be 

left to the town's local authorities, but should be funded by the government and administered by 

the Gouverneur Gdndral. This was enforced by a law on May 1st 1915 [Ageron 1968, Vol. 2p 

948]. 
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3.5 The period 1914 - 1954 

On the eve of World War 1, the achievements, in terms of the education of Algerian children, 

were minimal: in 1912, only 4.7% of Algerian children had access to a school. During World 

War 1, there was a severe decline in the educational provisions in Algeria. Many of the 

qualified teachers had been called to fight in France which left the schools in the hands of 

inexperienced, often unqualified personnel. As the quality of education declined, so did the 

attendance levels, as shown in the table below. The following table gives an indication of the 

number of Muslim children receiving education between 1913 and 1918. 

Figure 5 Number of Muslim children in primary state schools 1913-1918 

Academic 

year 

Number of Muslim 

boys 

Number of Muslim 

girls 

Total 

1913-1914 43,271 3,992 47,607 

1914-1915 41,201 4,330 45,531 

1915-1916 39,306 4,341 43,647 

1916-1917 37,758 3,722 41,480 

1917-1918 35,776 3,541 39,317 
[Cahiers cle lakfiditerranje, June 1972, p 69] 

The post-war recovery was slow but the number of girls attending school improved 

considerably. In 1920 there were 3,798 girls in primary education. This figure had dsen to 

8,150 by 1930. However, as a percentage of the total school population, the figures relating to 

girls' attendance were still very low (9% in 1920 and 12% in 1930). The programme of 

education was still basic as far as academic subjects were concerned and the emphasis was on 

practical subjects, with the possibility of continuing education after the primary level. The 

government report of 1947 - 1948 is clear on this matter: 

... 
le niveau de 1'enscignemmit thdorique rcstc, il cst vrai. encore assez bas, inais cc 

West pas A prdparer des dipl6nies qtic viscm Ics dcoics de filles niusu I ilia Iles, cc sont 
des dcoles nidnag6res plus que des dcoics prini-aircs. 

[Gouverneur Gengral 1947 - 1948, p 35J 

(... it is true to say that the levcl of theoretical (caching still remains quite low, but 
the objectives of Muslim girls' schools are not to prepare girls for diplornas. These 
schools arc not primary schools, tlicir ainis are to provide a practical education in 
home economics. ) 

From 1920 onwards, the attitude of the Algerian population towards education began to 

change. From then on, education was perceived as a right, and it was the government's 

responsibility to provide adequate facilities. One of the reasons for this change of attitude was 
the fact that a number of Algerians had gone to France to fight in the war or had emigrated to 
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find employment. They realised the improved opportunities offered to those who could read 

and write French. This new attitude to French education soon percolated back to Algeria via 

letters and returning migrants. Education for girls was also perceived as important by the 

educated elite as seen from the following extract of an article written in a newspaper of the 

time: 

... il faut que la femme indig6ne soit instruite et dduqudc. La preinifte rdalisation 
A obtenir est donc Finstruction des filles indi&ncs. ces feinines de dernain. Presque 

rien n'a dt6 fait dans ce doinaine. 

[La voix des humbles, May ]"ý-Vh 1931, p 141 

(... Muslim women must be knowledgeable and educated. The first objective must 
therefore be the education of young Muslim girls, the women of the filture. 
VirtuallY nothing has been done in this domain so far. ) 

World War 11 did not have as much of a dramatic effect on educational provisions as did World 

War 1. The replacement of teachers called to the front was better organised and the total 

number of children attending school did not decrease dramatically. Between 1945 and 1954, 

several projects attempted to remedy the inadequacy of the educational provisions in Algeria. 

The problem was particularly acute in rural areas. The 'centres ruraux' were created. They 

were, in essence, a renamed '6cole auxiliaire' intended for rural areas. They failed abysmally 

and for the same reasons. Nevertheless, between 1944 and 1954, the total number of Muslim 

children receiving primary education went from 108,000 to 306,000. Despite this increase, in 

1954, only 12.75% of Algerian children between the ages of 6 and 14 were receiving primary 

education in French schools. Added to those who received primary education in Ouranic 

schools, the total figure is only 18% of all children [Ageron 1979, p 535]. It seems that, instead 

of Jules Ferry's republican ideals of a free education for all, the educational system introduced 

in Algeria increased the social differences and created a huge gap between urban and rural 

areas. Whereas in cities, Algerian children who had been immersed in the French culture 

could attend the same schools as European children, and receive the same education, in rural 

areas, the situation was different. For economic reasons, the education provided by the French 

in these areas was of a different type and of a lesser quality. The emphasis was on practical 

skills in agriculture, in particular, as this served the needs of the settlers. The aim, it seemed, 

was not to educate in order to promote social mobility, but to respond to economic needs. 

By 1954, after more than a century of French presence, the picture was bleak: 85.4% of 

Algerian children did not go to school [Pervi/16 1984, p 22]. Some 86% of men and 95% of 

women were illiterate [Ageron 1979 Vol Zp 533]. Education was still a privilege, there were 

not enough schools and not enough teachers. In 1950, only 18% of Algerian children received 

primary education. Secondary education was virtually non-existent with only 690 Muslim 

children in 1927 and 776 in 1930. This figure rose to 5,308 (of which 952 girls) in 1954 out of a 

total of 35,000 pupils (18.45 %). The low figures in higher education are no surprise. In 1954, 
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481 Muslim boys and 22 girls were registered at the University of Algiers out of a total of 5,096 

students. 

Despite some changes of attitudes in urban areas, the importance of giving girls a sound 

education was not generally recognised among the majority of the Algerian population: firstly, 

as mentioned earlier, parents were reluctant to send girls to school after the age of eight, since 

the customs required girls to be segregated from boys from that age. The second factor was 

the fact that neither the French, nor the Algerian society of the time considered gids' education 

a priority. Even in France, the role of women was still very traditional. It is worth remembering 

that French women obtained the right to vote as late as 1944. In the traditional Algerian 

society, women were not expected to work outside of their homes. Their duty was to bring up 

children and look after their house. Education was often not perceived as necessary, since, 

once married, women were traditionally looked after by their husband. 

Figure 6 School population of Muslim children by sex: 1882 - 1945 

U) 
C) 

E 

[Cahiurs tie la Af6diterran6e, June 1972, p 69] 

We can conclude that by 1954, the impact of French education on the Algerian population had 

been limited. However, it had undeniable effects on those who received it. The traditional 

hierarchy within the family was shaken when fathers had to get the help of their sons to 

translate letters or fill in forms. The traditional reverence towards the land and those who lived 

from it, was questioned and compared unfavourably to the prospects of safe long term 

employment in the cities. Furthermore, the educated elite was no longer satisfied with the 

traditional way of life and was demanding a better educational system. 

Very few women on the whole had benefited from the French education programmes. For 

some of them, it had actually been detrimental. It has been argued that educating girls from 
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the poorest social classes in the cities often resulted in driving them to prostitution. These girls, 

who were taken to boarding schools (in an attempt to alleviate the burden of large families) 

received some education but were also immersed in a Western life style. Having become 

accustomed to a certain standard of living, these gids were incapable of readjusting to their 

previous life-style. They had acquired certain needs and expectations. Furthermore, they felt 

alienated from their families. Since society did not give them any support once they left 

school, nor provide any employment, prostitution often became their only solution for survival 
[Saadia-et-Lakhdar 1961, p 109]. 
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4 Nationalist and Reformist movements 

4.1 External influences 

The development of education and travel amongst the Algerian elite was inevitably 

accompanied by a greater awareness of the changes which were taking place in other Muslim 

countries regarding women's status. Even though reports on the emancipation of women in 
France and other Western countries reached some educated circles in Algeria, it did not have 

much effect on the population as a whole. However, changes in other Middle Eastern countries 
had a greater impact. Events in Turkey, for instance, could not have been ignored in Algeria. 
The Turkish Women's movement was created in 1908. It really gathered momentum after the 

war due to the important role played by Turkish women in the liberation of the country. Mustafa 

Kemal, the new leader, declared on February rd 1923: 

[Les femines] ne doivcnt plus s'cnferiner, ni sc dissimuler, ni sc voiler car tout le 
pays cn souffrirait. La femme turquc a pr8td, pendant la gucrre, son ardent 
concours au pays et. elle a soufferi comme tout Ic nionde. Aujourd'hui ellc doit We 
libre, elle doit s'instruire, fonder des dcoles, occuper dans le pays une situation 
dgale A celle de I'liornme: elle ya droit. 

[Borrmans 1977, pp 73,74] 

([Women] must not shut themselves awiy. hide themselves, or veil themselves, 
because the whole country would suffer as a consequctice. Turkish women havc 
passionately lielped their country during the war and they suffered like everybody. 
Today they must be free and prepared to educate others. They must take a position 
in society equal to that of men: they are entitled to it. ) 

As a consequence, the government introduced a series of reforms: 

1926: abolition of polygamy and institution of civil marriages. Abolition of the veil. 

1934: eligibility and right to vote given to women for parliamentary elections (17 women were 

elected in the parliament of 1935). 
[Borrmans 1977, pp 74-761 

Women's education also became a priority for the government. Schools were built in towns as 

well as in rural areas. The objective was not merely to teach girls a few basic skills. 

Secondary and higher education were also made available to them in 1936. The following 

statistics reflect the achievements of the government's programmes: 
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Figure 7 Number of girls in Primary Schools in Turkey 1927-1943 

Years Urban areas Rural areas 

1927 63,471 55,041 

1932 93,256 100,533 

1937 125,761 121,071 

1943 141,362 163,044 
[Borrmans 1977, p 77] 

Figure 8 Number of girls in Secondary Schools and at University in Turkey in 

1923 and 1942 

Years Secondary University 

1923-1924 1,513 185 

1942-1943 28,451 2,507 
[ibid] 

The developments in Turkey had an impact on many countries in the Middle East, Several 

congresses took place which show the widespread interest in the changing role of women in 

Muslim countries. The Second Muslim General Congress of Women of the orient, for 

instance, was held in Teheran in 1932 and the Second Congress of Mediterranean Women 

took place in Constantine (Algeria) the same year. 

Egypt was another country which, because of its early reforms concerning women's status, was 

looked upon as a model for Algeria. The Egyptian feminist movement emerged in 1923 and the 

first feminist journal, VEgyptienne', was published in 1925. Women's education was one of the 

battle grounds of the Egyptian feminists and became a major concern for the government. In 

1921,21% of women in Cairo and Alexandria could read and write (against 42.5% of men). 

The early 1930s saw the first Egyptian female graduates. By 1933, the feminist movement in 

Egypt could claim the following achievements: 

0 abolition of the veil 

0 minimum marrying age for girls (16) 

0 access to secondary and higher education 

0 right to divorce 

certain restrictions imposed on men regarding the right of repudiation. 
[Borrmans 1977, p 88] 

One can fully appreciate how far behind Algerian women were compared to their Turkish and 

Egyptian counterparts by analysing the following table published in 1950, as part of an article 

by Hamza Boubakeur entitled 'La Musulmane Nord Africaine d'aujourd'hui' (North African 

Muslim women today). 
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Figure 9 Percentage of educated women in Algiers, Istanbul and Cairo in 1950 

Algiers Istanbul Cairo 

Educated women as a percentage of the total 7 55 22 
number of women 

Educated women in relation to the number of 12 60 25 
educated men 

Working women as a percentage of the total 0 3 35 18 female population . 
I 

Working women in relation to the total number of I 
0 1 68 15 

working men . 
[Borrmans 1977, p 457] 

Despite the important changes occurring in Turkey and Egypt, no feminist movement 

developed in Algeria. This was due to the fact that there was not a sufficient number of 

educated women who could play an active part in the promotion of women's issues [Merad 

1,967, p 321]. 

4.2 Internal Reformist movements 

4.2.1 The movement of the Ulaina. 

Abdul Hamid Ben Badis was the founder of the religious reformist movement of the Ulama. He 

was the son of a wealthy land owner of the Constantine region and studied at the University of 

Tunis. He could have led the 'easy' life of a rich Muslim in colonial Algeria, enjoying the 

benefits of a Western life style coupled with a good education. Instead, he started a 

movement, the 'Association des Ulama Musulmans Alg6riens' (Association of the Muslim 

Algerian Ulama) (May 5th 1931), which criticised the modern Muslim way of life and advocated 

a return to the ethics of original Islam... a puritanical fonn of Islam unencumbered by 

superstitions and magical excrescences [Signs vol 15 no. 4 1990, p 763]. The aims of this 

association are clearly stated in article 4 of its constitution: 

Cette association a pour but dc conibattre les f1daux sociaux: alcoolisine, jeux de 
hasard, paresse, ignorance, ainsi que tout cc qui est, par sa nature, interdit. par la. 
religion, rdprouv6 par la morale c( prohibd par les lois ct ddcrcts en vigueur. 

lCollot & Henry 1978, p 451 

(This association's aims are to fight social plagues such as alcoholism, gambling, 
laziness, lack of education and anything which, by its nature, is forbidden by 
[Islam], rejected by its morals and prohibited by the current laws and decrees. ) 
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The movement did not, at first, totally reject colonialism as such. Ben Badis wrote in the 

editorial of the first edition of Al Muntaqid, journal of the Reformist movement: 

Le peuple algdrien est un peuple faiblc et insuffisaininent dvolud. 11 dprouve ]a 
ndcessitd vitale d'dtre sous I'aile protectrice d'une nation forte et civilis6c qui lui 
pennette de progresser dans la voie de la civilisation et du diveloppernent. 

[Merad 1967, p 445] 

(The Algerian people are weak and have not reached a sufficient level of 
development. The country needs to be under the wing of a strong and civilised 
nation to enable it to inove towards civilisition and progress. ) 

This attitude can be explained by the fact that the membership of the association was mostly 

constituted by an educated elite who had benefited from the French presence and did not, 

therefore, consider it to be detrimental to the country. The main criticism they levied against 

the French government was its interference in cultural and religious matters embodied by the 

policy of assimilation. To fill the 'cultural vacuum' caused by colonialism, particularly regarding 

religion, the association opened Quranic schools and created its own newspaper. 

The main objectives of the Ulama were to spread the use and knowledge of the Arabic 

language and create a sense of cultural identity through a revival of 'true' Islam. Their guiding 

principles are clearly summed up in the reformist motto: 

L'Islain est ma rcligion-, I'Arabe cst ma langtic. I'Algdric cst ma patric. 
[Ageron 1979, p 3381 

(Islam is iny religion, Arabic is in), language. Algeria is in), fatherland 

The movement had most impact through its Quranic schools. These were primary schools 

open to both sexes where Arabic and religion were taught for three years. Often girls were 

admitted in the schools free of charge to encourage parents to send their daughters to school 

and change social attitudes towards girls' education [Vandevelde 1980, p 371]. A large number 

of Quranic schools were opened between 1932 and 1938, however, the French authorities soon 

realised that these establishments constituted a threat to their 'assimilation policy'. As we saw 

in section 3, the French educational system was intended to make Algerian children identify 

with France and French culture. Children were taught the French language, customs, history 

and geography in order to develop in them the belief that they were part of the French nation. 

The Quranic schools, teaching Arabic and religion were reinforcing Algerian culture and 

traditions. This was in total contradiction with the French education objectives. Therefore, in 

1938, a decree was passed closing down all Quranic schools, which had been opened without 

specific authorisation from the French government. In 1938, about 50,000 Muslim children 

were educated in 3,148 Ouranic schools while at the same time 105,000 Muslim children went 
to French schools [Ageron 1979, p 336]. In 1951, a report on the activities of the Association of 
the Ulama mentioned 125 primary schools attended by 16,286 children of which 6,696 were 
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girls [Botrmans 1977, p 448]. Despite their limited numbers, the opening of Quranic schools 

was important as far as girls' education was concerned. For the first time, girls from all social 

backgrounds had access to Arabic education. However, it must be said that the type of 

education which was considered to be adequate for girls was very elementary. Lamine 

Lamoudi, who was to become General Secretary of the Association des Ulama, wrote in an 

article in the newspaper al-Islah: 

11 ne me plairait pas de voir la jeune fille niusulniane parmi celles qui 'portent' le 
baccalaurdat et le doctorat. 11 me suffit dc la voir poss6der les cormaissances 
indispcnsabics de sa, religion... 

[Merad 1967, p 330] 

(I would not like to see Muslim girls 'showing off their 'A' level or doctorate. I 
would be satisfied if they simply hada good understanding of the principles of their 
religion. ) 

Girls had to be educated, but not in order to give them equal opportunities. All that was 

expected of them was to understand Islam and live in accordance with its principles. Although 

gids' education was limited, it sowed the seeds of nationalism in some girls who, later on, 

became active participants in the war of independence (See section 10.1.5). Delcroix, in her 

study of Algerian and Egyptian women, maintained that the Algerian reformist movement was 

crucial in so far as it established girls' education as an essential element of the country's 

development [Delcroix 1986, p 24]. 

In line with this conception of the role of women in society, the Ulama were against giving 

women the right to vote. According to the newspaper El Basair: 

Al lbralihni lprdsident dc I'Association des Ulainal refuse Vidde de vote des feinmes 
inusulnianes sous pr6lextc qtic Ics hommes ii'diaicia pas asscz nifirs el ne 
jouissaient pas encore picincinent de cc droit cl qti'il W3, avait atictin intdrdt A faire 
voter les femnies. 

[Sai 1984, p 3(refs)] 

(Al lbralihni [president, of the Association des 111amaj, refused the idea of Muslim 
women being granted the right to voic under the prctc. xt that incn were not inature 
enough and did not fully avail Ilicnisch, cs of this right. There Nvas, thcreforc, no 
reason to give women the right to vote. ) 

The Algerian reformists' position concerning women was based on the ideas of Rashid Rida of 

the Oriental Reformist School and a disciple of Muhammad 'Abdu from Egypt. The Algerian 

reformists agreed on women's right to education, property ownership and access to certain 

public functions. However, they advocated segregation of the sexes, cloistering of women and 

maintaining the veil. Regarding family laws, they accepted the possibility for a woman to 

choose her husband, but totally rejected the idea of a woman asking for divorce. The question 
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of equality between men and women in terms of inheritance was also rejected [Merad 1967, pp 
327,328]. This focuses attention on the motives of the reformists. According to Merad the 

reformists devoted so much time and energy to the question of the role of women in society in 

order to ensure that any changes were made in accordance with Islam rather than for the sake 

of women's personal development. 

Si les rdformistes consacr&ent tant d'efforts aux probMines posds par Nvolution de 
la femme musulmane dans la socidtd moderne, ce fat moins pour favoriscr cette 
dvolution, que pour rappeler inlassablenlent A ses partisans dans quel sens et dans 
quelles limites elle devait Etre entreprise, pour qu'elle pfit s'effectuer selon I'Islam et 
non contre lui. 

[Aferad 1967, p 315] 

(If the reformists dedicated so much of their efforts to the problems of the evolution 
of Muslimwomen in a modern society, it was not so much to further this evolution, 
but rather to constantly remind its supporters of the need to establish certain limits 

and a sense of direction in order to remain within the bounds of the Islamic 
doctrine. ) 

On closer reading, it appears that some of the changes advocated by the reformists had wider 

objectives than the improvement of women's welfare. When, for instance, Ben Badis urged 

fathers to lower the dowries for their daughters, it was not to remove the negative image 

attached to the dowry often seen as the 'sale price' of the girl. If the dowry had been replaced 

by a fixed amount, it would have lost its connotation of being the 'market value' of a girl and 

would have become a symbolic gesture. However, as Lazreg pointed out, if Ben Badis 

advocated lower dowries, it was to facilitate marriages between Algerian men and women. 

According to Ben Badis, young Algerian men were discouraged to marry Algerian girls because 

of the high dowries they had to pay. Consequently, they turned to French women who did not 

ask for any payments. The welfare of the nation rather than that of women was the guiding 

factor in Ben Badis' reform of the dowry [Signs Vol 15 no. 4 Summer 1990, pp 763,764]. It 

seems that the same can be said of all the reforms proposed by the Ulama regarding women's 

status. In their opinion, women had a specific and limited role to play, as defined by the 

Quean. Any changes advocated were aimed at enabling women to fulfil this role. No attention 

was given to women's issues per se and in fact the position of the Ulama, vis-5-vis women, was 

very traditional in essence. As Sai concluded: 

[Les Ulanta aviientl utic attitudc indfiante ci patcrivilisic 'I Hgard du pcuple. Sous 
couvert d'utie lutte contrc Ics vilcurs du colonisatcur, ils sc sont rcplids sur un 
conservatisine excessif, surtout -A I'dgard du proWnic fdiiiiiiiii. 

[Sai 1984, p 6] 

([The Nam had] a distrustful and patcrnalistic attitude towards the population. 
Under the pretext of fighting against the colonisers' values, they returned to an 
excessive conservatism, particularly regarding women's issues. ) 
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The fact that, the few women who belonged to the Association des Ularna were never involved 

in decision making, supports this argument. A former female member of the Association 

interviewed by Sai declared: 

Ntais charg6e des cotisations et je faisais agent de liaison entre les responsables ct 
les fernmes... Les fernmes se rdunissaient s6pardnient des hoinines ct quand il y 
avait quelque chose d'important, un homme venait nous infonner. On marchait 
sous Ics ordres des hornmes. 

[Sai 1984. p 321 

(I looked after the fees' collections and acted -as a liaison agent between the leaders 
and the women... Women met separately from men and when there was something 
important, a man would come to inforni us. We were acting under men's orders. ) 

The majority of women in the association were working as teachers in the Medersa but they 

were only trusted with 'spreading' the ideas laid out by the association, never involved in their 

elaboration. 

Although the Association des Ularna looked to improve women's status, particularly regarding 

education, it was done with a very specific purpose. The intention was to provide them with a 

minimum education so that they could improve their performance as educators of the younger 

generations. 

4.2.2 The 'Fidiration des Elus' and the 'Union Dernocratique du Manifeste 

Algirien'(UDMA) 

Dr Bendjelloul created in 1927 an organisation called: 'La F6d6ration des Elus du Constantinois' 

(Federation of Elected Representatives of the Constantine Region). This organisation had 

similar views to those of the Association des Ularna. Because of their 'bourgeois' background, 

the Representatives did not, at first demand an end to colonialism. Their main concern was to 

ensure that Algerians were given the same rights as the settlers. The main difference between 

this movement and the Ulama's association was that they were not concerned with religious 

matters. They did not separate women's issues from their overall demand for equality with the 

settlers. When they did ask for specific rights for women, such as the right to education, it was 

in a very limited way and in keeping with the traditional image of Muslim women: wives, 

mothers and educators of the nation's children. The following is an extract from the 

programme of the Federation: 

Pour nos fillcs, Finstruction en languc arabc slinpose la premi6re. Avec: le 
d6veloppement intellectuel qu'elle leur procurcrait, c1le les familiariserait avec les 
v6fitables notions islamiques, et leur donnerait Ic souci de conserver A notre socidtd, 
ce cachet de dignitd sociale et de respcct humain qui fut de tout temps notre 
apanage. 
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Cela ri'mpEchcrait pas dc compidwr leurs connaissances par Nnscignment du 
frangais: des dcoles primaires dcvroilt We crdes (sic) A leur usage. mais il faudra 
laisser aux initiatives priv&s le soin d'oricntcr les sujets f6minins d'dlite vers 
1'enscigneinent secondaire et supdrieur. Nous ne dcniandcrons, Fintervention des 
pouvoirs officiels quc pour Ics techniques approprides: ouvroirs, arts mdnagcrs, 
hygi6ne, etc. 

[L'entente Franco-musulmane no. I Aug 29'h 1935 in Sai 1984, p 18] 

(For our girls, an education in Arabic is essential. The intellectual development 
derived from such a programme would fiamiliarise them with the true Islamic 
values and would give them the social dignity and human respect which have 
always been the hallmarks of our society. 
Their programme of study could be further enhanced by the study of the French 
language: primary schools will have to be created to this effect, but we vAll leave 
secondary and higher education in the hands of private initiatives who -Aill steer the 
top female candidates in the right directions. We will only call on the authorities to 
provide technical support in areas such as crafts, home economics, hygiene, etc. ) 

As Sai remarked, the education recommended by the Representatives for the majority of 

Muslim girls was aimed at preparing them for their future roles as wives, mothers and 

educators, within a French context [Sai 1984, p 19]. 

The proposals of the Fdddration des Elus were adopted by other political organisations. The 

demand for free compulsory education for both sexes can be found in the Manifeste du Peuple 

Algdrien presented to the French Authorities by Ferhat Abbas in 1943. Similar objectives are 

also in the programme of the UDMA for the municipal elections of 1947: 

Scolarisation de tous Ics crifints d'. ̂ige scolairc dcs deux sc. xcs, cours 
d'apprentissage pour garqons, ouvroirs pour fillcites. 

[L'E, valW no. 98 Oct I oth 1947, p3 in Sai 1984, p8 (refs)] 

(Education of all school-aged childrca of both se. xcs with apprenticeship for boys 
and craft workshops for girls. ) 

In the report presented by Ferhat Abbas at the first congress of the UDMA (Sept 27t" 1947). 

one paragraph is devoted to women: 

L'oeuvrc sociale derneure dgalenicnt un des principaux objcctifs. L'aindliorition de 
la condition de la feininc inusulmane. son instruction. son dmancipation sont les 
conditions dc notre lib6ration nationale... Si nos femines ne deviennent pas nos 
assocides et nos dgales, instmites ct dduqudes, notre socidtd rcstcn, amputde de la 
inoitid d'ellc-m6rne et detneurera cn arri6re des socidids modemcs. 

[La Wpublique algMenne no 272Sepl 21-" 1951, p3 in Sai 1984. p 10 (refs)] 

(The social programme also constitutes one of our main objectives. The 
improvement in the status of Muslim womcn, their education, their emancipation, 
are among the conditions of our national libcration... If our women do not become 
our associates and equals, knowledgeable and cducated, our society will remain 
deprived of half of its people and will continue to lag behind the developed 
countries. ) 
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Here again, the demands were not intended to change the status of women for their own 

personal development. They merely addressed general issues of social welfare within the 

traditional framework of an Islamic society. Women's emancipation was seen as a prerequisite 

for the national liberation and economic success of the country. The role of women within the 

family, for instance, was not questioned. Cherif Hadj Said, elected representative for the town 

of Constantine declared: 

L'6cole aura pour mission de ... prdparer fla feniniel A son r6le naturel et normal 
d'dpouse et de m6re. Mais elle lui procurera aussi une instruction suffisante pour 
lui permettre, le cas dchdant de gagner sa vie par son travail... 

[L'EgalW no. 35 Aug 16'h 1946, p 3] 

The inission of schools will be to prepare livoinciij for their natural and normal 
roles as wives and mothers. It will also provide adequate education to enable them, 
if need be, to earn a living through their Nvork. ) 

This leaves no doubt as to the degree of emancipation the UDMA was prepared to give 

women. Outside their traditional role, they were allowed to work, if need be, that is to say if no 

male member of the family was capable of supporting them. As Sai concluded, the 

emancipation of women was not seen as a necessity for women, but for men and the Algerian 

society in general. Women themselves agreed with this idea. The first female member of the 

association declared: 

Je suis entrdc parce quc j'ai estinid quc mon devoir dtait 1A. Je dois cn qualitd 
d'algdrienne, (sic) participer iti combal quotidien que li%, rciit illes fr6res. 11 n'y a 
pas quc les homincs qui doivent Itmer pour la libdrafion de notre peuple. Les 
feinincs algdriennes se doivent de lesaider. 

[Sai 1984, p 19 (refs)] 

(I became a member because I fclt that it was in). duty. Being in Algerian Nvoman, 
I have to participate in the daily stniggic in which in), brothers arc engaged. It is 
not only men who have to fight for the liberation of our people. Algerian women 
must help thein too. ) 

If women could support men more efficiently, this would enable men to contribute more fully to 

the development of the nation as a whole [Sai 1984, p 23]. As far as political rights were 

concerned, for many years, neither the F6d6ration des Elus, nor the UDMA demanded the right 

for Muslim women to vote. This was in contradiction with their main objective which was to 

obtain equal political rights for the Algerian population. In fact, when the first woman became a 

member of the JUDMA16 in Frenda (Krilaya of Tiaret) in 1951, the National Council of the 

16 Young people's section of the UDMA. 
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Association saw this as posing a serious problem not only for the movement but also for the 
future of the country [Sai 1984, p 34]. The National Secretary of the JUDMA declared: 

Apr6s Finitiative de Frenda d'accepter une algdriciine (sic) en son sein, je me suis 
penchd sur ce probl6me et j'ai acceptd I'adlidsion de deux jeunes filles. Je ne vous 
cache pas que cela m'a donnd dnornidnient de soucis... 

[Sai 1984, p 18 (refs)] 

(Following on the initiative of Frenda, Nvhcre a young Algerian girl became a 
member, I pondered over this problem and I accepted the membership of two young 
girls. I will not hide the fact that this causcd nica lot of worry ... ) 

The reason given for this reluctance to accept women in the association was the fact that 

women lacked political knowledge and experience. One could argue that this was also the 

case for some of the male members. Another explanation suggested by Sai was that, by 

participating in a political organisation, girls were moving away from their traditional roles. 

Neither the UDMA, nor the majority of the population were prepared to accept this. A letter 

from two female members to the newspaper 'La Rdpublique Alg6rienne' (the UDMA's 

publication) supports this view: 

... tout est fait pour nous einpýclier dc poursuivre notre lutte cn vue dc rclever notre 
pcuple et essayer par la in8me de nous relc%-cr nous-ni8me... Nous sommes mal 
vucs dans tous les inilicux indine au scin de nolrc famille o6 nous pourrions trouver 
un r6confort. Au contrairc. nous ), faisons figurc de rd%, oltdcs, de ren6gates, et 
pourtant nos aspirations sont naturelles ct ndccssaircs. un pcu pour nous-inallic, 
inais surtout pour celics de la gdndration nom, clic... 

[Sai 1984, pp 18,19 (refs)] 

(... everything is done to prevent us from pursuing our fight to improve the 
conditions of our people and at the saine time. improve ourselves... We are 
criticised everywhere, even amongst our family whcrc we should be able to find 
sorne support. On the contrary. Avc are seen as rebels, renegades, and yet our 
aspirations arc natural and necessary, for ourselves to some extent, but mostly for 
the new generations ... ) 

Once girls had become members of the association, they had very traditional roles. The 

General Secretary of the JUDMA congratulated two female members saying: 

Signalons que nos deux nouvcllcs adhdrantcs ... sc sont pirticuli6rement signaldes 
par leur excellent travail de rdnovation du local ct cn nicttant de l'ordre dans notre 
bibliotli6quc. 

[La RýpubliquelýZýrienne no-261 A. larch A1h 1951, p2 in Sai 1984, p 38] 

(Our two new recruits have particularly distinguishcd themselves by the excellent 
work they did redecorating the building and tidying the libr-ary. ) 

Whenever female members of the UDMA or the JUDMA are mentioned in La R6publique 

Alg6rienne, it is for some cultural or social action such as organising a social evening for the 
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circumcision of orphans or giving free sewing lessons. Only two female members had 

important posts in the association: one was member of the committee of the Lyon Section 

(France) and one was the joint secretary of the Oran Section. By 1952, there were only eight 

members in total [Sai 1984, p 39]. The vote for Muslim women only became part of the 

political programme of the UDMA in 1955 [Sai 1984, p 20]. 

4.2.3 The 'Young Algerians' 

The other reformist movement, known as 'Les Jeunes Algdriens' (Young Algerians), was 

modelled on the 'Jeunes Turcs' and 'Jeunes Tunisiens', two reformist groups in Turkey and 

Tunisia. The 'Young Algerians' were mentioned in the press as early as 1909 but the 

movement really flourished after World War 1. Its members were professionals (typically 

doctors, lawyers and teachers) who had been educated in French schools and were eager to 

reap the benefits of their education by obtaining social and economic recognition by the French 

as well as equal political rights. They displayed a deep respect for France and French culture. 

The slogan of the teachers'journal 'La voix des humbles' (The voice of the humble) during that 

period was: 

Pour Nvolution des Inclig6ics par la Culturc fragaise - loin des Partis - loin des 
dogmes. 

[Merad 1967, p 64] 

(For the evolution of the Muslim population through the French culture - detached 
from Parties - detached from dognias. ) 

The Young Algerians' Western education made them look favourably at the emancipation of 

women, albeit within an Islamic framework. They realised that the evolution of the social 

structures of a Muslim society depended largely on a redefinition of the role of women: 

Pour tous ceux qui, par Icur milicu social, leur nivcau cultutel et dconornique, 
dtaient A in6ine d'appr6cier - et d'adoptcr - Ics mocurs franqaises, I'dinancipation de 
la feinine musulinane leur paraissait s'imposcr comine une indiscutabic iidccssit6. 

[Merad 1967, p 317J 

(For all those linen] who were capable of appreciating - and adopting - French 
customs because of their background, level of education and social status, the 
emancipation of Muslim women was considered to bean unquestionable necessity. ) 

These young reformists disseminated their ideas via journals such as 'La Voix des Humbles', 

'La Voix Indig6ne' and'Le Jeune Musulman'. In an article in 'La Voix des Humbles', one can 
find a list of changes advocated by the young reformists under the heading: 'La Famille 

Indig6ne en Alg6rie' (Indigenous Families in Algeria). Amongst the many changes proposed 
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were: compulsory education for boys and girls, the right for Kabylian women to divorce and 

receive inheritance and the setting the minimum age for marriage at 16 [La Voix des Humbles 

no. 99 May I"-2d" 1931, pp 14,15]. 

The intellectuals of the time were aware of the problems Algerian women faced due to the lack 

of security in marriages and the lack of education for girls. This is how young Algerian girls 

were depicted in an article entitled 'La situation sociale de la Musulmane alg6rienne' (The 

social situation of Muslim Algerian women), in 1947: 

Le voile que la coutume jette sur son visige ct son espfit est comme un baillon qui 
Ntouffe. Dans sa retraite, la Musulitiane d'Algdrie se meurt d'inaction et 
d'ignorance. 

[Borrmans 1977pp 454,4551 

(The veil which, by tradition, covers her face. also covers her mind and stifles her 
like a gag. in this artificial retreat. the Muslim woman of Algeria is d)ing through 
idleness and ignorance. ) 

In 1953, in a letter to'Le Jeune Musulman', a woman correspondent wrote: 

La feiiiiiie revendique une place dans Ia socidtd algdricime, toute autre que celle 
qu'occupaient sa in&re et. sa grind-niftc. Nous pourrions sortir de la boue dans 
laquelle nous somincs si notre peuple voulait fairc suivre A sa jeunesse f6ininine la 
inErne route dc d6livrance qu'i sa jcuncssc ninsculinc, c'est-A-dire les indmcs 
rcsponsibilit6s et. Ics in8mes droits. 

[Borrmans 1977, p 450] 

(Women claim a position in Algerian society which is totally different from that of 
tlicir mothers and grand inothers. Our socict), could cilierge from the slump it is in 
if our people were prepared to placc young girls oii the same path to freedom as 
their young boys and give thcni the sanic responsibilities and the same rights. ) 

From 1950 onward, the question of the changing role of women was widely discussed in the 

press. The journal Salam Ifrikya, for instance, conducted a campaign in 1950 in favour of the 

emancipation of women. The debate touched on all the main issues: veil, dowry, marriages - in 

particular mixed marriages, children and the social status of women in society. 'La R6publique 

Alg6rienne', the UDMA's publication also tackled the question of women and their position in 

society. Although there was a definite consensus in favour of the emancipation of women, 

certain limits and constraints were also present. Women's roles had to evolve within the 

framework of Islam and, therefore, the status of women in the family was not to be altered. 
One had to preserve 

... Nquilibre familial, I'attachenient de la fcninte A son dpoux et au bien de son 
foyer. 

[Borrmans 1977, p 456] 
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(... the family balance, the attachment of the wife to her husband and to the welfare 
of her home. ) 

The veil was not considered to be an important issue since 

La Musulmane doit dire puclique, renoncer au vain plaisir de plaire pour s'attachcr 
A dire avant tout estimde et respectde. [Sa] vraic richesse est clans ... sa vie morale, 
sa fbi en Dieu. 

[Borrn: ans 1977, p 4561 

(Muslim women must be modest, renounce the vain pleasure of being attractive and 
endeavour to inspire respect. [Her] real wealth lics in ... her spiritual life [and] her 
faith in God. ) 

The main concern was to educate women in order to make them participate in the economic 
development of the country. Here lies one of the crucial problems for the emancipation of 

women in Algeria. The Young Algerians, influenced by their Western education, wanted to 

create a modem Muslim state with well educated and economically active women. At the 

same time, in a reaction to the years of imperialist domination, they tried to preserve certain 

traditional values, particularly concerning the family structure. Any evolution in the role of 

women had to be different from that in the West: 

Toute occidentalisation ... entriinmit la perle de nos feiiiiiies 

fibid] 

(Any %vesternisation... would result in losing our women ) 

Just as the French government saw Algerian women as their main target if they wanted to get 

to the heart of society, the Young Algerians were resisting any changes to the family structures 

in an attempt to preserve their cultural identity. 

Another element was also influencing the educated elite of the time. Since the majority of 

Young Algerians were men, they were probably unhappy at the prospect of seeing their 

dominant role in the traditional patriarchal family weakened by educated independent women. 

Whether deliberate or unconscious, the motives of the Young Algerians lead to a 

misunderstanding of the problems Algerian women faced. They never tackled the issue from 

the point of view of women's rights as equal members of the society. They considered the 

society as a whole and attempted to change it in order to modernise it. Women were just a tool 

in the modernisation process. 
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5 The special case of Kabylia 

5.1 The'Kabyle Myth' 

From the time of the early settlements in Algeria, the Kabyle people17 have been perceived by 

the French as different from the Arabs. Over the years, a myth developed about the Kabyles 

and the 'affinity' between the Europeans and the Kabyle tribes. While this myth went through 

periods of strong support as well as periods of rejection, it always exercised an influence on the 

French authorities. This resulted in the adoption of different policies and laws by the French 

government in Kabylia. Before elaborating on these and the un-stated agenda behind the 

pursuit of the 'politique berbýre% it is important to clarify the meaning of the phrase the 'Kabyle 

myth'. 

The French saw the Kabyles as a different race from the Arabs. To support this theory, they 

pointed to the fact that they had their own language ( Berber) and were sedentary tribes with a 
totally different social organisation. Their blue eyes and blond hair gave rise to the claim that 

they had a Nordic origin. Furthermore, they had been converted to Christianity in the past and, 

according to the French, 'superficially Islamised'. Consequently, Mgr Lavigerie, archbishop of 
Algiers, considered their re-conversion to the Christian faith an easy target. He is quoted to 

have said: 

Notre mission West pas de transporter jen Algdricl la population de la Wre-Patrie. 
Notre mission est de nous assimilcr cii Ics ranicnant I notre civilisation, qui dtait 
celle de Icurs p&es. ces populations bcrb&cs. 

[Ageron 1968 VoL 1, p 47] 

(Our mission is not to transfer [to Algerial populations from the inother land. Our 
mission is to assimilate the Berber populations Iýv cinbracing thein into our culture, 
which was that of their forefathers) 

Some writers of the time such as Baron Aucapitaine even talked of similarities between the 

French and the Kabyle in their characters and mores. He wrote that the Kabyles 

... ti&des scclateurs de Malionict dtaient ponds vers nous par leurs caract&es et 
leurs mocurs. 

[Ageron 1968 VoL 1, p 2701 

... half-hearted followers of Malionict wcrc drawn to us by their character and 
their customs. ) 

17 The Berber tribes lived in the mountainous regions of the North East of the country. 
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The 'Kabyle Myth' was also a pretext used by some to encourage the rivalry between the 

Kabyles and the Arabs, a policy which could only benefit the settlers. In 1845, a French doctor 

in Algeria, Dr. Bodichon wrote: 

La France doit d6velopper cet instinct antipathique entre Arabes et Kabyles et 
mettre i sa convenance les deux races aux prises Nne contre Pautre. 

[Ageron 1968 Vol. 1, p 269] 

(France must develop this instinctive animosity between Arabs and Kabylians and 
use, to its convenience, the in-fighting between these two races. ) 

For all these reasons, a 'politique kabyle' was adopted (even though it never had the support of 

the majority of the settlers). The hidden aims of the French government, as far as Kabylia was 

concerned, evolved over the years. Between 1870 and 1890, a policy of assimilation 

prevailed. The details of the legal, administrative and educational changes brought about by 

the French authorities will be covered in detail later in this study (see 
_sections 

5.2 and 5.3). 

However, one could say that the atmosphere during that period, was one of conciliation and co- 

operation with the local population and some respect for its traditions and customs. Between 

1898 and 1918, the intention was no longer to assimilate, but to divide the two communities, 

the Arabs and the Kabyles, in other words a policy of 'divide and rule'. After World War 1, the 

'politique Kabyle' was abandoned, but it had long-lasting effects on the perception that French 

people had of the Kabyles. It also planted the seeds of Kabyle nationalism. 

5.2 Attempts at introducing French legislation 

A number of local laws and traditions were officially maintained and respected by the French 

authorities in Kabylia. These included the Djemaa (an assembly of representatives of the main 

families in each village acting as judges and arbiters in cases of disagreements between 

families) and the Qanouns (village laws and regulations). In 1871 there was a rebellion in 

Kabylia against the French authorities. It resulted in unprecedented sequestration of land and a 

heavy 'war-contribution' was levied on the tribes. After 1871, the Djernaa was officially 

replaced by the French juge de paix. However, very few cases were brought in front of the 

French judge. The Djemaa continued to exist. The Kabyles tended to use the French legal 

system as and when it suited them, for instance if no agreement could be found in a dispute. 

The ruling of the French judge was not always respected. 

Some administrators such as Camille Sabatier (administrator of Fort-National) continued to 

adopt a very liberal policy, even after 1871, maintaining some of the local customs while slowly 
bringing in changes in areas considered to be of major importance. One of these areas was 
the legal status of women. 
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Women in Kabylia had even fewer legal rights than their Arab counterparts. Their situation was 

one of subservience, to their father before marriage, to their husband later on. Giris were 

married without their consent. In case of repudiation, women had to return to their fathers 

home to be given away in marriage a second time by their father or by another male relative 

such as an uncle or brother, without their consent. In case of repudiation, a sum of money, 
IOU, had to be paid back to the husband by the girl's father. Kabylian women had no rights of 
inheritance. They could not have custody of their children If they were repudiated or if their 

husband died, even if a child was less than three years old. The only right, It seems, Kabylian 

women had, was that of 'insurrection'. A woman could decide to leave her husband and return 
to her fathers home. She then would become the responsibility of her parents, but could not 

remarry unless her husband agreed to repudiate her. Some men took advantage of this 

situation, leaving their wife in this state of 'insurrection' for years and refusing to repudiate her. 

Polygamy, although possible, was hardly ever used. The husband preferred to repudiate his 

wife. Since the dowry he had paid was returned to him, he could use this money to pay for 

another wife. As in other parts of Algeria, to protect themselves from repudiation, Kabylian 

women were eager to have children and in particular boys, as early as possible. Sterility and 

the absence of boys were often causes for repudiation [MiNot 1910, pp 180-206]. 

These customs and traditions seemed unacceptable to Westerners such as the administrator 

Sabatier. In 1882, in the village of Ait I'Hassen, Sabatier had an agreement with the Beni- 

Raten tribe which stipulated that: 

... les filles ne scraient plus venclues par leurs parcnts jelles] se vendraicnt 
librcmcnt. 

[Ageron 1968 VoL 1, p 2871 

(... girls would no longer be sold by their parents, [they] would make their own 
decisions freely. ) 

If Sabatier and many others used the term 'selling of girls' when referring to marriages, it was 

due to the fact that the tradition required the groom to give a sum of money, the tharnanth, to 

the father of the bride. The father could use this to buy gifts for the girl or keep it for himself. 

Sabatier also attempted to establish a minimum age for marriage. In 1884, he tried to extend 
his 'qanouns rdnov6s' (modemised traditions) to the entire region of Fort-National and, although 
he did not succeed in totally abolishing the tharnanth, it was agreed that the sum of money 

would go to the bride instead of her father. Sabatier's motives were not solely dictated by the 
desire to improve the status of women in the Kabylian tribes. Fervent supporter of the theory 

of 'assimilation', he saw these reforms as a way of narrowing the gap between the two 

populations, the settlers and the Kabyles. Over a period of time, he thought that these changes 
would facilitate total assimilation of the Kabyles through inter-marriages described as 'ethnic 
fusion'. Despite Sabatier's convictions that 'assimilation' was the answer to all the problems in 
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Kabylia, his efforts failed, partly because of his misunderstanding of the Kabyles' needs and 

aspirations and partly because the settlers themselves did not want 'assimilation' to take place. 

The French tribunals also tried to bring in several laws and decrees to improve the legal status 

of women in Kabylia. In 1902, a decree established the right for a widow to t>e the legal 

guardian of her own children as long as she did not remarry [LeMvre-Bousquet 1939, p 66]. 

The custom of giving lefdi, was regulated by the law of May 24th 1931. The husband was 
forbidden from demanding a sum higher than what he had given at the time of marriage fibid7. 

The law of May 2"d 1930 set the minimum marrying age for gids at 15. According to this law, 

the marriage had to be preceded by a formal engagement and the proof of the girl's age had to 

be provided. The actual marriage had to be officially registered by a cadi. This law was either 
ignored completely or 'adapted' to suit the interests of the family. It was impossible for the 
French authorities to enforce this law since the girl's age could not always be officially proven. 
The close-knit nature of the village community allowed people to hide a girl's marriage from the 

authorities until she was 15. 

The decree of May 119tý' 1931 gave Kabylian women the right to divorce and to receive 

inheritance when their husband or father died. According to Lef6vre-Bousquet, the right for 

women to divorce was well accepted, even though it went against traditional customs. The 

reason being that a large number of women had been abandoned by their husbands who had 

emigrated to France after World War 1. Consequently, their wives were left without any income, 

and since they were still married, they could not remarry. If the French decree on divorce was 

accepted by the Kabylian population, it was due to the fact that it offered a solution to a new 

situation created by colonisation itself. The right to inheritance, although intended to help the 

widows of the Kabylian men who had died during World War 1, was not well received. 

According to the local customs, all property was passed from male to male and, therefore, 

remained within the extended family whose responsibility was to look after unmarried women 

and widows. Of course, from the woman's point of view, this meant that she could never be 

independent and had to rely on other people's generosity. The new law, by allowing women to 

receive inheritance from their father or husband, would result in the division of land which 

would threaten the survival of the extended family. If, following the new decree, a woman had 

asked for her share of inheritance, she would have been totally ostracised by her family and the 

village community and might not have received any inheritance in the end. It was, therefore, 

easier and safer to follow the traditions and ignore the new decree. Despite this resistance to 

the new legislation, Lefývre-Bousquet noted that some changes were slowly taking place in this 

domain: fathers and husbands often used the habous system to ensure that their daughter or 

wife had a guaranteed income after their death. The habous system enabled them to nominate 
the person who would receive the usufruct from the property. 
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Just as Arab women played an important role within the family, Kabylian women had a 

considerable amount of power despite their apparent lack of rights: 

La socidtd berWre du nord du Maglireb prdsente justement ce phdnom6ne 
contradictoire en apparcnce, d'un mininium de droits reconnus A la femme avec: unc 
influence telle qu'elle doit 8tre considdr6e comnic un vdritable pouvoir. 

[Afilliot 1910, p 2601 

(The northern Berber society of the Maghreb indeed presents this apparently 
contradictory phenomenon: a minimum of rccognised rights for women, and yet 
such influence that it must be equated with real power. ) 

Milliot went on to define this influence as mystical or religious; a combination of respect and 

fear which resulted in a direct control over the life of the community. In some villages, women 

had such power that no decision could be taken without their consent. 

5.3 Educational developments 

Because of the 'kabyle myth' and the assumptions about the affinities between the Kabylian 

population and the West, this region saw the establishment of French schools early on. In 

1873, Mgr Lavigerie opened a Jesuit school in Djemaa Saharidj and amongst the Beni Yenni 

tribe, while the Beni Iraten tribe was selected for a French school in 1874. Jules Ferry whose 

advisor, Masqueray, had done some research on Kabylian tribes, was very keen to see his new 

educational programme developed in Kabylia. The first primary French school was opened in 

1873 in Tamazirth. It was felt that the Kabyles would be more receptive to such a programme. 

A govemment report stated: 

La grande Kabylie parut la zone la micux prdp; irde ý'i la rdussite de l'expdriciice, et 6 
8coles y furent lininddiateinent constmites. en(rc Noveinbrc 83 et JuilIct 94, dins le 
cercle de Fort-National. 

lGouverneur Gkiral 1947 - 1948, p 24] 

(The region of Grande Kabylic seemed to be the best suited for the success of this 
experiment. BctNvcen November 1883 and July 1884, six schools were immediately 
built in the district of Fort-National. ) 

However, there were other reasons for concentrating on Kabylia and singling out certain tribes. 
The Beni Yenni tribe, for instance, had played a significant part in the 1871 rebellion against 
French authorities. By building a school in the heart of the insurrection, the French government 
was imposing its rule and culture on the population. Another factor which would have 
influenced the government was the level of prosperity of the tribes. The Beni Iraten consisted 
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mostly of families who owned land while the Beni Yenni had a well established economy based 

on metal craft work. However, the settlers were unhappy to see vast sums of money dedicated 

to the education of the local population and despite the law of 1885, which made education 

compulsory, only eight villages designated in the commune of Fort-National ever had 

compulsory education. Even so, it is interesting to note that the view that Kabylia was the 

region most suited to receive French education continued to prevail after 1883. By 1887 

Kabylian pupils represented 40% of the total number of school children and out of the 75 

schools built, 36 were in Kabylia. In a region which was struggling to support its growing 

population, education provided a welcomed opportunity for the sons of peasants who often 

chose to become teachers. The percentage of farmers' sons who chose another profession 

than farming between 1891 and 1895 was 29%; this figure rose to 37.8% between 1904 and 

1909 [Ageron 1979, p 166]. This shows the effects of the French education programme in 

Kabylia. 

Another consequence of the higher level of education in Kabylia was that a large proportion of 

the dispossessed farmers chose to emigrate to France, single men at first, followed by whole 

families after World War 11. According to a study, two-thirds of the emigrants at that time came 

from the centre and the mountainous region in the east of the country [Sail 1978, p 131]. In 

1914, the report of a commission looking at Algerian workers in France found that they were all 

Kabylian from Dra-el-Mizan, Fort National, Michelet and Guergour [Ageron 1979 V612, p 855]. 

The development of education in Kabylia did not, at first, have a dramatic effect on girls' lives 

since, as in other parts of Algeria, the proportion of girls receiving any formal education was 

very low. However, once it had become a more established practice, parents started realising 

that girls could earn some money using the skills such as embroidery and tapestry which they 

had acquired at school. 

One can conclude that by 1954, the French influence had probably been greater in Kabylia 

than in other parts of Algeria as a consequence of the belief in the 'Kabyle Myth'. Education 

had had a greater impact on the population and enabled more men to emigrate to France. 

According to G. H. Bousquet, who published a study on Kabylian traditions and French 

legislation in 1950, Kabylian women were becoming more aware of the new rights given to 

them by the French legislation. Increasingly, they were prepared to use the French legal 

system. However, Bousquet himself suggested that further reforms were needed. Amongst 

them were the right to maintenance while a woman was in a state of 'insurrection' (see section 
5.2), the right to full inheritance and a reform of the divorce laws [Bousquet 1950, pp 127-133]. 
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6 Conclusions 

On the eve of the revolution and after more than hundred years of colonisation, the majority of 
Algerian women had not experienced drastic changes in their lives. Colonisation, however, had 

started an irreversible process of modernisation. Sporadic and superficial at first, it would, over 

the years, percolate through and affect the whole society. 

The land ownership legislation introduced by the French authorities had an extensive impact on 

the Algerian population. It resulted in large movements of population from the countryside to 

the cities and later to France. To a large extent, these migrations were caused by the 

displacement of small farmers by the settlers, creating an urban underclass and disrupting 

social organisation. The extended family and its support system were destroyed, the sense of 

community life among villagers was also disturbed. A new ethic of payment for work was 

introduced, based on the market value of each task. In urban centres, new attitudes had to be 

adopted in order to survive. Very often, women had to go out to work and become the sole 

bread-winner in the household. They were encountering totally new situations, having to 

abandon their traditional lifestyle, being exposed to Western life and its social values, having to 

face racism and discrimination. The traditional roles within couples were also affected. If the 

husband had gone away to France to find a job, the woman had to take on the whole 

responsibility for the family. If the husband was unemployed, he frequently became more 

authoritarian within his family to compensate for his loss of status. Urban migration and 

emigration to France were other consequences of the modernising process. For most women, 

the forced adjustment to new circumstances resulted in a worsening of their living conditions. 

The French social welfare and family laws merely affected a very small number of women. 

Even if the majority of women chose to ignore them, some had, nevertheless, become aware 

of different attitudes and beliefs. The existence of a parallel legal system made them question 

certain aspects of their traditions, particularly in Kabylia. In that sense, the French government 

had achieved its objectives, which were to destabilise the society at its roots by undermining 

the traditional family. In attempting to change the role of women, the French authorities were, 

knowingly, altering the whole structure of the society. By 1954, even though the ultimate aim 

of total assimilation had not been achieved, the process of destabilising the existing system 
had gone a long way. 

Education, which should have been one of the main vehicles of progress, only touched a very 
small proportion of the female population. The figure of 95% of illiterate Algerian women in 
1954 speaks for itself [Ageron 1979 Vol 2, p 533]. However, the concept of free compulsory 
education for all had been introduced and was recognised as an essential prerequisite for 

progress. The development of education was to remain one of the continuing objectives of the 
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governments after independence. The effects of the modernising process introduced by 

colonisation were experienced to a greater degree by those who had received a high level of 

education, mostly the male bourgeoisie. These young Algerians, constituting the backbone of 

the various Reformist movements, had travelled and discovered new life-styles. They were 

aware of the changes taking place in other Muslim countries such as in Turkey and Egypt. 

They were no longer satisfied with the old traditional society. They wanted Algeria to move into 

the 20th century. Women had to be part of this modernising process and as far as they were 

concerned, education was the key to this evolution, but within the limits of an Islamic society. 

Educated men no longer wanted to marry illiterate girls. However, they still considered women 

to be mothers first and foremost, custodians of the cultural identity of the nation. The clash 

between tradition and modernity was emerging with women at the heart of the conflict. Women 

had to receive a certain degree of education in order to be part of a modem society, but their 

role within society was not to be altered. Their education would enable them to better fulfil their 

duty as mothers of the nation's children. Educating women was considered to be important for 

the future of the country though not for women themselves. 

The introduction of the modernising process through education was to have another 

consequence. Young educated Algerian men were the first social group to reach what Lerner 

terms the 'transitional' state of social development [Lerner 1964, p 72]. They wanted for 

themselves what they had witnessed happening in France and other European countries, in 

other words, a Western lifestyle. But as David Riesman notes in his introduction to Lemer's 

book, with wants come new opinions; with new opinions, new political awareness [Lerner 1964, 

p 4]. The inability of the colonial powers to respond to the transitionals' economic and political 

aspirations was to result in a growing sense of frustration and anti-colonial feelings which lead 

to the development of the nationalist movement and, eventually, to the war of independence. 

During the entire colonial period the issue of women's rights was not directly addressed. It is 

clear, however, that women were seen by the French government as being at the heart of the 

whole social structure. If the colonial powers were keen to introduce new family legislation in 

Kabylia, it was with the view of destabilising a part of Algeria which was thought to be an easy 

target for'assimilation'. As the administrator of Fort-National, Camille Sabatier, declared: 

Cest par les feunines qu'on pcul s'cmparcr de I'anic Min pctiple. 

[Ageron 1968, p 288] 

(It is through the women that you cipturc the soul of a nalion. ) 

Except for a few well-meaning teachers and doctors genuinely concerned with the welfare of 
Algerian women, the majority of French people who held any power or influence did not appear 
to use them to improve women's lives per-se. Other political and ideological motives 
determined their actions and women's issues, selectively targeted, were being used merely as 
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tools to achieve those aims. It is interesting to note the parallel between the young Reformists 

and the French government's views on Algerian women. Both considered women to be the 

custodians of traditions and, therefore, a major battleground for the future development of the 

country. 
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PART 2 
The War of Independence (1954 - 1962) 

7 Overview 1954 - 1962 

The Algerian war of independence is well documented, although certain aspects remain secret. 

French and Algerian historians and war veterans have given their respective versions of events 

and new books are still being published on the subject. However, the majority of these studies 

have been written by men and give a male perspective of the war. They usually contain some 

references to the well known war heroines but generally present women as victims. In her 

chapter on Algerian women fighters, Bouatta made the following comment: 

The female moudjahidatesM have produced no discourses and no formalization 
about their experience of the war. If it is true that the task of writing and the task 
of theorization require some distancing, some standing back, they also require an 
education and a training that participants in the war do not always possess. It 
remains that it is the men who have given evidence; the,. vonien have not. 

[in, A, foghadam 1994, p 18] 

The only comprehensive study of Algerian women's role in the war was written by Djamila 

Amrane, 19 herself a participant in the war and a historian. Two other female war veterans, 

Zohra Drif and Jacqueline Guerroudj wrote about their experiences in prison2O. And yet, as we 

will see, women's role in the war was crucial. Once the war was over, women who had 

participated on an individual basis and not as an organised group, went back to their family life, 

expecting the new government, comprised mostly of men, to fulfil the many but vague 

promises made during the war about women's rights. But the anti-colonial war had been fought 

with the aim of restoring the Algerian identity. Women subscribed to this aim without fully 

realising what it meant for them. Because of the need to regain the cultural identity of the 

nation and because women were seen as the guardians of traditions, the portrayal of their role 

in the war was subsequently reduced to being merely 'mothers of the martyrs' and defenders of 

the cultural heritage against the attacks of the colonisers. This explains, to some extent, the 

silence of the Moudjahidate. This mythical image of the women fighters created by men was 

only half of the story. However, women were never encouraged nor had the means to tell the 

full story. As Hamouda concluded from her interviews of women fighters in the Aur6s region: 

18 Women military combatants in the maquis. 
19 Les fernmes Alg6dennes dans la guerre 1991. 
2() The two books are respectiveý: La mort de mes frires, 1960 and Des douars et des prisons, 1992 
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Ce qui rel6ve de leur rdflexion sur I'Algdrie hiddpendante est que I'Etat a une fortc 
dette A leur dgard. Elles Wacceptent pas Panonyinat histofique dans lequel elles se 
sont rctrouvdes. 

lAfaghreb Review voL 12 June Yh 1987, p 1411 

(What comes out of their reflection on indepcndcnt Algeria is that the state has a 
huge debt towards them. They do not accept the historical anonymity which 
surrounded them [after the war]. ) 

This post-war 'anonymity' fits in with the underlying concept that the war leaders had of the 

revolution. The leadership regarded cultural identity, integrity, and cohesion as strongly 

dependent upon the proper behaviour and comportment of women, in part as a reaction to 

colonialist or neo-colonialist impositions. Veiling, modesty, and family attachment were 

encouraged for women [Moghadarn 1992, pp 71,72]. Moghadarn called this model of 

revolution the 'woman-in-the-family' model and contrasted it to the 'women's emancipation' 

model of revolution where national progress and societal transformation were viewed by the 

leadership as inextricably bound up with equality and the emancipation of women flbid]. 

According to this taxonomy, the French revolution of 1789 and the Iranian revolution of 1979 

belong to the first category, whereas the Russian revolution of 1917, the Kemalist reforms in 

Turkey during the 1920s, the 1967 revolution in South Yemen and the 1978 Saur Revolution of 

Afghanistan belong to the second category. In the course of this study, we will show the 

similarities between the Algerian and Iranian revolutions insofar as the impact they had on the 

position of women. We will also point out some of the parallels which can be drawn between 

the Algerian and the Palestinian women fighters' experiences. 

Before studying the role women played during the war, we will first consider the economic and 

legislative changes which occurred during this period and the impact they had on women's 

lives. 
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8 Legislative and economic reforms 

8.1 Socio-economic situation on the eve of the War 

When the issue of women's involvement in the war of independence is considered, two names 

are immediately mentioned: Djamila Bouhired and Djamila Boupacha, the two heroines who 

came to prominence when the news of their torture by French soldiers was broadcast by their 

lawyers. A few other names such as Nafissa Hamoud and Zohra Drif are occasionally 

remembered. One could conclude that, women's participation was limited to a small number of 

'passonarias', prepared to break through social barriers and risk their lives in a single minded 

pursuit to end colonialism. Certainly, the position of women in the traditional social structure 

did not prepare them to play a major role in the war. On the eve of the revolution, as we have 

seen, the majority of women led what could be described as a 'cloistered life': hardly ever going 

out unaccompanied and accepting unquestioningly ancestral traditions. Many of them were 

married off, by their fathers, at a very early age. According to the 1954 census: 2,713 girls 

between 12 and 14 were married, of these, 334 were widows and 101 had already divorced. 

75.6% of girls between 20 and 24 were married [Daoud 1993, p 139]. The majority of women 

belonged to the poorest social classes. There were in 1954 4,880,000 Muslim women of whom 

more than 3,000,000 belonged to the 'most miserable' social groups [Brac de la Perridre 1967, 

p 26]. A very small proportion of women had a salaried occupation. According to the French 

government figures, on December 31st 1954, only 45,000 Algerian women had paid jobs. More 

than half of these women (54%) worked as maids for French families or cleaners in large 

companies and roughly a third of them (39%) worked in agriculture or in the pottery or carpet 

weaving industries [Benatia 1.980 in Rebzani 1997, p 41]. 

As far as literacy was concerned, the vast majority of the Muslim population was illiterate in 

1954: 87% of men and 95.5% of women. The French educational programmes had had even 

less of an impact on Muslim girls. In 1954, 

76,610 Muslim girls received primary education (218,000 Muslim boys) 

952 Muslim girls were in secondary education (5,308 Muslim boys) 

0 22 Muslim girls had reached university (480 Muslim boys). 
[Gordon 197Z p 45] 

In the Medersas the figures for 1955 were somewhat more evenly balanced: there were 40,000 

pupils of whom 40% were girls. However, the period of education for these girls was fairly short 

since parents usually removed them from school at puberty. 

Except for those women who lived in cities, contacts with French settlers were minimal - often 

purely based on economic needs. Muslim women did not gain vast benefits from their contacts 
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with the settlers. However, the erosion of their own cultural heritage, a consequence of 

colonisation, had particularly damaging effects on their welfare. Women lost the family support 

embedded in the traditional Algerian culture and with it, the stability and protection it provided. 

As Bourdieu notes: 

... lies structures econorniques et sociales se ddsint&grent: 1 destruction de l'unitd 
dconorniquc de la famille, affaiblissemcnt des solidaritds ancienncs et des 
contraintes collectives, ... essor de Findividu et de Findividualisine dconomiquc, qui 
font dclater les cadres corninunautaires... 

[Bourdieu 1958, p 119] 

( ... 
[economic and social structures are disintegrating: ] destruction of the family 

economic unit, weakening of old solidaritics and collective constraints,... 
emergence of the individual and economic individualisin which break up the 
community structures... ) 

In this context, one would not have expected Algerian women to have played a major role in 

the war of independence. Yet, as we will see, their involvement was a vital determinant in the 

outcome of the war. Whether old or young, educated or illiterate, living in large towns or in 

remote villages, women responded to the demands of the war, frequently at great risks to 

themselves. For many, their involvement was a revolution in itself. They had to break social 

barriers when mixing with men, discover and fit into an unknown world when venturing into 

European sectors of the cities, change their physical appearance by wearing Western clothes 

and going out unveiled, assume responsibilities and take enormous risks when carrying 

weapons and bombs. If French colonisation had only touched a small part of Algerian women's 

lives, the war of independence affected them all in one way or another. 

8.2 Debates on family laws 

8.2.1 Changes introduced by the French authorities (1957,1959) 

During the war period, two important changes were made to family laws affecting the Muslim 

population. The first was the law of July 1 1th 1957. It required the registration of marriages 

with the French authorities (Etat Civil). Unless a marriage had been officially registered, it was 

not recognised as legal. To encourage the population to abide by the new law, the government 

made the official registration of marriage a condition for claiming state benefits. A period of six 

months was given to retrospectively register marriages which had taken place before the law 

came into effect. The new law also brought the legal age of majority for ownership of property 

to 21 for both sexes, however, this was not imposed in Kabylia where the legal age of majority 

remained set at 18. It also declared that the mother was the legal guardian of her children if 

her husband died without specifying in his will who should be the guardian. Finally, a woman 

could ask for divorce in a court of law if her husband had gone missing and left her without any 
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means of subsistence [Borrmans 1977, p 467]. These were significant changes. The French 

government's intentions seem to have been twofold. At a time when Algeria was fighting for its 

independence, it was essential to accelerate the replacement of Muslim laws by the French 

administrative and legal systems, thus reiterating the fact that Algeria was an integral part of 

France. The second objective for the French authorities was to continue bringing in changes to 

women's legal status in order to convince them that only the French could improve their living 

conditions. This was not a new policy, as we saw in Part 1. However, during the war, the 

French government was constantly trying to find new ways of winning over the female 

population. They were so convinced that modifying family laws in favour of women would have 

a determining effect that, between 1957 and 1959, they conducted a survey on the evolution of 
the Muslim family. A questionnaire was sent to French civil and military officials attempting to 

evaluate the incidence of polygamy, repudiation, use of the Wroit de djabr' (matrimonial 

constraint), as well as the evolution of the mentality of Muslim men and women in each of the 

three Algerian d6partements. In total, 432 surveys were conducted. The results were analysed 
by captain LP Fauque who published his report in 1959 [D616gation Gdn6rale du Gouvernement 

en Alg6rie-Direction des personnels et des affaires administratives 195-9, pp 1-23]. His 

conclusions were that for the majority of women, especially those who were uneducated, very 

little had changed. Most of the Muslim traditions regarding marriages still prevailed: the father 

exercised his right to choose his daughter's husband; between 35% and 55% of marriages were 

still conducted without any legal registration-, 50% of divorces took place outside the courts and, 

even if the divorce was pronounced by a judge, in the majority of cases, women had to return 

to their fathers home since the husband did not pay any maintenance. Polygamy affected 6% 

of marriages (in Kabylia, the percentage of polygamous marriages was only 1%); 70% of 
divorces were caused by the husband repudiating his wife and 50% of repudiations were not 
declared to the courts. Overall, if some evolution had occurred in certain areas, it was limited 

and not always for the expected reasons. The survey showed, for instance, that when women 

exercised their right to vote, it was not due to a newly acquired political awareness and a desire 

to express their opinion, it was merely for them another officially accepted reason to go out of 
their home. Similarly, work for women was not considered to be a way of gaining 
independence from their husband, but merely a means of supplementing the household 

income. As far as men were concerned, any improvement in their material situation was 

welcomed as long as it did not affect their matrimonial prerogatives. This was true even for 

those who had spent some time in France. 

Captain Fauque's report only confirmed the failure of 129 years of colonial rule to transform the 

Algerian culture. Nevertheless, the French government went ahead with their legal reforms by 

promulgating a second new decree on September 17 th 1959. This decree was applicable to 

most regions of Algeria, including Kabylia. It is interesting to note that Kabylia, which was a 
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stronghold of the FLN21, was no longer given special treatment. Until then, the French 

government had always tried to show some consideration for Kabylia's traditions and customs. 

Now that the war was raging and Kabylian populations were not supporting France, the 'kabyl 

myth' (see section 5.1) was forgotten. However, as Imache and Nour pointed out in their study 

of Algerian women, the decree of 1959 was not applicable to the southern M'zab region. 

There, the father could still marry his daughter against her will. The French authorities were 

more interested in keeping the peace in the Southern territories (which had not really been 

touched by the war) rather than improving women's rights [Imache & Nour 1994, p 911. The 

1959 decree brought changes to two main areas of family law: marriage and divorce. 

Regarding marriage, the consent and presence of both the man and the woman were required. 
The 'droit de djabr22 was officially outlawed. The Muslim custom of promise of marriage had 

no legal standing. A minimum age for marriage of 18 for boys and 15 for girls was introduced. 

The section of the decree dealing with divorce established that either husband or wife could file 

for divorce in a court of law. The reasons recognised for granting a divorce were: 

mutual consent 

husband failing to support his family 

adultery 

condemnation of one of the spouses by a court of law for a serious offence 

ill-treatment and grave injury 

Proper maintenance was to be granted to the wife and custody of the children was to be 

decided by the courts [Soffmans 1977, pp 484-489]. 

These new regulations constituted a major move away from traditional Muslim laws: a father 

could no longer impose his choice of husband to his daughter, a minimum marrying age was 

set and the traditional promise of marriage was no longer binding. Granting women the right to 

ask for divorce, under certain circumstances, was also a substantial change. Furthermore, 

since a divorce had to be pronounced by a French court of law, unilateral repudiation by the 

husband, de facto, had no legal standing, unless the husband or wife had made a formal 

request to the French courts. Had this decree and the 1957 law been implemented, significant 

changes might have occurred in the life of Algerian women. However, the war situation 

prevented the application of the new legislation. The movements of Muslim populations due to 

either the creation of resettlement camps or the scattering of families in the maquis made it 

impossible for the French authorities to keep a tight control over the registration of births, 

deaths and marriages. The 1959 decree might have been full of promise for Algerian women, 

but it came too late to have any real impact. One can even wonder if it could have brought 

significant changes to the lives of Algerian women considering the limited effects previous 

21 Front de Lib6ration Nationale, the Nationalist Party which started the war of independence. 
22 Right of the father to choose his daughter's husband. 
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legislation had had. By 1959, the war of independence had given the Algerian population, 

including women, a thirst for freedom which could not be quenched by a few reforms. 

8.2.2 Response from the FLN 

The FLN strongly objected to the new legislation as it was seen as a further attempt at imposing 

colonial rule over the Muslim population. In fact, to show their defiance, the FLN created 

justice commissions to provide an alternative to the French justice system. A set of guidelines 

was produced aimed at both Muslims in Algeria and those living in France. This document is 

particularly interesting as it highlights the attitude of the Party, at the time of the war. regarding 

family laws. Although it is punctuated with references to the Quean, it shows important 

departures from common practices. The new requirements for marriage, for instance, were 

that: 

... un marriage doit 8tre une union basdc stir Faffection ddcidde en commun et 
complet accord entrc Ics deux fianc6s et avcc Ictir coiisciiteiilcnt r6ciproque... Toute 

union contre le gr6 du jeune lioninic ou de la jetine fillc est rigoureusement 
interdite. 

[Borrmans 1977, p 499] 

(... marriage should be based oil affcction with total agreement between tile two 
fiancdes and with both their consent... Ali), union against tile will of the young 
inan or young Nvonlan is absolutely forbidden. ) 

This statement is in total contradiction with the practice of the 'droit de djabr'since it implies the 

right for the girl to refuse her father's choice of husband. 

Another section of the document deals with the dowry for which a maximum sum of 5,000 

francs was set. It also stated that any gifts or presents expected by the bride's family must take 

into account the groom's financial situation. The rights and duties of husband and wife were 

described in fairly general terms but suggested mutual respect from both partners rather than 

obedience from the wife. Violence against women was clearly rejected: 

Tout individu qui se rendra coupabic de coups cl violences, ou niallvais traiteinents, 
sur la personne de sa feinine scri sd%, &cmcnl sanctiomid. 

[Borrmans 1977, p5OO] 

(Any individual guilty of violence or bad treatnicni towards his wife will be 

severely sanctioned. ) 

The breaking of a promise of marriage required the groom to pay at least half of the dowry if 

, not the full amount. Divorce still seemed to remain the prerogative of the husband. There was 
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no mention of any kind of maintenance paid to the wife, although none of the dowry should be 

retained by the husband. The document stated that: 

Le mari doit renvoyer sa femme avec bienfaisance ct ne rien retenir de sa dot. 

[Borr? nans 1977, p501] 

(rhe husband must show kindness towards his wife when he sends her back and 
must not hold back any of the dowry. ) 

The custody of the children was given to the husband except for very young babies who could 

stay with their mother for two years if the father agreed to it. During this time, maintenance of 

mother and child was the responsibility of the father. 

As we can see, this interpretation of the Quean regarding family laws seems to be somewhat 

more favourable towards women, particularly regarding the choice of husband, the mutual 

respect between partners and the rejection of violence. Even this limited move towards the 

recognition of equality between men and women in family law was to be overturned after 
independence. 

8.3 The'Plan de Constantine' 

During a visit to the town of Constantine, on October 30th 1958, general De Gaulle announced 

a development plan for Algeda known as the 'Plan de Constantine'. A series of measures were 

announced to tackle the economic underdevelopment of many parts of Algeria. Among them 

were the redistribution of land to Algerian dispossessed farmers, a house building programme, 

the creation of new jobs in industry, an increase in the number of Muslims employed as civil 

servants and the realignment of salary levels in Algeria with those in France. The Plan de 

Constantine also contained measures aimed at developing educational provisions for Muslim 

children. An eight year accelerated programme of education was set up. One of its aims was to 

eradicate illiteracy. It was also expected that by 1966, the gap between boys' and girls' 

education would have disappeared [Minist6re de I'Education Nationale Ordonnance August 2d" 

1958, p 9]. To this end, the plan proposed the creation every year and for a period of eight 

years of 1,800 posts for teachers and instructors and 2,025 classes with accommodation for 

staff. Furthermore, the existing 'centres ruraux' (see section 3.5) were going to be replaced by 

a large number of 'centres sociaux 6ducatifs' (700 by 1966). These centres were intended to 

provide basic education for adults and children. Their educational standards were quite low. 

The teaching staff were 'instructors' recruited with a Brevet (GCSE) instead of a Baccalaur6at 

(A level) and the syllabus put more emphasis on practical skills, such as woodwork and 

cookery, rather than reading, writing and arithmetic which were only taught up to primary school 
level. The development of the 'centres sociaux 6ducatifs' did not go according to plan. By 

1961, instead of 120 new centres, only 54 had been built [Ministdre de I'Education Nationale 
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1961, p 39]. Consequently, and despite the lowering of educational standards, the number of 

Muslim children receiving primary education only reached 600,000 in 1959 and 1,010,000 in 

1962 (representing half of the children of school age). Only 36,000 Muslim children continued 

into secondary education [Annuaire de IAfrique du Nord 1962, pp 546,547]. By 1962, the gap 

between boys' and girls' education still existed to the extent that there were still twice as many 

boys as girls in primary schools and literacy rates had not really improved. In fact, despite the 

rhetoric of the Plan de Constantine the French government's attitude regarding girls' education 

and their role in society had not really changed. The following statement gives a clear 

indication of their true intentions: 

... the extent of underemployment among men is such that it does not allow us to 
give women systematic access to jobs in industry. There are, however, specifically 
feminine positions in commerce and adininisirative services such as social work 
and health that are suitable for Muslim girls. In addition, schools for home 
economics will be set up, especially in rural areas wlicre grade schools (sic) will 
give a greater emphasis to the domesticaspect of social life... 

[Plan de Constantine, D6Mgation Gýnerale A Gouvernement en A Igirie June 1960, p 77, in Lazreg 
1994, p 134] 

Education for girls still meant home economics classes and careers for them were limited to 

socially acceptable domains such as social work, education and health. 

Nevertheless, during the war period, it was crucial for the French government to continue their 

propaganda as a 'caring administration', concerned with the welfare of the population and in 

particular of women. In order to win the psychological war with the FLN, the French created 

special units known as 'Equipes M6dico-Sociales Itin6rantes' (EMSI). These units were placed 

under the control of the army and were officially supposed to look after the medical needs of 

rural populations. However, the government's true objectives were quite different. This is what 

a directive written for the EMSI's personnel had to say about their mission towards Muslim 

women: 

L'EMSl est un moyen de pacification ... UEMSI a donc pour mission: de prendre contact avcc Ic milieu f6minin afin de le 
connaitrc, l'infonncr, I'dduqucr, l'organiscr. le guidcr, dans le but dc Ic pr6parer 
en un prcinicr temps A adoptcr, cii un dcuxi6mc mups i vivrc rdellement. la 
solution la plus franqaise du probl6inc algdrien. 

L'aspect. inddico-social dc PEMSI doit We considdrd comme le moyen de 

parvenir A la fin, c'cst-A-dire A Nducation de basc du milicu f6ininin. Le principal 
dcucil A dviter est dc toldrer quc I'EMSI se laisse absorbcr par sa tache luddico- 
sociale sans ddboucher sur son r6le vdritable. 

[Notice d'action stir les inilieuxftntinins en A lgdrie23 March 2; "h 1960, p 11 

23 Archive reference 4 SAS 39 
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(The EMSI is a means of pacification ... The EMSI's mission is, therefore, through an understanding of tile feminine 

milieu, to inform, educate, organise and guide, establish contacts N011 women in 

order to prepare them firstly to adopt and eventuall), to truly experience the French 

solution to the Algerian problem. 
The socio-medical aspect of the EMSI inust be considered as a means to achieve an 
end which is the basic education of women. The inain pitfall to avoid is to tolerate 
that the EMSI becomes absorbed by its socio-iiicdical tasks without attaining its 

real objectives. ) 

What follows is a detailed description of the strategy to adopt in order to infiltrate the feminine 

milieu: personal regular contacts, selection of individuals to be trained as future instructors, 

creation of women circles, etc. A paragraph entitled 'Women's influence' shows that the 

French authorities were well aware, by then, of the role and power of women within the family 

as well as of their involvement in the war: 

Dans la plupart des cas I'dpouse et la m&c sow respec16es et obdies, les vieilles 
feinines rdgentent les maisons, en un inot la feinnte a une rielle influence dans le 
cercle fainilial. 
Au mEine titre que les homines elles participent ä la ribellion, la subissent ou 
coinbattent. Leur nombre comine leur iiiflttcitcc dans les scrutins nous font un 
devoir de leur ouvrir rapidement des horizons encore iiisouKonn6s d'elles. 

[ibid. p 71 

(In most cases, wives and mothers are respected and obeyed, old women rule over 
households, in fact Nvoinen have a real influencc within the family. 

... Just as men do, women participate in the rebellion, they are subjected to it or 
take part in the fighting. Their number and Ilic influence they have in elections 
make it our duty to immediately open for (licin new horizons of which they are as 
yet unaware. ) 

As in the early days of colonisation, the government thought that by getting the support of 

women it would have a much greater influence over the society as a whole. The true 

objectives were not women's welfare but, the control and preservation of Algeria as a French 

colony. 
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9 Women's political involvement 

9.1 Women and the agenda of the FLN 

9.1.1 Historical background 

The Front de Liberation Nationale (FLN), was the nationalist party which led the insurrection of 

November 1st 1954, marking the start of the war of independence. However, the nationalist 

movement had begun in the mid-twenties, with the Etoile Nord Africaine (ENA) created in 1926 

by Messali Hadj. In 1937 the ENA became the Parti du Peuple Alg6rien (PPA) and in 1946 it 

was replaced by the Mouvement pour le Triomphe des Libertds 06mocratiques (MTLD). The 

MTLD had a clandestine paramilitary group, l'Organisation Sp6ciale (OS), which was 

dismantled by the French police in 1950. A few years later, its members formed the core of the 

Front de Lib6ration Nationale. It was the internal leadership crisis within the MTLD which 

caused the emergence of the FLN, a revolutionary group which advocated immediate armed 

insurrection. The military wing of the FLN was the Arm6e de Ubdration Nationale (ALN). 

The MTLD's position on the issue of women was set out in the Party's official publication, 

L'Alg6de Libre (Free Algeria), on August 18 th 1949: 

En Algdrie, le probleine de la fcninie, Ain iiiidröt vital. deinetire indissolubleinent 
lid au problüne politique. QWon le %, ctiillc ou non, la feninie tlgdriciine ne pourra 
jainais ivoluer tant que l'Algdrie pliera sotis le joug du colonialisnie fr-ýinýais. 

[Antrane 1991, pp 32,331 

(In Algeria, the problem of wonicn. in itself vitally important, remains intrinsically 
linked to the political situation. Whether Nve like it or not, the situation of Algerian 
women will never evolve as long as Algcria is bent under tile yoke of French 

colonialism. ) 

Although the MTLD recognised the fact that the question of women's position in Algerian 

society needed to be addressed, its first priority was national independence. The nation had to 

eradicate colonialism before it could consider the welfare of any one section of society. 

Furthermore, the MTLD considered that the current situation for women was a direct 

consequence of colonialism. In an article entitled 'The Algerian woman under the colonial 

yoke', published in L'Alg6rie Libre on November 19t" 1949, we can find the following statement: 

... I'dtat actuel de la femine algdrienne ct du peuple algdfien tout cntier cst. Ic 
rdsultat d'une oppression plus que sdculaire. 

[Sai 1984, p 13 (refs)] 
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( ... the present status of Algerian women and of the Algerian people as a whole is 
the result of centuries of oppression. ) 

According to the MTLD, women under colonial rule, had not been able to give their children the 

best possible education: 

D6s sa naissance, Fenfant est abandomid A lui-m8me parce que sa in6re ne possme 
pas les notions d'hygi6ne et de pudriculture ndcessaires, ni les moyens matdriels, 
trop souvent, pour aider au d6veloppenient normal du býbd. 

[Sai 1984, p 13 (refs)] 

(From birth, the child is left to his own devices because, very often, his mother 
neither has the necessary basic knowledge in hygicnc and child care, nor the means 
to ensure the normal development of the baby. ) 

On the contrary, women had become a burden for men. In another article on September 1" 

1950 the situation of women is further analysed: 

Notre femme tenue en marge de la vie sociale ne rdalise fien des probl6mes de 
I'lieure. N'assumant pas de responsabilitds, cllc ne rdalise pas la valcur dc la lutte... 
La femme assumant certaines responsabilitds sociales, responsabilit6s adaptdcs A sa 
nature, d6gagerait I'liomme d'une partic dc sa t5clic ct lui pennettrait de miewx 
concentrcr ses efforts. Elle reprendrait par la m6ne. confiance en elle-m6nie et ne 
scrait plus une charge pour I'lioninic au nidnic titrc clu'un enfant irrcsponsable qu'on 
est obligd de girdcr pour qu'il ne fasse pas d'imprudenccs... 

[Sai 1984, p 14 (refs)] 

(Our women kept out of the life of flic countD- are totally unaware of the current 
problems. Having no responsibilities, they do not realise the value of struggle... 
Were they to assume certain responsibilities. -adapted to their nature, they would 
free men from some of their duties and would cnablc thein to concentrate their 
efforts. They would, at Ilic same time, regain sonic self confidence and would no 
longer be a burden on men, who would not have to watch over them like one does 
over an irresponsible child to prevent misbchaviour. ) 

All the blame for the 'backward state' of Algerian women was laid at the feet of the colonial 

powers. The only solution to the problems of women and the country as a whole was 

independence. 

In 1953 the MTLD in the resolution of its second national congress (April 41" -6 
th) mentioned the 

question of women's status. However, it appeared in eighth position in a list of nine strategic 

objectives to realise. 24 In December of the same year, the MTLD directly addressed women in 

an appeal from its central committee: 

24 
.. les objectifs stratdgiques i r6aliser: 

1 la lutte contre la r6pression; 
2 le renforcement de runion; 
3 le travail & rextirieur; 
4 les cadres nationaux; 
5 la jeunesse; 
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Et vous, fernmes de notre Algdrie, niýres. socurs. dpouses! Nous cormaissons: votre 
situation difficile, mais malgr6 tout, certaines on( su, par leurs encouragements, 
faire naitre une fbi ou Fentretenir. Mais d'awrcs. ndgligeant l'importance capitale 
de leur prdsence dans la. lutte, se laissent trop absorber par leur dure besogne 
quotidienne. Songez que vous rcprdsciitez la moilid de la population du pays! 
Songez que c'est i vous qu'incombe la noble tiche de dormer la vie ct de forger les 
nouvelles g6ndrations. Cest de vous que ddpend Pavenir de I'Algdrie. 

[Collot & Henry 1978, p 328] 

(Calling on you, women of our Algeria, mothers, sisters, wives! We are aware of 
your difficult situation, but despite this, some of you by your encouragement have 
succeeded in creating a faith or developing an existing one. Whereas others, 
neglecting the importance of their presence in the struggle, have let themselves be 

swamped by their daily chores. Remember that you represent half of the population 
of this country. Remember that the noble task of giving birth and bringing up new 
generations has been bestowed on you. The futurc of Algeria depends on you. ) 

The position of the MTLD was clear: women's main and foremost role was to procreate and 

educate children. It was from this standpoint that their participation in the war was envisaged. 
Their duty to the nation was to 'forge new generations' and imbue in them the belief in an 
Algerian national identity. Even though the MTLD recognised the plight of Algerian women, it 

did not see it fit to try and alter their status in society. Furthermore, those women who had 

merely let themselves be absorbed by their roles as mothers or wives and had not contributed 

to the 'creation of an Algerian identity', were criticised and reminded that they had not fulfilled 

their duty to the nation. As far as the MTLD was concerned, the participation of women in the 

war had to emerge from within the traditional social framework without altering it in any way. 

9.1.2 The FLN's rhetoric on women's role in the war 

On November 15t 1954, the FLN organised a series of bomb attacks and acts of arson on police 

and military buildings in different parts of the country. These incidents marked the beginning of 

the war of independence. In a statement the FLN declared its aims as being: 

... la restaur-ation de I'Etat algdricn, soin-crain. d6mocratique ct social. dins le cadre 
des principes islainiques. 

[Daoud 1993, p 139] 

(... the restoration of the Algerian statc, sovcrcign and democratic within tile 
framework of the Islamic principles. ) 

6 la culture nationale; 
7 la m6moire; 
8 le probläme de la femme; 
9 rorganisation de römigration algörienne en France [Codot & Henty 1978, p 315). 
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After this initial outburst of hostilities, the FLN seemed to lose its momentum. The losses 

during the first year were heavy, particularly amongst the leaders of the different military 

sectors known as wilaya25. Furthermore, the support from the masses was not forthcoming. 

However, an unexpected endorsement of the FLN's programme was soon to boost its image. 

On January I 5th 1955, during its general assembly, the Association des Ulamas d'Alg6rie 

published a manifesto in which it denounced colonialism and called for the recognition of an 
Algerian independent state. The text of the manifesto concluded: 

... il West possible de rdsoudrc d'unc fziqoti d6finitive et pacifique I'affaire 
aigdrienne autrement. qu'en reconnaissant solcmicIlement et. sans retour: 
- la libre existence de la nation algdrienne, ainsi que sa personnalitd sp6cifique; 
- son Gouvernement national, 
- son assemblde Idgislative souveraine; 

[Connaissance de PA Igirie no. 7 Feb 1" 1956, p 1] 

( ... the Algerian situation will not be resolved pcmiancutly and peacefully without 
the solemn and irreversible recognition of. 
- the independent existence of the Algerian nation with its specific identity, 

- its national government; 
- its sovereign legislative assembly, ) 

Sheikh Tebessi, the general secretary of the association, declared in a press conference that 

France should negotiate with the FLN [Alleg et a/ vol 2 1.981, p 188]. As a result of the growing 

support from prominent members of the Muslim community, the FLN's image improved 

amongst the Algerian population and more people started participating in the national struggle. 

By 1956, the Party had regained some initiative and credibility after successful attacks on 

French civilians targets. This demonstrated to both, the Muslim and the French communities 

that the FLN was here to stay. 

On August 20t" 1956, an FLN congress was held in the valley of the Soummam to establish a 

new platform for the movement. The text which emerged after the congress actually described 

the'supporting role'women could play in the revolution. This was presented in the third section 

of the document under the heading 'Moyens d'action et de propagande' (Action and 

propaganda methods) and the paragraph on women came last and separate from those on all 

other sections of the population (peasants, factory workers, young people, intellectuals and 

25 The whole of Algeria was divided into six military sectors known as wilaya (region), subdivided Into zones. -Wilaya I 

covered the mountainous area of the Auris, in the East, with Batna as the main town. 

-Wilaya 11 spread over the area around the towns of Constantine and 136ne (now Annaba). 

-Wilaya III covered Kabylia with Tizi-Ouzou as the main town. 

-Wilaya IV contained the capital Algiers and the mountains of the Ouarsenis. 

-Wilaya V covered the whole of the West of the country with Oran as the main town. 

-Wilaya VI covered the southern territories and the Sahara [Paiflat 1961, p 841. 
For a few months (Feb 1957-Sept 1957), during the'Battle of Algiers', the capital had its own organisation (Zone 
autonome d'Alger) headed by Yacef Saadi. 
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professionals, business people and artisans). Women were obviously seen as a separate 

entity. The paragraph on women's role declared: 

11 est donc possible d'organiser dans cc domaine, avcc des m6thodes propres aux 
moeurs du pays, un redoutable et efficace moyen de combat: 

a) Soutien moral des combattants et des rdsistants. 
b) Renseignements, liaisons, ra%itaillcuient. refuge. 
c) Aide aux familles et cnfants de maquisards, de prisonnicrs ou d'intern6s. 

[Amrane 1991, p 2521 

(It is therefore possible to organise in this area. Nvith methods respectful of the 
traditions of the country, a formidable and efficient fighting power [providing]: 
a) Moral support for the fighters, 
b) Information, liaison, food and shelter, 
c) Support for relatives and children of fightcrs, prisonersand interned. ) 

One can conclude that for the FLN, no large scale political or military involvement was 

considered appropriate for women. And yet, by August 1956, as we will see in section 10.2, 

some women had already played a major role in the guerrilla war of the maquis and in the 

cities. Amrane notes that, at the beginning of the war, the FLN was reluctant to admit women's 

true involvement. It was not expecting it and could not cope with it. The recognition of 

women's actions could have been interpreted as an admission and acceptance of the fact that 

social barriers had been broken. The prospect of 'liberated' women shown to be the equals of 

men was something men, even among the revolutionary FLN, had difficulty accepting and 

certainly could not present as role models for the nation. They much preferred to glorify the 

image of the female fighter refusing to marry a man who was not a revolutionary. This way, the 

pre-eminent position of the male fighters' role was preserved since women were shown to be in 

awe of men's bravery. 

9.1.3 The FLN's call on women 

Politicians cannot always control what happens on the ground, and the FLN was no exception. 

Their lack of awareness of the eagerness of young people of both sexes to take part in the war 

and their inability to control the demands of the war meant that the situation evolved quite 

differently from what they had envisaged or what they were prepared to admit publicly. 

The Union G6ndrale des Etudiants Musulmans Algdriens, UGEMA, (University of Algiers' 

section of the Muslim student union) decided to call a general strike on May 15", 1956 in 

support of the FLN. The message broadcast by the UGEMA was unequivocal and had the 

approval of the Central Committee of the FLN. The broadcast read as follows: 
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Nous observons tous la greve iminddiate des cours ct des examens et pour une durEe 
illimit6e. 
II faut ddserter les bancs de l'Universitd pour Ic niaquis. 
II faut rejoindre en masse l'Armde de Libdration Nationale et son organisation 
politique, le FLN. 

[Amrane 1991, p 248] 

(We are all immediately starting a boycott of classes and exams for an unlimited 
period. 
We must leave the University to join the maquis. 
We must all join the National Liberation Army and its political organisation, the 
FLN. ) 

The call on 'all' students was certainly interpreted by female students as a call on students of 

both sexes. Many female students joined the maquis at that point. Furthermore, it is apparent 
from the interviews Amrane conducted that the FLN, despite its official policy, directly 

approached women nurses to join the maquis. This was necessitated by the desperate need 

for medical support in the field. Out of 29 women fighters interviewed by Amrane, 17 had been 

directly approached. Nurses and student nurses from the schools of S6tif and Algiers were 

particularly targeted [Amrane 1991, p 239]. 

The 'Battle of Algiers' was another development in the war which forced the FLN to call on 

women fighters. Between January and September 1957, when the French army was given full 

power in Algiers, women had to take the place of men civilian urban fighters because they 

could still move freely in the town whereas men were constantly stopped and searched. Years 

later, a Tunisian newspaper paid tribute to these women: 

... over 30,000 soldiers were deployed in JAIgicrsi a city of only 300,000 Algerian 
inhabitants. The men were virtually inimobilised and wonicii took over. During 
this period, two thirds of the bombs %%, crc plantcd by women like Baya Hocine and 
Zolim Drif who lived under cover in the Casbah. 

[Tunisia News no. 41 Aug 14 A 1993, p 8] 

The contradictions between the early rhetoric of the Party and the reality of the participation of 

women in the war is a clear indication that the FLN had not planned for women's involvement. 

In the FLN's concept of the war, the whole nation had to be involved, but 'with methods 

respectful of the traditions of the country'. In practice, this was impossible. A war cannot be 

fought within the constraints of traditional social structures. The war of independence broke 

social taboos and created new sets of values and acceptable behaviour. Women could no 

longer be kept within the 'private sphere', they had to be able to move freely if they were to play 

a useful role in the struggle. They had to be in contact with men, dress differently, take on 

responsibilities hitherto reserved for men. Family life was totally disrupted and traditional 

family structures and values were slowly being eroded. The demands of the war imposed 

different attitudes and the patriarch (within the household or the political organisation) could no 
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longer expect unquestioned reverence. All these changes were the inevitable consequences of 

the new situation the country faced. The momentum of the war uncontrollably permeated all 

aspects of life in the whole country. The FLN had to come to terms with this even if it went 

against some of the fundamental traditions of the society. Amrane concluded: 

Les hommes politiques... ont subi [le inilitantisine des fernmesi, Font utilisd, adrnird 
et ils ont souvent essayd, en vain, de le canaliser dans des limites 'raisonnablcs', 
respectueuses des traditions. 

[Amrane 1991, p 25] 

(The political leaders... were submitted to, used and admired [women's active 
participation in the war). They often tried, in vain, to channel it within 'reasonable' 
limits, respectful of the tmditions. ) 

9.2 Women's involvement in other political parties and 
associations 

9.2.1 L'Association des Femmes Musulnianes Algiriennes (AFMA) 

The role of women in the traditional Algerian society coupled with the lack of education for girls 

explain partly the very poor participation rates of women in formal politics. However, a few 

educated women did create their own organisations. Two names have to be mentioned: 

Nefissa Hamoud and Mamia Chentouf. The latter became politically involved durling her 

university days. She was a member of the 'Section Universitaire Mixte des Amis du Manifeste 

et de la Libert6'. This association, open to both sexes, was formed with the agreement of the 

PPA (see section 9.1.1) to develop political awareness amongst students. After the tragic 

events of May 8th 1945 (see section 10.1.1) Chentouf formed the first clandestine feminine cell 

of the PPA. By the end of 1946, the number of feminine cells in Algiers had grown to five with 

four or five members in each [Amrane 1991, p 36]. The feminine cells of the PPA formed the 

backbone of the 'Association des Fernmes Musulmanes Algdriennes' (AFMA) created on June 

24 th 1947 by Chentouf and Hamoud. Chentouf was the president of the association and 

Hamoud the general secretary. The association lasted until 1954. Its purpose was to develop 

women's political awareness. As Sai notes, the AFMA was a political organisation for women 

and not explicitly a 'feminist' one: 

En crdant une organisation fdinininc. Ic MTLD, n'cntcndait pas lui assigner 
d'autres tiches que cclies dc mobiliscr ct dc sensibiliscr Ics fenimes d la lutte, de les 
entrainer en fonction et en faveur des objectifs du Parti... Scs militantes; sont 
chargdes de rdpercuter Ics d6cisions du parti, dc diffuser les mots d'ordre lorsqu'il y 
a des campagncs. 

[Sai 1984, p 401 
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(By creating a women's organisation, the MTLD's sole intention was to mobilise 
women by increasing their awareness of the ongoing struggle, and by familiarising 
them Nvith the party's objectives.... The mcnibcrs of the AFMA [%vere] asked to pass 
on the party's decisions and slogans when thcre Iwas] a specific campaign. ) 

The association never concerned itself with specific feminist issues. Although it declared its 

main objectives to be 'the raising of the condition of women and the protection of children' [Sai 

1984, p 21(rets)], it did not make any recommendations to the IVITLD regarding women's rights. 

The 'raising of the condition of women'was interpreted as political education provided in order 

to gain women's support in the fight against colonialism. The association never gained any 

autonomy. Its influence was also limited by the fact that it only had representatives in a few 

large urban centres: Algiers, Oran and Tlemcen [Sai 1964, p 42]. Apart from its propaganda 

mission, the association also developed a social programme with activities such as organising 

f6tes for deprived children, giving basic medical and hygiene training and performing plays. 

The membership of the association never exceeded 100 [Amrane 1991, p 37]. Because of the 

lack of organisation and the limited number of regional groups, a few women chose to join the 

IVITLID itself. Their roles were similar to those of the members of the AFMA: propaganda, 

organisation of demonstrations, collective or individual actions in favour of prisoners, collection 

of funds [Sai 1984, p 45]. The women's meetings were held in separate rooms from the men's 

with loud-speakers to broadcast the speeches and slogans [Ibid, p 44]. This is a clear indication 

that women were not in any way associated with the Party's discussions or involved in decision 

making. As Sai notes, they were, at best, intermediaries between the Party and women [ibiq7. 

9.2.2 Le Parti Communiste Alg6rien (PCA) 

A few women were also politically involved through the 'Parti Communiste Alg6rien' (PCA). 

However, the cause of Algerian women was not a priority for the PCA for two main reasons: 

firstly, the PCA was closely linked to the Parti Communiste Frangais (PCF). The French 

Party's views on Algeria were, to say the least. ambivalent. It concentrated its efforts on class 

struggle and the eradication of the capitalist state, rather than the fight against colonialism. 

The PCF considered that Algeria was benefiting from its links with France, particularly in terms 

of infrastructure, education and economic development. The futures of France and Algeria 

were seen as interconnected. Consequently, Algerian and French Party members needed to 

have one objective only, the destruction of capitalism. Once this goal was achieved, better 

living conditions would follow for all. 

The second factor which prevented the PCA from fighting effectively for Algedan women's 
rights was its predominantly European membership. When in 1925 the Party claimed 'equal 

pay for equal worW, they were representing the interests of their European members who 
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mostly worked in factories while low paid Algerian women were either employed as maids in 

European households or as seasonal workers in the agricultural sector [Sai 1984, p 12]. 

However, the PCA did call for solidarity between the two ethnic groups: 

... alliancc du proldtariat avec les peuples coloniaux pour abattrre le capitalisme 
assassin. 

[Sai 1984, p 121 

(... alliance of the proletariat Aith the colonised nations to destroy murderous 
capitalisin. ) 

If the Party was aware of the terrible conditions of Algerian women, it blamed colonialism and 

the lack of structures such as cr6ches and adequate medical facilities. The programme of the 

communist candidates in the local elections of October 1934 demanded: 

... un congd obligatoire de deux mois avant ei detix niois apres la inatemitd, des 
traiteinents ei soins gratuits pour la mere in, vailletise, ... la cr8ation de inatemitds 
et le diveloppenient des ocuvres d'assistance ä la märe ei ä Fenfant... 

[Sai 1984, p 13] 

( ... two inonths compulsory inaternity leave before and after the birth of the child, 
free inedical care for working mothers, ... the creation of maternity hospitals and 
the development of organisations to support mother and child. ) 

The role of mother was glorified by the Party but no attempt was made to claim the right for 

women to work outside of their home, for instance. The Party was also eager to state that it did 

not blame religion for Algerian women's law status in society. In an article published in the 

communist newspaper 'La Lutte Sociale' on September 12tt' 1924 we find the following 

statement: 

La feminc dc clicz nous ne doit pas son inallictirctis sort A la fbi religicuse qui lui 
cst plut6t favorable, mais A Ntat Ognoraucc. dans Icqucl %, dg6tc h6lasl unc bonnc 
partie dc la population alg6riennc, ignoraticc plus profondc clicz les fctnuics. 

[Sai 1984, p7 (refs)] 

(Our women do not owc their unfortunate state to tlicir religious filith which is 
rather favourable to tlicin, but to the state of ignorance in which a large proportion 
of the Algerian population unfortunately vegaitcs, ignorance which is deeper 
amongst women. ) 

The Party was well aware that if it were to recommend drastic measures regarding Algerian 

women's roles in society, it would lose a large proportion of its Muslim male supporters. In an 
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article entitled 'Will Algerian Muslim women gain emancipationT, published in 1937, we can 

read: 

On a parld d'dniancipation. 11 faut s'entendrc ct nc point lieurter des sentiments 
familiaux, religieuy, dminemment respectables. 11 West pas question d'amencr la 
musulmane algdricnnc i paiticiper d6s demiin i notre vie occidentale... La forme 
d'dmancipation de la femme musulmane sera I'ocuvre des arabes eu: x-m8mes au 
nom du plus italiste des propUtes... 

[Sai 1984, p7 (refs)] 

(People have talked about emancipation. We must understand and not go against 
family or religious feelings which are highly respcctable. There is no question of 
bringing Algerian Muslim women to a Western life style immediately... The way 
Muslim women will become emancipated is for the Arabs themselves to decide in 
the name of the most realistic of all proplicts. ) 

Whereas in France, the communist cells were mixed, in Algeria, due to the social constraints, 

women had to meet separately from men and belong to feminine cells. It seems that the few 

educated women who chose to be politically involved belonged to the Nationalist movement 

(AFMA) rather than the Communist Party. The majority of women who joined the PCA were 

uneducated. Their meetings had to be attended by a female European representative who 

would explain the Party's directives while an educated Algerian member would translate them 

for the rest of the group [Amrane 1991, p 39]. 

The PCA, like the MTLD, although aware of the situation of Algerian women, did not attempt to 

address the question. While women were expected to embrace the communist ideals their own 

personal situation was never a topic for discussion. 

9.2.3 L'Union des Femmes Algiriennes (UFA) 

This association was created in 1944 by French women living in Algeria. Its main purpose was 

to fight fascism. It was supported by the PCA and was affiliated to the 'F6d6ration 

DC-mocratique Internationale des Fernmes'. Its journal 'Fernmes d'Alg6rie', published between 

1944 and 1951, gives a clear idea of the association's role. Its aims were defined as follows: 

Aider i I'dcrascincnt d6finilif du fascisnic ct dc I'hitl6risine, travailler A la 
rcconstruction d'une Fra, nce et d'une Algdric notivelle, prdparer un avenir de bicn 
8tre et de libcrtd pour toutes Ics populations dc noirc pays. 

[Feninies dA lgdrie no. I Sept 1944, p Ij 

(Contribute to the complete eradication of fascism ind'Hiticrism', work towards the 
reconstruction of a new France and a new Algcria, prcpare the future welfare and 
freedom of all the populations of our country. ) 
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The association concentrated its efforts on social activities such as visits to injured soldiers in 

hospitals, collection and distribution of food and clothes to poor families and fund-raising. The 

UFA sent delegates to the International Women's Conference (Nov 26 th - Dec 2 nd 1945) where 

the situation of Muslim women in Algeria was discussed. Speaking at the conference, Mrs 

Sportisse (General secretary of the UFA and MP for Oran) denounced the actions of the big 

land owners and the terrible consequences for Muslim farming communities [Femmes d'Alg6fie 

no. 22 1945, p 7]. 

In 1946, members of the UFA participated in a meeting of the Committee of the Hd6ration 

Ddmocratique Internationale des Fernmes. Mrs Merens, secretary of the Algerian branch. 

talked of the discriminatory practices of some European employers towards Muslim women. 
She declared: 

... 
le salaire Ides feminesi varie bieti sotivent sclon qu'clies sont curop6ennes ou 

musulinanes. 
[feninies dAlgerie no. 25 Feb 25"' 1946, p 51 

(... [women's] salaries often vai), depending on wlictlier they are European or 
Muslim. ) 

Mrs Merens also made a passionate plea for the improvement of the living conditions of all 

children in Algeria, whether European or Muslim and the development of educational 

provisions for Muslim children fibid]. 

In the early days, at least, the association seemed genuinely intent on working towards the 

improvement of the living conditions of Muslim women and children in Algeria. Although 

Muslim women were encouraged to take part in the activities of the association, only a minority 

of educated women were actually involved. The membership of the association varied 

between 10,000 and 15,000 [Daoud 1993, p 137]. The main problem for the association arose 

from the fact that it was open to European as well as Algerian women, two groups with widely 

different backgrounds and expectations. When the association was fighting for Algedan 

women (demonstrating for the recognition of their right to vote in 1947) it did not get the 

support of its European members. Similarly, Algerian women did not show any interest for 

campaigns not specifically aimed at improving their life. 

Amrane noted that an insignificant number of the women who took an active part in the war of 

independence were recorded as having had previous political involvement with either the 
Nationalists or the Communists. On the files of the FLN / ALN26 only 6 out of 10,949 women 

26 Arm6e de I-Mration Nationale, the military faction of the FLN. 
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had previous political activity recorded (2 for the PCA, 4 for the MTLD) [Arnrane 1991, p 43]. 

Clearly, none of the political Parties had been able to or were interested in attracting women to 
their ranks. It seems that their concerns were to fight colonialism, fascism or capitalism for 

which no serious attempt was made to involve women. The lack of educated women was 

probably a major hindrance, but the Parties never really tried to tackle women's issues and as a 

result, did not motivate them into political involvement. For the FLN, the reason given was that 

there was a much more pressing issue which had to be dealt with: the ending of colonialism. 

For the Communist Party, turning a blind eye to the situation of Algerian women was a political 

decision forced upon them to obtain acceptance within the prevailing male-dominated social 

structures. Had it attempted to apply the communist ethos to the situation of women in Algeria, 

requiring equal status for women, it would have failed in finding support amongst men. Clearly, 

in both cases, women were used for the furtherance of other political motives. As far as the 

UFA was concerned, its attempts at uniting all women in Algeria were doomed due to the 

irreconcilable conflict of interests between the colonised and the colonisers. 
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10 Women's participation in the War 

10.1 Reasons for women's involvement 

10.1.1 The massacres of May 8th 1945 

On May 8 th 1945, all over France and Algeria large scale ceremonies were taking place to 

celebrate the end of World War 11 and the victory over fascism. For Algerian people, that day 

had a double significance: firstly it commemorated the death of the many Algerians who died 

alongside French soldiers fighting the Nazi regime. Secondly, Algerians believed that the 

principles of democracy which had been fought for during the war would be extended to 

Algeria. They hoped that the end of World War 11 would mark a turning point in the history of 

their country and would be the beginning of a new era where freedom and equality for all would 

prevail. These feelings were described in an article in El Moudjahid: 

Le sacrifice des Algdriens morts dans la luttc con(rc Ic fascisme doit apporter A 
I'Alg6rie plus de libertd et plus de ddinocratic: tcl est. 1'esprit qui anime la 
population cejour-M. 

[EI, Afoudjahid no. 23. Afay 5A 1958, p 10] 

(The sacrifice of Algerians who died in the fight against fascist" Inlist bring more 
frecdoin and democracy to Algeria: stich %%, crc the fcclings driving the population 
on that day. ) 

However, the events which marked May 8th 1945 in Algeria destroyed any hopes of peaceful 

change. In particular the massacres in S6tif (a small town near Constantine in the north east of 
the country) were a turning point for many Algerians. The commemoration of the end of World 

War 11 was celebrated in many towns in Algeria. The PPA27, the PCA28 and the Algerian Trade 

Unions had planned to march peacefully to the war memorials, headed by, amongst other 
banners, the Algerian flag. In the town of S&tif, Tuesday being a market day, many peasants 
had come down from their villages and assembled in the mosque. The organisers of the march 

asked all participants to leave any item that could be construed as a weapon in the mosque. 
The Algerian flag bearer was a young scout Saal Bouzid. The French government in Algeria 

were determined to quash any attempts at amalgamating the liberation of France with a future 
independence for Algeria. French policemen had received strict orders from the Prefect of 
Constantine, Mr Lestrade Carbonnel, to shoot anyone carrying an Algerian flag [Alleg et a/ vol I 

1981, p 253]. The police executed the orders and Soual Bouzid was shot dead. In the ensuing 

27 Parti du Peuple Alg6rien, Algefian Nationalist Party ( see section 9.1.1) 
28 Parti Communiste Algdrien 
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confusion, a number of Algerians and Europeans were killed. The next day, all around Utif, 

the PPA called on its supporters to arm themselves and rebel. In the uprising that followed, a 

total of 103 Europeans were killed and 110 injured. This provoked the French authorities into a 

series of exemplary reprisals. The repression that followed was totally disproportionate with the 

events of May 8th and 9th . The French government wanted to frighten Algerians into 

submission. They thought that they would teach the population a lesson which would deter 

anybody from joining the Nationalists in the future. The first official death toll published was of 

1,150 Algerians killed. A few days later, the revised figure of 15,000 was given. The American 

Consulate in Algiers estimated the deaths between 40,000 and 45,000 [Alleg et al vol 1 1981, p 

2671. 

For many Algerians, the events in S6tif were a catalyst. They showed the determination of the 

French government to keep Algeria as a French colony. They brought home the realisation 

that Algeria would never be granted its independence. Algeria would have to fight for it. This 

is how El Moudjahid summed up the repercussions of the events of May 8th 1945 for the 

Algerian population: 

... cejour-1ä, le peuple algdrien a perdti ses illtisions ct compris qu'il ne sera libre et 
respectd que lorsqu'il seri fort... La Rd%, oltitioii commengail. 

[EI Afoudjahidno. 23Ma. vS'h 1958, p 10] 

(... on that day, the Algerian people lost their illusions and understood that if they 
wanted freedoin and respect they would have to show their Power and strength... 
The Revolution had started. ) 

Commander Azzedine, an ALN fighter quoted, in one of his books about the war times, his 

niece's feelings on that day when the French police carried out a search in her house: 

Cc que les Franqais ddtruisent alors, ce West pas sculcinent la trinquille ordonnancc 
des choscs, c'est tout mon utii%-crs mifamin. Maintenailt. tout est clair pour moi: 
j'ai compris que nous ne soninics pas tous dc la m6nic race. 11 ya en Algdrie unc 
race de privil6gi6s, celle de l'occupant. Et les nuires. Lcs autres. c'est-, i-dire nous, 
Ics indi&ICS. 29 

[Azzedine 1977, p 2041 

(What tile French are destroying, is not just tile peacefully ordered material 
possessions, it is my whole childhood world. Suddcnly, everything becomes clear 
for me: I understand that we do not all bclong to the same rice. There is in 
Algeria a race of privileged few, that of tile occupicrs. And there arc tile others. 
We are the others, the natives. ) 

29 The word 'indig&ne', used by the French to refer to the Muslim population, had and still has in French a derogatory and 
racist connotation. 
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On May 8tt, the Algerian dreams had been shattered. The joy of the victory over fascism in 

World War 11 and the hopes it had engendered for a free and egalitarian Algerian society were 

brutally destroyed. The consequences, however, were not the submission of the Algerian 

people, but the emergence of a determination to fight colonialism to the end, whatever the 

costs. 

10.1.2 The first executions of Algerian prisoners 

By 1956, the climate of war was setting all over Algeria. Although the capital was not yet the 

main theatre of violence, in towns such as Constantine and Oran, the population was faced with 

daily attacks and random killings. The violence came from both sides: the ALN and the 

French army. The ALN was intensifying its campaign and receiving more and more 

spontaneous support in the urban centres with regular strikes and the closing of shops during 

funerals of fighters or Algerian civilians killed by the French army. In response to these acts of 

defiance towards the French authorities, the policy of 'collective responsibility' was established, 

opening the door to indiscriminate arrests and killings by the French arrny. Faced with an ever 

increasing atmosphere of violence, the more right wing elements amongst the French 

population began asking for tougher action from the French government. On several occasions 

during the month of April 1956, two organisations, 'Comit6 de Coordination pour la Ddfense de 

I'Alg6rie Frangaise'and 'Pr6sence Frangaise Alg6rie', demanded the execution of all prisoners 

who had been sentenced to death and of anybody found carrying weapons or caught during 

military operations [Alleg vol 2 1981, p 171]. On June 1 9th, the French government gave in to 

the pressure and guillotined two Algerians who had been sentenced to death, Zabana Hamida 

30 and Ferradj Abdelkader 31. The executions took place in the Barberousse prison in Algiers 

and constituted a turning point in the war. That same evening, the FLN distributed leaflets 

warning that Zabana and Ferradj would be revenged. Later on two French soldiers, prisoners 

of the ALN, were executed and a series of individual armed attacks followed in Algiers during 

which 47 French people were injured or killed. As a reprisal, in July, a group of right wing 

settlers placed a bomb in a small block of flats at no. 3 rue de Th6bes in the Casbah32 where 

50 Algerian civilians (including women and children) were killed [Kessel & Pirelli 1962, p 48]. 

The executions of the first two Algerian prisoners were for many ordinary people the spark that 

triggered an explosion of anger and frustration which led them to take an active part in the war. 

Zohra Drif, who was to become one of the most famous war heroines, was amongst them. She 

was a law student in Algiers and decided to become actively involved in the FLN at that point 

[Drif 1960, p 9]. 

30 He was the leader of an ALN group and was arrested on November 8"' 1954 during an ambush near St Denis-de Sigg. 
He was sentenced to death for his participation in several attacks on the French army and the killing of a forest warden 
lKessel & Pire& 1962, jo 47], 

31 He had participated in an attack on a farm in November 1954 fibid]. 
32 An area of Algiers entirely populated by Algerians and known to be under FLN control. 
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10.1.3 The general strike of 1957 

Another significant event which resulted in the participation of a large number of Algerian 

women in the war was the general strike organised by the FLN from January 28ýh to February 

4th 1957. This strike was to demonstrate to the French government the support the FLN had 

amongst the urban population. It was also a publicity stunt to focus attention on the FLN at the 

United Nations conference which was due to take place at that time in New York and where the 

question of Algeria was going to be debated. Yacef Saadi, one of the FLN leaders in Algiers 

who participated in the strike described its purpose as: 

Pldbisciter le FLN comme repr8sentant autlientique et exclusif du peuple algdrien. 

fSaadi 1962, p 30] 

(establishing the FLN as the authentic and exclusive representative of the Algerian 
people. ) 

Before the start of the strike, women activists went from house to house explaining to women 

what the strike was about and asking them to stock up food supplies. When, after three days, 

the French soldiers tried to break the strike by descending on the Casbah, ransacking shops 

and houses, some women, frightened of the reprisals from the French army, started disobeying 

the FLN's orders. Once again, the women activists went to each house explaining the 

importance of maintaining the strike and the need for solidarity. However, the eight day strike 

was too ambitious and the French soldiers succeeded in breaking it through sheer intimidation. 

Nevertheless, it did establish the FLN as a powerful and widely supported organisation [Amrane 

1.991, p 144]. Even though the original objective of an eight day general strike was not 

realised, the action was seen as a success by the FLN, due to the international coverage it 

received particularly in exposing the brutal ways the French soldiers used to break the strike, 

In his conclusion on the effects of the strike, Saadi stated that: 

Le FLN avait ddinoiitrd, non sculeinent son itidicitcc indiscut6c auprýs du peupie 
algdrien, mais sa capacit6 d'encadrer, de dirigcr un mouvement de Inasse ä Pechelle 
nationale. 

[Saadi 1962, p 51] 

Mic FLN had not only demonstratcd its undisputed support arnongst the Algerian 
people, but also its ability to organise and direct a mass movement on a national 
scale. ) 

10.1.4 Incursion of the war into everyday life 

For some women, it was the incursion of the war into their personal life which triggered their 

active participation. Djamila Bouhired explained in an interview conducted in 1971 the 
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circumstances which made herjoin the ALN. Djamila was about 15 years old at the time. Until 

then she had been educated in a French school and had never questioned the teaching she 

received. She said in the interview: 

France was my country, the Gauls were my ancestors, just as they were the 
ancestors of the French. 

[Fernea & Bezirgan 1977, p254] 

She did not know that her friend, Aminah, had been working for the ALN, carrying bombs. 

When Aminah was caught by the French, she took poison and died rather than be tortured and 

risk endangering the life of her comrades flbid p 256]. This tragedy, said Djamila, changed her 

life. 

The FLN controlled newspaper, El Moudjahid, gave an insight into the reasons which made a 

group of Moudjahidate join the maquis in an article published in 1959 as part of 'Le journal 

d'une maquisarde' (The diary of a female maquis fighter). The article described a meeting 

which took place in wilaya IV in October 1957 where a group of female fighters met for the first 

time. The young girls talked about their background and the reasons which made them join the 

maquis. For one of them, Naima (20 years old), it was to follow her husband, for Cherifa (18 

years old), it was after the death of her brother killed by French soldiers in 1955, Fatiha, at 16, 

was already carrying weapons from one sector of Algiers to another. Her situation became too 

dangerous and after hiding for three months in Algiers, she left for the maquis. Zohra, from a 

young age, was helping her uncle by carrying clothes and weapons for the FLN. It seems that 

for the majority of these girls involvement with the FLN was a natural progression, an inevitable 

consequence of the war [El Moudjahid no. 46 July 2dt' 1959, p 121. 

Dreadful images, painful incidents, added to the long misery and hardship of their lives, gave 

women a sudden urge to take action. As if they were no longer able to keep the war out of their 

world, after years of a secluded existence, they decided to act. For many, this was a brave and 

irrevocable decision which changed their lives. In the diary of a maquisarde for example, one 

young orphan, Fatma, recalled how she witnessed daily political discussions between her two 

brothers. When she expressed her interest and desire to participate in the war, she was told by 

her brothers that she was too young and one of them even added that it was'not a business for 

women'. She felt that they were mistaken, the fight for Algeria's independence should concern 

everyone: men, women and children. She joined the maquis disregarding her brothers' 

opinions. For an Algerian gid to go against the wishes of her brothers was not a small matter. 
In the traditional social structure, in the absence of the father, the brothers were the guardians 

and had full authority over unmarried girls. This was, therefore, a very serious case of rebellion 

against the established order. In normal circumstances it would have resulted in the total 

rejection of the gid by her entire family and would have been seen as a cause of shame for all 
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her relatives. Instead, Fatma was quite prepared to publicly talk about the incident and the 

newspaper presented it as an act of bravery. This example further emphasises the effects the 

war had on individuals as well as on the Algerian society as a whole (see section 12.1). 

10.1.5 Education 

By 1954 education, whether provided by the Medersas or by the French government had only 

reached a very small proportion of the female population (see section 3.5). However, it played 

a major role in inciting those who received it to participate in the war. 

In 1951 in the 125 Medersas, there were 16,286 full time pupils of whom 6,696 were girls. [El 

Basair, Journal de IAssociation des Ularnas, October 1411,1951 in Arnrane 199 1, p 29]. Those 

who benefited from the education of a Medersa were undoubtedly influenced by the teaching 

they received and many of them ended up fighting in the maquis. This is what an ex 

Moudiahida, Mrs Saida Benslimane, remembered of her school days: 

On nous apprenait Parabe en cachette, on notis parlait de la revolution en Tunisie, 
et on nous disait qu'elle Wallait pas tarder. i dclater en Algerie. Nous apprenions ä 
dessiner notre drapeau et des chants patriotiqucs... 

[El Djazairia no. 73 1979, p 141 

(We . vere taught Arabic sccretly, we wcre told about the revolution in Tunisia and 
that it was about to start in Algeria. We Icarin how to draw pictures of our flag and 
sang patriotic songs ... ) 

However, since the French government was clearly aware of the nationalist feelings instilled in 

the children who attended these schools, several Medersas were closed. In 1959, only 43 

remained open, the others had been closed and their staff arrested [Amrane 1991, p 30]. The 

French government also tried to silence the nationalist views expressed by the Ulama. On April 

6 th 1956, their weekly paper, El Bagair, was outlawed [Alleg vol 2 1981, p 188]. 

While the Medersas' influence on girls can be easily understood, the influence of French 

education is more complex. The French government thought that, by educating women. by 

opening their eyes to the Western world and the opportunities it offered them, it would win them 

over. It was thought that educated girls would opt for the culture which, as the authorities saw 
it, enabled them to fulfil their potentials. This is how Glendora-Gates, in her comparison of 

women's roles in the Algerian and Iranian revolutions, described the French government's plan: 
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It seems clear that the idea was to have women in steadily increasing numbers 
accept an image of themselves which could only function in a French-oriented 
society. In this way the women could support both France's position in Algeria and 
French efforts to contain Algerian culture. 

[Glendora-Gates 1987, pp 88,89] 

However, results were quite different from expectations. Because of the discrimination against 

Algerians in both the educational and economic sectors, educated girls realised that they would 

always be treated as second class citizens in the colonial context. Boupacha's account of her 

decision to join the FLN is a clear illustration of this feeling: she was a probationer at the Beni 

Messous hospital and when she was due to receive her certificate, despite her excellent 

records, she was denied it simply because she was a Muslim: 

I had learnt that all Moslems among the girls due to qualify were to be debarred 
from taking their certificate. ... I went and saw the Matron. I asked her why 
Moslems were not to be admitted. When I lcft her. I was in tears. 

[Beauvoir & Halimi 1962, p 53] 

The French government, far from winning over Algerian women through education, made them 

more aware of the injustice of the colonial system. Girls soon recognised the fact that however 

educated and qualified they might be, they would never be French and treated as equals. 

Furthermore, they realised that the state of poverty most Algerians lived in was a direct 

consequence of colonialism. Many young educated girls joined the ALN for these reasons. 

They knew that no section of the Algerian society would be free until the country itself was free 

from colonialism. In this respect, their views coincided with those of the FLN. 

10.1.6 Response to circumstances 

In addition to the particular events which drove some women into the war effort, a large 

majority found that their participation was a 'natural response' to the necessities of the war. 

When supplies were needed for the ALN fighters, women provided them, to the best of their 

abilities. Even if they did not have enough food for their own family, they would share 

whatever they had. Apart from the practical help they offered, their moral support was 

invaluable to the men. In El Moudjahid's 'Journal d'une maquisarde' (Diary of a woman fighter), 

the courage and support of ordinary villagers, and particularly of women, is constantly 

mentioned: 

Je me souviens que cc qui me frippa i mon arriv6c au nlaquis, cc fut Fordre et la 
discipline qui y r6gnaient. Cc fut Ic moral extraordiniire de nos populations. Les 
femmes en particulier sont admirables. Cc sont clIcs qui rcstent dans les douars 
seules avec les enfants et les vicillards... Nis A la fin des combats... cc sont elles 
qui nous accucillent avec le sourire, et pourtant nous savons que certaines viennent 
de subir les pires sdvices: les tortures, les viols, 

[ElAfoudjahid no. 44 June 22d 1959, p 12] 
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(I remember that what struck me on in), arrival in the maquis was the order and 
discipline which prevailed and the extraordinary morale of our populations. 
Women in particular are admirable. They are the ones who are left in the villages, 
alone with the children and old people... When an engagement with French troops 
is over, ... they are the ones who welcome us smiling and yet we know that some of 
them have been submitted to the worst acts of brutality: torture and rape. ) 

10.2 Nature of women's war-time contributions 

10.2.1 Statistics of participation 

According to the Minist6re des Moudiahidine (Ministry of the War Veterans), a total of 10,949 

women fighters took part in the war 9,194 as civilians and 1,755 as military fighters [Actual#6 

de 1'6migration no. 97 July 1987, in Saadi 1991, p 153]. However, these figures only represent 

a small proportion of the number of women who actually played an active role in the war. If 

some did not register as war veterans, it was simply because they considered their contribution 

to have been nothing else than normal under the circumstances. Others wanted to forget the 

war and the suffering they had endured. Some, however, were refused the title of war veterans 

(see section 14.3.2). 

10.2.2 The Moudjahidate (Women military combatants in the maquis) 

Life in the maquis was very hard, particularly for young girls from the cities. The groups of 

fighters were constantly on the move. They often walked through the night on very rough 

terrain, in the cold and the rain, with little or no food. This is what two young Moudjahidate 

remember of their strenuous life in the mountains: 

Lejournal de Amina: 
18 inars: ... 

depart ä9 licurcs du soir. 19 niars: irrivdc dans un gite, ä6 lieures du 

inatin. 60 kin ä pied et ä clieval. 20 inars: tra%, crsde de la niontagne de 9 heures 
(du soir) ä2 heures (du inatin). 

Souvenirs de Baya: 
Lorsque nous avons traversd les Aur6s, nous somincs rcst6es trois ou quatre jours 
sans rien manger d'autre qu'une racine sauvagc, des artichauts sauvages. 

[Antrane 1991, pp 65,691 

(Amina's diary: 
March 18": .... 

departure 9 pin. March 19'j': ..... irrival in a guest house at 6 am, 60 
km on foot and horseback. March 20'h: across the mountain from 9 pin till 2 am. 

Baya's memories: 
When we crossed the Aur6s mountains. we spent three to four days eating nothing 
but wild roots and wild artichokes. ) 
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The roles of women in the maquis were varied. As we saw earlier (section 9.1.3) nurses were 

indispensable. The conditions in the so called 'maquis hospitals' were unimaginable: no 

anaesthetics, few medicines and very basic equipment. The nurses had to improvise and 

forget their hospital training. Apart from helping injured fighters, nurses also tried to help 

villagers by teaching them basic hygiene principles, particularly regarding the care of young 

babies. in her statement to the military tribunal in Algiers (April 25 th 1957), Fadila Mesli, a 

young nurse talked about the various tasks she performed in the maquis: 

J'ai soignd les patriotes blessds et les populations des montagnes enfouies dans la 
mis6re et la faim et les victimes des ralissages, des bombardements et des 
incendies... J'ai fait Ncole aux enfants qui Wavaient jamais vu une classe. 

[Kessel & Pirelli 1962, p 132] 

(I looked after the fighters and the population of the mountains buried in squalor 
and hunger, victims of raids, bombings and fircs.... I taught children who had 
never seen a classroom. ) 

Propaganda and education were also part of the women fighters' mission. El Moudjahid relates 

how Moudjahidate played an important role in the political education of villagers, quoting an 

article33 by an American journalist (Joseph Kraft) who spent some time with the FLN fighters in 

Iffillaya V. Kraft explained that the FLN political section leader had come to address the women 

in a village. He introduced his secretary, a 17 year old Muslim girl, and left her to talk to the 

women. She proceeded to tell her captive audience how courage and solidarity today would 

mean a better world for women tomorrow. The following is a short extract from her speech: 

On ne doit pas avoir peur Mais nous dcN-oiis leur arraclicr notre libcrtd pour Etre 
respectds dans le monde... Nous devons soutenir nos fr6res. 11 faut faire tout ce que 
nous pouvons pour lutter pour notre p, ývs. C'est ic scul inoycn d'ilever le niveau de 
nos femines. Si nous faisons notre dc%, oir aujourd'hiii, demain nous serons libres. 

[El Moudjahid no. 19 Feb 28h 1958, p 121 

(We must not be frightened. We must free oursch-cs from the French if we want to 
be respected in the world... We must support our brothers. We must do everything 
we can to fight for our country. It is the only way to improve the status of our 
women. If we do our duty today,, %%, c will be free tomorrow. ) 

The young girl's speech was followed by a general discussion on more practical matters. The 

women present asked questions about how to use condensed milk for babies and how to obtain 
the best crop from olive trees. Another example of the development of women's political 

awareness is given in an interview with Colonel Ali Kafi (responsible for Iffillaya 11): 

33 Published in the Saturday Evening Post in 1958 (the exact date of publication is not given by El Moudjahid). 
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Ainsi la participation des femmes A la lutte prend une fome de plus en plus 
concr6te, politique. En deliors de Icurs tficlics quotidiennes (gile, nourriture, soins 
pour les combattants), les femmes se rdunissent entre elles. Elles ont crdd des 
'Comitds dc fcmmes' qui discutent des questions politiqucs. Ccs Comitds sont 
anim6s par nos assistantes sociales et nos infirini6res, jeunes lycdennes grdvistes 
qui se sont form6es au maquis. 

[El Moudjahid no. 40 April 24'h 1959, p 7] 

(Women's participation in the struggle is becoming more and more concrete, 
political. Their daily tasks accomplished (providing shelter, food and medical 
assistance for the fighters), women get together. They have created 'women's 
committees' to discuss political questions. These committees are led by our women 
social workers and nurses who acquired their skills when, as young students, they 
joined the maquis after the students' strike. ) 

Sometimes, women were sent on special missions to collect information before an ALN group 

of fighters moved into a village. These women were known as'contr6leuses'. They had to mix 

with the population to find out details such as the level of FLN support and attitudes towards the 

French. Like secret agents, they had to melt into the local population, wearing the traditional 

local dress, behaving like the inhabitants of that particular area so as not to be noticed. 

In the maquis, the Moudjahidate were usually young gids. Respectful of the tradition of 

separation of the sexes, particularly important for unmarried girls, the FLN, at first, only allowed 

divorcees, widows and women married to fighters to join the combatants. It was 'morally 

acceptable' for these women to live amongst men. As the warwent on, more and more fighters 

were needed and young unmarried girls were recruited. However, the moral conduct of men 

and women fighters was rigorously monitored by the FLN. Any misconduct was severely 

reprimanded. The maquis leaders also performed marriages for the fighters. This was a total 

departure from Muslim traditions since the families and especially the father of the girl could 

not be consulted. It was felt that the FLN leaders were responsible for the fighters and, 

therefore, could take exceptional measures forced by circumstances in order to uphold moral 

standards. 

10.2.3 The Fidayate (Civilian women urban fighters) 

In the towns, the ALN's bombings would have been impossible without the support of the 

fidayate. These acts of defiance perpetrated in the predominantly French quarters of large 

cities enabled the FLN to create the image of a powerful movement in the eyes of the French 

but also on the world scene. During the first years of the war, the French never suspected that 

Algerian women could be involved in the war. The news of the arrest of the first women 
fighters (two young school girls and a student nurse in the maquis north-east of Wd6a) on July 

17 th 1956 came as a total surprise to the French authorities. 34 In fact, Algerian women's 

34 The three girls were Moarn Ben Miloud, Safia Basi and Fadela Mesli. 
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apparent submissive and self-effacing demeanour was a perfect cover for the FLN. This 

misconception on the part of the French authorities regarding Algerian women was fully 

exploited by the FLN during the 'Battle of Algiers' (from January to September 1957). This was 

a crucial point in the war. The French army had decided to get to the heart of the FLN 

organisation by breaking down the cells operating in Algiers. They surrounded the area known 

as the 'Casbah, 35 with barbed wires, forcing its inhabitants to go through check points every 

time they wanted to move in and out of the area. However, because the French did not 

suspect women to have any role in the FLN, they let them walk through without being searched. 
The only way for the FLN to continue their attacks was by asking women to carry weapons and 

bombs. Furthermore, it was a lot easier for women to hide weapons under their traditional long 

loose robes. Saadi, one of the FLN leaders in Algiers recalled how he called on women to help 

him dispatch messages and important documents to other FLN cells while the French soldiers 

were patrolling the Casbah: 

Je chargeai alors Djamila et Zolira de transinctire, ... des messages destinds A 
Ramel et A d'autrcs responsables. 

Je confie nia serviette A Djamila, qui li met sous son pantalon bouffant, attach6e 
par un foulard sous son voile. 

[Saadi 1962, pp 64,66] 

(I then asked Djamila and Zohra to transmit, ... messages for P-unel and other 
leaders. 
I give Ry briefcase to Djamila who puts it under licr loose trousers and ties it with a 
scarf under her veil. ) 

Although the traditional dress was very useful to conceal weapons while women walked around 

Muslim areas, when they were carrying bombs and weapons into European quarters, they 

would often have to dress in Western clothes and wear make-up so that they could blend in 

with the Europeans. 36 This was particularly the case in 1956 during the FLN bombing 

campaign of urban civilian targets. On September 30th 1956, three bombs were due to explode 

in the heart of the European quarters in Algiers. Two of the targets were very popular caf6s, 

the 'Milk Bar' and the 'Caf6t6ria' on rue Michelet. They were Zohra Drif and Sarnia Lakhadari's 

targets, while Djamila Bouhired was to place her bomb in the hall of the Air France terminal. 

The third bomb did not explode but the other two killed three civilians and seriously injured fifty 

(Home 1977, p 1851. In January 1957, in response to the handing over of power by the French 

government to the paratroopers, the FLN decided on a new bombing campaign. On January 

26 th the 'Otomatic' student bar and the 'Coq Hardi' caf6 were selected as targets. The bombs, 

placed by fidayate killed five civilians and wounded 60. Two weeks later, another two bombs 

placed in crowded stadiums by young women fighters killed 10 civilians and injured 45 [Home 

1977, p 192]. These young girls (72% of the fidayate were less than 25 years old) made a 

35 An area of Algiers totally controlled by the FLN. 
36 The issue of the use of women's clothing and In particular the veil as a war'device'will be developed in section 11.2.1 
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crucial contribution to the war. Between January 8'h and August 15 th 1957,35 bombs exploded 
in Algeria. Out of the 22 whose perpetrators could be traced, 14 were deposited by women 

acting alone or with a man [Amrane 1991, p 106]. Because of their highly dangerous activities, 

many fidayate were arrested (50.8%) and imprisoned (37% received prison sentences of three 

years or more) [Home 1977, p 91]. Many died or were badly injured while carrying defective 

bombs which exploded before the set time. These types of actions not only demonstrated the 

courage and determination of Algerian women, but they also served to show that the French 

propaganda campaigns aimed at Algerian women had totally failed. 

10.2.4 The Moussebilate (Civilian women activists) 

Moussebilate represented 82% of all women activists. They supported the FLN in many 

different ways both in towns and villages. One of their main role was to provide food for the 

fighters. When ALN groups came down from the mountains, village women had to prepare 
food for them. Sometimes the FLN would supply the raw ingredients but often the villagers had 

to pool their meagre resources to share with the fighters. Commander Azzedine praised the 

ingenuity of these women who managed to create nourishing dishes from very basic 

ingredients (Azzedine 1977, p 187]. 

Providing safe accommodation for the fighters, was also expected of women. In the maquis, 

they sometimes hid men in 'casemate, which were holes in the ground covered with branches. 

Women knew where the holes were and opened them up after the French patrols had gone. In 

towns also, women had to hide FLN fighters. Ch6rifa Boukachalia performed this very role in 

the town of B6ne37 when she was arrested on May 25 th 1960 along with the FLN leader she was 
hiding (Said Ourneddour) [Kessel & Pirelli 1962, p 562]. 

Because women could travel more easily than men since the French, at least in the first years 

of the war, did not suspect them, they often acted as liaison agents, carrying documents, 

money and medicines. The journeys could be within the same town or to other towns or 

villages, many kilometres away. Women activists also helped with the collection of funds for 

the FLN, the distribution of aid to families who had lost their bread-winner in the war and the 

purchase of goods required by the fighters. By 1959, the French authorities were well aware of 

the increasing role women were playing. In an army document on methods for winning over 

rural populations we find the following statement: 

Action ... des moniteurs de jeunesse, en paniculicr sur les; feinines dont l'irdluence 
se rdv6le de plus cn plus importante. 

[instructions pour lapacificaiion en A Igirie no. 0279413000 March 1960, p 99] 

37 The town was renamed Annaba after independence. 
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(The action ... of youth group leaders must focus on women whose influence 
appears to be increasingly important. ) 

10.2.5 Support from ordinary women 

Another example of women's activism was their decision to attend the funerals of ALN fighters. 

Traditionally, men buried the dead and it was only the next day that women would pay their 

homage at the cemetery. During the war, though, large numbers of women, (relatives, friends 

and neighbours) decided to join the men in the funeral processions to the cemetery. These 

public demonstrations by ordinary women of all ages were another act of defiance. Not only 

were they showing their anger at the killings and their support for the FLN, but they were also 

proving the French wrong, once again, in their assumptions about Algerian women leading a 

cloistered life, cut off from the real world. Sometimes these marches became quite violent. 

The worst disturbances occurred in December 1960. Spontaneous civilian demonstrations, 

attended by both men and women, developed all over Algeria in response to a visit by General 

De Gaulle. The demonstrations started on December 1 Oth in Algiers and spread to other cities 

on the 11 th, 1 2th and 14 th 
. Hadda, who witnessed the events in Algiers, recalled what happened 

in an interview conducted in 1972 by the UNFA'S38 magazine, El Djazairia. A peaceful 

demonstration had gathered on the Monoprix square (later renamed December 1 1th square) 

when shots were fired. This is what Hadda saw: 

Des jeunes, des honitues, des feinincs tombaient. j'. ii vu une jeune fille courir sur 
un parcours de plus de 200 niWes, drapeau cii inain. criant "Djazýiiria horra", eile 
dtait bless8e et perdait son sang, inais eile ne ressenmit pas la douleur jusqu'ä ce 
qu'elle toinbe inanim6e ... Ce sont des lietires qtie je Woublierai jainais tant elles 
ont dti importantes pour moi. 

1EI Djazzairia nos. 27 & 28 Nov IDec 1972, p 9] 

(Young people, men and women were falling. I saw a young girl run a distance of 
more than 200 metres, flag in hand, shouting -Djamiria hom, ", she was injured 

and bleeding, but she did not feel the pain until shc fc1l dead ... 
I will never forget 

these hours, they have been so important for ine. ) 

These civilian demonstrations were reported world-wide and resulted in the adoption by the 

United Nations of a resolution for self-determination in Algeria (December 20"' 1960). 

When describing women's support for ALN fighters during the war, one has to remember their 

relentless struggle with the French authorities regarding prisoners' rights, particularly visiting 

rights. Visiting a relative in prison was not an easy task for these women, many of whom were 

38 Union Nationale des Fernmes Algdriennes, governmental national women's organisation. 
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illiterate. They first had to brave the unhelpful and uncaring police station staff to find where 
their relative had been transferred to. This meant queuing for hours and sometimes days. 

Frequently they had to go from one police station to another before they obtained the 

information. To give prisoners small parcels of food or clothes, meant tremendous hardship for 

these poor families since food and clothes had to be newly bought and presented in their 

original wrapping for security reasons. Very often the prisons were far away and women had to 

travel on foot and by bus for hours, only to find that the visits had been cursorily cancelled on 
that day by the prison authorities. For many, these obstacles served not to deter them but only 

to harden their resolve. Angered and frustrated by the total disrespect for prisoners' rights, they 

started demonstrating. Djamila Briki recalled in an interview the first demonstration of this kind 

organised by women in Algiers in 1959. Visits to prisoners had been cancelled because they 

had defied the prison rule forbidding them from calling for prayers. Briki took part in the 

demonstration and said: 

... nous avons d6cid6 de faire quelque chose. C'dtaient toutes des fernmes comme 
moi, voil6es, illdtries ou ayant dtd en classc un tout petit peu. 11 nýr avait pas une 
intellectuelle parn-d nous. Nous avions prdvenu les avocats et nous nous sommes 
toutes regroup6es, fenunes, m&es des condarands i mort et aussi des autres 
d6tenus. Nous avons manifestd devant la prison et nous sonunes parties toutes; 
ensemble jusqu'au Gouvernement g6ndral pour r6clamer le droit de visite. Et nous 
avons; obtcnu quc la punition, qui dtait de trois mois, soit lev6c. 

[Amrane 1991, p 2121 

(... we decided to do something. These were all women like me, illiterate or with 
hardly any education. There was not a single intellectual amongst us. We had 
informed the lawyers and we got together, wives and mothers of prisoners 
sentenced to death and others. We demonstrated outside the prison and then we 
went all together to the Government Headquarters to demand that the visiting 
rights be restored. And we succeeded, the three months ban was lifted. ) 

As we have seen, Algerian women's participation in the war of independence was crucial. The 

government's statistics give a totally inadequate estimation of their true involvement. The 

reality of women's daily individual contribution to the war effort remains untold and unwritten. 
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11 Women as victims of the war 

The sufferings Algerian women endured as fighters as well as civilian victims are no different to 

those of all women in war situations. The fact that the French army used torture on women is 

public knowledge and is, unfortunately, not uncommon in wars all over the world. There are, 

however, certain aspects of the Algerian war of independence which are specific and, 

therefore, merit to be studied in detail. We will explore first of all how women, despite or may 

be because of their fighting qualities were never properly rewarded by the FLN. Secondly, we 

will examine the fact that women were at the same time used by both the French and the FLN 

to further their own agenda. 

11.1 Ambivalence of the FLN towards women's participation 

11.1.1 Official praise and unofflicial status 

The position of the FLN regarding the participation of women in the war has always been 

ambiguous. As we saw in section 9.1.2, the FLN expected women to play a supportive role in 

the war, which would have been in keeping with their traditional role in society. But the 

necessities of the war forced the FLN to accept and even call on women to undertake certain 

missions which had become impossible for male fighters. Although FLN leaders had come to 

terms with the need to incorporate women into the army, soldiers in the maquis did not always 

welcome their involvement. This was the case for a young educated woman from the town of 

Batna, south of Constantine, who joined the Aur&s maquis in December 1956. The fighters, all 

men, treated her like a servant and refused to let her read any of the documents sent by the 

FLN commanders. She felt so unwanted and humiliated that she decided to let the French 

capture her after three months. This is what she said about her experience: 

Ydtais dcocurde dc cette vie de folle parmi Ics fous, cl j'ai compris quc le FLN nc 
correspond A rien de valable. 

[Pervilld 1984, p 154] 

(I was totally disheartened by this crazy life among crazy people, I thought that the 
FLN did not represent anything worthwhile. ) 

It has to be said that this was not the experience of all women fighters and some have reported 

a good comradeship amongst all fighters. However, one has to remember that the FLN never 

gave women any positions of responsibility within the organisation. No woman was to be found 

at the decision making level. Furthermore, despite their competence, women fighters were 
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never given the corresponding military grades. The old male domination was still prevailing in 

the maquis. Amrane described how a woman doctor had been working in the maquis for a few 

months when a male doctor arrived and was immediately given the title of 'chief doctor' for the 

wilaya [Amrane 1991, p 254]. If the FLN had officially promoted women to the same levels as 

men during the war, they would have taken a big step towards recognising women as equal 

partners. None of the FLN leaders were ready for this or even possibly wanted it. El 

Moudjahid's articles on women's participation during the war are quite revealing. Although the 
FLN controlled newspaper regularly praised women for their participation in the war, the image 

given was usually that of young girls in the maquis, educating villagers about health, nutrition 

and childcare, which corresponded to women's traditional role. The young woman whose life in 

the maquis was described in the series of articles entitled 'Journal d'une maquisarde' (Diary of 

a female fighter) explained that she was told by Colonel Amirouche what her role should be: 

Nous, jeunes filIcs, nous dcvions nous vouer i la population civilc, et r6pondrc A 
tous; scs bcsoins: i la soigner et i Vinstruire... il nous expliqua donc que c'drait i 
cette tAche que des fenunes dtaient le mieux faites: unc oeuvre de 
ddvouement ... (sic) 

[El Moudjahid no. 47A ug Y'd 1959, p 121 

(Our role as young girls was to devote ourselves to the civilian population, and to 
respond to all their needs, through inedical care and education... lie explained, 
that wonicn were best at discharging these duties: devoting theinselves to others ... ) 

This article was accompanied by a picture of a young woman giving a drink to a little boy. 

El Moudjahid's other regular comment about women's involvement in the war was that their 

participation had liberated them and given them all their rights: 

... I'algdricnne (sic)... Wattend pas d'dtrc "duiancipde". Elle est d6jA libre parce 
qu'elle participe A la IiWration de son pays... 

[E, 1, Afoudjahid no. 42 May 25 th 1959, p 8] 

(... Algerian women are not waiting to be "emancipated". They are already free 
through their participation in the liberation of their country ... ) 

This was a convenient way of avoiding the question of women's rights. By spreading the idea 

that the war had liberated women, there was no need, after independence, to think about or 
discuss women's rights. These examples only reinforce the idea that the FLN was not 

expecting women to participate in the war, and although they had to welcome their vital 

contribution, they were reluctant to treat women fighters on an equal footing with men. 
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11.1.2 Controversy about women in the maquis 

The war of independence remains, for both protagonists, the French and the Algerian nations, a 

very sensitive subject. France has not yet come to terms with this page of its history and the 

government is still reluctant to release its archival material on this period. In the same way, the 

years of turmoil Algeria has just been through have reopened many of the war wounds, thus 

preventing an open and level-handed debate on the war of independence. Many questions, 
therefore, remain unanswered to this day. 

One of the numerous undocumented episodes of the war of independence is the decision taken 

by the FLN leaders in 1957 to move female fighters from the maquis to Tunisia. This was 

particularly inexplicable, since the war was raging and female nurses, working in the maquis, 

were playing an essential role. Several explanations have been put forward. For Amrane, this 

was merely in order to give the young women a chance to rest after two exhausting years in the 

maquis. She disagrees with Mohamed Harbi (one of the participants in the war and author of 

several books on the subject) who interprets the decision of the FLN as signifying a disapproval 

of the increasingly prominent role women were playing on par with men, and indicating a desire 

to see women return to activities more in keeping with the traditional feminine image and social 

customs [Amrane 1991, p 250]. 

Commander Azzedine's explanation regarding the decision to move women, and particularly 

nurses, out of the maquis was that the FLN wanted women nurses to continue their training in 

order to become the new elite of independent Algeria: 

Les responsables de la wilava IV d6cid6rent un jour de confier A des hommes du 
maquis le travail des infiniii6rcs et d'envoycr celles-ci se recyclcr i 1'extdrieur, pour 
qu'clies fonnent les futurs cadres param6dicaux dc I'Algdric ind6pendame. 

[Azzedine 1977, p 1581 

(The leaders in charge of wilaya IV dccidcd one day to replace the women nurses 
%ýith nien in the maquis and to send women out of (lie country to remain ill order to 
become the future medical elite of indepcndcni Algcria. ) 

Yet another possible explanation was provided by a young female fighter, Houria. When 

interviewed about her war experiences, she declared that the leader of the group of fighters she 
belonged to had strongly advised her to get married or else she might be sent to Tunisia 

[Moghadam 1994, jo 26]. My own attempts at trying to uncover the truth from Tunisian archives 

were met with a wall of silence. Once again, the delicate situation in Algeria made Tunisian 

officials somewhat suspicious of the motives of my inquiries. It is to be hoped that archival 

material will one day be made public to shed some light on this question. 
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11.2 Women as pawns between the FLN and the French 

11.2.1 The battles of the veil 

From 1957 onward, the French government renewed its psychological campaign targeting 

women. This campaign was centred on Algiers. Mme Massu (wife of the French general), with 

the help of other prominent French women renewed their efforts in organising a whole range of 

social activities for Algerian women such as talks on hygiene and child care, education for 

orphans and the distribution of food. The French government was still trying to convince 

Algerian women that their only hope of emancipation was in a country governed by, or closely 

associated with France. The symbol of Algerian women's oppression, as far as the French 

were concerned, was the veil. On May 13 th 1958, in Algiers, during a large gathering of French 

and Algerian people intended to show the population's support for General De Gaulle who was 

visiting Algeria, a staged public 'unveiling' of Muslim women took place. Whether the Algerian 

people who joined the demonstration and the women who took off their veils did so freely or 

whether the whole event was orchestrated by the French army remains a matter for 

speculation. Nevertheless, photographs of Algerian women publicly unveiling were widely 

shown in the Western press. According to El Moudjahid, this had the opposite effect on 

Algerian women: instead of showing their support for France, in the days that followed, more 

and more women started wearing the veil as a symbol of their cultural identity and a defiant 

statement of their rejection of the French propaganda: 

... A Alger et. clans toutes les villes d'Algdric, on voil plus de femines voildes que 
jamais. Bicn plus, des employdes, des (ravaillcuses. des diudiantes qui jamais 
auparavant Wavaient port& le voile se sojil remiscsh le porter en signe de tranquille 
aff innation de leur patriotisine. 

JEI A foudjahid no. 27 July 22"d 1958, p 41 

( ... in Algiers and in all towns in Algeria. there are more veiled women than ever 
before. Furthermore, officc employees, women workers, students who had never 
before worn a veil have started wearing it as a sign of quiet affirmation of their 
patriotism. ) 

The question of the veil has played and continues to play a major role in Algerian politics. As 

we saw, in the events of May 1958, both the French authorities and the FLN were using it as a 

symbol of allegiance to their cause. But it is impossible to judge how much choice women 

really had in the way they dressed and what significance, if any, they gave to their wearing of a 

veil. Was it out of habit, for religious beliefs, because they felt more confident wearing it, or 

was it simply out of economic necessity, the traditional dress being the only one they knew and 

possessed? Whatever the reasons, politicians from both sides were quick to claim victory. 
Throughout the war, as we saw in section 10.2.3, the veil was used by the FLN as a weapon 
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against the French. It totally deceived the French army. When a woman was wearing a veil 
the French saw her as an insignificant creature, totally dominated by her husband, therefore 

representing no threat to them. The French soon discovered that veiled women often hid 

weapons and bombs under their traditional dress. Similarly, when a French soldier saw an 

Algerian woman dressed in Western clothes, he immediately assumed that she had renounced 

her cultural identity and felt smugly pleased that France had 'won her over'. Little did he know 

that she was probably carrying a bomb in her handbag. Frantz Fanon, in his book 'A Dying 

Colonialism' analysed this very clearly: 

Carrying revolvers, grenades, hundreds of false identity cards or bombs, the 
unveiled Algerian woman moves like a fish ill the Westem waters. The soldiers, 
the French patrols, smile to her as she passes, compliments (sic) on her looks are 
heard here and there, but no one suspects that her suitcases contain the automatic 
pistol which will presently mow down four or five members of one of the patrols. 

[Fanon 1970, p 43] 

During the war, the veil became a revolutionary tool for the FLN, who capitalised on the fact 

that the French considered it to be an emblem of women's confinement. At the same time, the 

FLN gave it their own meaning, making it into a symbol of women's attachment to their cultural 

traditions. This could explain, to some degree, the importance the veil continued to play after 

independence. Because of the relentless attempts by the French to 'unveil' Algerian women, 

those who, after the war, chose not to wear a veil were deemed to have sold their souls to the 

West. As we will see in section 16.6.3 the issue of the veil is still debated and is very much at 

the heart of the controversy between traditionalists and modernists. 

11.2.2 The plight of 'fatma' 

The term 'fatma'was used by French settlers in Algeria to refer to all Muslim housemaids. This 

is another example of the de-personalising effect of colonialism. Instead of learning each girl's 

name, the fairly common and easy to pronounce name 'Fatma' was adopted by the majority of 

French people who had a maid. The women and young girls, who resorted to working as maids 

were usually forced by circumstances. In 1954, the majority of women working as maids had 

had to find work because they had been repudiated and had to support themselves and their 

children. For others, it was the fact that their husband had gone to fight in the maquis or was 

unable to support the family. The last and much smaller category consisted of widows and 

women or young girls whose family could no longer support them [Brac de la PerriLlre 1987, p 
56]. Their position in society was very difficult: even if they were treated reasonably well by 

the French family for whom they worked, they still remained servants, working for the 

colonisers. They were also rejected by their own social group, especially by men who felt 

deeply humiliated by the fact that their wife had to work because they could not support their 

family. Some men saw the work of the maids as a further capitulation to the colonisers. Giving 
'their' women to the French was equivalent to admitting total defeat. As the war progressed, 
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the maids' situation became more and more precarious. In the early years of the war, the 

threats were coming from the FLN. In 1956 and 1957, reports of intimidation and murder of 

Muslim maids by FLN supporters appeared in the press [Brac de la Perri6re 1987, p 148]. But 

once the OAS39 started their attacks on Muslim civilians in 1961-1962, maids became a prime 

target for them. In April 1962, the OAS produced a tract ordering French families to dismiss 

their Muslim maids. According to newspaper reports, on May 7 th and 101h 1962, a total of 

twelve Muslim maids who were still working for French families were killed by the OAS in 

Algiers. For Commander Azzedine, FLN leader in Algiers, this was the last straw after a series 

of vicious attacks on civilians by the OAS, at a time when the FLN had signed a cease fire 

agreement with the French government. This is how he described the events: 

Le demier seuil de Npouvante est franchi le 10: toutes les femmes de m6nage, les 
"fatinas" se rcndant cliez leurs patronnes. sont abattues a coups de revolver dans le 
centre d'Alger. 

[CornmanderAzzedine 1977, p 337] 

(The last threshold of horror is crossed on the 10"': all the maids, the "fatmas", on 
their way to work are shot dead in the cciitrc of Algiers. ) 

Since the maids did not feel part of either community, the French or the Muslim, most of them 

refused to get personally involved in the war. Very few actual attacks perpetrated by Muslim 

maids on their employers were reported in the press. However, some did support the FLN in a 

less spectacular manner. Kheira, who was employed by a French family in the west of the 

country, explained how she played her part in the struggle: 

Toute la journie je glanais dans la rdser%, c oii je potwais trouver du sucre, du lait en 
botte, de la farine, du cliocolat, du cafd soluble, des conscrves de thon et de sardine, 
et reunissais tout cela pour les freres qui venaient trois soirs par quinzaine 
recupdrer le sac... 

[El Djazairia no. 57 19 77, p 111 

(All day long, I would glean froin the store N%-haIc%, cr I could find, sugar, tined inilk, 
flour, chocolate, instant coffee, tins of tuna and sardincs, and I would put it together 
in a bag for the brothers who used to come three finicsa fortnight to pick it up. ) 

Nevertheless, the maids' ambiguous position made the FLN leaders rather reluctant to trust 

them for any missions during the war years. This situation changed drastically once the OAS 

Game on the scene and started their daily random killings. The effect was a total segregation of 

the two communities in Algiers, the French and the Muslim's. No one dared venture into the 

other side's territory. Only maids who had to keep on working to feed their family continued to 

cross from one area to the other. As we saw earlier, many of them were killed by the OAS. It 

was at this point, that the FLN started approaching them for help. Since travelling through the 

town had become so dangerous, they asked maids, working as informers for the FLN, to ask 

39 Organisation Arm6e Secrke, French para-military terrorist organisation in Algeria. 
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their employers to drive them in and out of the French areas. This way, the FLN was getting 
vital information without having to venture into French quarters [Commander Azzedine in Brac 
de la Perridre 1987, p 171]. This is a clear example of the way Algerian women were victims of 
the war, dispensable elements used by both FLN and OAS, in pursuit of their own agenda. The 

end of the war did not see a rehabilitation of the maids. All that changed for them was the 

nationality of their employers. They were now working for wealthy Algerians. 

11.2.3 Women as targets of French soldiers 

Since a large number of Algerian men had joined the FLN, women, children and old people 

were often the only ones left in villages. Life for these women was extremely difficult 

throughout Algeria, but even more so in Kabylia. This mountainous region of the Aur6s, 

unaccessible and densely forested, provided the ALN40 with an ideal terrain for conducting their 

operations. Fighters, who had a good knowledge of the area, could position themselves so as 

to watch the movements of the French troops. They could hide among the trees and get food 

and medicine supplies at night from villagers. Furthermore, the Kabylian population, with its 

history of rebellions against the French authorities, was willing to support the ALN fighters. The 

French army soon realised that their efforts to annihilate the ALN were being hampered by the 

combination of the two factors described above: the extremely difficult physical conditions and 

the support the Kabylian population was giving the liberation army. They tried to frighten the 

population into submission by directing their violence at women and children. Bennoune, in his 

study of the impact of colonialism on an Algerian peasant community (the village of El Akbia 

north west of the town of Constantine) reports that from as early as 1954, the villagers were 

involved in bomb attacks and ambushes against the French army. As a result, in 1956, the 

French took 600 women and children prisoners from the village and demanded that men who 

had joined the ALN surrendered in exchange for their release. Since men did not surrender, 

the village was burnt down and declared a 'zone interdite' (a forbidden zone)41. During the 

months of incarceration in the French detention camp, many women and children died of 

starvation [Sennoune 1976, p 190]. 

All over Kabylia, the repression which resulted from the refusal by the local population to co- 

operate with the French army reached unimaginable levels of cruelty and gratuitous violence. 
Apart from confiscating or destroying the livestock and food available in villages, the French 

40 Arm6e cle Ub6ration Nationale, the military wing of the FLN. 
41 The systematic burning of villages, fields and forests became a government policy. The intention was to isolate the ALN 

from the local population. Since the army could not control the villages scattered around the mountains, the French 
government decided to create what was known as 'zones interdites! from which the population had been evacuated and 
the houses and surrounding fields bumt, making the area totally inhospitable for the ALN. The expelled villagers had to 
settle on the edges of the 'forbidden zone'. This policy which, at first, only applied to the Aur6s region, spread to the 
whole country between 1955 and 1957. 
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soldiers humiliated the peasants by deliberately concentrating their attacks on women. El 

Moudjahid published an article on the repression from mid April to mid July 1959 in Kabylian 

villages. Out of 75 separate incidents, 42 specifically targeted women [EI Moudjahid no. 47 Aug 
P 1959, pp 6,7]. One could argue that men having left the villages for the maquis, the French 

soldiers found mostly women and children. However, when one reads that in the villages of 
Amgdoul, Soulima and Boukrane women were tortured and raped in front of their relatives and 

children, it becomes evident that the soldiers' intentions were to humiliate women and, in so 

doing, to show a total disrespect for Algerian values by violating one of the fundamental pillars 

of the social structure: women's honour. Rape is an extremely traumatic experience for any 

woman, but in view of the profound significance of women's virginity and chastity in the Muslim 

culture, rapes by French soldiers had even deeper psychological and sociological 

consequences. To understand how women lived this trauma, one only has to refer to Djamila 

Boupacha's experience, described in Beauvoir and Halimi's book. During Djamila's detention, 

she was deflowered by French soldiers with a bottle. Although she had suffered innumerable 

acts of violence, it took a long time before she could talk to anybody about the sexual violence. 

Even when she did tell her lawyer, she asked her not to tell her parents: 

My parents don't know. I inean, they knou,, but they don't know everything. Not 
about the bottle. I haven't said anything about that to Ilicni. For people like us it's 
such a dreadful thing... I no longer know whethcr I'm a virgin in any sense.... 

[Beauvoir & Halind 196Z p 31] 

Atrocities of all kinds happen in war times, but the rape of women had a particular significance, 

it was an attack on one of the most sacred elements of the Algerian culture: women's honour. 

In that sense, women were victims on two counts: firstly, as rape victims, secondly as 

'instruments' in the French warfare. 
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12 Consequences of women's involvement 

12.1 Effects on family structure 

The war of independence which affected the whole nation in one way or another had enormous 

consequences on the Algerian family structure. These changes particularly affected the 

relationships between girls and their father or brother(s) and within couples. In the traditional 

society, a girt was under the authority of her father and, in his absence, her brother(s) (see 

section 2.1). This situation was dramatically changed by the war. Girls often left home to live 

in the maquis without consulting either their father or brother(s). Once the girl had left, there 

was no way anyone could 'guard and defend her honour'. She became independent and had to 

be trusted. Even when she continued living at home, her actions for the FLN had to be kept 

secret from her family for security reasons. This behaviour would have previously been 

unheard of. But the war demands took precedence over everything. How could a father resent 

his daughter fighting for her country? As a result, a much more trusting and mature 

relationship developed between fathers and daughters. Saadi42 himself commented on these 

changes and was obviously astounded at the new patterns of behaviour. He wrote: 

Zineb est unejeune fille de quatorze ans qui appilient ä wie famille maraboutique. 
Avant cejour, elle ne pouvait sortir sctilc daus la nie satis etre accollipagilee par un 
meinbre de la famille. Mais depuis que ses parents ont acceptd de nous lieberger, il 
s'est produit une vdritable rdvolution dans Ics esprits de cette vendrable fainille, 

... 
le 

pere de Zineb, Si Ei Hadj accepte ä prdsciit avec joie et en toute confiance de laisser 
ses filles se in21er ä nous, vivre et partagcr les mänes dangers que les coinbattants 
de PALN. Qui aurait pu imaginer cela dctix aundes sculenient auparivant? 

[Saadi 1962, pp 22,231 

(Zincb is a 14 year old young girl belonging to a inaraboutic family. Until now, she 
was not allowed to go out in the street without bcing accompanied by a member of 
her family. But since tier parents have accepted to give us shelter, a revolution has 
taken place in the minds of this venerable family ... Zincb's father, Si El Hadj, now 
accepts with pleasure and complete trust to see his daughters iningic with us, live 
under the same roof and share the same dangers as ALN fighters. Who could have 
imagined this only two years ago? ) 

Fanon who analysed the changes which took place within the Algerian family during the war 

wrote in his book 'A dying colonialism': 

To ask of a woman who was daily risking hcr lifc whether she was 'serious' became 
grotesque and absurd. The militant girl in adopting new patterns of conduct, could 
not be judged by traditional standards. 

42 Yacef Saadi was an FLN leader, responsible for the centre of Algiers. 

[Fanon 1970, p 91] 
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The relationship within couples also changed. Circumstances forced men to see women in a 

new light, especially if both husband and wife were FLN members. The bond within each 

couple was of a different nature, the two partners respecting each other and recognising the 

other person as an equal. Because of the need to keep their activities secret, husbands and 
wives, sometimes, had to lead independent secret lives. This gave women a degree of 

responsibility and autonomy which they had never experienced before. In fact, the war altered 

the whole social hierarchy within the family. A young man, fighting for the ALN, could give 

orders to older men or even to his own older brother. The son could take decisions which 

affected the whole family whereas in the past, only the father could do so. The war had created 

new sets of values: 

Les nouvelles valeurs de la grande famille des maquisards s'imposaient 
graducIlement A la famille tout court, qui subit cii quelquc sortc un "dclatcment" 
consenti. 

[Revue Combattante de la Lutte Artn6e no. I in Alland 1988, p]40] 

(The new values of the big family of fighters were gradually replacing those of the 
traditional family which, in a way, was allowing its own break-up. ) 

Women thought that society could never return to its pre-war state. A young gid who had 

fought in the war declared in 1960 in an interview with El Moudjahid: 

Les habitudes changent aussi, les cas dejcuncs fillcs qtii se inarient selon leur choix 
se multiplient et les gens Fadinettent beaticoup plus ficilement qu'atitrefois. Jc 

crois que les homines comprennent qu'ils ont intdrdt i donner des responsabilitds i 
leurs fetnines et qu'ils leur laisseront mic parl d'initi-ativc indine quind la paix scra 
revenue. 

JEI Aloudjahid no. 72 Not, P 1960, p 121 

(Traditions are changing too, the cases of young girls choosing their husband are 
increasing and people are accepting it inuch more msily than before. I think that 
men understand that it is in thcir interest to give responsibilities to their wives and 
they will let thern take some initiatives cx-en when the war is over. ) 

But, once the 'family of fighters' disappeared, so did its newly acquired values. As we will see 

in the study of the post-war period, it will take 22 years for a new Family Code to be 

implemented. The reason for this delay was not because the government considered it a minor 
issue, but rather due to the acrimonious debates which halted every attempt at changing family 

laws and with them, the position of women within society. Women thought that the changes 

which had occurred during the war would last after independence. In fact, the new attitudes 

were only an instinctive response to circumstances. 
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12.2 Women's perceptions of their future roles 

There is no doubt that women's lives were changed by the war. They came out of the confined 

walls of the women's world, the private sphere, and experienced life side by side with men in 

the public sphere. Some had to start going out to work in order to support their family, a role up 

till then mostly reserved to men. Whatever their circumstances, all women had to be 

resourceful to survive. A few decided to join the maquis while some participated in the urban 

struggle. Whatever their contribution, women had forced their way into the men's world and 

their presence had to be acknowledged. As Fanon wrote: 

The men's words were no longer law. The women were no longer silent. 

[Fanon 1970, p 91] 

No one could have predicted how Algerian women would react to the pressures of the war. 

They lived up to the challenges and discovered their hidden potentials. This altered their own 

perception of their role in society. Women suddenly realised their capabilities and gained in 

confidence and self-esteem. Not only had they succeeded in supporting their families, often 

without men, but they had been praised for their actions by the FLN, in other words by men. 

They obviously saw their future, after independence, as totally different from their life during 

colonial times. A young woman fighter was interviewed by El Moudjahid in 1960 about her 

views on the role of women. When asked whether she had considered the duties and rights of 

women when she first joined the struggle, she replied: 

Nous pensions acqudrir ces droits en faisant nos prctives. Nous pensions qu'ils nous 
seraient naturellement reconnus par la suile. 

[El Alou(#ahid no. 72 Nov T" 1960, p 9] 

(We thought we would acquire these rights by proving our capabilities. We thought 
that, later on, these rights would be automatically grantcd to us. ) 

When asked to identify the main problems facing women in 1960, she said it was: 

Faire prendre conscience ä toutes les fenunes du röle qti'cllcs ont ä jouer dans la 
soci8t6... celles qui en seront capables dc%-roiit ddtiquer les aulres fenunes. 

[E- Ikfoutýahid no. 72 Nov P 1960, p 91 

(To make all women aware of the role the), hive to play in society.... those who 
have the competence will have to educatc the others. ) 

Regarding women's role in society, she declared: 

Nous savions que toutes les femmes alg6riennes allaient devoir participcr A la 
reconstruction du pays. Nous pensions que, par le scul fait de leur r6le dans la 
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soci6t6, les fenunes ont des droits, ct que ces droits leur scraient d'autant plus 
largemcnt reconnus qu'elles avaient participd, *i la lutte commune. 

[El Albudjahid no. 72 Nov P 1960, p 9] 

(We knew that all Algerian women would have to participate in the reconstruction 
of the country. We thought that because of tlicir role in society, women [hadl 
certain rights and these rights would be recognised all the more because of their 
participation in the common fight. ) 

She then went on to say how, in her opinion, the changes brought to women's lives by the war 

were irrevocable. This view was echoed by other women. During his visit to the maquis in 

1958, a foreign correspondent for the Saturday Evening Post, asked women how they saw the 

future. This is what one of them said: 

Demain, avec l'inddpendance, nous serons c, -ipiblcs de nous instruire nous-m8mes, 
il y aura des femmes policiers et facteurs... Avant, nous dtions des bEtes de somme. 
Nous ne reviendronsjainais A cet 6tat. 

[El Afoudjahid no. 19 Feb 28h 1958, p 121 

(Tomorrow, with independence, we will be capable of educating ourselves, there 
will be police %vomen, Nvomen working as postnicn... Before, we were beasts of 
burden. We will never go back to that state. ) 

As is always the case with a major upheaval such as a war, Algerian women had had to 

respond to new and challenging circumstances. Consequently, they felt that, at the end of the 

conflict, their roles in society would inevitably change. However, their expectations were solely 

based on the recognition owed to them because of their participation in the war of 

independence. It was seen as a reward, not as a fundamental right. At the International 

Congress of Women in Copenhagen on March 8 th 1960, the representatives of Algeria 

(Chentouf and Hamoud, women fighters during the war) declared: 

Cest parce qu'elles participent A la lutte libdratricc que les feiiiines ont acquis une 
place dininente dans la socidtd. 

[ElAfoudjahid no. 65 May 31"'1960, p 11] 

(It is through their participation in the libcration siniggle that women have gained 
an eminent place in society. ) 

12.3 The new government rhetoric 

During the war, whenever the FLN talked about the future, it always seemed to picture a 

society based on the principle of equal opportunities for all and the participation of all social 

groups in the economic development of the country. This is how the future was pictured in the 

newspaper El Moudjahid, the official FLN publication: 
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11 est loisible de constater au niveau de la conscience spontan6e des Algdriens, la 
naissance d'une conception de I'Etat, impliquant la participation au pouvoir de 
toutes les couches sociales, des homines coninic des femmes. 

[El Moudjahid no. 35 Jan 15'h 1959, p 41 

(The emergence of an inclusive concept of the state, encouraging the acdve 
participation of all social groups, men as Nvell as women, is noticeable in the 
Algerian national consciousness. ) 

In 1961 one of El Moudjahid's editorial entitled 'Preparing for the future' praised women for their 

participation in the war and declared that in the new Algerian Democratic Republic: 

Tous les Algdriens, tous les citoyens seront assurds d'exercer toutes les libertis 
individuelles et publiques de conscieiicc. de pensde et d'expression... La 
discrimination bas6e sur la race, la retigion ou le scxe sera bannie. 

[EI. Afoudjahid no. 85 Oct T" 1961, p 8] 

(All Algerians, all citizens will be granted individual and public freedom of 
conscience, thought and expression... Any discrimination based on race, religion or 
sex will be banished. ) 

El Moudjahid went as far as declaring in an article on May 25 th 1959 that Algerian women had 

freed themselves through their participation in the war: 

Elle [la femine algdriennel est d8jä libre parce qu'elle parlicipe ä la libdration de 
son pays dont elle cst aujourd'hui Pänie. 

[El Alou(ýahid no. 42 May 25"' 1959, p 81 

(She Ithe Algerian Nvotnanj is already free because she is involved in the liberation 

of the country of which she is the soul. ) 

It seems that, at the end of the war, the FLN's views on the emancipation of women, as 

presented in El Moudjahid, echoed women's own aspirations: both saw emancipation as a 

reward for participating in the war. Indeed, the programme of the FLN adopted by the new 
Algerian Government in Tripoli in June 1962,43 stated clearly its position regarding women: 

... la fenime algirienne ditlancipde par la Itittc rdN, oltitioiiiiaire potirm alors assumer 
pleinemcnt la responsabilit6 qui lui revient. 

blrinuaire de lAfrique du Nord 1962, p 694] 

(... the Algerian woman emancipated by the rcvolutionary struggle will be fully able 
to assume her responsibilities. ) 

In the paragraph regarding the new economic programme, we can find the following list of 
objectives: 

43 known as the Tripoli Programme. 
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... Isuivrel une politique sociale au profit dcs masses pour dlever le niveau de vie 
des travailleurs, liquider I'anaphabdtisinc, aiiidliorer I'habitat et la situation 
sanitaire, libdrcr la femme. 

[Annuaire de lWfrique du Nord 1962, p 697] 

(... [to embark on] a social policy in favour of the masses in order to raise the 
standard of living of the workers, eradicate illiteracy, improve housing and health 
and liberate women. ) 

The section of the programme concerned with the realisation of the social aspirations of the 

masses devoted its last paragraph to the liberation of women: 

La participation de la femme alg6rienne -A la lutte de limration a crid des 
conditions favorables pour briser le joug s6culaire qui pesait sur elle et Fassocier 
d'une mani6re pleine et enti6re A la gcstion des iffaires publiques et au 
d6veloppement du pays. Le Parti doit supprinicr tous les freins A Nvolution de la 
femme et A son dpanouissement et appuyer I'action des organisations f6minines. 11 
existe dans notre soci6td une mentalitd ridgalive quant au r6le de la femme. Sous 
des formes diverses tout contribue A rdpandrc l'idde de son infdrioritd. Les fernmes 
elles-mEmes sont imprdgndes de cette mentalitd s6culairc. 

Le Parli ne peut aller de Vavant sans soutenir unc luttc pcnnanente contre les 

prdjugds sociaux ct les croyances rdtrogradcs. 
Dans ce domaine le Parti ne peut se limiter A de simples A innations, mais doit 

rendre iff6versible une dvolution inscritc dans Ics faits cn dormant aux femmes des 
responsabilitds en son sein. 

jAnnuaire de M4frique du Nord 196Z pp 70Z 7031 

(The participation of Algerian Nvoincti in the libcration struggle has created 
favourable conditions to break the ancestral yoke which weighed thein down and 
associate them fully in the running of public affairs and the development of the 
country. The Party must bring down all Ilic barricrs preventing tllc evolution of 
women, must allow them to blossom and support the action of women's 
organisations. There is in our society a ncgafivc mcniality concerning the role of 
women. In different ways, everything contributcs to spreading the idea of their 
inferiority. Women themselves are inibucd by thisanccstral mentality. 
The Party cannot make progress without constantly fighting social prejudices and 
retrograde beliefs. 
In this domain, the Party must go furilicr than mere public statements it must make 
irreversible the changes which have already become a reality, by giving women 
responsibilities in its own ranks. ) 

There appears to be no doubt as to the future of women in the new independent society. 
However, from various statements made by members of the government, in the months 
following the announcement of the Tripoli programme, it became evident that changes in the 

status of women and the necessary reforms to attain these objectives had been put on hold. In 

his address to the National Assembly on September 28th 1962, President Ben Bella explained 
the main aims of his programme. He talked of the agrarian reform and the industrialisation of 
the economy, he also mentioned the educational sector and announced the goverriment's 
intention to develop a 'male youth policy' and a 'fernale youth policy'. No details of the actual 
plans were given and there was no mention of any social reforms regarding women. Similarly, 
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when the minister for Youth, Sports and Tourism, Mr Bouteflika, gave an interview to El 

Moudjahid in 1962, he did not address any of the questions relating to the emancipation or 

education of young girls. Having naturally praised young women for their role in the war, he 

declared that: 

Dans ce doniaine, l'action ä inener en milicu fdininin est essentielle en raison du 
röle de la femme dans la socidt6 fainiliale et de l'importance de l'81dinent fiminin 
dans la population. 

[El Houdjahid no. 102 Nov 17'h 1962, p 51 

(It is essential to take measures regarding Avoinen in view of their role in the family 

and the large proportion of women in the population. ) 

Once again, it seemed that women were not seen as individuals with their own rights but as 

potentially useful members of the society due to their role as mothers and in view of the 

relatively small number of men who had survived the war. In fact, in another article on one of 

the government initiatives, the Accelerated Teacher Training Programme, we find differing 

educational strategies for boys and girls. Whereas boys would be given the opportunity to 

continue studying in professional training centres after the age of 17, gids (who would be 

educated from the age of eight if there was a shortage of schools) would have lessons in 

sewing, home economics and cookery [El Moudjahid no. 107 Dec 22nd 196Z p 2]. One cannot 

but notice the similarities with educational programmes for girls in colonial times. 

Another revealing article appeared in the same newspaper in December 1962. It presented the 

views of the Party regarding the proposed National Congress of the women's organisation, 

UFA, 44 to be held in Algiers in January 1963. It recognised the fact that women had to 

participate in the economic development of the country since they represented nearly 70% of 

the adult population. It stressed that everybody, especially men, had to accept this new 

situation and encourage wives, daughters and sisters to participate in the rebirth of the country. 
However, it was clearly explained that just as during the war the FLN (and not the UFA) had 

directed the activities of women fighters, in peace time, only the Party could give them the 

necessary political education and organise them into a movement. The new women's 

organisation had to be part of the FLN. The article went on to say: 

Le röle des inilitants, des homines, est fondaineutal dans le lancement d'une telle 
organisation. Eux seuls, dans le contexte acttiel ont la possibilild de faire ivoluer 
les femmes. 

[El jVfoudjahid no. 108 Dec 29h 196-7, p 2] 

(The role of male party incinbus is fundamental in launching such an organisation. 
In the present context, only they can make the position of women evolve. ) 

44 Union des Femmes Alg6riennes, which later became the UNFA (Union Nationale des Femmes Alg6fiennes). 
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The message was clear. Women's participation in the economic and political spheres was 

unavoidable since so many men had died during the war. However, the activities of the UFA 

had to be controlled by the FLN, in other words by male leaders. This way, the Party would be 

able to channel and control the development of women's emancipation. 

Gradually, as the war was coming to an end and independence was becoming a certainty, 

conservative voices started to emerge. Nobody denied women's courageous participation in 

the war, but now society had to return to some normality. When referring to women's role, the 

word 'duty' started to appear more often than the word 'rights' and the role of 'mother' 

(especially the mothers of the war martyrs) was constantly stressed. The following text is a 

clear example of this shift of emphasis. It was published in El Djeich, the internal publication of 

the ALN45 in February 1962. It is supposed to be the testimony of a 43 year old woman fighter, 

Khadidja. In her opinion, the single most important contribution women made to the war was in 

their role as mothers: 

Nous, feinmes algdriennes, avons d'abord la trýs grande fierid d'avoir donnd Ic Jour 
i tous nos combattants et nos inartyrs... 

[EIDjeichFeh 1962 in Faiza no. 27AývlAug 1962, p241 

(As Algerian women, first of all, we are cx1rcincly proud to have given birth to all 
our fighters and martyrs ... ) 

The revolution, according to Khadidja, paid back women for their efforts by opening their eyes 

to the world and bringing them out of their miserable existence. Now that the war was over, 

women had to concentrate on their duties: 

L'iinancipation de la feintne doit, par consdquent. aller de pair avec 
Faccomplisseinent scrupuleux de ses dc%, oirs. C'est sculeinent dans la niesure oü le 
coinporteiiient social de la feinnie alg8rienne scra conforine i cet impäatif et aussi 
dans la mesure oü elle s'appliquera ä dptiiscr totit Ic chanip de ses possibililds 
naturelles, qu'elle indritera les droils qti'cllc atira acquis ei qu'elle sem en mesure 
d'en forinuler d'aulres. 

[EIDjeich Feb 1962 in Faiza no. 27AývlAug 1962, p271 

(Consequently, women's emancipation must go hand in hand with the scrupulous 
fulfilment of their duties. Algerian women's social behaviour must be in keeping 
with these duties and they must first ctideavour to dcvelop their natura, I potentials 
to the full. Only then will they deserve to enjoy thc rights they acquired through 
the revolution and will they be in a position to express further demands. ) 

As we can see, the emphasis was on the return to a more traditional role for women, that of 

mothers. Emancipation was no longer owed to women in view of their war contribution, it was a 

reward to be earned. 

45 Arm6e de Libdration Nationale (military wing of the FLN). 
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13 Conclusions 

Women's motivations to enter the war were rarely for personal gain. In most cases women 

merely reacted to events and a few of the educated elite actually chose to get involved. 

Whatever the circumstances, their commitment was total. As Mrs Almnowar, a combatant in 

the war, explained: 

During the revolution it did not matter who did what, we were all the servants of 
the revolution which was going to liberate us and restore our identity. 

[Shaaban 1988, p 186J 

The uniting factor for the whole country was the defeat of colonialism and the restoration of the 

country's cultural identity. Everything else came second, including women's rights. At the 

Fourth Congress of the Democratic International Federation of Women (FDIF) held in Vienna 

from June 1ý't - 5t" 1958, the Algerian women's delegate declared: 

Au nom de cette femme qui, malgrd les pires souffrances, lutte lidroiquement, je 
demandc que clans Ics rdsolutions finales du Congrds. il soit tenu compte que pour 
la femme algdrienne il ne s'agit pas pour le moment de discuter du droit au travail 
ou de I'aindlioration du niveau de vie, inais de la fin de cette guerre horrible qui est 
imposde par le colonialisme franqais... 

[El itfoudjahid no. 26 Jul 4'h 1958, p 11] y 

(In the name of Algerian women who, despitc extreme sufferings, are fighting 
heroically, I ask that the Congress, in its final resolution, take account of the fact 
that, for the time being, Algerian women's conccrns arc not the right to work or the 
improvement of their standard of living. but the cnd of this terrible war imposed by 
French colonialism ... ) 

Women's participation in the war was a reaction against colonialism and the 'de-culturalisation' 

it had attempted to impose. Assouline, in her book 'Musulmanes: une chance pour l'Islam, 46 

pointed out the contradiction inherent in the reasoning behind Algerian women's involvement in 

the war. Their aims were: 

... retrouver enfin le droit aux traditions... La majoritd ides femines] allait ... se 
crisper sur cc dont la France voulait les d6possddcr: des valcurs... 
... scul I'Islam, et la perspective dc: sc baltrc pour sa sauvcgardc, Icur confdrait A 
Npoque une identitd. 

[Assouline 1992, pp 81.821 

(... to finally regain the right to traditions. The majority of women were going ... to 
focus on what France had tried to deprive them of i. e. values... 
... only Islain and the prospect of figlifing for its survival, was giving them, at the 
time, an identity. ) 

46 Muslim women: a chance for Islam. 
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However, by opting for a return to traditions, women were also choosing to return to an Islamic 

society in which they had a highly prescribed role to play. This inherent contradiction in the war 
ideology explains, to some extent, the ambivalent position the FLN took after independence. 

At the time of the war, women's support was essential. The FLN had no alternative but to 

accept women amongst its ranks. It is revealing, however, that no woman was ever given the 

military grades corresponding to her role. As we have seen, the FLN, via its official publication 

El Moudjahid, was always keen to praise women fighters. Algeria's war was presented as the 

struggle to establish an independent democratic state, respectful of human rights, though it also 

served as useful propaganda aimed at attracting more support from the Western powers and 

from the United Nations, in particular. 

Once independence had been obtained, the contradiction between the return to traditions and 

the emancipation of women became more apparent. Furthermore, whilst the war had forced 

new social patterns on the whole society, it had not changed male attitudes towards women and 

Algeria was still, at heart, a patriarchal society. Since the purpose of the war was to re- 

establish the nation's traditions and culture, there could not be a complete and immediate 

emancipation of women. This would, after all, have gone against the traditions for which the 

war had been fought. 

Thus, the position of Algerian women at the time of the war of independence was tragic: caught 

between the denial of their cultural identity and a social system which, for centuries, had 

devalued their status, they opted for the liberation of their country, believing that their own 

liberation would follow automatically. Clearly, this did not happen. In the words of a young 

Algerian woman, whose mother was a fighter during the war: 

... the Algerian men used the Algerian wonicii in the rcvolution. The), used (them) 
as they used their wcapons. 

[Shaaban 1988, pp 186,1871 

The way women were treated during and after the war of independence is not particular to 

Algeria. Many parallels can be drawn between Algerian, Iranian and Palestinian women's 
involvement in their countries' respective conflicts (in Iran against the Shah's regime and in 

Palestine against Israeli occupation). One striking similarity is the common purpose driving 

women's participation. Both, the Algerian and Palestinian struggles were aimed at the 

liberation of the country from occupying forces. Whilst the Iranian revolution was intended to 

free the country from the Shah's regime, this was also seen as a 'liberation from 'Western 

imperialist influences' which had been adopted and supported by the existing ruling classes. 
Just as Algerian women put the liberation of their country above all other goals, in Palestine, 
during [the] earlier period it was the national issue - the threat to Palestinian lands and 
livelihood, and to the very identity of Palestinians - that took precedence. This threat was 
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immediate and tangible, and it had to be resisted at all costs. An awareness of a specific 
Yerninist' consciousness in the Western sense was cleanly absent [Mayer 1994, p 37]. In the 

same way, women in Iran were participating primarily as Iranians who opposed the Pahlavi 

govemment and not as women per se [Nashat 1963, p 109]. The fact that women, in all three 

countries embraced the national struggle wholeheartedly is not really surprising. Any threat to 
the national identity of a country is usually a uniting factor for all social groups. Even in Iran 

where the country was not occupied by foreign powers, the Shah's regime was considered to be 

a threat to the culture and identity of the nation. Consequently, women responded to the needs 

of the revolution. It is interesting to note how the male leaders both in Iran and Algeria called 

on women to take an active part in the struggle but expected them to return to their traditional 

role afterwards. Algerian female students and nurses were directly recruited by the FLN and 
housemaids working for French families in Algiers were asked to work as FLN informers in the 

last few months of the war. In the Iranian revolution, the presence of women at the front of the 
demonstrations was a tactic devised by Khomeini himself. He realised that the Shah's forces 

would be very reluctant to open fire on women and, if they did, it would only serve to show the 

lack of respect the regime had for women. In her comparison of the role of women in the two 

revolutions, Glendora-Gates concluded that whereas the Algerian resistance saw women as 

necessary to their cause and included them for that reason, the Iranian religious leaders saw 

them as, not only expendable, but more expendable than men [Glendora-Gates PhD 1.987, p 

317]. Whatever the motives of the male leaders, women chose to participate in what they 

considered to be a worthwhile cause. The lack of specific programmes detailing women's role 

in society after the revolutions led Algerian and Iranian women to give their own interpretations 

to the vague statements made by the leaders at the time of the revolution. In Algeria, the idea 

was to recognise women's rights within the Arabo-Islamic traditions, whilst Khomeini promised 

the return of Yhe human dignity of women given by lslam'[Nobari p 234 in Nashat 1.983, pI 181. 

However, the contradictions between the revolutionary male leaders' actual aim which was a 

return to the traditions prevailing before the 'Western cultural invasion' and the hopes of the 

women participants were irreconcilable in both Algeria and Iran. Women, guardians of the 

national culture and identity, had to return to their primary role as mothers of future 

generations. To change the status of women was to destroy the traditions women guarded 
[Glendora-Gates PhD 1967, p 351]. Palestinian women living on the West Bank also felt that 

men, subjected to the invasion of Israeli culture and traditions, were extremely reluctant to 

allow changes in the status of women. This is how one of these women explained the situation: 

We seem to have retained all the very old-fashioned bad habits which belittle 
women. In an attempt to keep our Arab identity the mcn seem to have frozen our 
habits, traditions, morals and values. So Arab societies under Israeli occupation 
preserve both the bad and the good for fear of losing their identity... women outside 
the occupied territories arc much better off than wonicii on the West Bank, who are 
still subjected to outmoded and outdated ideas. 

[Shaaban 1988, p 140] 
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The different interpretations given by men and women to the concept of 'national identity' 

explain the feeling of betrayal experienced by both Algerian and Iranian women after the 

revolution. For men, the return to tradition meant re-establishing the male domination of the 

patriarchal society. However, Algerian women who had participated in the revolution, had 

gained a new awareness of their abilities and potential, hence their expectations of a more 

egalitarian society where they would be able to play a full part in all domains. In Iran, although 

women were demonstrating against the westernisation of society imposed by the Shah, they 

never thought that the rights they had been given would be reversed by the new government. 
Another clear example of Iranian women's misjudgement of the intentions of the revolutionary 
leaders is symbolised by the wearing of the veil. During the revolution, all women 

demonstrators were asked to wear black veils. For some, it was the normal dress, but many 

chose to wear a veil as a statement of rejection of the Shah's forceful modernisation 

campaigns. For these women, wearing a veil was a political statement, appropriate during the 

revolution. They expected to have the choice to wear what they wanted after the revolution. 
But in the eyes of the religious leaders, the veil was a compulsory part of women's dress. 

Having been subjected to compulsory unveiling during the Shah's regime, as a sign of 

modernisation, Iranian women, forty years later were being forced to veil in the name of 

traditions. The veil has thus been a mechanism of patriarchal control, as we/1 as a political 

device [Moghadam 1994, p, 1251. As Glendora-Gates concluded, one of the major factors 

which resulted in the exclusion of women after the Algerian and Iranian revolutions was the fact 

that both revolutions emphasized cultural values which extolled seclusion, veiling and passivity 

for women [Glendora-Gates PhD 1987, p 356]. Both revolutions were definitely of the 'woman- 

in-the-family' model (see section 7). 

Women's role in the war of independence took both the French government and the FLN by 

surprise. Women readily stepped out of their traditional roles. No one suspected them capable 

of performing the daring operations they undertook. The French administration's attempts at 

winning over women had, in fact, the opposite effect of making them more determined to 

regain their cultural identity. 
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PART 3 
Post-I ndepen dent Algeria (1962 - 1978) 

14 Algeria under Ben Bella 

14.1 Overview 1962 - 1965 

Ben Bella, the first president of independent Algeria, inherited a country devastated by eight 

years of war and abandoned by its ruling class, the French settlers, who until then had occupied 

the majority of the high and middle ranking posts in the economic, political and administrative 

spheres. Politically, the country was in turmoil due to the in-fighting among various factions 

struggling for power. As a consequence, although Algeria became independent on July 3 rd 

1962, it was only a month later (August 3 rd 1962) that a government could be formed and 

parliamentary elections organised. On September 25 th 1962 the newly elected National 

Assembly approved the government formed by Ben Bella. He formally became President of 

the republic in 1963 after a referendum on the new Constitution. 

Economically, the country faced a terrible crisis. The human cost of the war, estimated at 1.5 

million casualties, was worsened, in economic terms, by the sudden and massive departure of 

the French settlers (900,000 left in 1961 and 1962). This, in tum, created a critical shortage of 

qualified personnel, paralysing entire sectors of the economy in industry and agriculture. The 

situation was further aggravated by the withdrawal of bank deposits by settlers and a general 

reduction of the economic activity in the country as 40% of the national production had been 

previously aimed at the market generated by the French settlers [Gauthier 1976, p 50]. At the 

time of independence, an agreement allowing for economic and cultural cooperation was 

signed by France and Algeria. 47 However, the mistrust between the two countries and the 

disregard by both parties for some of the terms of the agreement meant that cooperation only 

lasted a few years and did not really help the Algerian economy. 

In February 1963,45% of workers in urban areas and 65% in rural areas were unemployed 
[D'Arcy, Meger & Marill 1965, p 1021. A large proportion of the infrastructure of the country 

had been damaged, houses had been destroyed, livestock wiped out, forests and orchards 

burnt down. Millions of people were left without any resources, particularly orphans and war 

widows. The farmers who returned to their villages after the war could not resume their 

activities. They had no livestock to plough the fields, their groves of olive trees and fruit trees 

47 The ceasefire agreement marking the end of the war was signed at the Evian Conference on March le 1962. This 
agreement, known as the 'Accords d' Evian', stipulated that Algerians would be consulted by referendum regarding the 
future of the country and economic cooperation would continue to exist between France and Algeria. In practical terms, 
this meant a financial aid programme and economic cooperation, particularly regarding the development of the petro- 
chemical industry in the Sahara. 
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had been burnt down. Many of them had no alternatives but to emigrate to towns or to France, 
in search of jobs. Between 1960 and 1970, the percentage of workers in non-agradan activities 
went from 33% to 44% [Sennoune 1976, p 361]. The sociological consequences of these 

profound changes and urban drift were enormous and women were often the worst affected. 

As the French economist, Gauthier, concluded: 

Le nouvel Etat avait hdritd d'un potentiel dconoinique non nigligeable, mais qui 
avait 6td conqu en fonction des intdrEts de la puissance coloniale et qui avait dtd 
partiellement ddtruit par la guerre ou rendu inutilisabic, dans l'iminddiat, du fait du 
ddpart des cadres europýens. 

[Gauthier 1976, p 118] 

(The new State had inherited a substantial cconomic potential, but one which had 
been tailored to the interests of the colonial po%N, cr and which had been either 
destroyed by the war or rendered unusable. in the short tenn, due to the departure 
of the European managers) 

It took years for the economy to recover. Between 1958 and 1966, the Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) only grew from 9,420 million francs to 12,490 dinars48. With an ever increasing 

population (9.8 million in 1958 to 12 million in 1966), the national income per head actually 

decreased from 1,018 francs to 949 dinars during the same period fibid, p 1171. 

Ben Bella gave Algeria its first Constitution and its first elected National Assembly. However, 

he did not succeed in fulfilling the population's expectations in terms of accession to 

'modemity'. One of the reasons for this was the fact that no clear goals had been defined 

before or during the war. As Minces noted: 

The majority of Algerian militants... had no goal other than independence and 
were extremely vague w1mi it came to envisaging the tr-ansformation of society, 
that is, to planning the socicty they wished to crcatc. 

[Alinces in Beck & Keddie 1978, p 160] 

Furthermore, as Martin Stone stated in his book 'The agony of Algeria', Ben Bella was dogged 

by challenges, -throughout his relatively brief period in office. His position was fragile [Stone 

19,97, p 45]. 

14.2 Legislation and political texts 

14.2.1 The Constitution of 1963 

48 1 dinar was equal to 1 French franc at the outset. 
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The Algerian constitution was adopted by the National Assembly on August 28 th 1963 and 

approved by a referendum on September 8t" 1963.49 In the preamble, the government clearly 
declared its objectives as being based on the Tripoli Programme (see section 12.3). The 

principle of a socialist economy was reaffirmed and the agrarian reform was presented as the 

first step towards the establishment of Socialism. In the paragraph referring to social policy, 

the question of women's emancipation was presented as follows: 

La rdvolution se concrdtise ... par une politique sociale, au profit des masses, pour 

... accdldrer Nmancipation de la femme afin de I'associer i la gestion des affaircs 
publiques et au ddveloppement du pays. 

[Croissance des Jeunes Nations no. 26 Oct 1963, p 45] 

(In concrete terms, the revolution implies 
... a social policy in favour of the masses, 

to ... accelerate the emancipation of Nvoincii in order to involve them to tile 
administration of public affairs and the development of the country. ) 

The Constitution5O itself, after declaring Islam the state religion (article 4) embraced the 

principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (article 11) and declared it would fight 

all discrimination in particular that based on race or religion (article 10). Equal political fights, 

equal right to vote from the age of 19 and the right to work were recognised in articles 12,13 

and 16 respectively. Education was obligatory ... with no discrimination except those resulting 

from the aptitudes of each individual and the needs of the collectivity (article 18). 

The conclusion one can draw is that the equality between men and women was established, at 

least in principle. However, the Constitution contained two major elements which have had 

significant consequences for the development of the Algerian state as a whole and the future of 

women in particular. These were the decision to make Algeria an Islamic state and the FLN51 

the only official political Party. By underpinning the foundation of Algerian democracy on 

Islam, the government created a framework within which the Algerian state was to develop. 

This choice was a legitimate reaction to the 124 years of de-culturalisation through colonialism 

and the 8 years of bitter fighting. However, the official commitment to Islam gave ammunition 

to the more reactionary elements in the government to fight any proposal aimed at altering 

women's status. Their argument being that these proposals went against Islamic precepts. 
The second important feature of the Constitution is the role it gave to the FLN. Not only was it 

declared the single Party, it was also given supremacy over the National Assembly and the 

President of the Republic. The Party was to choose the candidates for the presidency and the 

National Assembly. The Constitution described the FLN's role as follows: 

49 The text of the constitution was elaborated on the initiative of President Ben Bella, not by the National Assembly, but by a 
small group of men chosen by him. The text was then discussed by senior members of the Party and finally presented 
to the National Assembly. It was adopted with very few modifications [Annuaire do Wrique du Nord 1963, p 9]. 

50 The text used is a translation of the original document published in the Middle East Journal [no. 17 1963, pp 446-450]. 
51 Front de Ubdration Nationale, the Party which had led the war of independence. 
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The FLN carries out the objectives of the democratic and popular revolution, and 
constructs socialism in Algeria. (article 57) 

The Front of National Liberation reflects the profound aspirations of the masses, 
and guides them for the achievement of these aspirations. It educates and provides 
leadership for the masses. (article 58) 

The Front of National Liberation defines the policy of the Nation and inspires the 
action of the state. It controls the action of the National Assembly and the 
Government. (article 59) 

[Middle East Journal no. 17 1963, p 449] 

During the debate on the adoption of the Constitution, a member of the National Assembly, Mr 

Benabdallah, declared: 

Cette constitution West ni pr6sidentielic. iii parlementaire; c'est un rigime 
constitutionnel de gouvemement par le Parli. 

fAnnuaire de l'Afrique du Nord 1963, p 16] 

(This Constitution is neither presidential, nor parliamentary, it is a constitutional 
regime of government by the Party. ) 

The FLN's omnipotence was a very significant factor. First of all, it contravened the principle of 

freedom of association in the political domain since article 22 of the Constitution stated: 

No person shall make use of tile rights and freedoms enumerated above to impair 
tile independence of the nation, the integrity of the tcrritoi),, tile national unity, tile 
institutions of the Republic, the socialist aspirations of the people and tile principle 
of the singleness of the Front of National Libcratiou. 

[A fiddle East Journal no. 17 1963, p 447] 

Secondly, the FLN's position, as the single Party, was to result in the elimination of any real 

political debate. In the case of women, it meant that no autonomous women's association, 

representing their interests and making demands on their behalf could be created. Instead, 

women's rights were amalgamated with workers' rights or simply the people's rights. The 

women's association, UNFA, 52 created by Ben Bella's government, was totally controlled by the 

Party and, therefore, powerless. It acted as a conduit for government policy and not as a forum 

for discussion (see section 15.7). The FLN, possibly due to its leading and unifying role during 

the war of independence, was supposed to represent the will of the people. The Party, 

constituted of the elite of the nation, had to interpret the confused and vague aspirations of the 

masses and translate them into government policy. The nation would then give its approval to 

the interpretations made by the Party by voting for the pre-selected members of the National 

Assembly. The FLN which had successfully led the country to independence had to continue its 

revolutionary role by thinking and acting in the name of the people [Annuaire de IAfrique du 

52 Union Nationale des Fernmes Algiriennes. 
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Nord 1963, pp 13-20]. The 'myth' of the infallibility of the FLN was established. It gave the 

government its legitimacy and the feeling that 'it knew what was best for the country'. The 

Party's rejection of any voice of discontent meant, in concrete terms, the control by the Party of 

all political life. This, as will be shown later, became increasingly apparent over the years and 

was one of the causes of the social unrest which culminated with the dots of 1988 leading to 

the adoption of the multi-party principle. 

A further comment needs to be made about the Constitution. The fact that sex discdmination 

was not specifically mentioned, alongside race and religion in article 10, cannot be seen as a 

tdvial omission. El Moudjahid's article of 1961, entitled 'Preparing for the future' had clearly 

indicated that any discrimination based on race, religion or sex [Would7 be banished [El 

Moudjahid no. 85 Oct 11t 1961, p 8]. The removal of sex discrimination from the adopted text 

of the constitution was probably decided to avoid taking a clear stand on this issue which might 

have angered the more traditional factions of the govemment. It is interesting to note, 

however, that the government felt it necessary to devote the whole of article 18 to the family, 

indicating that the family, fundamental unit of society, is placed under the protection of the state 

[Middle East Journal no. 17 1.963, p 447]. This clearly indicated the government's attachment 

to traditions. By stating so strongly its intention to protect the family, the constitution was 

sending clear signals to women, regarding their future role. The fact that they might have 

equal rights to education and work did not change their fundamental role in society as mothers 

and wives. The Constitution, it seemed, would ensure that this continued to be women's main 

contribution to society. 

14.2.2 New legislation 

The immediate concerns of the newly established independent state were economic and 

political. The elaboration of a completely new legislative code required time and careful 
thinking and the government decided that the best strategy, in the short term, was to keep the 

existing French legislation, except in cases where it was contrary to national sovereignty (Law 

of Dec 31st 1962) [Borrrnans 1977, p 511]. Only, two new laws were passed in 1963. The first 

defined Algerian nationality (March 27 th 1963) and recognised the right for an Algerian mother 
to give her nationality to her children if the father was unknown or a stateless person. Foreign 

women who had married Algerians could only obtain Algerian nationality if they renounced their 

own nationality. This was intended as a way of discouraging marriages with European women. 

The second law, passed on June 29th 1963, was aimed at establishing a minimum age for 

marriage. The bill presented by Mrs. Khemisti and Dr. Stefanini (both MPs in the Aseembl6e 
Nationale Populaire53) intended to completely outlaw marriages involving girls under the age of 

53 There were ten women MPs (out of a total of 194) in the first National Assembly in 1962. In 1963, there were only two 
women MPs (out of a total of 138). lVandevelde 1980, p 309] 
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16. The draft contained very severe penalties: anybody (including, for instance, relatives and 

government officials) in breach of this law would be treated in the same way as someone 

convicted of rape (maximum sentence: 20 years imprisonment). Such a marriage would be 

considered null and void and the girt could ask the husband to pay damages and subsistence 

for herself and any children born from this marriage. Article 7 of the bill specified that a 
dispensation for a girl to marry before the age of 16 could only be granted by the President of 
the Republic. The intention here was to make such a dispensation rare and only granted in 

exceptional cases. The bill was debated at length in the National Assembly on June 19 th and 
25 th 1963. There was strong opposition to the bill and one MP, Mr Louai, even suggested that 

no discussion should take place until a new Family Code, covering all aspects of family laws, 

had been presented to the Assembly [Journal Officiel de /a Rdpublique Alg6rienne June I !ýh 

1963, p 6721. His proposition was rejected. Most of the discussions which followed were 

centred around the sanctions for breach of the law. The rapporteur of the commission which 

studied the bill, Mr Ghersi, described the sanctions as 'excessive'. He gave the following 

example: a man asks his friend who lives in Algiers to recommend a girl he could marry. 
Having recommended a young gid, who he thought was 16 years old, the friend would then be 

faced with a 20 year imprisonment sentence if the girl was later discovered to be one day short 

of 16 fibid p 670]. By choosing such an extreme situation, the rapporteurs intention was to 

ridicule the proposed sanctions, disregarding the spirit of the bill which was to eradicate the 

practice of under age marriages by setting extremely severe penalties. Another MP, Miss 

Belmihoud, suggested that the sanctions should be particularly severe against the Cadi who 

allowed a marriage under age to take place. She argued that the Cadi should be sentenced to 

six months imprisonment and a 1,000 to 3,000 F fine, since he was guilty of professional 

misconduct [Journal Officiel de la Rdpublique Alg6rienne June 25! " 1963, p 677]. She also 

proposed that the young couple should not be penalised. Miss Belmihoub's amendment was 

rejected on the grounds that the new law was supposed to bring uniformity into the legal system 

and protect women not just from external abuse, but also from their own 'inclinations' Fibid p 

6781. Another MP, Mr Akouche, pointed out that in many cases, particularly in rural areas, 

young girls were unaware of the laws and had to comply with their parents' wishes according to 

the local traditions fibid p 680]. The response from Mr Ghersi was that girls ought to know the 

law and in any case, the judge would choose the appropriate sentence between 400 F and 

three months imprisonment fibid]. 

The law which was finally adopted was quite different from Mrs Khemisti's draft proposal: 

the minimum marrying age was set at 18 for boys and 16 for girls. 

anyone taking part or allowing a marriage under these ages (legal representatives, 

government officials, parents or spouses) would receive a 15 days to 3 months pdson 

sentence and or a 400 F to 1,000 F fine. 

0 such a marriage would be declared null and void if not consummated. 
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if the marriage had been consummated, only the husband or wife could ask for it to be 

nullified except if both had, by then, reached the legal age or if the wife had given birth 

to a child. 

for a marriage to be legally recognised, it had to be registered at the civil registry 

office. 

[ibidpp 681,682] 

This law is interesting in many respects: firstly, the existing law of September 1959 (see section 
8.2.1) had already established minimum ages for marriage of 15 for girls and 18 for boys. 

Implementing a new law in order to change the marrying age for girls by one year might seem 

somewhat superfluous. One can surmise that the intentions of the legislators might have been 

to show the government's determination to see that this law, as opposed to the French one, 

would be effectively implemented. Severe penalties would be introduced to act as a deterrent. 

At the same time, with this law, the government could be seen as establishing its supremacy in 

the domain of family law which had been one of the major areas of intervention by the French 

authorities. However, the law which was passed did not fulfil either of these aims: the penalties 

contained in the actual law were much less forbidding than those in the original draft. The 

husband's penalty could be as little as a 400 F fine. Furthermore, the clause regarding the 

legalisation of the marriage after the birth of a child effectively opened the door to any abuse 

and left the young girl with no other recourse but to accept the situation. It could even 

encourage husbands to have a child as early as possible in the marriage to avoid legal 

wrangles. This completely defeated the purpose of the law (which was to give more protection 

to young gids) and might even have resulted in a greater number of child pregnancies. One 

remains perplexed at the rationale behind this law. It did not go far enough in its penalties to 

bring the marriage of girls under age to the level of serious crime and opened a loophole by 

declaring these marriages legal in certain circumstances. Although motivated by the desire to 

protect the physical and moral welfare of young girIS54, the law did little to effectively eradicate 

the practice of under aged marriages, especially in rural areas. Mrs. Khemisti, herself, had 

great reservations about the effects of this law. She declared in an interview for the magazine 
'Jeunesse': 

... vues les structures sociaics existantcs, cc doulourcux probl6ine West pas encore 
rdsolu. 

lin. -Innuaire de lý4frique du Nord 1964, p 185] 

(... in view of the existing social stnictures. this distressing problern is not 
resolved. ) 

54 The original bill was described as 'the law fi)dng the minimum marrying age at 16 for gids' [Borrmans 1977, p 515] 
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Indeed, the law did not seem to have much impact in rural areas. In 1972, the UNFA's 

magazine, El Djazairia, published an article on women's life in rural areas which showed that 

fathers were still marrying their daughters as soon as they had reached puberty. One father 

interviewed stated: 

Mes filles n'ontjamais ddpassd I'ige de quinze ans. Je les ai toutes inari6es avant. 

[E I Dja: airia no. 23,24, July 1A ugust 19 72. p 331 

(My daughters have never gone past the age of fifteen. I have always married them 
off before. ) 

Apart from the Nationality law and the Khemisti law, a number of circulars were also produced 

in 1963 by the Ministry of Justice to clarify certain points regarding marriages. Those between 

Algerians or between an Algerian man and a non Muslim woman which had been declared null 

and void during colonial times because they had not been registered with the civil authority, 

were now declared legal. It was also established that according to Islamic laws, Muslim women 

could not legally many individuals of other religions (Circular 31 April 23 rd 1963) [Borrmans 

1,977, p 520]. Adoption was also declared illegal. The normal marriage procedure required a 

cadi to officiate the marriage and transmit the information to the civil registry office. As 

Borrmans suggested, these circulars show a tendency to return to the Islamic laws (see section 

16.2.1). Furthermore, the equality of rights between men and women was evidently not 

respected in the case of marriage. While these minor changes were being introduced, the 

government was working on a complete reassessment of family laws. As early as 1963 a 

commission was set up to prepare a new legal document covering all aspects of family laws. 

This project was abandoned in 1964 due to the inability of the commission members to agree 

on major issues such as polygamy, the registration of marriages with civil representatives, the 

presence of the gid at the wedding to give her consent in person and the right of repudiation. 

Traditionalists were urging for a return to Islamic laws, arguing for instance that, according to 

the Quean, the presence of two witnesses at a wedding was sufficient whereas more modem 

interpretations were supported by war veterans and members of the UNFA55 [Borrmans 1977, 

pp 521-525]. Some members of the commission even proposed to extend polygamy to six 

wives (instead of four which is the maximum allowed in the Quean) because of the 

disproportionate number of women compared to men due to the war losses [M'Rabet 1969, p 
237]. Ben Bella's presidency came to an end before further progress could be made on the 

new legislation. 

55 Union Nationale des Fernmes Algdriennes 
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14.3 Women's socio-economic situation 

14.3.1 Family laws in application 

Whilst the government was cautiously considering changes to family laws, women's 

experiences in every day life were, in most cases, similar to those of the pre-war period. The 

great hopes that independence would change everything and solve all the problems were soon 

shattered. The war and independence itself had not altered people's attitudes. The deeply 

rooted beliefs and traditions had not disappeared with independence, in fact, many saw the 

departure of the French as a chance to return to a traditional life, 'purified' from the evil 
influence of the West. In many cases, a return to traditions meant a restriction of women's 

rights. This was particularly evident in the domain of marriage, work and political involvement. 

During the immediate post war years (1962-1965), women's emancipation was widely debated 

in the media. M'Rabet, a woman journalist was at the centre of the debate. She and her 

husband Tarik, were running two radio programmes in Algiers aimed at giving young people a 

chance to express their views and opinions56. She also published two books in 1964 and 1967 

entitled 'La femme alg6rienne' and 'Les Alg6riennes' in which she described the situation of 

women in Algerian society and vigorously attacked Algerian men and the government of the 

time for not complying with the promise of equality between men and women inscribed in the 

Constitution. One of the traditional practices which still prevailed in 1964, was the droit de 

djabr, the right for the father to impose his choice of husband on his daughter. Personal 

accounts of young girls contemplating suicide when confronted with the prospect of a forced 

marriage became daily occurrences on M'Rabet's radio programmes. Newspapers such as the 

weekly 'Jeunesse' and 'Alger Rdpublicain' reported actual suicides. Here are some of the tragic 

cases reported by these newspapers: on November 13 th 1964, Dalila, a young girl aged 19, 

drank a large quantity of bleach and was found dead the next day in her bed. She was to be 

married to a 40 year old man [MRabet 1969, p 149]. In March 1964, Fatma-Zohra, a 15 year 

old school girl whose step mother wanted to marry her to her step brother threw herself from 

the window of their fourth floor flat. She did not die but was crippled for life. After the accident, 
her father was reported to have said: 

Ma pauvre fille... et moi je suis ddslionord. 

[M'Rabet 1969, p 149] 

(My poor claughter... but I have lost iny honour. ) 

The sad story of Fatma-Zohra and the daily letters from desperate young gids resulted in a 
widespread outcry. Even R6volution Africaine, which was supposed to represent the Algerian 

56 The two programmes were: 'Le magazine de la jeunesse' was aimed at young working people and 'La parole aux jeunes' 
was for school pupils or college students. 
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government's views abroad, decided to comment on the subject. In his weekly column, J. E. 

Bencheikh vigorously attacked the hypocrisy of the Algerian society which recognised women's 

rights in principle but refused to see them applied: 

Les cliartcs, les d6clarations et autres prograninics ii'y feront rien: la loi est faite 
pour des hornmes qui reffisent dc I'appliquer. 

[R6volution Africaine no. 107 February 13'h 1965 in. AfRabet 1969, p 155] 

(Charters, declarations and other programmes will achieve nothing: the law is 
made for men who refuse to put it into practice. ) 

He went on to say that the problem stemmed from men's double standards: on one hand, they 

resented not being able to meet educated women and lead a normal social life with them, on 

the other, they refused to see their own sister or wife go out freely. This, they argued was a 

question of honour. However, this noble principle was only applied to their wife or sister and 

respect for women disappeared when they met young girls in the street. In his conclusion, the 

journalist urged women to continue fighting: 

Luttez, vous avez pour vous le droit et la raison... Notis nc scrons libres un jour que 
pour autant qu'enfin vous le screz deventics. 

[ibid, p 156J 

(You must fight, the law and reason arc on )-our side... We will only be frce wlicn 
you obtain your frccdoru. ) 

The topic of parental pressure on young girls was brought up on another occasion by 

Rdvolution Afrcaine. In an article which praised Fatma Oudali, a young woman elected 

president of the management committee of a nationalised company, 57 the newspaper declared 

that in the present context, when large numbers of girls were submitted to moral torture by 

their parents, Fatma represented a role model and parents should be more understanding 

towards their daughters [R6volution ANcaine no. 108 February 2d" 1965, p 7]. 

The news of the suicide attempts were so distressing that one of the Algiers sections of the 

UNFA58, the Plateau Sauli6re's section, published a letter in support of one of the young girls 

who had attempted suicide. The letter praised her courage and pledged to campaign against 

forced marriages. This, however, was not the view of the leaders of the association and, 

allegedly, in order to avoid shocking older women, the UNFA's national committee decidedto 

remain silent on the subject [MRabet 1969, p 1561. 

These suicide attempts were not a few isolated cases. M'Rabet quoted in her book statistics on 

suicides given by a doctor from a hospital in Algiers. He said: 

57 The company was C. A. M. A. (Complexe d'Arneublement et de Menuiserie Alg6rien) 
58 Union Nationale des Fernmes Alg6riennes 
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En 1964, et dans la seule ville d'Alger, nous avons enregistrd, A I'li6pital, 175 
tcntatives de suicidc pour mariage forcd. Cela fait, en moyenne, une tentativc tous 
Ics dcu: xjours. 

[M'Rabet 1969, p 149J 

(In 1964, solely in Algiers, we have registered at the hospital 175 suicide attempts 
due to forced marriages. This means an average of one attempt every two days. ) 

These figures only reflected suicide attempts by gas or poison. It seems very likely that many 

more must have taken place which were reported as 'accidents' or even not reported at all. 

The doctor went on to say: 

... il y avait eu, cliez bien des filles, A la libdration. une attente - une extraordinaire 
esp&ance - la certitude d'un renouveau; mais pasonne n'y a r6pondu, rien n'a 
changd; 

[Af'Rabet 1969, p 149] 

(... there had been amongst many girls, at the time of independence, an 
expectation, an extraordinary hope, a belicf in a ncw cra but nobody responded, 
nothing changed. ) 

Indeed, the government's response to the spate of suicides was typified by its reaction to the 

radio programme: first M'Rabet and her husband were asked to avoid the topic of suicides, but 

when they continued talking about these issues, the programme was stopped in February 1965. 

Another topic widely discussed at the time was the question of divorce and repudiation. 

Rdvolution Africaine published two articles in December 1964 and January 1965 on the 

question of divorce. Judges and magistrates were interviewed to establish whether the laws 

regarding divorce and repudiation were known to the public and implemented. Two major 

conclusions were drawn from this survey: a large proportion of marriages and repudiations were 

still taking place outside of the courts and the number of marriages breaking up since 
independence had greatly increased. Several reasons were given to explain the reluctance to 

turn to the legal system: in rural areas, the tribunals were few and far between. Villagers had to 

travel a long way to find a court of justice, which meant added expenses. Furthermore, in 

remote areas, there was often a total ignorance of the legislation. In cities, where the 

population had access to the courts and a better understanding of the laws, it was the inability 

of the legal system to help women, in a practical way, which deterred them from appealing to a 
judge. The procedures were lengthy and if the husband was jailed the woman was left without 

any financial support for months. Besides, despite the court rulings, maintenance was rarely 
paid by the husband. Although the legislation was in place, it offered very few practical 
solutions for the majority of women. Those who did resort to the tribunals to obtain a divorce 

were young educated and financially independent women. The judges in the survey declared 
that this was one of the reasons for the increase in divorces, especially amongst young people 
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(18 to 25 years old). The awakening of these women to their rights was often a cause of 

conflict within the marriage. Whereas in 1959,70% of divorces were caused by repudiation, 

three of the judges interviewed said that an equal number of men and women had asked for 

divorce. Some of these women were ex-Moudiahidate who could no longer accept their 

husband's domination. This is what Mrs Benslimane Saida, a war veteran, declared in an 

interview for the UNFA's magazine El Djezairia: 

Les deux tiers des anciennes moudjahiddles que je connais sont divorcies, ou pas 
mariies... quand on a vdcu au maquis des rapports d'dgalitd avcc Phornme, on 
refuse de vivre une situation d'infdrioriti au scin du foyer. 

[El Djazairia no. 73 1979, p 17J 

(Two thirds of the ex-Moudjahidate that I know are either divorced or not 
married... when you have lived on equal terins with nien in the maquis, you refuse 
to be treated as an inferior in your home. ) 

It is also important to remember that a large number of repudiations were still taking place 

without being registered as divorces. Another major reason given to explain the increase in 

the number of divorces was the migration of couples to the cities. There, the living conditions 

were often cramped which increased the tension between wife and mother-in-law. Women who 

had had a certain freedom in villages were suddenly kept indoors. The husbands did not want 

to see their wives walk around the streets and be seen by other men. Furthermore, whereas in 

a village the close proximity of the extended family exerted a certain moral pressure on the 

couple to stay together, in towns, the situation was very different. Men could walk out on their 

wives without having to face the disapproval of their fellow villagers. The article also pointed 

out that women had greater difficulty obtaining a divorce in a court of law, whereas for men it 

was a formality. The proof of abandonment had to be provided by a woman, while a man could 

ask for divorce because of his wife's alleged misconduct. This could be as tenuous as: 'She 

has been seen with a man in the street' [Rdvolution Africaine no. 101 Jan 2nd 1965, pp 4,5]. It 

seems that legislation alone was not sufficient to bring about a profound change in attitudes. 

The government was well aware of the fact that the majority of the population was not ready for 

a true emancipation of women. It chose to do nothing rather than engage in an open debate on 

the question. It could be argued that women's liberation was not a priority in view of the serious 

economic problems the country had to tackle. However, it seems that the government's lack of 

resolution in this domain was rather a sign of its weakness demonstrated by the many 

unsuccessful attempts at producing a new Family Code. Faced with a problem which could 

potentially divide the country and the Party, it resorted to inaction. 

A few weeks after studying the incidence and conditions of divorce in Algeria, the newspaper 
R6volution Africaine looked at the question of the dowry. Unfortunately, no survey of the 

percentage of marriages concluded without dowry, or even some indication of the average 
levels in 1965 were provided. The article, entitled 'The dowry, a distorted symbol' merely gave 
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what was obviously the official government view on the question. After a reminder that the 

dowry was a practice predating Islam and not mentioned in the Quean, 59 the article proceeded 

to explain why the vast sums of money exchanged as dowry since the end of the war were 

totally unacceptable. 60 Firstly, the article maintained that this was a practice limited to the 

bourgeoisie and represented a status symbol for the family. The article went on to say: 

Au niveau de la masse populaire qui est aniiiide d'un esprit plus sain on rejette cette 
fonne de spdculation... 

[R6%, olution Africaine no. 104 Jan 23"J 1965, P 91 

(Amongst the masses, animated by a healthier spirit, this type of speculation is 
rejected. ) 

Amongst the middle classes the dowry sometimes included large sums of money as well as 

furniture, modem appliances for the home and even sometimes a car. These practices, 

concluded the article, went against the socialist principles adopted by the government and 

created very difficult financial situations for the newly married couples. Furthermore, if the 

husband divorced his wife, he was the looser since none of the expenses were paid back to 

him. Obviously, the woman's situation was not considered as traumatic, the assumption being 

that she would return to her family. The solution proposed in the article was that girls should 

refuse to be married with an exchange of dowry [R6volution Aftaine no. 104 Jan 23'ýf 1965, p 

9]. This shows that the question of dowry was only considered from an economic point of view 

and from the man's angle. Traditionally, girls saw the dowry and, in particular, the jewellery 

they received as a form of security in case of repudiation. This was not taken into account. 

Since the dowry was recognised as causing serious problems, a modem socialist government, 

truly concerned with women's emancipation, could have abolished it or made it into a symbolic 

gesture. This would have removed the degrading image of a 'price tag' attached to a woman (a 

young virgin being much more 'expensive' than a divorcee). Instead, it seems that the 

government, too frightened to take a stand on a controversial issue, was waiting for women to 

bring about changes by refusing to be married with an exchange of dowry. 

14.3.2 Attitudes towards women after the war 

In September 1962, the magazine Jeune Afrique published an article about Algerian women 

and their future after independence. Men, from different social groups were asked their views 

on the role of women in the new society. The interviews showed an acceptance of the fact that 

women's emancipation was inevitable because of their participation in the war. The opinions 

on the degrees of change and the speed at which these changes were to be implemented 

59 At the time of the prophet, it had become a tradition to offer a small gift, and Mohamed himself had received a handful of 
dates for his fourth daughter's wedding. 

60 During the war, the FLN had limited the dowry to a ma)dmum of 5,000 Francs (see section 8.2.2) 
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varied. The majority of men expressed the view that the principle of emancipation [was] 

already accepted (Jeune Affique no. 100 Sept 1; ý"-233'rl 1962, p 29]. Most of them felt that 

women should be politically active although they needed a higher level of education if they 

were to be elected to positions of power. All declared that they wanted their wives to be their 

equal. These interviews seemed to show a definite change in men's attitudes towards women. 

However, two years later, the same magazine looked again at Algerian women's position in 

society and the conclusions were quite different. The article was entitled 'Algerian women find 

peace ungrateful'. It gave the picture of a country where all promises about women's liberation 

and women's rights had been forgotten. The poorest uneducated urban women, many of whom 

had been working as maids for French families, were now abandoned, often without a husband 

or any source of income to support their family. Having been exposed to life in the city, having 

had to become very independent and self reliant during the war, these women could not go 
back to their village. Often, their only recourse was prostitution. The article described them as 
'disoriented'. But they were not the only women to be disappointed after the war. Educated 

urban women were also suffering. One of them said: 

Dans le combat, nous dtions des dgales. A pr6sent, la paix revenue, le mot d'ordre 
est: 'travail aux hommes d'abord. ils son( cliefs de famille'... Ce que lies homines] 
esp6rent? Nous voir rentrer dans les niiisons. nous voiler, tout oublier, faire 
comme si rien Wavait dtd, et adorer nos lioninics! 

[J(., une Afrique no. 188 June 15 th 1964, p 30] 

(During the war, we were all equal. Now that peace has come, the catch phrase is: 
'work is for inen first, they are heads of family'... What do inen want? To see us 
go back to our homes, wear a veil and forget cver)'thing, as if nothing had 
happened, and look up to them. ) 

It seems that men simply wanted to go back to their old ways and expected women to follow 

suit. Those women who refused to conform were publicly chastised, often by arrogant young 

men. Jeune Afrique's article gave the example of a woman walking in the street in Algiers 

wearing western clothes being told by a young boy: 

Tu es nue coinine une FranQaise, putaiii! 

[Jeune Afrique no. 188 June 15 Ih 1964, p 30] 

(You are naked like a French %voinan. whorc! ) 

The other category of women who suffered in the immediate after-war years was the 

Moudjahidate. There was a definite reluctance, on the part of men, to recognise that women 
had played a major role in the war. Although government officials and newspaper articles were 

constantly referring to the wonderful courage of the women fighters, in practice, these women 
had enormous difficulties when they tried to register as Moudjahidate to receive the benefits 

they were entitled to. An ex-Moudjahidat, Aida, who had fought in the Aur6s region, explained 
in an interview with the Maghreb Review what happened to her: 
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A l'ind6pendence on m'a rcfus6 Ic titre de miquisardc. A Constantine ils nous ont 
dit qu'ils ignoraient que Ics feinmes avaient pris Ics arines. 

[77te A laghreb Review voL 12 June 5'h 1987, p 142] 

(At the time of independence I was refused the title of woman fighter. In 
Constantine they said that they did not know that women had taken up anns. ) 

This was not an isolated case, although some women were helped by the war veteran 

association, many were left to fend for themselves. War widows with no income became 

domestic servants for the new Algerian bourgeoisie who took over the positions left by the 

French settlers. They perceived this as degrading. Having had to endure enormous hardship 

during the war, having lost their husbands and sons who died for their country, they were now 

forgotten. As Cherifati-Merabtine noted after interviewing ex-Moudjahidate: 

... this was the first paradox of independent Algeria... social self-identity acquired 
in time of war was followed by a depreciation in stattis engendered by their salaried 
work. 

[in Afoghadam 1994, p 53] 

14.3.3 Work and political involvement 

Before looking at the evolution of female employment during the Ben Bella's government, it is 

important to remember that before the war, there were only 38,500 women employed in non 

agricultural activities. The war disrupted the whole of the Algerian economy, it is therefore not 

surprising that by 1965, there were only between 95,000 and 100,000 women who received an 
income from their work (women in the rural sector are not counted in these figures). Amongst 

them, 4,000 were primary school teachers, 288 secondary teachers and four university 

professors. In the civil service out of 225,000 employees, 1,400 were women [Daoud 1993, p 

149]. More revealing than figures will be the study of the government's attitude towards 

working women and the initiatives set up to encourage women's integration into the economy. 

The cases of women attaining very high positions in companies or organisations were regulady 

reported in Rdvolution Africaine, but far from being the norm, they were the exceptions. In 

1964, for instance, Nadia Hammadi became the youngest female judge in Algeria at 21 (there 

were only two female judges at the time) [R6volution Africaine no. 59 March 14th 1964, pp 4,5]. 

Two women were reported to be members of the management committees of nationalised 

companies in 1965: the CO. GE. HO-RE (Comit6 de Gestion des H6tels et Restaurants) and the 

farm Bouchaoui. However, only five women out of 560 workers took part in the meeting to 

elect the new committee of the CO. GE. HO. RE. [R6volution Africaine no. 107 Feb 131h1965, p 4]. 
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From March 23rd to 27 th 1965, the second congress of the UGTA (Union G6n6rale des 

Travailleurs Alg6riens)61 met in Algiers. This was the first UGTA national congress since 
independence. Despite the claim, in an editorial of R6volution Africaine that apparently, there 

(was) no discrimination in education and there [was] no need to worry aboUt the integration of 

women in the activity of the countty [R6volution Africaine no. 114 April e 1965, p 3], only 23 

women took part in the congress. Two women were elected members of the executive 

commission which consisted of 51 members and no woman was chosen at the National 

Secretary level. In the resolution adopted by the congress, only one short paragraph referred 

to women. Under the development of professional training, the congress asked that: 

... soit ddvcloppýe la formation professionncile f6minine dans tous les domaines, 

que soit privu en particulier les fonnations de nionitriccs pour les cr6clies et les 

garderics d'enfants et que soit rdservdes des sections dc textiles A nos socurs pour 
leur permettre de participer cffectivement i la production. (sic) 

[Nvolution Africaine Supplement to no. 115 April I O'h 1965, p 3] 

(... feminine professional training be developcd in all areas and, in particular, for 

cr&clie and nursery supervisors. Special training scclions in textile work should bc 

reserved for women to enable them to full), participate in the industrial process. ) 

These demands, although encouraging, were very limited and continued to reflect the 

traditional views of the 'socially acceptable' jobs for women. President Ben Bella, in his 

address to the congress made no mention of women. Some of the women delegates 

interviewed by R6volution Africaine declared that their demands were the development of 

professional training at all levels, the reopening of cr&ches and infant schoolS, 62 and equal 

treatment of men and women in case of redundancy. It is, however, revealing that two of the 

delegates saw their role as helping men in their work. A woman teacher, Fatima Ait Youcef, 

declared: 

Nous nc sommes pas ventis fhirc du fdminisme -. 1 cc congrýs. mais nous sonlincs 
venus poser les probl6mes de tous Ics travaillcurs. Les ddidgtids tie doivent pas 
intervcnir sculenicitt sur Ic probIbne de la fbininc. (sic) 

lNevolittion. -Ifricaine no. 113 March 274 1965, p 131 

(We have not conic to the congrcss as f6iiinists. we have come to discuss the 
problems of all the workers. The dclcgatcs must not mcrcly discuss women's 
issues. ) 

It is clear that specific problems facing women at work or trying to obtain work were not a high 

priority for the congress. Female delegates seemed satisfied with the vague promise that 'only 

61 General Workers' Union created by the FLN on February 24"' 1956. 
62 All Infant schools and cr6ches had been closed in the whole country. except in the region of Algiers, to make room for 

older pupils due to the lack of teachers and premises [LouvrierAlgdrien no. 4 Jan f' 1963, p 5]. 
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work would liberate women' and went along with the progressive image which was presented to 

the press showing women leading the march at the end of the congress. 

The fact that a workers' congress dominated by men was showing little interest towards women 

is not really surprising. But there was a women's organisation, I'Union des Fernmes 

Algdriennes (UFA)63 which was supposed to promote women's participation in all aspects of the 

life of the country. In 1962, El Moudjahid reported that a provisional committee of the UFA had 

been set up by the FLN and was working on the preparation of a national congress planned for 

January 1963. The committee's programme contained four major points: political education, 

opening of vocational centres, creation of an employment agency and literacy campaigns. The 

committee's members interviewed declared that the war had forced women to become aware 

of their responsibilities and that they had to take part in the economic regeneration. However, 

one of them (who had represented Algerian women at International Congresses) declared, 

regarding women's potential contribution: 

Les domaines sont nombreux oý leurs qualitds pctivent et doivent Etre utilis6es, tels 
I'cnscigneincnt ct la santd. 

[El Afoudjahid no. 105 Dec el' 1962, p 4] 

(There are many domains in which their qualitics can and must be utiliscd, such as 
education and health. ) 

Another woman stated: 

... il suffit de parcourir dans les jouniaux Ics offrcs d'cmplois pour savoir que l'on 
dernande des secrdtaires, des dactylos. des infirnUres. des aides niddicales, des 
assistantes sociales, des institutrices. 

[E, I Aloudjahid no. 105 Dec 8th 1962, p 4] 

(... one only needs to look at job advuliscincuts in thc papers to know that there is 
a need for secretaries, short hand typists, nurses, health advisors, social workers, 
primary school teachers. ) 

Indeed, these were very real needs, but the implication seemed to be that women should be 

confined to these jobs. There were other areas short of qualified workers which women should 

have been encouraged to enter. The UFA's congress did not take place in 1963, in fact, in 

September 1964, a new provisional committee was set up by the government. Its purpose was 

still the preparation of a national congress for 1965. According to a member of the first 

committee, a march was organised for International women's day (March B'h 1964) attended by 

a large number of women. The government saw this as an act of defiance and the next day, an 

order came stating that the committee should be 'modified'. The members of the committee 

63 This organisation had originally been created in 1 -944 (see section 9.2.3). After independence, the government decided to 
relaunch the association as the official national women's organisation, Wnion Nationale des Fernmes Algdriennes 
(UNFA). 
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asked for the reasons behind this decision and were told that these were orders from the Party. 

The committee resigned [Amrane 1991, p 265]. The following year, a joint meeting of the 

UNFA and the UGTA64 took place on International Women's day. In an interview with 
Rdvolution Africaine, women attending the meeting explained that equality between men and 

women was not yet a reality and, if the situation had not really improved, it was due to the 
following reasons: 

Ddroutdes par une fausse interprdtation de I'lslani, nos soeurs ont subi l'influence 
du milieu social dans lequel elles ont dvolud, ce qui a freind leurs dians. 

[Revolulion Africaine no. III March 13'h 1965, p 71 

(Baffled by a false interpretation of Islam, our sisters have been influenced by their 
social environment which smothered their enthusiasm. ) 

The advice given to women was to free themselves. The delegates went on to say: 

En se transfonnant la feinine transfonncr-, i I'lionime algdfien d6cid6 A ne pas 
changer d'opinion A I'8gard de son dinancipation... 

[I? 6volulion Africaine no. III March l3r)' 1965, p 71 

(By transfonning theinselves, women Nvill transform Algerian men detennined not 
to change their opinion on emancipation ... ) 

This was echoed by President Ben Bella, in his address to the meeting: 

Je suis convaincu que vos droits ne vous scront jamais attribuds volontairetrient par 
les hommes. C'est par votre Ititte que votts paniendrez. 1 les obtenir. 

[Rivolution Africaine no. III March 13'h 1965, p 121 

(I am convinced that your rights will nevcr bc grantcd to you voluntarily by men. 
You will have to fight to obtain them. ) 

The President did not go on to explain how the government was intending to support women in 

their fight. He stressed, however, that the emancipation of women had to occur within an 

'Arab-Muslim' framework. Ben Bella was attempting to placate both constituencies: giving 

women the impression he was on their side and, at the same time, reassuring the right wing of 

the Party by establishing some limits to the liberation of women. Everything was being said in 

vague phrases leaving the audience to add its own interpretation. After the meeting 6,000 

women walked through the streets of Algiers demonstrating the strength of their movement. 
According to Monique Gadant, a French scholar on Algeria, a large number of men responded 
by repudiating their wives for participating in the demonstration [Gadant 1995, p 140]. 

64 Union Gdndrale des Travailleurs Algiriens (National WorkeW Union) 
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Referring to the national women's organisation, UNFA, Ben Bella said: 

Elle doit devenir une force vivante, aniiiide par des militantes jeunes, des 
travailleuses de la campagne et de la ville ronipties i la lutte sysidmatique contre les 
pr6jugds sociaux qui tendent ä faire de la feninie un Etre mineur. 

[Rývolulion Africaine no. 64 April 18'* 1964, p 17] 

(It must become a living force lead by young militants, women workers from the 
countryside and the towns, experienced in the systematic fights against social 
prejudices which tend to reduce women to the state of ininors. ) 

He also called for a congress which: 

... soit le point de ddpart d'un mouvenient rdvolutionnaire et dinancipateur, 
intdgrant totalement la femme dans 1'enscuible des tAches de construction du 
socialisme. 

[Nvolution Africaine no. 64 April 18'h 1964, p201 

(... would be the starting point of a revolutionary and emancipating movement 
integrating wornen fully in the establislimcm of socialism. ) 

One could question the motives of the FLN wanting a parallel political organisation for women. 

The best way to promote a better understanding between men and women and a real 

integration of women would have been to create mixed FLN cells where issues could be 

debated collectively. Accepting women as equal participants was probably too big a step, even 

for Party members. This is illustrated by an anecdote M'Rabet65 reported: when she and her 

husband responded to the request from the Party for ex-members to rejoin the Party and take a 

more active part in local affairs, her husband was welcomed but she was told that she would 

have to wait until other women came forward to form a women's cell [Maschino & MRabet 

1973, p 93]. In fact, many women who wanted to join the Party were told to become members 

of the UNFA instead. As a woman interviewed by M'Rabet concluded, too many men in the 

Party did not really want to see women being emancipated. Although, publicly, they supported 

the government's official declarations, privately, it seems that they preferred to see their sisters 

and wives kept at home and married according to the traditions [MRabet 1969, p 1631. 

As far as actual women's representation on the political scene, the figures were very small. 
The number of women in the newly created National Assembly went from ten (out of 194 

members) in 1962, to two (out of 138) in 1963 [Vandevelde 1980, p 309]. The decline in the 

number of women representatives indicates the general attitude of society towards women 

entering the public sphere during that period. 

65 Algerian reporter and author of several books on Algerian women. 
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14.3.4 Education 

One of the government's main priorities to help the country develop into a strong independent 

state was education. However, at the end of the war, the country was faced with serious 

problems. First of all the illiteracy rate was very high. It was estimated that 4,400,000 of the 

over 15 population was illiterate, representing 80% of that age group [Confluent, vol. 50-52 

April-June 1965, p 231]. Secondly, the rate of growth of the population had started increasing 

rapidly due to the progress in health and hygiene. The birth rate which was 38 per thousand in 

1925 went up to 44 in 1945 and 50 in 1964 [MRabet 1969, p 219]. Furthen-nore, during the 

colonial era, a large proportion of children of school age had never received any education. 
According to El Moudjahid, at the end of the war, only 40% of Algerian children of school age 

(between 6 and 14) were actually receiving any education [El Moudjahid no. 95 Aug e 1962, p 

61. It is also important to note that the French government's attempts at improving the 

educational provisions came so late that it did not provide sufficient numbers of qualified men 

and women to take over the jobs left by the settlers at the time of independence. This was 

particularly significant in the education sector. The massive departure of French teachers left 

the education system in chaos. 18,000 out of 23,500 primary school teachers and 1,400 out of 

2,000 secondary school teachers went back to France. Many schools and colleges had also 

been destroyed by the OAS66 in the last few months of the war. In fact, the French terrorist 

organisation which had fought to keep Algeria under French rule went on a campaign of 

destruction of infrastructures and government institutions when independence was declared. 67 

A number of schools run by the French army were also closed when the French soldiers left. 

Another factor which contributed to the government's problems in education was the decision to 

develop the teaching and use of the Arabic language in schools. In an attempt at reversing the 

'de-culturalising' effect of the French education system which had confined the Arabic language 

to the position of second language, the Algerian government decided to make Arabic the main 

language in schools, starting with primary schools. In practical terms, this meant that in the 

first year, pupils would be taught in Arabic for 15 hours Out of a total of 30 and for 10 hours out 

of 20 from the second to the fifth year [Annuaire de IAfrique du Nord 1964, p 171]. Even such 

a limited programme caused tremendous problems in the recruitment of staff since there were 

very few qualified teachers who could teach in classical Arabic. This problem was 

compounded by the fact that few textbooks existed to support the teaching. 

The government set out a vast programme aimed at educating the new generations. The 

intention was to educate all six year old children by the year 1971-72. The number of children 
to be educated during this period was estimated as follows: 

66 Organisation Arm6e Secr6te, the French para-military terrorist organisation. 
67 The library of the University of Algiers was set on fire by the OAS. 
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Figure 10 Numbers of six year old children to be educated: 1964 - 1972 

Year Estimated number of six year old 

children to be educated 

1964 312,000 

1965 333,000 

1966 344,000 

1967 355,000 

1968 367,000 

1969 425,000 

1970 442,000 

1971 460,000 

1972 478,000 

[Confluent, vol. 50-52 April-June 1965, p 233] 

In order to achieve these objectives, certain measures had to be taken. To increase the 

number of primary school teachers, the academic levels Of recruitment were lowered. The 

normal qualifications required for teachers were A level equivalent and/or a teacher training 

diploma, and GCSE equivalent for instructors. To facilitate the recruitment of teachers, pupils 

with a simple certificate delivered at the end of their primary education were allowed to become 

'monitors' in the primary school sector. These monitors received their training either through 

conferences and intensive courses or by correspondence courses. 

In 1965, the government recruited 4,200 new teachers, opened 3,360 new school buildings but 

some infant schools had to be closed to use the buildings and staff for older pupils. Garages, 

barracks even shops were used to alleviate the shortage of school buildings. The inevitable 

consequence of the drastic measures the government had to take in order to cope with the 
increasing number of children was a lowering of educational standards. Despite these efforts, 

the Minister for education declared at a UNESCO conference on illiteracy that more than one 

million children were not receiving any education [Annuaire de IAftique du Nord 1965, p 215]. 

The following table gives an idea of the overall educational provisions during the years 
following independence: 
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Figure 11 Population in educational institutions, by sex: 1962 to 1965 

Primary Primary Secondary Secondary Higher Higher 
Education Education Education Education Education Education 
Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 

1962/1963 312,690 523,100 14,364 31,597 362 2,355 

37.4% 62.6% 31.3% 68.7% 14.3% 86.7% 

1963/1964 414,262 648,833 35,128 85,288 373 3,020 

1964/1965 467,419 763,142 28,148 71,837 717 4,492 

[BulletinsSlatisliques 1965 in MRabet 1969, pp 2U4-21]j 

While these figures show a definite increase in the total number of gids receiving education, 

particularly in the Higher Education sector, the percentages reveal the enormous gap still 

existing between boys and girls in secondary schools. The claim, in R6volution Africaine, that 
fi 7ýd there [was] no discrimination in education [Rdvolution Ah caine no. 114 April 1965, jo 3] was 

far from being a reality. In fact, sex discrimination often resulted in gids attending school 
irregularly (to help the mother at home or work in the fields during harvest time) or being 

removed from school altogether. The following statistics show the percentage of gids being 

removed from schools according to their age: 

Figure 12 Proportion of girls removed from school by age 

Ages % of girls removed 

11 38.3 

12 37.2 

13 36.65 

14 35 

15 32.3 

16 30 

17 25.7 

18 22 

19 19.3 

20 22 

21 23 
[M'Rabet 1969, p 2091 

The striking figure in this table is the large proportion of girls leaving school at the age of II- 

Although the reticence of parents to send their daughters to a neighbouring town to receive 

secondary education might have explained this, according to M'Rabet, the figures for towns 

were similar to those in rural areas. Therefore, other factors must have influenced the parents' 
decision: typically, the mother, often illiterate herself, considered that her daughter had had 
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enough education and should now be kept at home, ready to be married. After all, the majority 

of the population considered marriage and bringing up children as women's primary role. It 

was felt that the sort of education required to fulfil these duties was best provided at home. 

Furthermore, parents still felt uneasy at. the idea of allowing their daughters to mix with boys 

after puberty. For boys, however, parents' attitude was different since men had to support their 

family. A high level of education would mean better employment prospects. Parents were, 

therefore, more eager to see their sons continue their education. 

One ran conclude that although some efforts were made by the govemment to widen 

educational opportunities for girls, sex discrimination was still a major problem. A considerable 

amount of work remained to be done to convince parents of the necessity of sending their 

daughters to school, not merely to learn to read and wdte, but to acquire a level of education 

which would enable them to become economically independent. 

The other major problem the government was faced with in terms of education was the high 

level of adult illiteracy. As was said earlier, the situation was dramatic with 80% of the over 15 

population illiterate. It was decided that national campaigns relying entirely on volunteers, such 

as those organised in Cuba, could not be implemented in Algeria. The main reason for this 

being the scale of the problem (in Cuba only 23% of the population was illiterate) which meant 

that the country could not find enough educated volunteers to run literacy classes. Although 

university students were asked to help during their summer vacations, the government chose to 

organise its own programme of adult education. In parallel with the industrialisation 

programme, adult literacy classes were offered in rural areas close to future industrial centres. 

This way, the benefits would be immediate, providing an educated work force (albeit at a very 

basic level) for the new industries. 

14.4 Conclusions (1962 - 1965) 

The only conclusion one can draw in terms of the evolution of women's status during President 

Ben Bella's presidency is that for the majority of women very little changed. The government 

did appear to be keen to see women take a more active part in the life of the country but did 

not initiate any significant programme of reforms to enable women to integrate into the 

economic and political structures. The reason for this apparent contradiction stems from the 

colonial legacy. Changing women's role would have meant embracing the shift from a 

traditional patriarchal society to a modem state, in other words, Westemising' the country. Ben 

Bella could not be seen to be emulating the West. Being the first president of independent 

Algeria, he had to distance himself from the French influence. Hence the government's lack of 

reforms to change women's status in society. Women's emancipation was only seen as a 

necessary element in the economic development of the nation and the establishment of 
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socialism. This was evident from the very beginning. Women's participation was essential due 

to their role in the family and their large numbers, not because they were equal members of 
society whose rights had to be recognised. At the first congress of the FLN after the war, April 

16 th -215t 1964, a text was adopted known as the 1964 Charter of Algiers. After quoting the 

Party's views on women, as defined in the Tripoli Programme (see section 12.3), the FLN 

conceded that women's emancipation would not be a quick and easy task, due to the present 
level of development of the Algerian society and the fact that: 

le poids du pass6 risque de freiner Nvolution 

( the weight of the past may slow down this evolution ) 

The document also stated that: 

[M'Rabet 1969, p 861 

La femme algýrienne doit pouvoir participer effectiveinent ä Faction politique et ä 
la construction du socialisme en inilitant dans les rangs du Parti et des 
organisations nationales et en y assunkint des respoiisabilitds. 

[, AI'Rabet 1969, p 86] 

(Algerian women must be able to take an active part in politics and the 
establishment of socialism by campaigning and taking on responsibilities within tile 
ranks of the Party and other national organisations. ) 

Economic and political activities were seen as a route to emancipation for women. In his 

address to the FLN congress, on April 16 th 1964, President Ben Bella declared: 

La libdration de la fernine West pas un aspect secondairc qui se surajoute A nos 
autres objectifs. Elie est un probMinc dont la solution est un pr6alable A toute 
csp, 6ce de socialisme... 11 nc s'agit pas pour nous de mcure seulement la. fetrune sur 
un pied d'dgalit6 avec I'liomme sur le plan du droit. il faut aussi et surtout la faire 

parliciper pleinement A tous les aspects dc In vic. 

11? 6volution., Ifricaine no. 64 April 18th 1964, p 171 

(Women's liberation is not a secondary aspect which is added to our objectives. It 
is a problem whose solution is a precondition to any forni of socialism... Our 
intention is not simply to establish equal lcgal rights for women, we must also 
strongly encourage their full participation in all walks of life. ) 

But very little was done to effectively help women enter these new fields of activity. In politics, 

a common reason given for not allowing women to participate was the fact that they did not 
have a sufficient level of political education. But this was never held as a barrier against men 

who did not all have solid political backgrounds. Women were discouraged from joining the 

FLN and those who tried to enter the political debate (see section 14.3.1) were soon silenced 

under the pretext of threatening the unity of the nation. As far as economic activity was 

concerned, women were encouraged to play an active role, but this was seen as essential for 
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the development of the country and not as a way of responding to women's aspirations. They 

were expected to participate as a form of duty to their country, but in return, the government 

was not prepared to make any concessions to them or defend their rights. Lazreg, in her book 

'The eloquence of silence' claimed that there was an inherent flaw in the concept of socialism 

adopted by the new Algerian government. It was based on Yugoslavian socialism and used its 

phraseology: men and women were referred to as the 'masses'. This, according to Lazreg, 

prevent[ed7 the identification of a gender-specific form of inequality or 'exploitation' [Lazreg 

1994, p 143]. Women as a group were seen as necessary to the building of the state, but as 

contributors, not participants... Sacrifice, not duty complemented by right, was the comer stone 

of the new state's view of women [Lazreg 1994, p 146]. Lazreg went on to say that when it 

came to recognising the 'historic' leaders of the revolution, the list compiled by the Party did not 
have any women's names. However, the government did not hesitate to call on women to 

donate their jewellery to help the national bank build its reserves in gold in 1963. One of the 

problems for the FLN was that it had not clearly defined and thought out its post-independence 

policy. Once the euphoria of the first few months had gone, the Party was faced with serious 

problems, implementing a socialist programme was one of them, recognising women's rights 

was another. But not enough time had been spent thinking about the implications of opting for 

a modem socialist state. In particular the contradiction between the socialist principle of 

equality between all citizens and the unequal status of women in a traditional Muslim society. 

Ben Bella's image of emancipated women seemed to be symbolised by that of the 

Moudjahidate during the war. Certainly, many women during the war defied their brothers and 

fathers to join the ALN. Such behaviour was acceptable then because of the extreme 

circumstances brought about by the war. By 1963, the conditions were totally different: women 

were no longer fighting colonialism, if they demanded recognition of their rights, it was seen by 

many as the result of Western influence and against Islamic traditions. 

The government had no answers to offer to the young desperate girls who were committing 

suicide rather than accept their parent's choice of husband. Ben Bella who had constructed a 

regime that relied almost entirely on himself and a small group of supporters [Stone 1997, p 491 

devoted all his energies to eliminate opposition. His government, with no viable political base, 

was too weak to respond to demands coming from the more progressive members of society 
and too afraid to anger the traditional Islamic groups. Furthermore, Ben Bella did not have full 

support for his socialist plans. He was openly criticised by Bashir lbrahimi (former head of the 
Association des Ulamas, see section 4.2.1) at the FLN congress in 1964. lbrahimi declared: 
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The hour is grave. Our country is sliding nearer and nearer to hopeless civil war, 
an unprecedented moral crisis and insunnountable economic difficulties. Those 
governing us do not seem to realise that what our people aspire to above all is unity, 
peace and prosperity and that the theories on which their actions should be founded 
are to be found not in foreign doctrines but in our Arab-Islamic roots. 

[Humbaraci 1966, p 237 in Willis PhD Thesis 1995, p 56] 

Both the Socialist doctrine and women's emancipation were considered to be inspired by the 

West and against the traditional values of Algerian society. In 1964, Sheikh Al Hachemi 

Tidjani, one of the more traditionalist Ulama and the General Secretary of the faculty of Arts at 

the University of Algiers, created his own association W Qiyam' (values). The association's 

journal, 'Humanisme musulman', made frequent attacks on the government's socialist 

programme. The previous year, Tidjani had already attacked the Western dress adopted by 

young Algerian girls and had even suggested the creation of separate beaches for men and 

women [Annuaire de IAftique du Nord 1963, p 555]. During a meeting held in Algiers on 

January 5th 1964 and attended by 3,000 people, Tidjani called for the adoption of more 'Islamic 

policies' such as the closing of shops on Friday, jobs reserved for Muslims and an Islamic 

status for women. In an interview with the journal Confluent, he even went as far as reaffirming 

the inferiority of women stating: 

Il va de soi que la nature iii8ine de la fcninie la rend indgale de Phomme... AtLx 

yeux de Dieu, la feinme est Vegale de Phomme. Mais il existe entre elle et 
l'homme des diffirences naturelles qui font qti'cllc se trouve dins un dtat 
d'irlfdrioritd. Ce sont ces diffdrences naturelles qui font qu'il ya des differences 
mentales. 

lConfluent no. 42-43 JunelJuýy 1964, p 631] 

(It goes without saying that the %, cry nature of wonicii makes thein unequal to 
men... In the eyes of God, women arc equal to mcn. But thcre arc natural 
differences bctNN, een thein which put women in an infcrior position. These natural 
differences result in mental differences. ) 

Tidjani was evicted from his post at the University, but at the same time, the government 

started giving a new definition to its programme. The new phrase used by govemment 

officials, 'Muslim socialism' as opposed to 'Marxist socialism', shows the change of emphasis. 
The ex-minister of the habous defined the new socialism as: 

... hostile A la lutte des classes, il respccte In petitc propri6id priv6c, il respecte 
I'lidritage et implique, bien sOr, la croyance cii Dicit. 

lAnnuaire de lAfrique du Nord 1965, p 179] 

( ... hostile to class struggle, respectful of small private property and the right to 
inheritance but implying, naturally, the belief in God. ) 

Adam, in his analysis of the situation, in I'Annuaire de I'Afrique du Nord, saw the appointment 
of Amar Ouzegane as director of R6volution Africaine (replacing Mohammed Harbi, a Marxist 
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socialist) as symptomatic of this new slant in the political agenda. Following this appointment, 
the magazine, previously expressing the views of intellectuals with little interest in religious 
matters, started giving much more emphasis to the specific aspects of Algerian Muslim 

socialism [Annuaire de lAttique du Nord 1965, pp 176-1601. 

During its short life, Ben Bella's unstable government was tom between the dream of a modem 

socialist state and the pressure from the right wing of the Party fuelled by the Ulamas. Ben 

Bella vacillated between the two tendencies and even if, at first, his intentions were to establish 

a real socialist state, based on equality between all members of society, he soon gave in to the 

pressure from the right. 1963 and 1964 were marked by several events which highlight this 

move by the government in an attempt at pacifying the more right wing Islamic tendencies. In 

1963, Ben Bella made the Ramadan fast and the charity offerings which end it a national duty. 

Later on that year, he re-imposed strict laws on alcohol consumption, closed down caf6s and 

increased taxes on the sale of alcohol. Religious education was made compulsory from 

September 1964 in all state schools [Annuaire de PANque du Nord 1964, p 179]. 

In this context, women's emancipation soon became too controversial an issue to debate. In 

1963, Ben Bella was still prepared to state publicly: 

11 ya des liomines qui, au noin de l'Islaiii, ddcl. ireiii qti'il est inipossible de faire 
dvoluer la ferrune dans la nation... 11 fäut une fois potir toutes barrer le cheinin aux 
faux doctrinaires de l'Islain, car il est fitix de prdiciidre que les principes de l'Islain 
vont ä l'encontre de Nvolution de la fenune. 

b. lnnuaire de lAfrique du Nord 1963, p 555] 

(There are soine men who, in the name of Islam. declare that the evolution of 
wornen within the nation is impossible.... We must. once and for all, stand in the 
way of the false cloctrinaires of Islam bccause it is wrong to pretcnd that the 
pfinciples of Islam go against the evolution of women. ) 

By 1965, his attitude had radically changed, even to the extent of stopping M'Rabet's 

controversial radio programme (see section 14.3.1). In her analysis of the reasons behind this 

decision, M'Rabet saw more than a response to the pressure from the traditional Islamists. She 

explained it as a political decision to counter the fears of the politically and economically 

dominant force of the bourgeoisie. The revolution had not been carried out by the 'masses'. It 

had been orchestrated by those who had the most to gain from the departure of the colonial 

powers i. e. the bourgeois. Once independence had been declared, they took over the posts of 

responsibility in the government and benefited from the requisitioned properties previously 

owned by French settlers. They did not want to lose their newly acquired privileges. In this 

context, how could they support initiatives aimed at reducing inequalities in the country? They 

did not want, for instance, to see the working conditions of house maids improved as this would 

affect their own standard of living. Furthermore, if the government started listening to the 
demands of one social group, where would it end? The workers of the nationalised farms, who 
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had not been paid for months due to the poor management of these co-operatives, would start 

making their own demands; the self-managed industrial companies waiting for orders while 

government officials were busy importing goods to furnish their villas and apartments, would 

also start complaining. The misuse of power and the corruption in the first few years of 

independence were so widespread that only a very small minority of people saw the benefits of 

independence. The problem was that since they were in power, they made sure nothing 

changed. Many 'petits bourgeois' hid behind the banner of Islamic traditions to protect their 

personal interests and try to slow down or divert the government's original objectives. 

Tom between the desire to enforce the socialist principle of equality between men and women 

and the fear of seeing his government destabilised by the growing discontent on the right of the 

Party, Ben Bella chose to forget about women's rights. As Anissa Hdlie concluded in her article 

'Gender and settler society in Algeria', Algeria's 'specific socialism' (or 7slamic socialismI 

reinforced the tensions between Tradition' and 'modernity'. It attempted to reconcile the 

transformation of economiwoolitical structures in line with the project of the new socialist state 

with traditional identity politics [HdIie in Stasiulis & Yuval-Davis 1995, p 279]. President Ben 

Bella whose government was weakened by its lack of a strong political base compromised his 

socialist principles and allowed the question of women's rights to remain unresolved. Once 

again at the heart of the debate, but not politically strong enough to have any real effect, the 

interests of women were sacrificed for political expediency. 
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15 The Bournedienne era 

15.1 Overview 1965 - 1978 

Boum6dienne, who had been Minister of war in Ben Bella's government, took over the 

government of Algeria, on June I 9th 1965, by a military coup. Boumddienne did not have 

unanimous support and during his presidency he constantly had to manoeuvre to neutralise 

various factions. In 1965, the country was in turmoil, both econmically and politically. In rural 

areas, the self-managed farms were running into difficulties due to inefficient and bureaucratic 

management, lack of equipment and a shortage of qualified workers able to use and repair 

machinery. Poor co-ordination between agriculture and industry meant that parts required for 

farm machinery were not available. As a result, crops remained un-harvested and fields could 

not be ploughed. The situation was so disastrous that unpaid farm workers were resorting to 

stealing food from the co-operatives to survive. The UGTA's68 newspaper R6volution et 

Travail reported on the unrest in the Ddpartement of El Asnam: 

Nous voulons parler essentiellement des im vailleurs de l'autogestion agricole. Une 

greve de 1.000 ouvriers a d8jä dclat6 dans le sectetir de Milaita. Gnäce aux efforts 
de l'UGTA sa dur8e fut Ihnitie. Un cri de dotileur s'dcliappe de la bouche de 

chaque travailleur: trois mois sans etre pa), ý. 

INvolulion el Trm, ail no. 95 Sept 1; 7h 1965, p 4] 

(We are mostly referring to the workers of the self managed agricultural sector. A 

strike involving 1,000 workers has already broken out in the area of Milana. 
Thanks to the efforts of the UGTA, its duration was limited. The distressing 

clamour coming from the workers says it all: three inomlis without pay. ) 

In cities, the conditions were not much better and many factory workers went on strike in 1965 

to show their anger at the ever increasing food prices. The population had lost faith in the 

govemment. 

To remedy the situation, Boum6dienne set clear targets. Economically, his intentions were to 

develop heavy industries, take control of key economic sectors and in so doing, free the 

country from the vestiges of its colonial past and launch an extensive agrarian reform. He also 

wanted to develop educational opportunities and continue the arabisation programme. 

Alongside his economic plan, Boum6dienne also had a political programme intended to 

legitimise his government. A major part of his plan was to decentralise the administration of 

the country to create a state based on the interplay between the rulers and the ruled [Stone 

1997, p 54]. He also transformed the army into a professional body, the Arm6e Nationale 

Populaire (ANP), with greater influence in the political life of the country. Boum6dienne, with 

68 Union C-hMrale des Travailleurs; Alg6riens, the National Workers' Union. 
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his vast programme of reforms appealed to both the educated urban population who supported 

the secular elements of his programme and the conservative rural population who identified 

with the persistence of traditional Islamic values. Steering the country through the modernising 

process was, nevertheless, a complex task at which Boum6dienne's government was only 

partly successful. 

This thesis will only consider those areas which had direct implications on the life of Algerian 

women. It will, therefore, concentrate on government declarations and texts relating to women, 

the educational provisions for girls during this period, work opportunities for women and the 

involvement of women in the political sphere. 

15.2 Government Policy 

15.2.1 Official government declarations 

In his speech on November 1't 1965, President Bourriddienne reaffirmed the revolutionary spirit 

inhedted from the war of independence. He confirmed his attachment to the socialist principles 

of social justice within a society respectful of national values [Rdvolution Afticaine no. 144 

November 1st 1965, special supplement pp 1-8]. He stated that economic and social 

developments were hindered by demographic growth. In an attempt to respond to the ever 

increasing population, the government decided to tackle the agrarian reform which had been 

planned since independence, hoping it would result in a better distribution of food. 

Industrialisation was also going to play a major role by helping to reduce the trade deficit. The 

development of education and professional training were also a major part of the government's 

plans. Regarding women, the President praised their role during the war and added that: 

La fernine algdrienne prendra une part effective .1 toutcs les tiches dc construction 
du pays, et saura sauvegarder les principcs dc notrc moralc. 

[R&olution Africaille /W. 144 November 1" 1965. special supplentent p 7] 

(Algerian women will fully participate in all aspccts of the dc%, clopincnt of the 
country while maintaining our moral principles. ) 

The phrase 'maintaining our moral principles' had been more specifically defined by 

Boumddienne a few months earlier 

Sauvcgardcr Ics principcs de notre morale. cii rejclaut tout mim6tisme ct tout 
cxhibitionismc, afin dc donner son sens vdritable A la participation de la femme 
algdficnnc i la vie dc ]a nation. 

[R&volulion Africaine no. 130 July 24'h 1965, p 4] 
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(Safeguard our moral principles, by rejecting all 'inimicking' and exhibitionism, in 
order to give a true meaning to the participation of Algerian women in the life of 
the nation. ) 

This clearly indicated a rejection of a Western interpretation of women's role in society. The 

same theme was also present in Boum6dlenne's address on International Women's day on 
March 8th 1966. He declared: 

Cette dvolution ne signifie nullement imitation de la femme occidcntale. Us 
femmcs qui 'rdclamcnt' leurs droits sont dans 1'errcur, la question des droits de la 
femme est une question r6solue, car la femme algdriciiiie a acquis ces droits en 
participant efficacemcnt A la lutte de libdration. 

[R6volution Africaine no. 163 March lYh - 18'h 1966. p 91 

(The evolution of women can in no way signify the imitation of Western women. 
Women who "demand" the recognition of their rights are mistaken, the question of 
women's rights has been resolved because Algcrian wonicii acquired their rights by 
effectively participating in the war of liberation. ) 

He went on to say that the government was not against women receiving an education or 

working, although high unemployment amongst men was causing a serious dilemma. He 

reasserted the fact that any evolution in the role of women had to be respectful of the morals of 

the Algerian society and that there were some sound traditions which had to be preserved. The 

conclusion of his speech was that instead of demanding more rights, educated women should 

consider themselves fortunate to have reached their current enviable position and start helping 

other women, particularly those in the countryside, who had not yet seen any improvements in 

their standard of living. These educated women had so far failed in their duty to the country 

and its socialist principles, by allowing the inequality of women in towns and in villages to 

persist. Boum6dienne went on to say that women had to: 

... se dibarm sser de son coniplexe d'iiifdriori(d ci ne pas Ihniter ses ictivitds ä 
revendiquer ses droits. 

JRývolulion. -Ifiricaine no. 163 Alarch 12"' - 18'h 1966, p 9] 

(... rid themselves of their inferiority complcx and not limit tlicir activitics to 
dernanding rights for themselvcs. ) 

It seems that, from the President's point of view, the evolution in the role of women had, by 

1966, reached the acceptable limits allowed within the Algerian society and all that remained to 

be achieved was a levelling of the situation throughout the country. There was no need for any 

further demands. 

Nevertheless, in 1966, rumours were circulating that a Family Code was about to be 

promulgated. This Code only ever saw the light of day as an unofficial leaked document. There 
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is little doubt, however, about its existence since President Bourriddienne himself referred to it 

in his speech on International Women's Day on March ath 1966. He declared: 

Le code qui est appeli A paraitre est celui dc la pr6sen-ation du droit de la femme et 
de la famille alg6rienne... 

[R6volution Africaine no. 163 March 12'h - 18'h 1966, P 9] 

(The Code which is about to be published is intcnded to preserve women's rights 
and the rights of the Algerian family. ) 

Fad6la M'Rabet obtained the document and published it in 1969 in her book 'La femme 

alg6denne, Les Alg6riennes'. The main features of the Code were as follows: 

Article 1 declared that the head of the family was the husband and the couple would reside in 

his house. The document also stated that both bride and groom had to be present at the 

wedding to give their consent in front of a judge or registrar. The marriage was declared valid 

after agreement on a dowry (to be paid to the bride) and after the bride's father/guardian had 

given his consent (article 3). A woman, even if she had reached the legal age of majority, 

could not marry without the agreement of her father/guardian (article 18). Certain conditions 

could be stipulated in the marriage contract such as the undertaking by the husband that he 

would not take a second wife, or the agreement that the wife would be allowed to work outside 

the home (article 20). It was also stated that the dowry belonged to the wife exclusively and 

was to be paid in full if the marriage was consummated (article 21). A Muslim woman could not 

marry a non Muslim (article 32). Marriage to a second wife could only be allowed by a judge 

(article 33). The wife owed respect and obedience to her husband (article 38). The dissolution 

of marriage had to be pronounced by a judge. Either or both husband and wife could ask for 

divorce and in the case of the husband's request, the divorce could be approved in recognition 

of his right of repudiation (article 46). The husband was responsible for the maintenance of his 

wife during their married life. If he repudiated her, she was entitled to damages and 

maintenance for herself and her children. In case of divorce or death of the father, the custody 

of the children was given to the mother [MRabet 1969, pp 253-263]. 

It is clear that this draft Family Code contained certain progressive measures such as the 

presence of the girl at the wedding, the right for a woman to ask for divorce and the entitlement 
to maintenance in case of repudiation. However, the majority of the marriage and divorce 

regulations proposed showed a strict adherence to many Maliki precepts: the wife owes 

obedience to her husband, has to live in his house and be financially supported by him, he has 

the right of repudiation and polygamy, a woman must have the consent of her father/guardian 

to marry. The introduction in the marriage contract of clauses regarding polygamy and the right 
for a woman to work outside her home were significant, but were also indicative of the fact that 

women's basic rights had not been fully recognised. If a woman's right to work had been truly 

established, there would have been no need for a special clause in the marriage contract 
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allowing her to exercise this right. Even though only a few timid changes towards a more 

progressive regime concerning family laws were being proposed, the draft was never adopted. 
These modest changes were unacceptable to the more traditionalist elements of the 

government. Consequently, the draft was abandoned to avoid internal conflicts. 

After the 1966 aborted attempt, another draft document was prepared in 1970 and discussed by 

members of the Council of the UNFA (June 10tý'-13"' 1971). According to the UNFA's own 

publication, El Djazaida, the organisation's main concerns, after studying the proposal, 

regarded the conditions of marriage. The UNFA requested the enforcement of the legal 

marrying age, the setting of an upper limit for the dowry and the establishment of strict 

penalties for men who abandoned their families [EI Djazairia no. 10 1971, p 161. This draft 

proposal was never officially published but unofficial copies must have been circulated since in 

July 1972, the Tunisian magazine Jeune Afrique published an article on it, declaring that: 

Le Codc dc la familic est pr6t: if n'attcnd pour Eircappliqud quc son adoption par le 
conscil de la rdvolution. 

[Jeune Afrique no. 603 July 29h 19 7Z p 24] 

(The family Code is ready: all that is requircd for its application is its adoption by 
the revolution council. ) 

The article gave a brief summary of the main points of the document. The woman would have 

custody of the children in case of divorce, repudiation could only be pronounced by a judge, 

polygamy would be virtually impossible since the woman could include a clause in her maniage 

contract forbidding her husband from taking a second wife. The breech of this clause would 

entitle the woman to divorce. Women would also be given the right to work and open a bank 

account without their husband's or father's permission. Finally, inheritance rights would be 

equal for men and women. Marriage between a Muslim woman and a non Muslim man, 

however, was still prohibited. The article made no comments on the new Code, it simply 

indicated that its application would not be immediate since the revolutionary council considered 

that: 

la rdvolution agraire entrainem suffisamineut de botileverseinents. 

[ibid] 

( the agrarian revolution will cause enough disruption. ) 

Although this Family Code could have brought positive changes to the legal position of Algedan 

women, it was never promulgated. If Jeune Afrique's sources were accurate, the reason given 
for delaying the vote indicates clearly the government's priorities and its political weakness in 

the face of the expected opposition. 
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On March 27 th - 28th 1973, a symposium an the problems of family laws was held in Algiers. 

Representatives of the Council of the UNFA participated in the congress, alongside doctors, 

lawyers, sociologists, members of the national commission working on the elaboration of the 

Family Code and representatives of the High Islamic Council. The newspaper, El Moudjahid, 

published a lengthy article pointing out the conflicting views of the UNFA and the lawyers. The 

main disagreements between the two groups seemed to have been on the questions of 

polygamy, inheritance rights for women, adoption and mixed marriages. While the UNFA 

pointed out that, in a modem society, it was virtually impossible for a man to support several 

wives and their children, the lawyers argued that polygamy was a major element of the 'Arabo- 

Islamic' values which had safeguarded the community against colonial attacks. This custom 

should, therefore, be preserved as part of the cultural heritage of the country. Furthermore, it 

would contribute to the 'reinforcement of the human capital' of the nation. The same argument 

of preserving cultural heritage was presented by the lawyers regarding women's inheritance 

rights, but they did not make any clear proposals and concluded that this problem would have 

to be resolved in view of the socialist orientation of the government. The UNFA's response 

was that, considering the fact that a large number of women were now working and contributing 

to the household expenses, they should equally be eligible to a fair share of their husband's 

inheritance. Of course, this would go against the Muslim law. On the question of adoption, the 

UNFA also favoured a departure from the Shari'a. They argued that the strict observance of 

the Quranic precept, forbidding adoptive parents from giving their name to the adopted child 

discouraged parents from adopting and left thousands of children destitute. Once again the 

position of the lawyers was unclear. They simply called for 'planned government action'. 

Regarding mixed marriages, the two sides were in total disagreement: whilst the UNFA 

advocated a total ban of such marriages, for both men and women, the lawyers declared that 

the Quean was clear on this question, only allowing a Muslim man to marry a non Muslim 

woman. Their position was uncompromising and they declared that there should be no further 

discussions on this matter. On the questions of dowry, marriage and divorce, both parties 

seemed to agree in principle. The amount of gifts exchanged for a wedding was considered 

excessive and a maximum value for the dowry (500 DA) was proposed by the UNFA whilst the 

lawyers simply called for the dowry to be reduced to a symbolic gesture. Regarding marriages, 

it was agreed that the legal marrying age would be 16 for girls and 19 for boys and that the 

judge would act for the father if the latter refused to give his consent. Just as the presence and 

consent of both bride and groom were required for a marriage, the same principle would apply 

for a divorce. These were the opinions of the representatives of the UNFA and the lawyers [El 

Moudjahid April le 1973 no. 80 Supplement pp 12,13]. 

At the third Congress of the UNFA (April 15t - 4"' 1974) Boumddienne explained that a 

consensus had not yet been reached regarding a Family Code. He declared that the debate 

would remain open until the opinions of the majority of the protagonists were in harmony with 
the political options available to the government and thus could stand a chance of 
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implementation. He was clearly not going to initiate any action which could be seen as 

controversial. Boum6dienne was clear on one point, however 

... la libert8, le progres et Nmancipation de la fenune arabe, musulmane et 
algirienne en particulier, ne peuvent se faire au ddtrinient de la morale sociale et 
des traditions qui sont äjuste titre les vdritables liens du peuple avec ses origines. 

[El Djazairia no. 38 Dossier no. 20 1974, p 6] 

( ... the freedom, progress and emancipation of Arab Muslim and, in particular, of 
Algerian women cannot take place to the detriment of the social morals and 
traditions which are rightly the true links of a people with their roots. ) 

In terms of government priorities for action, women's emancipation was not going to be actively 

pursued at the risk of challenging traditions. And in any case, the onus for bringing about a 

change in social attitudes rested with women. He added: 

N'attcndcz pas quc nous imposions par la force le changinent dc ccrtaines 
incntalitds fig6cs. Vous Etcs ccrtairicnicnt capables d'agir pour Ic micux dans Ic 
cadre dc I'Union des Fcmincs, dans ]a incsure oCi vous contribucrcz i en faire unc 
organisation suffisamment. forte pour vous aidcr fl cxercer vos droits et A rdsoudre 
les proWmes qui entravent votre dinancipation. tcls Ic divorce, la polygaillie et. 
autres questions quej'ai ddjA aborddes. 

JEI Djazairia no. 38 Dossier no. 20 1974, p 7] 

(Don't expect us to impose through force a change in ccrtain stilted mentalities. 
Your best line of action is within the Wonicii's Organimlion since your support will 
make it into a strong movement capable of liciping you exercise your rights and 
solve the problems which hamper your emancipalion such as the problems of 
divorce, polygamy and other such issues already mcntioncd. ) 

By criticising women for their lack of support for their national organisation, the government 

was putting the blame on them for the slow progress in their emancipation. Instead of showing 

a lead by bringing in new legislation or enforcing existing laws, such as equality of pay and 

working conditions, the government was leaving the initiative to women and their organisation. 
However, one could not blame women for not joining an organisation which was totally 

powerless. A handful of women from the UNFA were selected to work in the various 

commissions set up by the government, but this was no more than a token gesture as their 

numbers, in relation to men, never gave them any real influence on the decisions. There were 

no women in the government and no women at the top level of the Party. The rhetoric about 
the lack of commitment and disinterest on the part of women acted as a smoke screen behind 

which the government could hide its own inefficiency and weakness. In other areas, such as 
the agrarian reform, Boumddienne was prepared to face the antagonism of certain sections of 
the population and introduce radical changes, but women's position in society was too sensitive 

a subject on which he did not seem to want to take a clear stand. During Boum6dienne's 

presidency no agreement was reached on the Family Code. 
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15.2.2 Family planning - Government position 1965 - 1979 

15.2.2.1 Demographic situation 

The question of family planning or the 'spacing out of births' as it was termed in Algeria needs 

particular attention since it directly affected women, but also in view of the rapid growth of the 

population which threatened the economic development of the country. The following table 

demonstrates the extent of the problem: 

Figure 13 Algerian resident population, birth rate and population growth 1967-1979 

Year Total resident population Birth rate per 
thousand 

Population 

growth per 
thousand 

1967 12,567,000 50.1 34.2 

1968 12,950,000 47.7 30.3 

1969 13,346,000 49.8 32.8 

1970 13,746,000 50.1 33.7 

1971 14,177,000 48.4 31.4 

1972 14,612,000 47.7 32.0 

1973 15,065,000 47.6 31.4 

1974 15,513,000 46.5 31.4 

1975 16,018,000 46.0 30.5 

1976 16,521,000 45.4 29.8 

1977 17,058,000 45.0 31.7 

1978 17,626,000 46.3 32.9 

1979 18,104,000 44.0 31.3 
[Office A'alional desStatisliques no. 15 April - June 1987, p 61 

The figures show that the birth rate, one of the highest in the world, hardly changed between 

1967 and 1979. It was constantly higher than the growth rate of the overall population, leading 

to an increasing demand on the primary education sector. This had dire consequences for the 

country: despite the enormous efforts made by the government to educate all children of school 

age, this target was never achieved (see section 15.5.1). Furthermore, with a very large 

proportion of children under working age (in 1977,54.2% of the population was under 18) 

[Annuaire de PANque du Nord ISQ77, p 642], the economy could not respond to the ever 

growing needs of the population in terms of food supplies and housing. The birth rate also had 

very serious effects on women's health, with a high mortality rate amongst women, and on 

children's health, with a high proportion of premature births and infant mortality. In 1965, the 
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infant mortality69 in Algeria was 154 per thousand, compared with 145 in both Morocco and 
Tunisia, 172 in Egypt and 23 in the West [La Documentation Frangaise Notes et Etudes 
Documentaires no. 4876 1989, p 66]. 

In urban centres, women suffering from the devastating effects of repeated pregnancies, were 
becoming aware that they did not have to accept their situation and were beginning to ask for 

contraceptives. A doctor from the Mustapha Hospital in Algiers declared in an interview in 

1965 that the question most women posed when coming to the hospital was: What can I do not 

to be pregnant all the tirneT Most of these women already had four or five children and wanted 

to 'space out' or avoid pregnancies for health as well as economic reasons [Confluent nos. 50- 

52 Aprillune 1965, p 329]. 

Despite the serious economic consequences of the high birth rate and evidence of a change of 

attitude amongst some sections of the population, the government seemed extremely reluctant 

to act. And yet, a number of public figures had expressed their concern at the lack of 

government intervention in this domain. In March 1966, in her address at the celebration of 

International Women's day, Mrs Kheira Tazit, member of the Executive Commission of the 

National Workers' Union, UGTA, 70 called on the government to make family planning 

accessible to all [R6volution Africaine no. 163 March I e" 1966, pp 10,11]. A few months later, 

Dr Taleb, minister for education, declared during a radio and television broadcast that if the 

massive demographic growth was not curbed by appropriate birth control measures, the 

educational plans set by the government would be impossible to achieve [MRabet 1969, p 

230]. 

Other Islamic countries had, for some time, decided to introduce family planning programmes: 
Turkey in 1961, Jordan, Tunisia and Egypt in 1964. As we saw earlier (in section 16.2.1), in 

Tunisia, the government went even further and, in 1965, legalised abortion under certain 

conditions. However, the response from the Algerian government was extremely limited. In 

1967 one family planning centre was opened in Algiers and two years later two others were 
opened in Oran and Constantine. These centres were known as PMI: 'Protection Maternelle et 

Infantile', which emphasised the fact that they were not part of a national birth control 

programme, but were aimed at the development of health care for mothers and children. El 

Moudjahid indeed commented: 

Le probl6mc dc la r6gulation des naissanccs, tcl qu'il sc posc cii Alg6rie, consiste 
avant tout A assurer la protection de la in&rc ct dc I'cnfant. La r6gulation concerne 
donc, dans un premier temps, les femmcs dont Ntat de sant6 ou la situation 
matdrielle ne permettent pas d'diever plusieurs enfants A la fbis... La stdrilisation ct 
I'avortement sont exclus... Soulignons la n6ccssi(d dc respecter la libertd des 

69 Percentage of deaths of children up to one year old. 
70 Union G6n6rale des Travailleurs; Alg6riens 
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parents d'accepter ou de rejeter le recours A toule indthode de limitation de ]a 
famille. 

[EI MoudjahidJune Yd 1967 in Annuaire de lWfrique du Nord 1967, p 388] 

(The problem of birth control, as far as Algeria is concerned, consists primarily in 
providing health care for mothers and children. In a first stage, birth control will 
be offered to mothers whose health or living conditions prevent them from bringing 
up several children at the same time... Sterilisation and abortion are excluded... 
We must stress the fact that parents' choice to use or reject contraceptive methods 
must be respected. ) 

It was only in 1974 that a real family planning programme was set up. According to M Ladjali 

who was responsible for the programme at the Health Ministry, only the Algiers' centre was still 

operating at that time. Despite its claim of being a modem socialist state, the government was 

not prepared to challenge traditional views on contraception. 

gramme 15.2.2.2 Resistance to the implementation of a family planning prog 

The first reason which might be invoked for postponing the introduction of a large scale birth 

control programme was that the country was not ready for it. A proportion of the population, 

especially in rural areas, did not want to limit the number of children per family. This was true 

to some extent. In her evaluation of the effectiveness of the family planning programme 

between 1975 and 1979, Ladjali talks of 'women's desire for children'. In the Algerian society 

of the time, women's only recognised status was still that of mother and wife. School books 

portrayed young girls as future mothers whereas boys were encouraged to go out and establish 

their position in society as bread winners [Haddab 1979, pp 7-18]. The only way to attain a 

respectable position for women was by becoming mothers. Society saw women who wanted to 

play a different role as 'anomalies'. These women were made to feel guilty for not fulfilling 

their expected role. The corollary of this cultural phenomenon was that women who had a 

large family felt more secure, especially against the threat of repudiation: it was much more 

'acceptable' to repudiate a wife without children than one with eight children. Another factor 

which encouraged women to have large families was the high rate of infant mortality. As in all 

developing countries, children were seen as a means of increasing the family Income and a 

safeguard for old age. The more children there were, the more secure was the economic future 

of the family and of the mother in particular. Women's desire for children can also be 

explained by the fact that women assumed, to a large extent, the responsibility for the death of 

their young children. Consequently, a child's death had to be 'compensated' for by the birth of 

another child. Very often, the death of a young child was not reported to the registry of births 

and deaths and the next baby of the same sex was given the name of the dead child to replace 

him or her in the family [Ladjaii 1985, pp 105,106]. All these reasons partially explain why 

some women were reluctant to use contraceptive methods, or having started to use them, 

abandoned them after a few years. However, according to a survey conducted in 1966 by the 

government run organisation 'Association Algdrienne pour la Recherche D6mographique et 
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Sociale' (AARDES), large sections of the population were aware of contraceptive methods and 

were willing to use them. The survey discovered that: 

in urban areas 45% of women and 51 % of men preferred to have 3 to 4 children, 

in rural areas, 46% of women wished to have a maximum of 5 children, whereas 37% of 

men would prefer 3 to 4, 

0 in urban areas, 40% of women and 64% of men were aware of some method of 

contraception, 
in rural areas, these numbers were respectively 16% and 39%, 

65% of women in urban areas and 52% in rural areas expressed the wish to receive more 

information on contraceptive methods, 

45% of men were interested in more information. 71 

[El AfoudjahidSupplentent no. 80 April 13'h 1973, pp 13,14] 

Even though the percentage of people in favour of contraception was higher in urban areas 

than in rural areas, it seems that, as early as 1966, a substantial proportion of the population 

would have been prepared to limit their number of children to 4 or 5 if contraception had been 

available. It seems that the question of contraception was certainly of interest to women but 

also to men. 

Religion is the second factor which might have explained the apparent unwillingness on the 

part of the government to set up a comprehensive national birth control programme. And yet, 

there should not have been any doubts since, as Minai pointed out: 

[Early Muslim jurists'] writings show that Islamic mcclicinc of tile Middle Ages 
knew about and recommended both condom and forerunners of modcm vaginal 
suppositories and the diaphragni. 

[Alinai 1981, p 1641 

Furthermore, in February 1965, the Mufti of Algiers, when asked, in a radio interview, if birth 

control was allowed by Islam, gave the following answer: 

Lc contr6le des naissanccs cst autorisd. 11 cst pamis d'utiliscr Ics indthodes 
contraceptives; inais on ne peut agir qu'nant la formation du foctus. Uavortement 

reste stfictcinent interdit. 

lConfluent nos. 50-52 April-June 1965, p 313] 

(Birth control is authorised. Contraceptive methods can be used; however, one 
must act before the formation of the foetus. Abortion is strictly prohibited. ) 

71 It is not clear from the article whether this percentage refers to both urban and rural areas or only to rural areas. 
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The message seemed quite unequivocal. However, in 1968 the Health Ministry sought further 

reassurance and asked the High Islamic Council (HIC) to give its opinion on contraception. 

The response was: 

La limitation des naissances est ... permise dans Ics conditions suivantes: 
1 Qu'elle soit pratiqude d'une faqon individuelle en cas de ndccssitd existante ou 
6ventuelle, concernant la m&e ou ses enfants nds ou ä naitre. 
2 Que la ddiennination de cette ndcessitd soit rdscr%, dc ä l'apprdciation des 
intdressds eux-mEines. 

[A I Chaab April 23'd 1968, in Ladjali 1985. p 1461 

(Birth control is ... allowed under the following conditions: 
I It should be offered on an individual basis. if it werc dccincd necessary by 

existing or anticipated circumstances concerning the nlothcr or her children, living 

or to be bom. 
2 The decision regarding the need to use birth control incthods should be lcft to tile 
individuals concerned. ) 

The document also recommended that the government should organise an information 

campaign prior to setting up a birth control programme. As we can see from the HIC's 

response, family planning was quite acceptable from a religious point of view. However, the 

controversy persisted and in 1975, after a television broadcast by a religious figure condemning 

birth control, a number of women stopped their contraception. It can be concluded that, 

although there were no real religious grounds for banning contraception, the population was not 

given sufficient reassurance from the government to fully adopt a family planning programme. 

Algeria was not the only Maghreb country reluctant to introduce an effective Family Planning 

programme. The situation in Morocco was very similar. Interest in Family Planning started, at 

government level, in the mid 1960s after a report from the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development advocated birth control as the best way to increase the 

standard of living of the population (the birth rate was around 5% in the late 1960s [Annuaire de 

I'Aftique du Nord 1979, p 295]. But the government's response was very slow. In 1972, less 

than 10,000 women attended Family Planning centres each year fibid]. And yet, the population 

was not totally opposed to contraception. A survey conducted in 1966-1967 showed that only 

21 % of the people interviewed wanted five to six children, the majority (47%) only wanted three 

to four children. Furthermore, 56% of women under 50 years of age and 50.5% of men in the 

same age group declared that they were in favour of using some form of contraception. As in 

Algeria, there were some misconceptions, among the population, about the position of Islam 

regarding contraception, and the lack of clear information from the government seemed to be 

the main problem [Ibid, pp 299,300]. 
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15,2.2.3 The limited govemment programme and its achievements (1974 -1979 

The following table gives an idea of the evolution of the family planning programme set up by 

the government in 1974: 

Figure 14 Number of family planning centres and new patients: 1975 - 1979 

Year 1975 197G 1977 1978 1979 

Number of pM172 38 95 122 156 237 

Number of new patients 13.784 23.743 33.941 50.352 82.076_ 
[Ladjali 1985, pp 69,70J 

The conclusions one can draw from these figures are that there was a substantial increase in 

the number of PM1 centres and new patients between 1975 and 1979. Both figures increased 

six-fold duriing this period. However, in relation to the total number of women of procreating 

age, the percentages were very low: in 1978,90,787 women received contraception at a PMl 

centre which represented 3.63% of the target population. The vast majority of women 

receiving contraception lived in urban areas (84.1%) but, in rural areas, only 2.2% of women 

had access to contraception [Ladjali 1985, p 77]. It seems that the government information 

campaign had not been totally successful since the majority of women did not understand 

contraception as a means of deciding if and when they wanted children. Ladjali stated that, on 

average, women who attended PIVII centres already had five children. This indicates that, 

instead of controlling and planning their fertility, these women had bowed to social pressures 

and were already in a very difficult situation by the time they resorted to contraception. 

In conclusion, it seems undeniable that, until 1974, the government was not proactive in terms 

of family planning. Even when a limited programme was established, it was grossly 

inadequate, particularly in rural areas where the needs were greatest. Apart from the limited 

number of birth control centres, doctors and paramedical staff were not receiving adequate 

retraining. This resulted in a very disparate effectiveness across the country. The lack of real 

commitment on the part of the government is demonstrated by the fact that there was no 

separate budget for PMls. All expenditure had to come out of the preventative medicine 

budget [GRFA-CDSH April 1982, p 17]. 

The reasons for the slow and hesitant approach, from the government, could not have been 

based on religious grounds since, as early as 1968 the High Islamic Council had given its 

approval for a national campaign. A substantial proportion of the population was also in favour 

of a limitation of the number of children per family. One can, therefore, conclude that if the 

72 Protection Maternelle, et Infantile (name given to family planning centres in Algeria). 
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government was so unwilling to establish a family planning programme, it could have been 

because it did not want to see the status of women in society profoundly changed. Giving 

women a real choice regarding their fertility would have been the recognition that women were 

more than just procreators. It would have been an acknowledgement of their status as adult 

citizens, in charge of their life. This would have required a total change of attitude towards 

women. In 1966, the General Secretary of the UNFA, Mrs Chentouf, recognised the need for 

such a profound change. She talked of the necessity of a demystification... of pregnant 

women. She even went further and called for a rehabilitation of childless women [R6volution 

Afficaine no. 197 November le 1) -24 th 1966, p 9]. Some 20 years later, another woman echoed 

the words of Mrs Chentouf. Malika Ladjali, in her evaluation of the situation in 1979 declared: 

Les prestations mddicales... n'influenceront que tres peu la nmitrise de la fdconditd 
si l'environneinent Woffre pas en parallälc l'införmition ndcessaire, une 
accessibili(6 totale atLx soins, et surtout un changenient du statut social de la femme 
dans la famille et dans la socidtd. 
11 faut agir sur la reprdsentation traditionnelle de la feinine, parfois rdduite au seul 
statut de reprodtictrice. 

[Ladjali 1985, pp 125,126J 

(Medical support will only have a %, cr), marginal influence over the control of 
fecundity unless there is in parallel a framm-ork of information, total access to 
facilities and most imporiantly, a change in the stattis of women in the family and 
society. 
One inust act on the traditional representation of women. sometimes reduced to the 
single status of procreator. ) 

As we will see in sections 17.3.3 and 18.1.3 in the 1980s and 1990s, another crucial factor was 

going to start influencing women's attitude to contraception, namely their higher educational 

levels. The girls born after independence who benefited from the widening educational 

opportunities were, by the 1980s, beginning to have a different perception of themselves and 

their role in society. Some were entering the job market. At that time, the government also 

changed its stance on contraception, realising the devastating economic effects of an 

uncontrolled population growth. 

15.3 Political and legal texts 

15.3.1 The Charter of 1976 

By 1974, Boum6dienne felt that he had secured the main economic and administrative reforms 

he had intended and it was time to turn to political readjustments. He declared, in an interview 

with the newspaper Al Ahram, that 1974 marked the end of the first stage of the Algerian 

revolution and 1975 would see a new revolution, that of socialism [Annuaire de IArique du Nord 

1974, p 306]. A major element of this socialist revolution was the introduction of a new 

National Charter replacing the 1964 Charter of Algiers and redefining the fundamental 
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principles underpinning the future of the country. A new Constitution was also written giving the 

framework in which the Charter would be implemented. Finally, Boum6dienne asked the 

country to show its commitment to his leadership by electing him as president. 

The new Constitution, after re-stating the fact that the Algerian Republic was based on 

Socialism and Islam was the state religion, reiterated the basic principles of equality of rights 

for all citizens. In Article 39, relating to discrimination, sex discrimination was specifically 

mentioned: 73 

Tous les citoyens sont dgaux en droits et en dc%, oirs. Toute discrimination fond6e 

sur les pr6jug6s de sexe, de race, ou de m6tier, cst proscritc. 

lAnnuaire de lWfrique du Arord 1976, p 775] 

(All citizens are equal in rights and duties. An), discrimination based on sex, race 
or prejudices directed at certain occupations is baimcd. ) 

Article 42 strictly concerned women's rights: 

Tous les droils politiques, dconoiniques. sociau. x ei ctilltireis de la fenline algdrienne 
sont gam ntis par la Constilution. 

fibid] 

(All political, economic, social and cultural rights of Algerian wonicri are 
guarantied by the Constitution. ) 

As in the 1963 Constitution, the government emphasised the importance of the family, calling it 

'the basic cell of society' and declaring that it was under the 'protection of the state' (article 65). 

Education and work were deemed to be absolute rights for all citizens (articles 66 & 59), 

remuneration being based on the principle of 'equal pay for equal work'. Women were explicitly 

urged to participate fully in the establishment of socialism and the development of the nation 

(article 81) [Annuaire de IAffique du Nord 1976, jo 777]. 

It seemed that women had nothing to fear regarding their constitutional rights. They were equal 

citizens in all aspects of social, political and economic life of the country. 

The text of the National Charter is of particular importance firstly due to its size (seven chapters 

covering in detail all aspects of the future political social and economic orientations of the 

govemment) and secondly due to the way the President chose to present it to the country. In 

order to gain a clear public mandate for his future political and economic reforms, 

Boum6dienne organised a national debate around the new National Charter. A draft of the 

document was circulated to all local assemblies, national organisations, management 

committees, pdvate and national companies in all the economic sectors. During a whole month 

73 This particular type of discrimination had not been mentioned in the 1963 Constitution. (see section 14.2.1) 
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(May 1976), all citizens were invited to attend meetings to give their opinion on the draft 

document. A summary of the debates was then collated at regional level and passed on to a 

national commission whose role was to amend the original document taking into account the 

wishes and criticisms expressed by the population. The importance given by the government to 

the debate on the Charter, casting it as Ihe people's Charter, the genuine and wide-spread 

interest during the month of discussions and the massive show of support in the referendum to 

adopt the final text of the Charter, make it an essential document to study. 74 It is particularly 

revealing to compare the draft document with the final text to see what changes were made 

and to analyse their significance. 75 An attempt will also be made to include, whenever 

possible, the views expressed by the population and those of the UNFA on women's issues. 

One of the first questions discussed in the Charter was the relationship between socialism and 

Islam. The draft document merely stated, under the heading 'Socialism and Islam': 

Le peuple algdfien est un peuplc musulinan. 
[draft, p3 74] 

(The Algerian nation is a Muslim nation. ) 

In the final document, however, greater emphasis was given to the religious aspect. The 

heading was changed to 'Islam and the Socialist revolution' and a further sentence was added: 

L'Islain est la religion de I'Etat. 

(Islain is the statc religion). 

[final, p 86] 

This showed the influence of the traditionalists and the pre-eminence the government was 

prepared to give to Islam. This is of paramount importance since the position of women in 

Algeria has always been defined in relation to the 'Arabo-Islamic' context. Bourriddienne's 

ideals for the Algerian society of the future did not extend to a total separation of state and 

religion and the commission which revised the text of the Charter made sure that there was no 

ambiguity on the matter. 

Amongst the "fundamental principles of the edification of socialism", employment was 

presented as "not just a right but also a duty and an honour". This section made a specific 

reference to women. The draft document stated that: 

74 The Charter was adopted on June 2r 1976 with enormous popular support: 91 % of the people registered on the electoral 
lists voted, 6.8 million voted in favour of the text and 102. OGO voted against [Annuaim de rAffique du Nord 1976, p 3061. 

75 The text of the Charter used here is the integral text published by Editions Sociales; in 1976, prefaced by an Introduction 

by the French journalist R. Lambotte. References to the draft document are taken from extracts published In 'Un 
Algdrien nommd Boumddi6ne', Francos & S6rdni, 1976. References to the two documents hereon will be Indicated 
'draft' and 'finar only for greater clarity. 
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Partant du principe de NgalM des sexes, le socialisnic, qui reconnait 1'effort 
m6ritoire qu'elle fournit au foyer, encourage instamincia la femine, dans I'intdret 
de la socidtd et dc la famille, A occupcr autant quc fairc sc peut un posic dc travail. 

[draj?, p 384] 

(Based on the principle of sex equality, socialism, rccognising the commendable 
role women play in the home, strongly encourages them, in the interest of society 
and the family, to take employment whenever possible). 

This paragraph was amended to: 

Partant du principe de I'dgalitd des sexes, le socialisme qui reconnait la place 
essentielle qu'elle occupe dans la cellule familiale en taut que m6re. dpouse, et 
citoyenne, encourage la fernme, dans l'intdrdt dc la socidtd, A occuper un poste de 
travail. 

[final, p 105] 

(Based on the principle of sex equality, socialism which recognises the essential 
role women play in the family unit as mothcrs. wives and citizens, encourages 
them, in the interest of society, to take up cniployincoo. 

These changes mainly emphasised what the government considered to be the 'essential' role of 

women: mothers, wives and citizens. Women were only encouraged and no longer 'strongly' 

encouraged to work outside their home and, this too, in the interest of society as a whole. 

Women's personal development did not appear in the document. However. the qualifying 

phrase: to take up employment 'whenever possible'was abandoned. 76 

The next paragraph in which women were specifically mentioned was concerned with individual 

freedoms. After reasserting the respect of fundamental human rights and the equality of all 
citizens in front of the law, the draft text stated: 

Le socialisnie doit ... assurer ... la libdration de la feinme; le Code de In finülle, en 
particulier, devra contribuer ä la libdrition de la feinnie des survivances de nature 
fdodale ei garantir ses droils dans le cadre du rcspect de la personnalild nationale ei 
des dxigences du itionde moderne. 

[drafl, p 386J 

(Socialism must ... ensure ... the libcn, tion of womew. the Family Code, in 
particular, will have to contribute to the libcration of N%omcn from fcudal relics and 
protect their fights taking into account our national idcmity and the dcinands of the 
modern world. ) 

The changes made to this section were quite substantial. Instead of a lengthy paragraph 

recognising the need to introduce new legislation in order to alter attitudes and feudal practices 

(albeit within the framework of the specific Algerian identity) we are faced with a vague 

76 According to El Djazairia, the women's national organisation publication, this phrase had angered some women. They 
felt that If the phrase had been maintained, some people could have argued that the socio-economic conditions were not 
right for employing women and, therefore, it would have been perfecuy legal not to offer them work [FJ Djazakia no. 51 
1976, p 15]. 
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undertaking promoting women's participation in the life of the country. No mention of 

guaranteeing women's rights, even the term 'liberation' seemed too strong. The government 

took a definite step back in its support of women as can be seen from the new paragraph: 

Le socialisme doit ... assurer ... la promotion dc la femnic ct sa picinc participation 
A la vie politique, dconomique, sociale et culturdle de la nation. 

[final, p 107] 

(Socialism must ... ensure ... the promotion of wonicii and tlicir full participation in 
the political, economic, social and cultural life of the nation. ) 

Another interesting point to note is that, in both documents, women as a group were not 

considered to be amongst the 'fundamental forces of the revolution'. The list given included 

workers, - manual and intellectual - djounouds (revolutionary fighters), young people and 

patriotic revolutionary elements. One could argue that women were included in these groups 

and did not warrant a special mention. However, in certain sections of the Charter, such as 

employment and individual freedoms, women were mentioned separately. Since the 

government had always praised women for their participation in the war of independence, it 

could have been expected to see them recognised as an essential element of the socialist 

revolution in this official document. In another section of the Charter, when referring to the 

choice of Party representatives at the higher levels, young people were singled out as 

representing a valuable element in society who should be welcomed at the higher echelons of 

the FLN as they would bring enthusiasm and a new vision in their appreciation of problems 
[final, p 127]. Women could also have brought different perspectives and new approaches to 

debates. The government could have demonstrated its intention to treat them as valuable 

members of the society and encouraged women to see themselves as such by acknowledging 

the specific contribution they could make to the Party leadership. 

Regarding national organisations, the message was unequivocal: national organisations were 

under the tutelage of the FLN. In both documents, we can find the statement: 

Le Parti joucra un rölc d'iiiipulsion, d'oricutation et de coittrölc %, is-ä-vis des 
organisations de masse, sans pour autant aff. liblir letir capachi d'itiiiiative, ou se 
substitucr ä cllcs. 

[final, pp 128,1291 

(The Party will be a driving force, guiding and controlling national organisations, 
without reducing their initiative or acting for them. ) 

The Charter stated that leading figures in these organisations would have to be Party members 

whose objectives were to spread the FLN ideology [final, p 128]. Regarding the women's 

organisation, UNFA, 77 we can read in the draft document: 

77 It is interesting to note that this organisation was treated last after all the other national organisations. 
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La Rdvolution algdrienne, qui a contractd envers la ffinnic une dette historique, doit 
rdpondre aux espoirs de toutes les femnics du pays cn cr6ant les conditions 
n6cessaires de leur dmancipation (sic). 

[drafl, p 394] 

(The Algerian Revolution contracted a historic dcbt towards -women and must 
respond to the hopes of all women by creating the necessary conditions for their 
emancipation. ) 

The 'historic debt' was no longer mentioned in the final document, although an introductory 

paragraph praising women for their role in the war was still present. This might be considered a 

minor alteration, but it is indicative of the pressure put on the government by the traditionalists 

to minimise the need for the nation to recognise women's rights. Later on in the document we 

are told that the LINFA must aim to group all Algerian women, becoming an important 

instrument in their emancipation which would have to comply with the nation's ethics. The 

organisation's targets were defined as follows: 

... 
l'UNFA doit faire un travail permanent dc scnsibilisation, d'dducation et de 

forniation, s'attacher avec persdvdrancc A dlc%, cr Ic nivc-au culturcl et la conscience 
politique des femmes, les mobiliser scion leurs aptitudcs ct suivant les conditions 
locales, dans des tAchcs pratiqucs d'cnvcrgurc nationale. dlargir sans cessc leur 
participation cffective i li vie dconotnique, sociale ct politique du pays. 

[final, p 134] 

(... the UNFA inust engage in a constant heightening of awareness, education and 
training, strive to raise the cultural level of women as well as their political 
conscience, mobilisc thein according to their aptitudcs and thc prcvailing local 
conditions, to take part in pr-actical tasks of national dimension, continually widen 
their active participation in the economic, social and political life of [lie country. ) 

Although these aims were, as a whole, very important, it is regrettable that the Charter was not 

more radical by giving the UNFA the role of defending and furthering all women's dghts and not 

merely the right to education and training. The UNFA's role was also curtailed by the phrase, 

'according to the prevailing local conditions'. This left the door open to any interpretation. In 

rural areas, parents were often reluctant to continue sending their daughters to school after the 

age of 11. In those circumstances, it was not clear what attitude the UNFA should take. The 

same applied to the participation of women in politics which met with much disapproval from 

men, particularly in rural areas. By allowing this proviso to be introduced in the Charter, the 

government was once again bowing to the pressure from the traditionalists. One could argue 

that a large proportion of the population was not ready for a fundamental change of attitude 

towards women. However, nor was the whole nation behind Boum6dienne regarding his 

socialist plans. Those were nevertheless clearly set out as constituting the foundation of the 

future developments in Algeria. The same could have been done regarding women's rights, if 

the determination on the part of the government had been there. A paragraph devoted to 

women's 'promotion' (the words 'emancipation' or'liberation' had been dropped) was added in 

the final Charter document, under the heading 'Cultural Revolution'. Once again this aspect of 
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the revolution seemed low on the government's priorities since it came eighth out of the nine 

subjects considered. It stated that, although the status of women had greatly improved since 

the war, certain feudal attitudes and traditions were still prevailing in some areas. Further 

progress would have to be made in order to comply with the established principles of equality 

and social justice for all. According to the Charter, changes should occur in view of: 

... transformer une sorte d'en%ironnemcnt menuil cl juridique ndgatif et parfois 
prdjudiciable A Pexercice de ses droits reconnus d'dpouse et dc m&c, et A sa 
sdcuritd matdrielle et morale. 

(... transforming a negative environment both in attitude and judicial terms, which 
is prejudicial occasionally to women in the cxcrcisc of their established rights as 
mothers and %%ives, and in their material and moral protcction. ) 

Lfinal, p 1631 

The conclusion one can draw from this statement of intent is that women were still principally 

viewed as mothers and wives. 

Examples of the domains where changes should occur were: 

- the levels of dowry, qualified of 'excessive and ruinous', 

- husbands abandoning their wife and children without any source of income, 

- children taken away from their mother unjustifiably, 

- unjustified divorces without payment of any maintenance, 

- violence against women, 

- exploitation of women by anti-social elements of society. 

The paragraph concluded that although the state was fully committed to the promotion of 

women, 

. la feinnie... rcste Ic ineillcur ddfenseur de scs propres droits ei de sa dignild 

( women... remain the bcst pro(cctors of tlicir own rightsand dignity. ) 

[final, p]64] 

A detailed analysis of the text shows that it often carefully avoided crucial issues. The abolition 

of the dowry was advocated not because it was degrading for women, but because it was too 

costly (for men and the country's economy). Unjustified divorces were criticised, but 

repudiation was not mentioned. A statement such as the exploitation of women by anti-social 

elements of society lost any real significance due to its vagueness. The final declaration that 

women were ultimately responsible for defending their own rights only serves to reassert the 

government's impotence and possibly lack of commitment to the question of women's 

emancipation. 
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In the chapter devoted to the programme of measures aimed at creating full employment, the 

question of women's work was raised. It was recognised that since women represented half of 

the active population, it was imperative for the economy to integrate them into the work force. 

However, this had to take into account the constraints inherent in the essential role women 

played within the family unit. Consequently, the government undertook: 

... 
la cr6ation progressive de creches et dejardins d'cnfants, et la multiplication des 

cantines scolaires. 

(... the progressive development of cr8ches and kindergarten, and an increase in the 
number of school canteens. ) 

[final, p 273] 

This was a positive step towards working mothers, but when the question of providing training 

for women was mentioned, the government's approach was much less daring. Its intentions 

were to increase the numbers of training centres 

sp&ificlues au travail de la feinine. 

(... specifically aimed at female employment) 

[final, p 267] 

Here again, the implications were that women's employment, although indispensable for the 

development of the economy, should be confined to socially acceptable roles such as teachers, 

nurses or secretaries. 

The last chapter, dedicated to the development of the cultural and social plans, emphasised the 

determination of the government to pursue its strategy for providing education and medical 

care for all. However, despite the fact that the percentage of girls in education was still behind 

compared with boys, no special schemes were envisaged. As far as health was concerned, the 

protection of mothers and children did not extend to advocating the development of family 

planning centres or the announcement of a birth control policy. 

The conclusion one can draw from the contents of the National Charter and Constitution is that 

in 13 years since independence, nothing much had changed for women. In principle, they had 

equal rights in all domains, but in reality, these were not rigorously imposed and women were 

not considered as equal citizens. Their prescribed role was that of mothers and wives. Work 

was open to them, but as a secondary occupation, limited to certain areas where their 

contribution was essential for economic development. It is clear that far from advocating 

profound changes to women's status, the government was merely interested in using women's 

work potential while keeping them in the position of subordinates with duties but very few actual 

rights. Boum6dienne's Cultural Revolution was no more than a louching up' operation, paying 

only lip service to the transformation of the 'negative environment'. By refusing to tackle 

crucial issues relating to women's status in society, the government was perpetuating their 
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position as 'minors' in a male dominated environment. The country needed women, but they 

had to fit in with the government's concept of what Algerian women should be. As Mr Kaid 

Ahmed, member of the FLN leadership declared to the UNFA: 

Aidez la paysarmc A organiser son pays, concourir 5 la doter dc rudiments 
d'instruction, participer i la r&olution culturclic ffinininc par des discussions hors 
des senders battus et des banalitds c'est IA la seule et unique oeuvrc, A laquelle doit 
s'attacher I'Algdrienne, pour qu'elle devienne cc quc nous voulons qu'clle soit. 
(sic) 

[EI Dja. -airia no. 6 Februaty-Afarch 1971, p 71 

(Helping peasant women to organisc themselves, giving them a basic education, 
participating in the feminine cultural revolution througli real discussions divorced 
ftorn trivialities, this is the one and only task Algcrian wonien must embark on, in 

order to become what we want them to become. ) 

There could not be a clearer declaration of intent. Women were not to be 'liberated', they were 

to evolve in a very narrow way, complying with the role the government wanted them to play 

and, as we have seen from the Constitution and the National Charter, this role was that of 

procreators under the supervision of men. 

15.3.2 Legal changes affecting women 

There were few but revealing legal changes affecting women introduced during the 

Boum6dienne era. The first one regulated the sentence in case of adultery. The law of June 

8 th 1966 established that a man guilty of adultery would receive a prison sentence of six 

months to one year and a woman would be sentenced to one to two years imprisonment for the 

same offence. This was in total contradiction with the Constitution which declared the equality 

of men and women in front of the law, but was no real surprise in view of the society's views on 

women's sexual behaviour. As stated earlier in section 16.2.1 Tunisia adopted a much more 

egalitarian attitude in this domain, giving equal sentences to men and women. 

Another example of legal discrimination against women was the law forbidding a Muslim 

woman from marrying a non Muslim man. In 1967, this law was reaffirmed by a notice from 

the Justice Minister. This, of course, was aimed at pleasing the traditionalists, since it followed 

the principles of the Shari'a. In the same year, during the local elections, men were given the 

right of attorney to cast a vote on behalf of up to five women [R6volution Afticaine no. 208 

February 61h_121h 1967, p 5]. This is an example of the contradiction between the rhetoric of the 

government and the reality of women's lives. On one hand, Boum6dienne was encouraging 

women to fully participate in politics, but on the other, he was allowing men to curtail their 

voting rights. When a man did not like the idea of his wife or sister going out of the house, he 

would use his right of attorney and cast a vote on their behalf. If the government's intention 

was to heighten women's awareness in politics, it should have protected their constitutional 
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right to vote instead of creating a loophole allowing men to act on their behalf, thus 

perpetuating men's domination of women. 

Finally, on July 5 th 1973, the govemment decided to repeal all legislation introduced before 

independence. This was to come into effect from July 5 th 1975. It left judges the option of 

following either the Muslim law, or local customs. In practice, it meant that the French decree 

of 1959 regarding marriage and divorce regulations (see section 8.2.1) was no longer 

applicable. Once again, the government was responding to the pressure from the right wing of 

the Party who wanted to destroy all vestiges of the colonial era and replace them with what, in 

their eyes, constituted the true Muslim identity. It was a definite step back in relation to family 

laws and symbolised the ambivalent attitude of the government trying to establish itself as a 

modem independent socialist state, in the eyes of the world, and yet unable to implement 

progressive legislation. In conclusion, it seems that the various laws introduced during 

Bourriddienne's presidency indicate a general tendency to move further and further away from 

the socialist ideals of equality between all citizens. During the 1970s, the Islamists were 

gaining in power and influence. Boum6dienne who needed their support to introduce certain 

elements of his economic programme was trying to pacify them at the expense of women's 

rights. 

15.4 Women's representation in politics 

To evaluate women's political representation, we will first consider their position within the 

ruling Party (FLN) and the number of women representatives in the elected assemblies. We 

will then attempt to assess women's views on politics through two surveys conducted by 

Vandevelde and Delcroix. Although these surveys have limited scopes (Vandevelde looked at 

women in the Constantine region and Delcroix did a comparative study of women in Algiers 

and in Cairo) they will highlight other aspects of women's political involvement. 

Within the statutes of the FLN, there were no obstacles to the incorporation of women into the 

Party: 

11 lie P. Irtil West foruid que de Nlite des militalits rd%'oltltiolltiýlires: ouvriers. 
paysans, intellectucls (lioinines et feinmcs). Muts ce cas, unc fcitltne considdrL'c 
comine reinplissant les criteres du militantisine doit etre adinise ä pall enliäre dans 
les rangs du Parti. Eile doit avoir la possibilitd d'ýiccddcr aux postes de 
responsabilites, sans qu'ä aucun moinent sa setile qti. ilitd de feintlie ne vienne 
diminuer cette possibilitd, elle doit participcr cliectiveinent aux organcs de 
conception du Parti: cominissions späialisdes, commissions peniiancntcs. 

[Provisional statutes offhe FLAJanuoýV 1968, in Mandevelde 1980, p 309] 
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(It [the Party] is solely formed of the elite of the revolutioniry activists: workers, 
farmers, intellectuals (men and women). Consequcntly, a woman fulfilling the 
criteria of militancy must be fully integrated at all ccliclons of the Party. She must 
be able to have access to posts of rcsponsibility, mg-ardicss of her gender, and must 
participate effectively in the elaboration of Part), policy through the special and 
permanent commissions. ) 

However, the reality was quite different: very few women ever achieved high positions in the 

Party or were effectively represented in the various commissions. Their influence on the 

elaboration of policies was, therefore, minimal. In 1979, there were only two women at the 
Central Committee of the Party out of a total of 159 members. In the Economic and Social 

National Council (CNES), there were eight women out of 120 members [Vandevelde 1980, pp 

309,3101. In the words of the UNFA, women's representation at the highest political level was 

'symbolic' and not at all representative of the female population [El Djazairia no. 34 Dossier 

Sp6cial no. 18 1973, p Vil. 

During Boum6dienne's presidency, a decentralisation of the government was initiated with the 

creation of elected local and regional assemblies: 'Assemblde Populaire Communale' (ApC)78 

and 'Assembl6e Populaire de Wilaya' (ApW)79. President Boum6dienne was very keen to see 

women represented in both. Although he tried to impose some quotas for women candidates, 

there were no quotas for the number of female candidates who should be elected in the 

different assemblies. The Charter of the Iffillaya contains the following statement: 

11 y aura lieu par aillcurs d'encourager vivenicat ct dc susciter Ics candiclatures 
f6minines de inani6re que la feinine confornidnicnt A nos options participe 
pleinement A I'ddification du pays. 

Plandevelde 1980, p 3511 

(Furthennore, it will be necessary to strongly cnconragc and incite fernale 
candidatures so that women can fully participate in the dc%, clopment of the country, 
which reflects our political option. ) 

However, the following tables show how insignificant women's representation at local and 

regional level was: 

78 Local assembly. 
79 Regional assembly. 
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Figure 15 Participation of women in the elections of the APC (Assemblde Populaire 
Communale): 1967 -1975 

1967 1971 1975 

total number of candidates 20.478 20.842 23.040 

number of women candidates 260 96 625 

% of women candidates 1.26 0.46 2.71 

number of women elected 208 46 160 

% of female representation in the assembly 2.03 0.44 1.38 
[Delcroir 1986, pp 13 7,138, A cte des Journies dElude et de Reflexion sur lesfemmes algMennes May 

3 rd - 6'h 1980, pp 242,251] 

Figure 16 Participation of women in the elections of APW (Assemblde Populaire de 

Wilaval 
1969 1974 1979 

total number of candidates 1.322 2.216 2.466 

number of women candidates 125 125 83 

% of women candidates 9.45 5.64 3.36 

number of women elected 25 45 

% of female representation in the assembly 3.78 4.06 
[ibid] 

In 1977 for the National Assembly elections (Assembl&e Populaire Nationale, APN), there were 
39 women out of a total of 783 candidates. Only 8 women were elected out of a total of 261 

members of parliament which represents about 3% [Vandevelde 1980, p 352]. As we can see 
from the tables, not only was there an under representation of women as candidates and as 

elected members of the assemblies, but the trend over the years was worsening. 80 In order to 

explain this situation which was in total contradiction with the official texts and government 

declarations, it is important, first of all, to look at the selection process for the candidates. This 

was done by local and regional commissions of the FLN, the civil service, the army and 

national organisations. It is not surprising that only a token number of women were selected 

since the majority of the selecting bodies were made up of men. Furthermore, the situation in 

rural areas, where men were not in favour of seeing women step out of their traditional roles, 

was even worse. Before the APC elections of 1967 Mrs Chentouf, General Secretary of the 

UNFA, declared that in certain areas, there was some reluctance from men to comply with the 

President's wish to include at least two women candidates on the lists of each constituency 
[R6volution Africaine no. 206 January 2d" - 26! 1) 1967, p 15]. In the 1971 APC election there 

were no women candidates on the lists of any of the constituencies of the Aur&s region. The 

same applied to the APW election of 1969 in this region [Vandevelde 1980, p 303]. 

80 The only exception was 1975, when the number and the overall percentage of female candidates for the APC election 
increased. This could be explained by the fact that 1975 was International Women's Year and the Algerian government 
wanted to be seen as actively supporting women's emancipation. 
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One other aspect of women's representation in politics is their participation in elections as 
voters. Women's electoral rights were inscribed in the 1963 as well as the 1976 Constitutions. 

However, as we have seen, in 1967, men were given the fight to vote on behalf of up to five 

women. Nevertheless, the question of women's views on politics is also worth considering. 
According to Vandevelde's study of women in the Constantine region, several elements 
influenced their attitude to politics: their place of residence, their socio-economic group, their 

level of education and their age group. In rural areas, there was a general lack of interest in 

formal politics at national level. This was due to the limited opportunities these women had to 

meet and exchange views or be informed about political issues. The second factor which 

explained their apathy was the weight of traditions and the disapproval of men. However, their 

very difficult living conditions and lack of education resulted, for some of them, in a desire to 

get involved in politics at a local level, in order to bring changes to the lives of their children, 

particularly regarding education. Vandevelde's survey showed that 20% of housewives, from 

rural as well as urban areas, wanted to be candidates for the APC (local assembly) elections 
[Vandevelde 1980, p 282]. In urban areas, a total lack of interest in politics was found amongst 

the poorest sections of the population. Well informed educated women with a reasonable 

standard of living were the most politically active. They tended to be under 25 years of age. 
However, women belonging to the upper class were generally not interested in politics. 
Vandevelde concluded that better economic conditions did not necessarily result in greater 

political participation for women. With more information, even the most destitute, would have 

been prepared to get involved in local political matters if it resulted in immediate benefits for 

the community. But the UNFA, the only organisation capable of developing women's 

awareness and disseminating information did not have the means to effectively discharge 

these responsibilities. As a result, many women were left out of the political process. Their 

voice was not heard because of their minority position in most organisations and elected 

assemblies. Women themselves realised the futility of trying to participate in a political debate 

where no one was prepared to listen to them or take their problems seriously. As Vandevelde 

concluded: 

Les feinines ne peuvent jamais pmtiquciiicnt inicrvenir de fiqotl instrulnentale et 
cfficace; ]cur est seulement laissd Ic droit d'adlidrcr -, 'i des d6cisions auxquelles elles 
Wont pris aucune part. 

[Pandevelde 1980, p 332] 

(Women can never intervene in an efficient and instrimicnial way; the only right 
left to thein is to adhere to decisions in which Ilwy have had no part. ) 
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In a survey on women and political participation in Algeria and Egypt8l, Catherine Delcroix 

interviewed women aged 15 to 60 in Algiers and Cairo. The main themes of the discussions 

covered women's interpretation of political participation, the role of Islam, women's legal status 

and attitudes regarding government policies. The survey showed a number of differences 

between the two sample groups. The Algerian women interviewed had a fairly high level of 

political awareness, a desire to assert themselves through their professional activity and a 

sense of pride to participate in the economic development of their country. The younger ones 

seemed to be looking for an identity which was both feminine and Arab, rejecting any Western 

influence. All were dissatisfied with their social and legal status and felt that the government's 

efforts were being hampered by the pressure from the Islamic revivalists. Islam was seen by 

the younger ones as a barrier to their development, but older women had a more favourable 

view, claiming that false interpretations of the Shari'a were to blame. The Egyptian women 
interviewed were much less willing to discuss politics and if they admitted to any political 

activity, it was as members of charitable organisations. They were more concerned with 
improving people's living conditions than their own legal status. In fact, they were generally 

satisfied with the government's programmes. Islam was seen by all as beneficial to women. 

The divergence of opinions and attitudes between the Algerian and Egyptian women 

interviewed probably stems from the history of the two countries. Algeria was submitted to 

colonial power for more than 130 years and had to fight a long and devastating war to gain 

independence. This inevitably gave the population a greater awareness of political struggle 

and a more acute sense of the need to assert their cultural identity. In Egypt, women's political 

participation started at the turn of the 20th century. It was always centred around social welfare 

activities. 82 In the 1970s, the government introduced a number of reforms in favour of 

women83which explains their sense of satisfaction and feeling of trust in the government, at the 

time of the survey. 

As far as Algerian women are concerned, the two surveys emphasise the fact that a number of 

women had a certain degree of political awareness. As we will see, in the 1980s, this political 

potential, which the UNFA was unable to channel, was to lead to the emergence of independent 

women's organisations taking charge of the defence of women's rights. 

81 The survey in Algiers was conducted between March 1979 and May 1982. The survey in Cairo took place between 
October 1980 and June 1981. 

82 The first feminist union in the Arab world was formed in 1923 by Huda Sharawi. It concentrated mostly on social welfare 
activities. 

83 In 1975 a Parliamentary Commission for women was created, in 1978 a number of amendments to workers! rights were 
introduced which gave women three months maternity leave and the possibility to have a two year break to look after their 

new bom baby. A law in 1972, revised In 1979 Introduced quotas for women in all elected assemblies. Amendments to 
family laws made in 1979 gave women a much stronger position within marriage (right to divorce in case of polygamy, a 
two year entitlement to maintainance in case of repudiation, right to keep the couple! s accommodation if they had custody 
of the children, etc). It is worth noting that the survey was done in 198G-1981, before the 1979 family laws were 
repealed and replaced (in 1985) by new legislation much less fayourable to women IDelcroix 1986, pp 122-126,148]. 
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15.5 Educational developments 

15.5.1 Boum6dienne's plans 

The development of educational opportunities was part of Boum6dienne's economic plans. In 

fact, the objectives of the first quadrennial plan (1970-1973) were: 

total schooling of all children bom since independence, 

at least 2,780,000 children in primary education, 

a minimum of 26,000 more students qualified with a Baccalaurdat (equivalent to an A 

level), 

at least 25,000 students in Higher Education of which 8,300 leaving with a degree, 

a minimum of 1,000,000 adults receiving basic literacy. 

[El, %Ioudjahid October 31" 1970, p 15] 

Indeed, the part of the budget allocated to education represented a substantial proportion of the 

total budget between 1967 and 1978 as demonstrated in the following table: 

Figure 17 Educational budget: 1963 - 1976 

Year Total budget 

(Algerian Dinar - 000's) 

Educational Budget 

(Algerian Dinar - 000's) 

Education as % of Total 

budget 

1963 2,912,737 322,719 11.0 

1964 3,740,900 719,708 19.2 

1965 3,956,040 731,338 18.5 

1966 4,945,715 660,000 13.3 

1967 4,707,000 880,000 18.6 

1968 5,076,200 892,850 17.5 

1969 7,899,000 1,464,000 18.5 

1970 11,020,000 1,634,000 14.9 

1971 7,750,000 1,825,599 23.5 

1972 8,935,000 1,759,365 19.6 

1973 10,620,000 2,094,900 19.7 

1974 20,695,000 2,275,900 11.0 

1975 21,853,776 3,131,083 14.3 

1976 25,473,500 2,804,000 11.0 
[Information statistique, Alinistýre de PEducation Nationale 1976, p 291 

Bourn6dienne's objectives in education were twofold: firstly, he wanted to give every child free 

access to education and create opportunities for adults to return to school. Secondly, he 
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wanted to use education as a means of developing a cultural identity amongst the younger 

generation. To this end, he made religious education compulsory in all state schools and 

developed the plan of 'arabisation' of education which consisted of the gradual replacement of 

the French language by Arabic as teaching medium. 

Bourriddienne's idea of developing a cultural identity based on Islam was not merely targeted at 

young people. He also gave religion a much greater role in public affairs by creating the 

Minist6re de I'Enseignement Originel et des Affaires Religieuses (Ministry of original teaching 

and religious affairs). This ministry had its own publication, organised seminars on religious 

questions and was responsible for religious education classes in all state schools. It also 

controlled all Islamic educational establishments. The number of pupils educated in these 

institutions grew rapidly: in 1970 there were 8,682 pupils in religious educational 

establishments, by 1974, the figure had grown to 24,432. The new ministry also played a major 

role in the literacy campaign, by offering classes for adults in mosques. The number of 

mosques increased from 2,200 in 1962 to 5,278 in 1973 [Annuaire de 1ANque du Nord 1973, 

pp . 99-103]. All these developments show the increasing role religion was playing in public 

affairs. Boum6dienne did not foresee the consequences this would have for the country. 

French teachers were progressively being replaced by Egyptian, Syrian, Tunisian and 

Moroccan teachers. They actively proselytised Islam which was to result in the flourishing of 

Islamic revivalism in the country in later years. This was to have a direct impact on the 

position of women in society. 
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15.5.2 Achievements under Boum6dienne 

The following tables show the progress made in the educational provisions during the 

Bourriddienne era. 84 

Figure 18 School population in the 'Elementary' sector (6-13 years): 1967-1978 

Totals Boys Girls 
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1974 3533559 23763441 67.3 1796704 14482011 80.61 60.91 1736855 928143 63.4 39.1 

1975, 3642894 24,99605 68.6 1852146 1514614 81.8 60.6 1790748 984991 65.0 39.4 
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lAnnuaire de l'Afrique du Nord 1980, p 304j 

The progress in terms of numbers is undeniable, with nearly twice as many children in the 

'elementary' sector between 1967 and 1978, nearly six times more children in secondary 

education and more than five times the number of students in higher education. Despite this 

enormous effort, the government's objectives were not achieved: in 1978, only 72.5% of 

children between 6 and 13 were receiving education, whereas the original plan was to educate 

all 6-13 year olds by 1971. This was a direct consequence of the lack of government action to 

tackle the demographic growth. The large sums of money directed to education were 

insufficient to cope with the number of children born each year. Besides, although more 

children were educated, the standards in education were deteriorating. Since there were not 

enough schools to accommodate all children, they were taught in shifts, some in the morning 

some in the afternoon, thus, reducing the number of teaching hours per child. Class size was 

on average 50 and, to compensate for the lack of qualified teachers, 'instructors' were 
introduced. These were young people merely with the equivalent of a GCSE qualification and 

even, sometimes, with only two years in secondary education. With the introduction of Arabic 

84 Data on education is often unreliable, the information given by different sources, Including government sources is often 
incomplete and sometimes contradictory. 
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as the main teaching medium and the lack of human resources and equipment required to 
implement this measure, children's education suffered greatly. Furthermore, the job market 
required people who could read and write in French. In cities where educational standards 
were higher and French was more widely used, young people had a better chance of finding 
jobs. In rural areas, on the contrary, where conditions in schools were much worse due to the 
lack of equipment and qualified teachers, young people had very few job opportunities. As 
Adam, social affair's commentator of the Annuaire de I'Afrique du Nord stated that the 

education system was producing: 

. quantitd de double semi-analphab&es et d'unilingues liandicapds, traumatisds. 

[Annuaire de INfrique du Nord 1975, p 381] 

( ... vast numbers of semi-illiterate children in both French and Arabic and 
traurnatised children handicapped by only knowing onc language [Arabic]. ) 

During this period, girls'education did not progress sufficiently to bridge the gap with boys. The 

number of girls in 'elementary' education as a proportion of all those in school did increase 

marginally from 37.4% in 1967 to 40.8% in 1978 indicating a higher take-up rate of girls than 

boys. However, the proportion of girls receiving 'elementary' education out of the total number 

of girls in that age band only reached 60.3% in 1978, whereas the corresponding figure for boys 

was 84.2%. Clearly, prejudices against keeping girls at school after puberty were still very 

strong as witnessed by the numerous letters from young girls to the UNFA's85 magazine, El 

Djazairia, and as shown in the following table: 

Figure 19 Percentage of girls in elementary education by age group: 1976-1979 

Age yrs 
I 
<= 5 6 7 8 

19 
10 11 12 13 14 15 

1975- 38.67 42.8 40.82 41.53 40.6 40.19 38.21 37.29 34.78 26.63 14.37 

1976 

1976- 40.76 42.7 42.3 41.83 40.83 40.96 37.67 35.61 28.36 13.4 

1977 1 
1977- 41.41 42.75 45.15 39.58 42.38 41.46 39.92 37.7 34.04 25.58 14.85 

1978 

1978- 41.01 42.46 43.85 43.36 41.95 41.59 40.71 38.15 35.18 26.11 15.28 

1979 
1. -Inntiaire de, lWfrique du Nord 1980, p 3051 

As we can see, the percentage of girls starts going down substantially from the age of II and 

marks a sharp drop at the start of secondary school, at the age of 14. Nevertheless, the 

percentage of girls in secondary education increased from 28.18% in 1967-68 to 36.96% in 
1978-79. However, the number of girls in technical secondary education did not progress as 

85 Union Nationale des Fernmes. Alg6riennes (national women's organisation). 
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fast. In fact, the number of technical options offered to girls decreased: in 1978, there were 14 

options open to girls out of a total of 32, in 1979 this figure had gone down to II options out of 
29. Three options which were previously open to girls had been removed. [Annuaire de 

l'Alýique du Nord 1980, p 2921. 

In higher education, although the total number of girls progressed significantly, they still only 

represented 24.07% of the total number of students in 1978-79. 

The second objective of the government in education was to tackle illiteracy. Here again, the 

plans were not realised. In 1967,74.6% of the population were illiterate, 63.3% of men and 
85.9% of women [Farouk 1970, p 14]. By 1977, the total figure was 61.5%, of which 48.2% 

were men and 74.3% were women [Office National des Statistiques Donn6es Statistiques no. 
66, p 1]. This represented an appreciable decrease in men's illiteracy rates, but for women, the 

situation had not substantially improved. 

The conclusions one can draw from the analysis of educational developments during the 

Bourriddienne presidency are that education was a real priority for the government. The budget 

allocated to education was 6.3% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in 1975 and it rose to 

7% in 1978 [Notes et Etudes Documentaires no. 4878 1989, p 88]. The following table 

compares the three Maghreb countries' increase in public expenditure during the 1975-1980 

period. 

Figure 20 Increases in public expenditure in the Maghreb: 1975-1980 

Algeria Morocco Tunisia 

Education expenditure / pupil 7.3 0.4 0.6 

Health expenditure / inhabitant 4.1 1.1 8.8 

Defence expenditure / inhabitant 7.8 9.4 51.1 

GDP 7.1 6.0 5.8 

School poPulation 5.5 8.0 3.7 

Total population 3.1 2.3 2.6 
[La Documentation Frangaise Notes el E'liales Docunientaires no. 4878 1989, p 89] 

Algeria was far ahead of the other two Maghreb countries in terms of education expenditure per 

pupil and the school population was increasing substantially. However, the population growth 

was slowing down the rate of progress in education. Unfortunately, by the time a birth control 

programme had been set up, the deterioration of the country's economic situation forced the 

government to drastically cut all public expenditure. In the period 1981-1985, the growth of 

education expenditure per pupil fell to 0.7% ribid]. 
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15.6 Employment 

15.6.1 Professional training 

In the first few years after independence, professional training for women was virtually non- 

existent. The national employment agency, Office National de la Main-d'Oeuvre (ONAMO) 

published statistics in 1965 which showed that 93.7% of unemployed women had no 

qualifications. Indeed, in 1965 there were 24 training centres for men and only 2 for women 

[M'Rabet 1.969, pp 191,192]. 

Some efforts were made by Boum6dienne's govemment to develop professional training for 

women. In a Ministry of Information brochure published in 1968, the govemment defined its 

aims and objectives regarding women's professional training. The document stated that since 

work was the key to women's emancipation, a serious effort was to be made to provide them 

with adequate training. The plan was to triple the number of centres for women in three years, 

increasing their number from 7 to 21 by 1970. The type of training to be provided was also 
defined as follows: 

La FPA [Formation Professionnelle pour Adultes] s'est rcfusdc d'cnvisager la 
formation fdmininc comme une formation indnag&re donnant A la jeune fille des 
rudiments dc cuisine, dc couture ct dc pudriculture qu'cllc pcut niettre A profit dans 
son mdnage. La FPA se propose au contrairc dc formcr dcs stagiaires, dans un 
premier stade, dans les spdcialitds de bureau, ct dans unc scconde 6tape, dans la 
confection industrielle et dans les autres sp&ialitds o6 la fcmine algdricnnc n'a pas 
encore accýs... La FPA offre cepcndant ddjA un 6-cmail asscz large de spdcialitds 
aux jeunes filles: secrdtaire de direction. stdno-dactylo, dactylographe, 
enseignenient indnager, confection, bonneterie, coifTurc pour danics, ctc. 

fAlinis&re de lInforniation 1968, p 55] 

(The Adult Professional Training programme for wonicii has not been envisaged as 
mere home economics education providing young girls with basic cooking. sewing 
and child care skills to prepare them for their future role as houscwives. Tile 

objectives of the Adult Professional Training programme are, in a first stage, to 
offer training in office skills and, in a second stagc. to provide training for the 
clothing industry and in other areas which have not so far been accessible to 
Algerian women... However, the Adult Professional Training programme already 
offers girls quite a wide range of options: personal assistant, short-hand typist, 
typist. home economics, clothing, hosiery, ladics' hairdressing. c1c. ) 

Although, according to this document, there seemed to be a willingness to develop professional 
training for women, it appeared to be mostly in response to economic plans (such as the 

development of the clothing industry) and remained extremely vague about other sectors it 

would open to women. Furthermore, in a paragraph devoted to the practical aspects of the pre- 

training programmes, it stated that young women would receive a subsidy of 50 DA whereas 

other trainees would receive 90 DA for the same course fibid, p 70]. No reason was given for 

this discrimination. 
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Despite its intentions, the government plans of 1968 totally failed to achieve their objectives. 

In 1971, there were only nine female training centres (instead of 21 which were supposed to 

have been created by 1970) offering the same two options: training for office work and the 

clothing industry [R6volution Africaine no. 953 May 28h - June -P 198Z p 16]. This evidence is 

corroborated by other sources such as Vandevelde's study on women's condition in the 

Constantine region, which declared that, in the whole of Algeria, in the late 1960s, there were 

four major professional training centres for women receiving all together between 800 and 

1.000 women [Vandevelde 1.980, p 4021. This situation did not improve rapidly for the first half 

of the 1970s, as we can see from the following table: 

Figure 21 Number of women receiving professional training in female training centres 

1971-1981 
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1970 182 402 

1971 184 105 289 

1972 328 254 582 

1973 324 203 527 

1974 437 148 585 

1975 603 307 910 

1976 599 412 1011 

1977 1095 654 1749 

1978 1247 787 38 22 2094 

1979 1695 1209 38 88 36 25 3091 

1980 2213 1730 81 113 87 65 4289 

1981 1 2586 1911 48 91 153 93 8 76 4974 
[R&olution. -lfricaine Ito. 953 May 29" - June 3"' 1982, p 171 

It was not until 1977 that the number of female trainees significantly increased. However, this 

figure only represented a small proportion of the female population in need of professional 

training. Furthermore, it was only after 1978 that new options were opened to women. 

The UNFA86 was involved in the development of some women's co-operatives. But even 

these initiatives had a limited effect due to the lack of financial support from the government. 

In 1976, El Djazairia (the UNFA official publication) reported on the 13 women's co-operatives 

86 Union Nationale des Fernmes Alg6riennes (Women's national organisation). 
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which had been created by the organisation. These co-operatives gave women the opportunity 

to sell the products they manufactured at home: embroidery, pottery, textiles and other local 

crafts. It was felt that these centres would provide women with immediate financial benefits as 

well as improve their self-confidence by recognising the value of their work. It was thought 

that, later on these women would be more likely to take on employment outside of their home 

[El Djazairia no. 48 1976, pp 18,191. 

15.6.2 Work opportunities for women 

In order to analyse the evolution in the female working population during President 

Boum6dienne's era, we have to rely mostly on the census of 1966 and 1977. Two other 

surveys, one conducted by Benatia in 1970, on women's employment in the region of Algiers 

during the period 1965-1968, and the study of the situation of women in the Constantine region 

published in 1980 by Vandevelde also offer useful information. 

The data from the government census is, as always with government figures, prone to errors 

and inconsistencies. In the case of working women, it is also misleading in its terminology: the 

term 'active population' for instance includes unemployed people aged 15 and over, people 

available for work aged 6 and over and 'working people' defined as anyone having worked for 

at least 6 days during the month of the census. Housewives, however, are not counted as 

'active' and yet they represented the majority of the female population. It is, therefore, 

deceptive to use the percentage of working women out of the total 'active population' since this 

does not take into account a large proportion of women. The following table gives a more 

realistic picture, of the evolution of women's employment during the period 1966 / 1977: 
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Figure 22 Male and female working populations: 1966 - 1977 

Year 1966 1977 

Total population in Algeria 11 821 679 (1) 17 104 000 (derived value) 

Total male population 5 799 579 (derived val e) 8474000(3) 

Total female population 6022100(4) 8630000(3) 

Total working population 1 729 029 (derived value) 2 379 123 (derived value) 

Working women (including women 

working part-time in 1977) 

99830(l) 180385(2) 

Working men 16291990) 2198738(2) 

Working women as a proportion of 

the female population 

1.6% 2.1% 

Working women as a proportion of 

the working population 

5.77% 7.58% 

l(l). -Innuaire. -. varistique ae migerie jytj, p vi 
[(2) Direction des Stalistiques el de la ComptabilW Nationale 1980, p 31 

[(3) Office National des Stalisliques num&o spkial 35, p 61 
[(, I)Annuaire de 1'4frique A Nord 1980, p 3011 

It is clear from these figures that, although the number of working women increased between 

1966 and 1977, this was barely noticeable in relation to the female population (1.6% to 2.1%). 

Furthermore, by 1977, the female workforce still represented an insignificant proportion of the 

whole working population (7.58%). In fact, Algeria was amongst the countries which had the 

lowest employment figures for women. In 1980, the percentage of women aged 20-59 working 

outside of their home was 7.1% in Algeria, 8.6% in Egypt, 16.7% in Morocco and 21.8% in 

Tunisia. However, these figures only give a partial picture. Although Morocco had a fairly high 

proportion of working women, the majority of them had low paid unqualified jobs as maids or 

craft workers. This was due to the fact that the majority of working women was illiterate (3/4 in 

1982). In Egypt, on the contrary, except in the agricultural sector, working women had a high 

level of education (in 1976,52% of working women had a secondary or higher level of 

education). This enabled them to obtain higher paid qualified jobs [La Documentation 

Frangaise Notes et Etudes Documentaires no. 4876 1989, pp 29,30]. In Algeria, the 

distribution of women in the different professions in 1966 and 1977 was as follows: 
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Figure 23 Percentage of women in the different professions: 1966 & 1977 

Professions 1966 1977 

Scientific or professional 18.6 30.5 

Directors or senior management 1.25 1.21 

Administrative personnel 10.5 21.93 

Shopkeepers and associated professions 1.65 0.63 

Workers in Agriculture 22.77 5.20 

Workers in industry 14.67 10.06 

Workers in the service industry 29.61 27.64 

Non specified 0.95 2.83 

Total 100 100 
[-Innuaire de l'Afrique du Nord 1980, p 312] 

According to these figures, the most significant change between 1966 and 1977 occurred in 

agriculture: whereas in 1966 this sector offered employment to a substantial number of women, 

it was no longer the case in 1977. In fact, 2.2 women were working in agriculture for 100 men 

in 1966, representing 23% of the female active population, whereas in 1977 there were 1.2 

women for 100 men which represented 6% of the female active population [Annuaire de 

I'Aftique du Nord 1980, p 294]. Most women could only find seasonal employment at harvest 

time. A few young girls with a minimum level of education were employed as secretaries of the 

management committees in nationalised farms, but none were members of the committees 

with actual decision making power [MRabet 1969, pp 186,189]. The agrarian reform 
implemented by Boum6dienne did not really help women find employment. With the 

introduction of machinery on the large nationalised estates, fewer workers were needed and 

women found it more difficult to get employment, Since the attitude of men towards working 

women was more traditional in rural areas, the managers of the estates preferred giving jobs to 

men. This resulted in a worsening of the situation of women economically and socially. 

Without work outside the home, women had fewer contacts with each other and became more 

isolated. 

If we consider the distribution of women in the other professions, we notice that the service 

industry remained the largest source of employment. Women were found mostly in the 

government services, particularly as teachers, considered to be a desirable profession for 

women. The increase in the number of women working in scientific / professional sectors and 
in administration can be explained by the development of girls education and professional 

training. However, the effects of higher standards of qualifications were not all positive for 

women as shown in the following table: 
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Figure 24 Distribution of the working population by sex according to the last 

qualification obtained: 1980 

Last qualification obtained % of working 

women 

% of working 

men 

Higher education qualification 2.1 0.52 

A Level equivalent 4.28 0.95 

0 level equivalent 16.68 3.49 

Elementa! y certificate 12.7 6.68 

Higher engineer/ managerial diploma 0.31 0.24 

Technician / middle management diploma 1.41 0.44 

HND equivalent 4.99 1.74 

Skilled shop-workers 2.4 0.24 

Non specified 0.95 0.77 

Without any qualification 54.18 1 84.93_ 

Total 100 
1 

100 
[.. liiiiiiaire de lWfrique du Nord 1980, p 310] 

It is evident from these figures that working women were better qualified than their male 

counterparts. This was indeed a positive outcome of the development of educational 

opportunities for girls. It seemed that qualifications were the passport to employment for 

women, conversely, those women without any qualifications were much less able to find 

employment. This explains the decrease in the number of women employed in industry from 

14.67% in 1966 to 10.06% in 1977. The percentage of women employed in the leather 

industry, for instance, went from 28,2% in 1966 to 6.39% in 1977 [Annuaire de PANque du Nord 

1980, p 314]. We can conclude that better education for girls had resulted in a shift of women's 

employment from sectors requiring low levels of education to those requiring high levels of 

education. 

Another factor which needs to be considered is the internal career progression offered to men 

and women. It seems that sex discrimination prevailed in the work place which meant that men 

were favoured for employment and promotion even when they were not as well qualified as 

women. The UNFA's magazine made the following remarks: 

... on dernandý A la fernine une fonnation parfaitc. des dipl6mcs. des garanties, que 
l'on exige pas toujours pour Ics indines profils dc postes. d'un honune. On adinet 
facilement Nvolution, de I'autodidacte homme que cclle dc la fenuile. Nous 

citerons A cc titrc 1'exeniple de la nomination dc certains cadres niasculins parfois 
sans aucun crit6re technique ou universitairc, au nionicnt oý des feirunes diplom6es 
sont reldgudes A des postes infdricurs. (sic) 

[EI Djazairia in RbolulionAfricaine Alarch 12ý-18h 1982, p 43] 

( ... a woman is expected to have the perfect educational background, diplomas and 
guaranties which are not required from men for the same posts. The lack of formal 
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qualification is much more acceptable for a man than for a wonian. We will give as 
example the appointment of male senior managers sometimes without any technical 
or university qualifications when qualified women N%-cre rclcgated to inferior 
positions. ) 

It seems that, although a greater number of girls had access to education, this was not, as it 

had been proclaimed, the answer to women's emancipation. It was only the first step and much 

remained to be done to change attitudes towards women in the work place. In 1972 the 

UNFA's magazine made this comment about the situation women faced when attempting to 

enter the job market: 

Nul ne peut ouvertement s'opposer A son entrde dans la vie active, mais si elle est 
toldrde, elle West pas adoptde tout A fait, elle West pas encourag6e dans cettc voie. 

[El Djazzairia no. 18 1972, p 23] 

(No one can openly oppose [women'sl access to work, but if thcy are tolerated, they 
arc not really welcomed or encouraged. ) 

The article added that if a woman was given a position of authority in a company, men often 

refused to take orders from her. Consequently, she would either be given a job which did not 

correspond to her training and qualifications or she would never be given the grade 

corresponding to the level of work she was doing [EI Djazairia no. 18 197Z p 24]. 

The government could have shown a lead, however, its attitude to women's employment was 

quite ambivalent. In a speech on International Women's Day on March 8tý' 1966, President 

Bourriddienne declared: 

Lorsqu'il ya un emploi vacant, faut-il I'altribucr: i I'lioninic on .1 la fbinnie? Faul-il 
laisser I'lioinme A la inaison et perniettre A la fenime dc travailler? 

[Nvolution,. 1fricailie no. 163, kIarch JYh - 18'h 1966, p 9] 

(Men there is a vacancy, should the job be givcn to a man or a woman? Should 

mcn bc: lcft at hounc in ordcr to allow woincn to work? ) 

Some women did not need an answer to these questions. According to Adam, the Annuaire de 

I'Afrique du Nord's commentator on social affairs, a group of women walked out of the meeting 

in a gesture of protest [Annuaire de IAfrique du Nord 1966 p 316]. 

In fact, sex discrimination was institutional ised. A text regulating women's access to public 

sector employment stated: 

Les fernines ont, cn r6gle gdniralc, vocation A tous les cniplois publics dans Ics 
m6mes conditions quc Ics hornines. Ndaninoins I'administrition conscrvc la 
possibilitd de les dcarter de certains emplois si la nature des fonctions ou les 
conditions dans lesquelles elles sont exercdes lejustifiaient. 

[Revue Internationale des Sciences A dministralives no. 1 1967, p 31 in Benatia 1970, p 44] 
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(As a rule, women are entitled to public sector eniploynictit under the same 
conditions as men. However, the state reserves the right not to allow them access to 
certain functions due to the nature of the job or the conditions in which it is 
performed. ) 

The government's discriminatory attitude regarding women and work was displayed on several 

occasions. An advertisement placed in the newspaper El Moudjahid by the Ministry of 
Agriculture in 1973 is a prime example. Young people were invited to take an entry 

examination for the Police College in Algiers. There were 250 vacancies, 50 of which were 

reserved for female candidates. However, the qualifying conditions for the exam were different 

for men and women: men had to be between 19 and 30 years of age whereas for women the 

maximum age was 25. Furthermore, women had to be single which was not a condition for 

men. Finally, the advertisement indicated that successful candidates would have to attend a 

two year course in the Police College in Algiers and boarding facilities were available for men. 

Nothing was said about accommodation for women [El Moudjahid June 14 th 1973, p 8]. Here 

again, the lack of commitment to implementing real equal opportunities for women is evident. 
Another example demonstrating that the government was only paying lip service to women's 

rights in the work place is the very small number of women who were given positions of 
responsibility in the Civil Service. In 1977,766 women had managerial positions in the civil 

service. Although there had been a definite increase, this figure still only represented 0.55% of 

this category of workers. As shown in the numerous articles of the UNFA's magazine, the more 

competent and qualified women were, the more difficult it was for them to progress in their 

career. 

If we compare Benatia and Vandevelde's studies with an article in Rdvolution Africaine in 1982 

(mostly based on the result of the 1977 census), we find that the majority of working women 
lived in towns and originated from towns. Benatia's survey, apart from providing valuable data, 

also gave an insight into women's attitudes to work. Her conclusions coincided with those of 

Vandevelde: for the vast majority of women, paid work was seen as a liberating factor. Even 

for those women who worked out of economic necessity, doing repetitive and physically 

strenuous tasks, work was more than a means of attaining a certain level of financial security. 

They saw it as a way of escaping from the 'traditional role' of women, it gave them a greater 

awareness of their value as individuals. Even if they had no control over the money they 

brought to the family, the fact that they had earned it gave them a sense of worth. Vandevelde 

concluded: 

Les femmes envisagent. ce travail non seulement pour amdliorcr Ic niveau de vie de 
la famille mais aussi pour leur dpanouisseincnt personnel. Ccla confinne bien que 
le travail professionnel est vu par les fernines comnic moyen de rdalisation 
personnelle, d'intdgration spirituelle dans la socidtd ct non sculcmcnt d'intdgration 
mat6rielle. 

[Vandevelde 1980, p 189] 
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(Women consider work not only as a means of improving the standard of living of 
their family, but also in terms of personal development. This confirms that 

professional work is seen by women as a means of personal growth, giving them a 
feeling of integration into society and not just material in(egrat ion. ) 

Another interesting factor which was studied was the age of the female working population. 

The following table compares the distribution of working women according to their age in 1966 

and 1977(the figures include full-time and part-time workers for 1977). 

Figure 25 Percentage of working women according to their age: 1966 & 1977 

Age 1966 1977 

6-9 1.1 0 

10-14 na 1.2 

15-19 3.7 4.2 

20-24 3.6 7.2 

25-29 2.7 6.0 

30-34 2.4 4.4 

35-39 2.5 3.8 

40-44 2.9 5.5 

45-49 3.0 6.2 

50-54 3.3 4.4 

55-59 3.2 4.2 

60-64 2.6 3.6 

65- 1.4 2.1 
JR6volution. -Ifricaine Afarch 12'h-18h 1982, p 42] 

These figures show that the correlation between women's ages and their employment followed 

the same pattern in 1966 and 1977. The highest proportion of working women was between 

the ages of 20 and 24. Their number declined after that until the ages of 40 to 49 when there 

was a further increase. We can relate these trends to the social constraints affecting women. 

Marriage and children would explain the sharp reduction after the age of 30, with a return to 

work probably out of economic necessity (especially for divorcees and widows), when the 

children could look after themselves. it is also significant that the percentage of women working 

after the age of 60 increased between 1966 and 1977. This was probably caused by the 

terrible economic situation many older women found themselves in. With the displacement of 

populations from rural close-knit communities to urban areas where nuclear families prevailed, 

women who had been abandoned by their husband after a divorce or repudiation, could no 

longer turn to their extended family for support. They had to fend for themselves and work was 

the only way to survive. 
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The conclusion one can draw Is that Boum6dienne's era did not see a vast development of 

work opportunities for women. As M'Rabet concluded, most of the jobs open to the majority of 

women were still low paid and merely constituted a secondary income to supplement their 

husband's or father's salaries. Few women could live on their salary and the type of work they 

were engaged in was not, in most cases, a source of fulfilment or liberation. [MRabet 1969, p 

1941. It seems that the government's main aim was to use the female workforce to respond to 

the economic needs of the country. This was clearly stated in a govemment brochure, 

published in 1976, entitled 'The Algedan woman': 

The women's participation to the economic and social activity is both a duty for the 
women and an indispensable element for the development of our country. 

[Minisfry ofinformation and culture 19 76, p4 7j 

Women's rights or personal development needs were not considered. Furthermore, women 

were still, to a large extent, confined to socially acceptable jobs, such as teachers and 

secretaries, and sex discrimination in the work place was an acceptable norm. 

15.7 The women's organisation UNFA (Union Nationale des 
Fernmes Alg6riennes) 

15.7.1 Evolution and role 

The UNFA was the women's organisation created by the government in 1964 to represent 

Algerian women. In order to understand the evolution of women's rights it is essential to 

analyse the position of the UNFA on important questions concerning women and the influence 

it had, if any, on women's lives and government policy. Although the organisation was never 

given any real autonomy, the government strongly encouraged women to join it if they wanted 

their opinions to be heard and their status changed. 

The first question which has to be considered is how representative of Algerian women the 

UNFA was. its membership grew from 30,000 in 1968 to 50,000 in 1973 and, was about 

200,000 in 1977. The total female population in 1973 was 7 million [Vandevelde 1980, p 311 & 

R6volution Afticaine March 12't"-18th 1982, p 32]. It is clear from these figures that the 

organisation did not speak for the majority of women. Yet, the resolutions adopted at every 

National Congress and the articles in the UNFA's own magazine El Djazairia, 87 show that the 

problem of developing a broader base was a major preoccupation for the leaders of the 

organisation. The reasons why they did not succeed in attracting a wider audience will become 

clear after the study of the role the UNFA played during Boum6dienne's presidency. 

87 The magazine was first published in 1970. 
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Before looking at the various programmes the UNFA organised or supported, it is important to 

clarify what the organisation considered its role to be. This was described in the second issue 

of El Djazairia: 

... 
tl'organisation] doit 8tre une avant-garde socialiste, un foyer de patriotisme et de 

civisme, la rencontre de toutes Ics inergies rivolutionnaires du pays. 

[El Djazairia no. 2 October 1970, p 131 

(... [the organisation] must be a socialist avant-garde, a breeding ground of civic 
values and patriotism and a meeting point for all the revolutionary energies of the 
country. ) 

This definition, which seems to have been taken out of some FLN propaganda leaflet, 

summarises the status of the organisation: its purpose was to disseminate government policy 

amongst women, explain socialist principles, instil a profound sense of duty and patriotism and 

channel women's demands. These objectives seemed to be fully endorsed by the UNFA since, 

the report on the National Council's meeting of December 1970 / January 1971, stated: 

... [notre organisation] doit devenir une vdritable force dynamique au service du 
Parti ... 

[El Djazairia nos. 4-5 December 1970 IJanuary 1971, p 301 

(... [our organisationj must become a true dynamic force at the service of the 
Party ... ) 

This position remained unchanged throughout Boum6dienne's presidency. Except during two 

short periods, which will be studied separately, the UNFA's message was merely that of the 

government. This comes as no surprise since its leaders had to be Party members. 

Consequently, the UNFA was mostly echoing the government's views. The main themes which 

filtered through every UNFA statement were: 

the condemnation of the Western approach to women's emancipation, since Algerian 

women had to remain respectful of the 'Arabo-islamic' values, 

the rejection of an individualist approach deemed to be a 'petit bourgeois' attitude contrary 

to socialist principles and as a consequence, the objective of educated women was to help 

their less fortunate fellow country women in rural areas, 

the belief that women's emancipation could only come as a consequence of the economic 

development of the country as a whole, 

the conviction that their emancipation would be obtained through education and work, 

the fact that women were responsible for their own development and had to rely on 

themselves to fight 'reactionary attitudes'. 
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To demonstrate that the government had total control over the organisation, we can look at the 

report on the celebration of International Women's day on March 8'ýh 1966. The UNFA's 

message faithfully echoed president Bourriddienne's wish to see educated women living in 

towns turn their attention to the less fortunate women in the countryside [R6volution Afticaine 

no. 163 March 121h- 181h 1966, p 111. A few months later, at the General Assembly of the 

Departmental Committees of the UNFA held in Algiers, representatives of the Executive 

Committee of the FLN announced the creation of the National Council of the UNFA presided by 

Mrs Lalliam and seconded by Mrs Chentouf as general secretary. 88 This council was deemed 

to be the highest authority of the UNFA and directly responsible to the Party. R6volution 

Africaine devoted a full page article to the objectives of this organisation [no. 173 May 2d' 

1966, p 77. It seems that, once again, its aims were totally in line with the President's desire to 

see educated women take the responsibility of improving the living conditions of women in rural 

areas. No mention was made of furthering women's rights, the question of family planning was 

not tackled, nor was there any discussion on the impending Family Code. It was, however, felt 

that: 

Le rassemblement politique des feinines en une organisation nationale 
exclusivement, si)dcifiqueittent fdiiiiniiie, c'est en soi l'aval d'une in6galite 
fondamentale entre les sexes. 

[ibid] 

(Gathering women into a national political organisation exclusively and specifically 
female, [was] in itself the endorsement of a fundamental inequality between the 
sexes. ) 

The gathering of men and women in the same political organisation was considered to be 

unattainable in view of the existing discrepancy between the lives of women in towns and the 

majority (85%) of women in rural areas. The dream of a single mixed Party could only become 

a reality after a levelling of women's living conditions in the whole country. It seems that the 

way village women spontaneously took over men's responsibilities during the war and were 

fighting alongside men, disregarding many traditions, had been forgotten. Times had changed, 

the country had to return to some normality and the best way to achieve this was to re-establish 

women into their traditional roles as mothers and wives while playing their part in the economic 

development of the country. 

88 Mrs LaIliam was Nefissai Hamoud before her marriage. Both women, Hamoud and Chentouf, had been polifically 
Involved for many years, creating In 1947 the Associat, ion des Fernmes; Musulmanes Algddennes (AFMA) and were 
actively involved in the war of independence (see section 9.2). 
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15.7.2 El Djazairia - the UNFA's publication and portrayal of women 

From 1970 onwards, the organisation published its own magazine, El Djazairia. It is interesting 

to study the style of this publication and the issues it addressed. Although El Djazairia was 

supposed to be a monthly magazine, its publication was irregular89. Typical features were the 

readers letters, reports on the activities of the UNFA, a fashion section (which was very similar 

to any French magazine of the time), a culinary page, advice on health issues, children's 

education and home improvement. The rest of the articles touched on general social issues 

such as marriage, the life of women in the countryside and working women. There was also 

regular praise for the role women played during the war of independence. In most cases, the 

articles consisted of a description of situations, always emphasising the new opportunities 

offered to women since independence. However, they rarely engaged in any analysis of the 

real causes of the problems or any criticism of the govemment. In fact, the conclusions were 

generally either a reminder that socialism would be the answer to all the problems women 

faced, or an incitement for women to take charge of their own emancipation. This was totally in 

line with the govemment's views. It is no surprise, therefore, that the National Charter of 1976 

(see section 15.3.1) was warmly welcomed by the UNFA. The follovong comment was 

published in the association's magazine: 

... la Charte Nationale c'est la garantie d'un avenir qui verra se concrdtiser les 
aspirations populaires. 
[les fenunes] ont ... compris que scul le socialisine Icur assurcra dans I'dgalitd le 
travail, Ic pain, la culture et la santd, ct leur ouvrira les portes d'une socidtd plus 
belle o6 s'dpanouiront clans I'liannonic, l'individu et la famille. 

[El Djazzairia no. 52 Dossier Sp9cial - Charte Nationale 1976, p 2] 

( ... the National Charter is the guarantee to the future realisation of the people's 
aspirations. 
[women] have understood that only socialism will guarantee them equal access to 
work, food, culture and health, and will opcii the doors of a better society in which 
the individual and the family will blossom in harniony. ) 

The readers of the UNFA's magazine were professional women and young educated girls. The 

image El Djazairia was trying to portray was that of a dynamic, elegant, independent woman 

with a strong sense of commitment to her family and the country at large. The following 

description gives a clear picture of what women should aim to be: 

La fenune doit assurer son röle de citoyenne consciente de ses responsabilitds 
d'autre part, elle est rcspon&, ible de Nducation de ses enfants. 

[El Djazairia no. 2 October 1970, p 301 

La femme qui travaille doit absolument arriver A dquilibrer harmortieusement ses 
obligations professionnclles ct familiales. 

819 The month of publication was not always given. 
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... etle peut trýs bien exercer une profession, et assurer son r6le de m6re de famillc: 
elle peut satisfaire toutes scs obligations, il lui suffit d'etre bien organis6e. 

[El Djazairia no. 3 November 1970, pp 25,26] 

(Women must play their role as citizens aware of their responsibilities ... ftuthermore they are responsible for the education of their children. 
Women who work must harmoniously balance their professional and domestic 
obligations. 
... they can very well have a job and play their role as mothers: they can satisfy all 
their obligations, they just need to be well organised. ) 

The advice given to women as far as their family life was concerned was always in keeping 

with the traditional image of the woman respectful of her husband or fathers authority, and it 

was up to her to prove that she was worthy of their respect: 

La femme en tant que responsable et iducatrice dc ses enfants doit rechercher 
toujours la conciliation avec son ipoux ... Ccla vcut dire que la. femme doit mener 
sa rdvolution sociale, construirc son nouveau statut, tenter une autre difinition du 
couple, animer la. ccllule familiale sans crder de temp8te. Elle doit continuer A 
revendiquer ses droits sans abandonner un seul de ses devoirs. 

[El Djazairia no. 10 June 19 71, p 32] 

(Women, having the responsibility of their children and their education, must 
always seek conciliation %Nith their husband ... This means that women must 
conduct their social revolution, build their new status, attempt to create a new 
definition of the couple, be the life of the family unit without making waves. They 
must continue to demand the recognition of their rights without abandoning any of 
their duties. ) 

As we can see, the UNFA's image of women was totally in line with the government's views: 

mothers and wives first, with a strong sense of their duty to the country. 

15.7.3 Position on matrimonial laws 

While upholding the government policy overall, the UNFA did try, occasionally, to show some 

support for women on certain issues such as the promulgation of the Family Code. It seems 

that despite the repeated calls for the government to bring in the new legislation, the 

organisation was unable to pressurise the government into taking a decision. We have 

analysed in detail the UNFA's position on the 1972 proposal (section 16.2.1), but it is important 

to follow the evolution of the organisation's thinking on various aspects of family laws. We can 

identify its main concerns by examining the numerous articles on family matters published in its 

magazine. The most common topic discussed was that of marriage, including repudiation, 

polygamy, divorce and unmarried mothers. Repudiation was always denounced and in 1971, 

the UNFA asked for it to be abolished. In 1973, El Djazaida published a dossier analysing the 

various legal and social aspects of divorce (such as unilateral repudiation and abandonment of 
family) and its effects on women. Under a heading, The temptation of repudiation', this 

practice was strongly condemned: 
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... la possibilit6 de rdpudiation avec scs facililds incite ä la ddsiii%, olture, au mdpris 
de Npouse rdduite au silence par la menace qui pýse sur elle; elle incite aussi ä la 
ddbauche et ä l'adultere que l'homme peut tranquilleinent Idgaliser par la 

rdpudiation de la prenüere dpouse... 

[El Djazairia no. 33 Dossier SpMal no. 17,1973, p 301 

(... easy access to repudiation incites men to behave carelessly and with contempt 
towards their wife reduced to silence by the impcnding threat-, it is also an 
incitement to debauchery and adultery, which men can casily legalise by 

repudiating their first wife ... ) 

On the subject of polygamy, the organisation's views changed over the years. In the early 

1970s, the organisation wanted it to be allowed under exceptional circumstances to enable the 

father to give his name to the children he had had with another woman. In this case, the wife 

would have the choice of accepting the second wife or asking for divorce [El Djazairia nos. 7&8 

March / April 1971, p 23]. By 1972, the UNFA changed its stance and declared it totally 

rejected polygamy fibid no. 22 June 1972, p 20]. The organisation showed its concern for 

abandoned women or divorcees by regularly publishing letters from readers describing their 

desperate situation. It seems that, as the years went by, the magazine felt less and less 

capable of commenting on the situations presented. In 1973, having described the terrible 

condition of unmarried mothers, the magazine openly criticised a hypocritical society prepared 

to condemn the mother but making no attempt at finding the father of the child, even 

encouraging him to ignore his responsibilities: 

La preiriiýre 15clietd penscrons-nous, c'est celle qui consiste ; 'i absoudre Ics p&cs 
pour accabler les ni&es. 

[El Djazairia no. 30 1973, p 141 

(We consider that the first act of cowardice is that which absolvcs the fathers and 
condenins the inothers. ) 

However, by 1977 the magazine seemed much less able or willing to express any opinion on 

these situations. We hear of the plight of divorcees receiving 100 dinars a month per child, 

regardless of the father's earnings. In other cases, the husband had simply disappeared, 

leaving his wife and children without any financial support fibid no. 53 1977, pp 13,15]. The 

letters were simply published without any comments. The same approach was adopted in a 

series of articles on the marriage celebrations. The article merely reported the terrible 

consequences of marriages arranged by families without the consent of the young people. 

Numerous examples were given of girls and even women in their late twenties whose arranged 

marriages were a total failure. The article merely ended with a series of unanswered questions: 
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Pourquoi le jeune horrune pourrait-il choisir son dpouse ct anicucr petit A petit ses 
parents A I'accepter, ... et cstimer que la jeune fille doi%, c couper tous les; ponts, 
rompe tout lien avec les siens, avec: un homme que ses parents Wont pas acceptd? 

... 
dans le meilleur des cas on pardonne A son garqon cc qtic l'on ne pennet pas A sa. 

filic. Pourquoi? (sic) 

[El Djazairia no. 54 1977, p 181 

(Why should a young man be able to choose his wife and slowly bring his parents to 
accept her, ... whereas a young girl has to break all contacts with her family 
because of the man her parents have not accepted? ... in the best cases, the boy 

will be forgiven, but not the girl. Why? ) 

All these dramatic situations were presented in a very compassionate way, but the lack of 

proposals on how to change this state of affairs gave the impression of an acknowledgement of 

failure and impotence on the part of the organisation. 

Another aspect of traditional marriages which was discussed time and again in the UNFA'S 

magazine was the question of the dowry. Here, the criticisms were expressed in much stronger 

terms: 

Pour sa famille, et pour sa. belle famille, parfois m8nic pour son mari, la femine qui 
se marie selon les traditions devient un objct de transaction, ct cc, par le biais de la 
dot, du trousseau ... 

1E1 Djazairia no. 55 1977, p 141 

(For her family, her in-laws, and sometimes even for licr husband, a woman who 
marries according to the traditions becomes an object of transaction, by illeans of 
the dowry, the trousseau ... ) 

A survey conducted in 1977 by the magazine showed that those marriages which were agreed 

without a dowry were an exception. In the majority of cases, long discussions took place before 

the marriage about the level of dowry given by the groom on one hand and the content and 

value of the trousseau brought by the bride on the other. The dowry levels were constantly 

increasing: from 2,000 to 3,000 dinars in 1962, to an average of 10,000 dinars in 1977. The 

trousseau included items of jewellery, expensive clothes and household goods such as carpets 

and furniture. These practices not only meant that young men had to get into debt in order to 

get married, but they reduced the marriage to a financial transaction between two families, and 

the woman to an object. The article concluded that it was up to young people to refuse these 

'degrading practices' [El Djazairia no. 55 1977, pp 14-25 & no. 56 1977, pp 10,11]. 

It is clear that the government had managed to 'control' the editorial content of the UNFA's 

magazine and reduced its campaigning zeal. A member of the UNFA, responsible for external 

relations in the late 1970s, declared in an interview: 

J'ai d6couvert petit A petit les freins qui doivent We lc%, ds par les membres de 
Forganisation pour braver I'extrýrne prudence du pouvoir politique essentiellement 
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niasculin. Elles sont oblig8es de lenir compte de celte peur ei de rdduire l'audace ei 
l'agressivitd des demandes provenant de la base. 

[Delcroix 1986, p188] 

(I have slowly discovered the blockages which have to be removed by the members 
of the organisation to counteract the extreme caution of the political Powers, mostly 
men. [Members] are forced to take account of this fear and rcduce the boldness and 
aggressiveness of the grass-root demands. ) 

She then explained the procedure for presenting a proposal to the Party. Any motion, 

emanating from the grass-root, had to be transmitted to the UNFA's national secretariat. It 

would only be presented to the Party once it had been reviewed and amended in such a way 

that it would not be rejected. In her opinion: 

La. difficultd majeure de Forganisation est lWe A la pcur dproux, de par I'autoritd 
essentiellement masculine de voir une force f6minine s'organiscr. Ils craignent les 
consdquences de I'dmancipation des femmes sur le syst6iic politique. Celic-ci 
pourrait A leurs ), etLx occasionner une importante rdvolution sociale qui ferait 
dvolucr... la familIe traditionnelic 61argic sur laquellc rcpose cncore atijourd'hui la 
socidtd algdrietine. 

[Delcroix 1986, P1881 

The main difficulty for the organisation is linked to the fcar of the male dominated 
authorities, to see the emergence of a female force. Thcy fcar the consequences of 
wonicn's emancipation on the political system. In tlicir c)-cs. it could provoke an 
important social revolution which would affect ... the traditional extended family 
on which Algerian society is based. ) 

15.7.4 Attitude towards working women 

Apart from studying various aspects of family life, the UNFA's magazine also conducted 

several surveys on working conditions for women. The organisation was constantly 

encouraging women to take up work, since they represented a substantial workforce essential 

for the economic development of the country. At every occasion, women were reminded that 

work was not simply a right but a duty. The organisation did not seem to object to the fact that 

the husband could stop his wife from working: 

La fenune peut accdcler A bon nombre d'emplois.... Notre Idgislation clans le 
domaine du travail est favorable A ]a fernme. Le mari nc pcut s'y opposer. Son 
opposition West recevable que dans la inesure oij I'cxcrcicc de I-a profession de sa 
fernme peut porter un pr6judice moral A I'hannonic clu foyer. 

JEI Dja: airia no. 3 November 1970, p 24] 

(Women have access to a large number of jobs.... Our legislation concerning work 
is favourable to wornen. The husband cannot oppose it. His opposition is only 
acceptable if his wife's work is detrimental to the harniony of the household. ) 
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This only serves to confirm the idea the govemment and, therefore, the UNFA had about 

women's role in society: mothers and wives first and foremost. Work was seen as a duty for 

women in order to respond to the economic needs of the society, but it should not interfere with 

family life. 

As far as defending women's rights at work, the UNFA spoke vehemently and repeatedly 

against the employment of foreign women. According to the UNFA, wives of foreign 

employees were given priority over Algerian women, especially as secretaries and 

receptionists, a sector where there was a large number of qualified Algerian women seeking 

employment. But the association also denounced sex discrimination against women in public 

and private companies: 

... inalgrd 1'existence de textes Idgaux, officiels sans ccssc rappOds en toutes 
opportunitds, il existe cncore ccrtaincs formes dc discrimination dont souffrent les 
femmes. Ce sont les taux de salaires, la classification profcssionnclle, ou tout 
simplemcnt les comportcments individuels A Ngard dcs feinnics... 

[EI Djazairia no. 39 Nuni&o Spýcial 1974, p 21] 

(... despite the existence of official legal texts constantly c%-oked, there are still 
certain fornis of discriminations affecting women. Thcsc concern salaries, 
professional classification, or simply attitudes towards wonicn... ) 

Sex discrimination, according to the UNFA, particularly targeted women who had a certain level 

of competence and qualifications. However, the only comment the organisation could make 

was: 

... les femines doivent y inettre du leur pour pan, ciiir A imposcr letirs comp6tences 
par delA leur fdininitd. 

[El Djazairia no. 18 February 1972, p 24] 

(... women must make an effort to succeed and bcconic competent beyond their 
femininity. ) 

The same advice was given to peasant women whose working conditions were often described 

as appalling. In this domain, though, the UNFA never failed to blame educated women for not 

doing enough to help women in rural areas. However, the agrarian reform was deemed to be 

the long term solution for these women. The UNFA pointed out that the decision to give heads 

of destitute families, regardless of their sex, plots of land and the creation of 'agricultural 

villages' were positive steps towards improving women's lives in the country side. The new 

villages, it was thought, would give women more opportunities to meet and discuss their 

problems, organise themselves into co-operatives, receive health education and practical skills 
[El Djazairia no. 29 Dossier Special no. 13 1973, p Vj. 
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A number of articles in El Djazairia depicted the strenuous lives of peasant women who, as well 

as their hard work at home and repeated pregnancies, also had to help in the fields and 

supplement the family earnings by weaving or making pottery utensils. They were described 

as: 

... ccs fernmes vieillies avant I'Age, ... d6couragdes et vivant cii inarge de tout ce qui 
les concerne car peu inform6es et trop pr6occupdes par Icurs probl6mes de 

subsistance pour s'y int6resser. 

[E, I Djazzairia, nos. 19 & 20 19 72, p2 7] 

(... these women who have become old before their age, ... disheartened, too 
preoccupied by their daily problems of survival to be interested ill issues concerning 
women in society of which they know little and from which they are cut off. ) 

The article went on to describe the insalubrious living conditions, the low standard of hygiene 

and the poor health of these women. However, nothing was said of the repeated pregnancies 

which were at the root of many of their problems. 

15.7.5 Views on family planning 

One determining factor in women's lives, especially in rural areas, was the high birth rate (the 

birth rate which in 1964 was 5%, was still 4.8% in 1972). Yet, the question of birth control, 

which should have been a major element in the UNFA's programmes of action, was rarely 

mentioned. At the first Congress of the UNFA, in 1966, the question of family planning was 

mentioned as part of the protection of the health of the mother and child: 

[Le planning fainiliall doit periliettre ä la feiiiiiie d'espzicer les grossesses afin de 
prot6ger sa santd qui se rdpercute ndccssýtireinent stir ccllc dc i'ctifant qu'elle porte. 

[Borrmans 1979, p 3901 

([Fainily planning] must enable women to space out their pregnancies to protect 
their own licalth which has inevitable repercussions on that of tile child they are 
carrying) 

At the conference on rural women held in Hammamet (Tunisia) in 1973, the question of family 

planning was evoked by delegations from Egypt and Tunisia. Representatives from the UNFA 

explained the position of the Algerian government on this issue: the objective of the family 

planning programme was, as in 1966, the protection of the health of the mother and child. The 

programme was entirely controlled and implemented by the government in hospitals and 

special health centres for women (Centres de Protection Maternelle et Infantile). Four such 

units were in operation in the major cities: Algiers, Constantine, Oran and SLstif. 90 It was said 

90 According to Ladjali, responsible for the family planning programme started in 1974, only the Algiers centre was 
functioning. The Oran and Constantine centres closed after two years [Centre de Documentafion en Sciences 
Humaines- Groupe de Recherche surlesFemmesAlg6riennes University of OranApfil 1982, jo 111. 
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that the government was planning to open other centres In the future (see details of family 

planning programme in section 15.2.2). 

The question of family planning was raised again by El Djazairla in 1978. The article did not 

take a clear stand on the issue. Having declared that the government should make family 

planning or'spacing out of births' (the terminology adopted in Algeria) available to each couple, 

it went on to state: 

Ce qui importe de r6duire fondamentalement, c'est le sous-&veloppement, et non 
la d6mograpläe. Seul le d6veloppement 6wnonüque, social et culturel pourra 
r6duire et faire de la masse 6nonne de force de travail existante un facteur de 
ddveloppement et de liMration. 

[El Djazairia no. 62 1978, p 13] 

(What needs to be fundamentally reduced is under-development and not the birth 
rate. It is only economic, social and cultural development which will be able to 
reduce (the population) and transform the enormous existing workforce into a 
factor for development and liberation. ) 

Although, in the West, it is well known that economic development is usually followed by a 
decrease in the number of children per family, the demographic situation In Algeria was so 
dramatic that it cancelled out any economic and social progress and, in fact, acted as a brake 

upon the development of the country. Furthermore, Algerian women were only valued by 

society once they had children and sons in particular (see section 2.1). A cultural change had 
to take place, reassessing women's role in society, before one could expect them to abandon 
the only role which gave them a sense of worth, i. e. that of mother. As far as family planning 
was concerned, the UNFA was once again merely acting as the government's 'spokesman'. 
This passivity was heavily criticised by the women who participated in the workshop on 

contraception organised by the Algerian Women Research Group9l (Groupe de Recherche sur 
les Femmes Alg6riennes, GRFA) at Oran University. This is what they had to say: 

Dc notre point dc vuc, loin dc constituer Ic lieu d'cxprcssion des positions politiqucs 
des fcmmcs, FUNFA au contrairc est la cons6cration dc leur exclusion. (L'un des 
crit6res sur lequcl nous fondons notrc hypoth6sc sur FUNFA est son absence dc 
combativitd pour imposer unc politique d'espaccment des naissanccs). 

[Centre de Documentation en Sciences Humaines- Groupe de Recherche Sur lesFemmesAigiriennes 
University of Oran April 198Z p 68] 

(In our opinion, the UNFA, far from being a focal point where women can express 
their political views, is, on the contrary, the consecration of their exclusion. (One 
of the criteria on which we base our claim about the UNFA is its lack of 
combativeness to impose a policy of spacing out of birth. ) 

91 In the late 1970s, lecturers at the University of Oran set up research groups on various topics related to the status of 
Algerian wornen (see section 16.3.1). Their reports were published by the University. 
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15.7.6 Outcomes of actions 

We can now return to the question of the reasons for the lack of support for the UNFA by the 

masses. It stems mostly from the very status of the organisation. As we have seen, it was 

very much under the tutelage of the Party. This meant that it was totally dependent on the 

government for its action. In most cases the UNFA's campaigns were directed by the 

government. The organisation supported, for instance, the Agrarian Reform by developing a 

programme of young student volunteers spending their summer holidays in rural areas, running 

childcare and general hygiene awareness classes, as well as advice on modem farming 

methods. At election times, the organisation was active in making women more aware of their 

political rights, organising meetings and sometimes going from door to door to explain the 

purpose of the elections. The UNFA was also involved in literacy campaigns and the creation 

of training centres for women. However, the one question which preoccupied most, If not all 

women, was that of the Family Code, but in this domain, the organisation was incapable of 

pressurising the government into bringing out new and progressive legislation. The UNFA was, 

therefore, not fighting for women's rights at government level, but was simply trying to make 

them comply with the government's vision of their role in society. 

Could the organisation be blamed for its lark of militancy? It seems that during Boum6dienne's 

presidency, there were two attempts made by the UNFA to openly criticise government policy. 

In 1969, after calls from the UNFA for a Family Code respectful of women's rights and a 

national family planning campaign, the National Committee of the UNFA had to resign. The 

newspaper El Moudjahid reported the event as follows: 

Considdrant la d6mission prdsent6e par les membres du secrdtariat national de 
l'UNFA quelques jours avant la tenue du 26me Congrýs... considdrant I'attitude 
nuisible adopt6e par les membres de cc secrdtariat national... [le gouvemementl 
condamne I'attitude ddniagogique et les agissements perhubateurs des mcmbres 
d6missionnaires du secrdtariat national de l'UNFA... leur ddnie le droit de parler au 
nom de la base dont elles ne sont nullement issues, et ne font partie de ce fait ni de 
l'organisation ni des effectifs du commissariat national du Parti du Grand Alger... 

[EI Moudjahid April 3d 1969, p 41 

(Considering the resignation presented by the members of the nafional secretariat of 
the LJNFA a few days before their second Congress... considering the damaging 
attitude adopted by the members of the national secretariat in front of the 
Congress.... [the government] condemns the demagogic attitude and subversive 
schemes of the resigning members of the national secretariat of the UNFA ... [andl 
denies them the right to speak on behalf of the masses to which they do not belong 
and, consequently, denies them the right to be members of the organisation or of 
the national council of the Party for the Algiers conurbation ... ) 

It seems that the UNFA had gone beyond its remits (as defined by the Party) and its 

interference in political matters was totally unacceptable to the government. The UNFA should 
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have concentrated its activities on social and economic aspects of women's emancipation and 

leave politics to the men in the Party. 

1973 was the second period of marked militancy. At the National Council of the UNFA in 

January 1973, the government was openly criticised for not actively supporting women's 

emancipation through their organisation and consequently acting against the principles of the 

socialist revolution: 

... i chacune de nos rencontres I'accent est principalement inis sur la non 
assimilation par beaucoup (voire m8me par certains responsables) du r6le de la 
promotion de la femme... 
II faut donc que venu du sommet, des plus hautes instances dc notre pays, "un 
souffle nouveau soit insufld ... ... rien ne pourra etre mend i bicn, aucun des 
objectifs fixds ne sera rdalis6 si la rdalitd psychologiclue, si l'idde que se fait la 
socidtd sur le bien foncid d'une organisation ffinininc n'cst pas radicalement 
changd. 

[El Djazairia no. 30 1973, p 281 

(... at each of our meetings attention is mainly focussed oil the lack of 
understanding by many (even by some Party leaders) of the role of women's 
emancipation... 
A new impetus, coming from the highest authority in the country. must be given. 
nothing will be achieved, none of our planned objcctivcs will be rcalised if the 
psychological reality, if the idea society has of a wonien's organisition is not 
radically changed. ) 

The organisation went on to detail the changes required: 

" the reopening of female training centres, run by the UNFA, 

" the allocation of funds for these centres so that trainers could receive a salary, 

" the alignment of the salaries of UNFA personnel to those of other national organisations, 

" the allocation of an autonomous budget for the organisation. 

On International Women's Day (March 8"' 1973), the assessment of the situation of women in 

Algeria was also very critical of the government. After recognising that women had gained 

certain political and economic rights, it was pointed out that: 

... ces droits n'ouvrcnt pas toujours droit A la femme A I'cxcrcice dc rcsponsabilitds 
importantes. On n'a pas encore vu de femme au gouvernement. conime on Wen a 
jamais vu acc6der i des postes 61cv6s au sein du Parti. 

[El Djazairia no. 30 1973, p 81 

(... these rights do not always enable women to assume important responsibilities. 
We have yet to see a woman in the government, or in a position of responsibility at 
the highest echelons of the Party. ) 
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The daily occurrences of sex discrimination at work were also denounced as well as the 

unequal status of women in the family. The fact that, in the whole country, only one woman 

had been promoted to manager of an office was a clear indication that companies were not 

giving women equal opportunities at work ribid7. The law was also often applied in an unfair 

way towards women: although a woman was entitled to ask for divorce, it was always granted 

against her fibid, p 11]. It seems that these demands and criticisms were not heard. At the 

third National Congress of the UNFA (April 1" -4 
th 1974), the same questions were raised, 

although in a less direct way, but no concrete changes occurred. By 1976, the UNFA was 

again totally behind President Boum6dienne, unequivocally supporting his new Charter. 

As we can see, the UNFA, totally controlled by the govemment, was incapable of influencing 

decisions. The autocratic style of govemment left no room for real dialogue. The women's 

organisation was, therefore, left with the impossible task of mobilising women on a programme 

which, although advocating women's emancipation, was in fact anchoring them to their 

traditional role. The contradiction between the declared objectives to see women fully 

integrated in the economic process and the preservation of the barriers which prevented them 

from achieving these aims resulted in a demobilisation of women. All the organisation could 

give women was the hope to see their situation improve with time. However, on a day to day 

basis, women realised that the UNFA was powerless in front of the constant discriminations at 

home and at work. They were told to take charge of their own liberation. Some women 

thought that education would open the door to their emancipation, but as we saw, the more 

qualified they were, the more discriminated against they were in the work place. Political rights 

gave them no real power either since local and national elected bodies were dominated by 

men. The UNFA was perceived by women as impotent, occasionally rallying against the 

government on a specific issue, but always eventually following the Party line. As a 

consequence, its support among the female population at large was minimal. Some women 

who became active in independent women's associations after 1989 were very critical of the 

UNFA. Mrs Rachedi, vice president of the Association for the Emancipation of Women92 

declared: 

L'UNFA n'a jamais fait de politique. Mieux encore: elle a contribu6 A la cristallisation du 

clivage des sexes en vouant la femme au foyer et A la procr6ation. 

[Alg6rie Actualit6 June 8th-14 th 1989, in Saadi 1991, p 1391 

(The UNFA has never had any political role. Furthermore, it contributed to deepening the 

division between the sexes by confining women to the role of housewives and procreators. ) 

92 This women's association was one of the many associations created after 1989 (see section 16.6.1) 
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15.8 The reality of women's lives 

The social changes within the family which had started immediately after the war of 

independence continued and were accelerated by the economic reforms introduced by 

President Bourriddienne. The continuing drift from rural areas to towns partly caused by the 

industrialisation efforts had considerable effects on family life. In 1966, a report was produced 

by the government's social services department, describing the emergence of a new type of 

family unit, called 'the new families'[Secrdtariat Social d'Alger 4t" series no. I April 1966, pp 10- 

311. According to this study, the traditional patriarchal family system was in crisis. These 'new 

families' were to be found mostly in the towns of the north of the country and consisted of 

young couples living on their own, instead of sharing the husband's family home. In these 

families, the wife often worked and the children were sent to school for their education instead 

of receiving it at home. Attitudes towards marriage were also changing: these young people 

had often chosen their future wife/husband. One of the consequences of this new life style and 

the separation from the extended family was total isolation for many women. If they were 

working, not only were they not accepted in the male dominated work place, but their status as 

working women further alienated them from both their husband and their own mother. Men had 

great difficulties accepting that their wife could work and gain a certain independence. 

Although these women had responsibilities and a degree of autonomy outside the home, their 

husband expected them to behave in the traditional submissive way at home. This is what a 

young middle class man living in Algiers declared: 

Une feintue peu( Etre une intellectuelle dans son travail, dans ses dindes, inais pas 
avec son inari. LA, elle doit We une feinine avant lout. 

I. -harement no. 38 1982, pp 224-225] 

(A %vornan can be an intellectual in lier work, in her studies. but not with lier 
husband. In this doinain, she must be a wornan first and foremost) 

As the UNFA's magazine noted in an article devoted to the question of divorce in Algeria [El 

Djazairia no. 33 dossier special no. 17 1973, p 30], many marriages broke down because of the 

conflicts resulting from the fact that the wife was working outside the home93. Either the 

husband could not accept his wife's desire to be treated on an equal basis at home and 

consulted on family matters, or the wife's salary was the main cause of dissension. If her 

income was superior to her husband's, his pride was hurt and he often demanded that she 

stopped working. The way in which the wife's income was spent could also become a main 

source of discord, especially if the woman insisted on having total control over her salary, as 

she was entitled to according to Muslim law. 

93 The divorce rate was quite high in urban areas. El Moudjahid reported that in 1972, only 46% of families in Algiers had 
both father and mother present. 34% were broken up by divorce [EI Moudjahid Apfil 1ý-2m' 1973. P 61. 
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These educated, so-called independent women were in fact living between two worlds, not 

belonging to either. As we have seen, they were not allowed to play a fulfilling role either at 

work or in their home. Furthermore, their own family and, in particular, their mother also 

frequently rejected them. The traditional education normally provided by mothers for their 

daughters, preparing them for their married life, had become obsolete. The refusal by the 

daughter to fit into the traditional pattern was perceived by the mother as a denial of her own 

status in society as procreator and educator of the new generations. This widened the gap 

between mothers and daughters. If mothers could not fight against the inevitable development 

of educational opportunities for girls, they devalued their daughter's 'externally acquired 

knowledge', reducing it to a mere added advantage at the time of marriage. The social 

ambitions invested in education for girls were not to be realised in giving them access to work 

and a more independent life, but through the improved opportunities to find a husband with a 

better social standing. The following statement is from a mother giving her views on education 

for girls: 

C'cst bicn qu'une fille fasse des dtudes; apr8s elle petit faire tin bon inariage, avec 
quelqu'un de bicn. 

/A uIrement no. 38 198-7, p 226] 

(It is good for a girl to study; then she can make a good inarriagc, with a 'well 
placed' man. ) 

As we ran see, employment for educated women did not necessarily result in a happier life. In 

many ways it was worse since they were rejected by both the modern and the traditional world. 

The move from rural areas to towns also resulted in a more isolated life for uneducated 

women. They followed their husband in search of a job and found themselves in an alien 

environment, away from family support and cut off from other women due to the fact that most 

of these couples lived in blocks of flats. These women also found that the only activity they 

could still perform was looking after their house and children. Other traditional activities such 

as pottery making, weaving and poultry rearing had become impossible. Their life had, in the 

eyes of many, turned into that of a prisoner: 

La communautd fdminine de la grande fainille s'est d6faitc. Les fenunes ont suivi, 
une par une, I'lioinme potent iellement productif. ElIcs se retroinvit scuics, leurs 
activitds se sont appauvries, et leur univers rd(rdci n'a m6nic plus Ic ciel comme 
horizon, mais le mur Wen face. La cellule Wen face. Juniclie el ennemie. 

[A utrement no. 38 1982, p 223] 

(The women community of the extended family has broken down. One by one, 
women have followed the potentially economically productive men. They find 
themselves alone, with limited activities in a confined world %%, here their horizon is 
no longer the sky but the opposite wall. The opposite cell. IdenticA and alicn. ) 
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If, as it was often the case, their husband abandoned them they had no relatives to turn to. 

Divorce was not a solution for them either. The first hurdle was to get their husband to appear 
in court for the divorce. But even when the divorce had been granted, the judge's role did not 

extend to enforcing the payment of the maintenance. Remarrying was not an alternative 

either, men did not want to burden themselves with children from another marriage. 

Consequently, many women resorted to prostitution as the only means of survival. For others, 

the only solution was suicide, infanticide, or abandoning their child. In 1971, the number of 

suicides was three times higher amongst women than men. This particularly affected young 

women: 76% of suicides were committed by young people under the age of 25,82% of them 

were young women [Gadant 1995, p 1131. Life was so desperate for these women that some 

of them, abandoned by their husband or the man who had promised to marry them, resorted to 

abandoning or killing their children. Between 1965 and 1970, about 6.000 children were 

abandoned each year and there were 664 cases of infanticide per year [Daoud 1993, p 359]. 

But, as always, the blame was on the mother. Whenever a case of infanticide came to court, it 

was never the father who received a prison sentence. 94 His role in the tragedy was never 

taken into account. Children were the mother's responsibility. This belief was particularly well 

illustrated in a photograph published by El Moudjahid immediately below an article on single 

mothers. The article did not specifically blame women, its conclusion mainly stated that people 

should consider marriage as a sacred institution, but the photograph printed after the article left 

no doubt as who to blame if something happened to the children. It showed young children 

walking in the middle of a road and the accompanying message was: 

Meres de fantilles, vous etes responsables de la vie que vous domicz. 
Et si une voiture venait ä surgir? 

IE /A loudjahid September I ]'ý 1970, p 11] 

(Mothers, you are responsible for the life you have given. 
What if a car,. vas to appear suddenly? ) 

As we have seen, certain social changes had occurred within the family, making women's lives 

even more difficult, furthermore, attitudes towards girls had remained on the whole very 
traditional. Most of the readers' letters published in El Djazairia concerned the denial of girls' 

rights within the family. As late as 1977, young gids were complaining about their father taking 

them away from school or forcing them to marry an old man. Not only the father had full 

authorit y over his daughter, but very often this role was also taken up by the gid's brother. In 

1978, a case of abduction of an Algerian woman by her brother made international headlines. 

Dalila Maschino was a young Algerian woman living in Canada and married to a Canadian. 

Her brother, former liberation fighter, abducted her to marry her to an Algerian man chosen by 

94 From the court reports published in El Moudjahid in 1970, it seems that the sentences for infanticide ranged between one 
and two yeare imprisonment. 
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the family. Dalila's husband wrote a letter to President Bourriddienne, but it was passed on to 

the Foreign Affairs Minister who rejected the appeal [Le Nouvel Observateur June 2d h 1978, p 

30]. Dalila's marriage to a Canadian was illegal according to Algerian laws and the fact that her 

brother dared abduct her from a foreign country indicates that he felt totally within his rights and 

had the support of his countrymen. M'Rabet, commenting on the incident declared: 

Dans une socidti en pleine dvolution, souvent les p&es sotit un peti dipasshs. Les 
freres, surtout les freres instruits, prennent alors la releve de l'autorit6 patemelle. 
Ils deviennent les maitres de leurs soeurs. 

[Le Nouvel Obsen, ateur July IOh 1978, p 251 

(In a changing society, fathers often feel overwhelmed. it is then the brothers and, 
in particular, those who arc educated, who take on the paternal authority. They 
become the masters of their sisters. ) 

Brothers, father, husband and other male relatives often ganged up to protect the honour of the 

family. Girls and even older women were being watched, questioned, accused and condemned 

of dishonourable behaviour, even without proof. Countless examples of husbands killing their 

wife for suspected adultery were regularly reported by the newspaper El Moudjahld. The 

sentences given reflect the implicit endorsement by society of such acts. In 1970, a man was 

sentenced to three years and six months imprisonment for killing his wife. Although, according 

to witnesses, the woman had a good reputation, her husband suspected her of adultery after 

seeing her talk to her cousin ten metres away from their house [El Moudjahid March 71t' 1970, p 

6]. It is worth remembering that adultery was considered a greater offence for women than for 

men. The 1966 law set the prison sentence for men to between six months and one year 

whereas for women it was between one and two years imprisonment (see section 15.3.2). 

Under the circumstances, it is no surprise that women, and those living in rural areas in 

particular, were not interested in political involvement. Their everyday life was such a struggle 

that they had no time for anything else. Besides, the centrally-controlled style of 

Boum6dienne's government left no room for political debate. A young woman researcher 
interviewed by Delcroix declared: 

La participation politique consiste A 8tre attentive -, i Nvolution politique de son 
pays. 11 ne in' est pas possible dc participer dircocnicni i un groupc politique 
forinel dans mon pays car I'Etat exerce un dirigisine si important sur la nation 
qu'aucun groupeinent ne peut se iiianifester sans Eire investi par le parti. 

[Delcroix 1986, p 1821 

(Political participation consists in being attentive to thc political evolution of the 
country. It is not possible for me to be directly involved in a forinal political group 
in this country because the state has such a hold over the nation that no group can 
exist without being taken over by the Party. ) 

As we have seen, even the UNFA was not allowed to question government policy. 
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15.9 Conclusions (1965 - 1978) 

The Boum6dienne era was marked by profound economic changes. The industrialisation 

programme, the agrarian reform, the development of education and the nationalisation of major 

sectors of the economy (banking, insurance, oil and gas production) were some of 
Boum6dienne's major achievements. Politicaly, like his predecessor, Boumddienne had to 

mediate with various factions which meant that government policy was often steered towards 

dilution and compromise [Stone 1997, p 53]. On the one hand, Boum6dienne was attempting 

to create a modern economy, which corresponded to the wishes of the educated urban elite, 

on the other, he was cautious not to lose the support of the right wing Islamic traditionalists. In 

economic terms, the modernising process was fully underway. In political and social terms, 

traditions prevailed. This is particularly evident in the government's position regarding women's 

status. The modem socialist state Boum6dienne was trying to establish should have been 

accompanied by a rethinking of the role of Islam and, therefore, of the position of women. 
However, the political discourse only concerned public life and stopped short of entering the 

realms of civil and family life. The main reason for this was the refusal by the government to 

open the debate on religion, which, it was feared, would split the country. Furthermore, this 

was a tactical decision. Keeping women in their traditional roles was giving men some 

reassurance about the future: even if socialism was going to dramatically change the country, 

at least men's position within the household would not be altered. This contradiction within the 

political discourse, embracing modernity at one level, and yet retaining a strong attachment to 

tradition, was at the root of the political problem for women. The consequence was a 
'minorisation' of their status. Any progress for women had to be confined within the boundaries 

of established arabo-Islamic values. As Glendora-Gates concluded in her study of the Algerian 

and Iranian revolutions: 

In 1966, Bouniddienne redefined women's emancipation. It would not be an 
imitation of western women as Algerian society was socialist and Islamic. It would 
also not be an excuse for corrupting society. For hini, women's cillancipation was a 
question of respect for morality. 

lGlendora-Gales PhD 1987, p 114] 

Nevertheless, during Boum6dienne's presidency, girls benefited from the government 

investments in education. Although the target of educating all children aged 6-13 by 1971 was 

not achieved, definite improvements occurred. Efforts to tackle the literacy problems among 

adults, however, had limited success. Women's employment figures did not improve 

substantially in the ten years of Boumddienne's presidency. Some women, with high levels of 

education, had better employment opportunities, but uneducated women were experiencing 

more difficulties finding work. Discrimination was also present in the workplace with women 
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being rarely given the posts corresponding to their experience and qualifications. Although 

better educational opportunities had opened the door to greater work opportunities for women, 
it had not removed all barriers. Furthermore, even if some women had acquired a certain 
degree of autonomy in the public sphere through their work, this was still denied them in their 

private life. Had there been an independent women's movement debating women's issues, the 

situation might have been different. However, the government wanted total control over all 

national organisations. This resulted in the UNFA merely becoming an agent for disseminating 

the Party's propaganda instead of representing women's rights. Once again, this is 

symptomatic of the tensions resulting from the passage from a traditional society to a modem 

state. Urbanisation and industrialisation, two key factors in the development process, were 

taking place but secularisation and popular political participation had not been allowed to 

develop at anything like the same pace. This was, to some extent, due to the precarious 

political situation the government faced and the prevailing anti-colonial feelings. Political 

instability prevented the government from allowing any political debate and genuine popular 

participation. At the same time, the strong anti-colonial feelings precluded any discussion on 

the role of Islam, indeed Boumddienne was hoping to unite the country around its arabo-Islamic 

traditions. Consequently, a political apathy developed in the 1970s among the population. 

This was partly due to the economic success of Boum6dienne's policies supported by the oil 

revenues and partly to the fact that ordinary Algerians were denied any significant political 

voice. The creation of regional and local assemblies (respectively Assembl6es Populaires de 

Krilaya and Assembl&es Populaires Communales) did not result in a democratisation of the 

decision making process. Their function was largely to implement decisions from above and to 

provide a channel for political advancement and mobilisation at local level [Stone 1997, p 54]. It 

is revealing to see what a student had to say about women's role during the debates on the 

National Charter: 

Beaucoup de mentalitds rdtrogrades ne croient pas cn I-a socur-cainarade. C'est 
donc une lutte ain&e quc m6ne la femine... 11 faut dvitcr le fdminisnic. 11 n'y a pas 
de probi6ines sp&ifiquernent fdininins. Certcs les obligations qu'clle rcinplit A 
l'intdrieur du foycr lui rcndent la t5clie lourde pour travaillcr. Cc qu'on dclilande 
c'est I'alldgctncnt dcs structurcs... 

[Godant 1995, p 147J 

(Many backward looking mentalities reject the idea of wonicii as conirade-sisters. 
Therefore, women have to fight a bitter struggle... We inust avoid falling into 
feminism. There are no problems specific to women. Of course, women's 
obligations within the family make it difficult for them to work outside. What we 
are asking for is an improvement of the structures ... ) 

These young girls bom after independence had been influenced by the education they had 

received, emphasising the socialist ideals and the Algerian identity through its language and 

religion. They had not participated in the war and, therefore, had not experienced the changes 
it had brought to women's lives. 
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Another notable feature, during Bourriddienne's presidency, was the absence of the 

Moudjahidate from public life: how could these women accept to step back into their pre-war 

roles? The main reason was that, after the war, their desire for peace and stability was 

paramount. These women had sacrificed years of their lives to the revolution. They wanted to 

return to a 'normal' life. They also believed that their participation in the war had given them 

their rights, they never thought they would have to fight for them again. They had faith in the 

government's promises and hoped that education would give the next generation of women 

more opportunities and a better life. In any case, the Moudjahidate were not a homogeneous 

group, they came from all walks of life and were only united in their fight against colonialism. 

As one of them explained: 

Malgrd notre solidaritd, nous ne formons pas un bloc politique, ct la moindrc 
tentative dc caporalisation a pour effet de ddinobiliscr nombre d'cntre nous... 
aucun groupe, plus ou moins restrcint, ne peut prdtcndrc reprdscnicr I'ensemblc dcs 
moudjahidate. Telles sont nos limites, telle est notre rdilild. 

[Guerroudj 1993, p 140] 

(Despite our solidarity, we do not constitute a political bloc. and the slightest 
attempt at political take over results in demobilising us... no group. small or large, 

can pretend to represent all the moudjahidate. These arc our limits, this is our 
reality. ) 

Boumddienne died unexpectedly in November 1978. Although he had achieved some of his 

economic objectives, he had not succeeded in uniting the country. Factionalism was still 

rampant and the country remained hesitant about its future, torn between the traditionalists and 

the modernists. Keeping women's status fundamentally unchanged was the price he had to 

pay in order to keep the traditionalists on board. Since women did not have any political power, 

they were an easy target. 
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PART 4 
Algeria under Chadli Benjeclid (1979 - 1992) 

16 Political Developments 

16.1 Overview 1979 - 1992 

When President Bourn6dienne died in 1978, there was no consensus on who his successor 

should be. The two contenders, Mohamed Salah Yahlaoui, co-ordinator of the FLN, and 

Abdelaziz Bouteflika, foreign Minister, were brushed aside for Colonel Chadli Benjedid, the 

army's candidate. As with his predecessors, the new President had to play a balancing act 

between the various factions to establish his authority. In order to counterbalance his tentative 

moves towards economic liberalisation which angered the left, he tried to obtain the support of 

the conservatives by further developing the arabisation programme in all areas, including the 

replacement of French speaking government officials by Arab speaking personnel. This, in 

turn created more problems: it alienated the Kabyle population who wanted the recognition of 

their Berber language whilst giving the Islamist conservatives more power and influence. 

In December 1985, the collapse of the oil and gas prices resulted in a sudden and drastic 

reduction of the country's revenues. The economic crisis which followed had dire 

consequences for the poorest sections of the population: ever increasing prices for basic 

commodities, food shortages and high unemployment. The government was unable to contain 

the mounting dissension which culminated in the riots of October 1988 brutally supressed by 

the security forces who had been ordered to fire on the crowds. This was the most significant 

upheaval since Algerian independence and a turning point in the country's history. It 

permanently altered the role of the FLN and its relationship to the regime and finally demolished 

the myth of the military as the honourable guarantor of the revolution [Stone 1997, jo 66]. It has 

been suggested that Chadli's opponents had taken advantage of the popular unrest to try and 

force the government to abandon its programme of reforms [ibid, p 67]. Whatever the causes, 

the outcome was the end of the FLN monopoly of power and the introduction of multi-party 

politics. 

During Chadli Benjedid government, the question of women's role in society was finally settled 

with a Family Code adopted in 1984 despite vehement protests from women. The introduction 

of multi-party politics opened new horizons for women who were able to create a number of 

associations to continue the fight for the recognition of their rights. However, the political 

unrest which followed the rise of radical Islamist groups threw the country into a civil war from 

which it has not yet fully emerged. 
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16.2 Family Codes of 1981 and 1984 

16.2.1 The Algerian Code in the Maghreb context 

Before looking at the 1981 and 1984 Algerian Codes it is important to understand why any 

attempts at modemising this particular area of law have been met with such resistance in most 

Muslim countries and how the two neighbouring Maghreb countries, Tunisia and Morocco, have 

dealt with the question of family laws. Jurisprudence in Muslim countries is, to a greater or 

lesser extent, based on the Shari'a (revealed law) found in the body of texts constituted by the 

Quean (divine revelations), the Sunna (practice of the Prophet) and the Hadiths (orally 

transmitted thoughts, decisions, actions and sayings of the Prophet). To ensure the viability of 

the Shad'a for all times and societies, the principle of ijtihad (interpretation or independent 

reasoning) has been applied by Muslim jurists to adapt the law to societal changes [Mir- 

Hosseini 1993, p 5]. Over time, certain aspects of the Shari'a were altogether abandoned, such 

as commercial codes and state organisation. At the turn of the 20th century, modemist 

legislation was introduced in many Muslim countries, but the area of family law remained the 

last bastion of Islamic law. 95 Mir-Hosseini, in her comparative study of family laws in Iran and 

Morocco, gives three main reasons for this: the wealth of texts in this particular area, the fact 

that family laws were deemed to be less significant politically and, therefore, the belief that they 

could be left to the religious scholars, thus avoiding direct conflicts with them [W-Hosseini 

1993, p 12]. Beck & Keddie, in their book 'Women in the Muslim World', put forward another 

reason which probably also influenced governments: 

Changing commercial and civil codes was of obvious advantage to increasingly 
powerful bourgeois and governmental classes. and often a prerequisite, along with 
criminal code changes, to throwing off Western extra-tcrrilorial privileges, whereas 
the rcfonn of personal status codes appears to niany men not as in advantage but as 
a loss of rights and powcrs, and if they believe the folklore of their society, an 
encouragement to inarital infidelity and sexual freedom for women. 

[Beck & Keddie 1978, p 281 

Whatever the reasons, family laws have remained the battle ground between traditionalists, 

who want a strict application of the Shari'a in order to protect the family, seen as the most 
important social institution, and modernists who consider the Shari'a's family laws to be 
incompatible with a modem society. Both Tunisia and Morocco introduced new Family Codes 

soon after their independence from France. For Algeria, however, although a commission was 

set up to study the question as early as in 1963 (see section 14.2.2) it was not until 1984 that a 

Family Code was finally promulgated (see section 16.2). It is probable that the eight dreadful 

95 Except In Turkey where a civil code, based an the Swiss civil code, was introduced in 1926. 
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years of war the country had to endure to obtain its independence affected the way the new 
society saw its future. The backlash resulting from the colonial powers' systematic attempts at 
'de-culturalisation' (which became so evident during the war) lead many Algerians to believe 
that returning to the 'ideal Muslim society' of the time of the Prophet was the only way to regain 
their cultural identity. Other factors also influenced the government. Charrad, in her 

comparative study of the Family Codes in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, emphasised the 
importance of the old kinship or tribal allegiances whose social organisation followed the Maliki 
Mathhab96. After independence, the new governments of the three Maghreb countries were 
influenced in their choice of Family Codes by the extent to which the old traditional ties had 

survived. In Tunisia's case, the tribal structures and their social organisation had been 

extremely weakened. It was, therefore, possible for the government, supported by a political 
elite already freed from its tribal solidarities, to establish a new social order. Hence, a Family 
Code which, as we will see, distanced itself quite considerably from the Maliki Mathhab. In 
Morocco, the situation was quite different. Traditional tribal communities, especially in rural 
areas, still had a considerable political influence at the time of independence. The new 

government needed their support and, consequently, could not afford to introduce important 
legal changes. The Moroccan Family Code, as will be shown, remained quite faithful to the 
Maliki precepts. In Algeria, by contrast, the situation at the end of the war was complex. The 

elite were split between traditionalists, strongly supported by the old local solidarities and 
modernists eager to establish a new social order. The government wavered for 20 years before 

taking a decision. By then, a third force had entered the political scene: the Islamic revivalists. 
They were to influence greatly the government's decision regarding Family Laws. This will 
explain the timid departures of the 1984 Family Code from the Maliki Mathhab. After 
independence, the three Maghreb countries chose different paths to redefine their family laws. 
These choices resulted from diverging political interests which either tried to strengthen old 
tribal solidarities or sought to replace them with a strong nation state. As Charrad concluded: 

... le droit de la fainille a scrvi d'instruinent de changcnient social en Tunisie, ... a 
contribud A un dquilibre politique au Maroc, cl ... a did Yotage de clivagcs et 
divisions cntre dlitcs en Algdric pour Eire ensuitc mcrifid -, 'i la mcnacc islmniquc. 

[Charrad 1996, p 28] 

( ... family laws have served as an instrument of social change in Tunisia, ... have 
contributed to a political equilibrium in Morocco, and ... have fallcii hostage to the 
divisions between the elite in Algeria, only to be later sacrificed to (lie Islamic 
threat. ) 

In order to put into context the Algerian Family Code, it is important to outline the main features 

of the Tunisian and Moroccan Codes which had been promulgated in the late 1950s. Tunisia 

promulgated its Family Code on August 13th 1956. The main points of the new legislation were 

96 The Sunni Muslim jurists created four Schools, each emphasising different aspects of the Sharra. The Maliki Mathhab Is 
one of the four Sunni Schools. 
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as follows: a minimum marrying age was stipulated: 18 for boys and 15 for girls. Polygamy 

was abolished since it was deemed impossible for the husband to treat all his wives equally (a 

condition prescribed in the QuiJan). Divorce pronounced by a judge was the only legal way of 
ending a marriage. Both husband and wife could start the legal procedure and damages could 
be awarded by the judge to compensate for the prejudice caused. Consequently, the right for 
the man to repudiate his wife without having to give any reason was abolished. A dowry was to 
be given by the husband to his future wife, but no maximum limit was specified. The wife was 
invited to contribute to the household expenses if she had her own income. Matrimonial 

constraint was removed and the girl had to give her consent in person. The question of the 

marriage between a Muslim woman and a non Muslim men (which is not allowed by Muslim 

law) was not dealt with, leaving it to the interpretation of the judge. According to Borrmans, in 

practice it was illegal. A new law passed on March 4t" 1958 made adoption legal [BorTmans 

1977, pp 294-324]. As we can see, the Tunisian Code distanced itself quite significantly from 

the Maliki Mathhab. The most controversial aspects being the abolition of matrimonial 

constraint for the girl, polygamy and repudiation. The legalisation of adoption came a few 

years later. These were total departures from the traditional Maliki Mathhab. The essence of 
the Tunisian Family Code was odginally inspired by the controversial book 'Notre femme dans 

la loi et dans la SoCi6t6,97 written by the Tunisian al-TAhir al-Haddad and published in 1930 

[Boi7mans 1977, p 323]. By 1956, the Tunisian society had evolved. It was no longer 

dominated by the old community networks and a fairly large middle-class group was now in 

favour of change. Bourguiba was also seen as a charismatic figure and father of the anti- 

colonial revolution. His championing of the cause also helped to reduce the opposition to the 

new Family Code from the more tradional elements of society. As Borrmans concluded, the 

Tunisian Family Code was derived from a new vision: 

... inoins expliciteinent religieuse niais fidele reflei d'unc dvoltition dcs illocurs, oü 
le souci priinordial [dtaitl de garantir ä la femme totis les droits ct iotis Ics devoirs 
qu'elle reconnait ä l'Itomme, en ii18ine leinps. 

[Borrmans 1977, p 323] 

(... less explicitly religious but mirroring a social evolution. in which the guiding 
principle was the recognition of the sarne rights and dutics for wonicii as for inen. ) 

Bourguiba left cerlain 'grey areas' in the law, probably out of political astuteness, knowing that 

the Family Code had started a process of modemisation which could only move forward. In 

time, it would be completed by new legislation in response to the evolution of the society. 
Indeed, significant innovations were to be introduced in the years following the promulgation of 
the Family Code: as mentioned earlier, adoption was made legal in 1958; the sale of 

contraceptives became legal in 1961, a new minimum marrying age was set in 1964 (20 for 

boys and 17 for girls); 1965 saw the legalisation of abortion (within certain conditions); and a 

97 Our women in law and society. 
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law introduced in 1968 brought equal treatment for both men and women adulterers (five year 
imprisonment and a 500 dinar fine for both partners in the adulterous relationship) [Borrmans 
1977, pp 356-359]. 

By contrast, the Moroccan legislation was much less daring. The first part of the Moroccan 

Family Code was published on November 22nd 1957. By February 201h 1958, all aspects of 

family laws had been revised and the Family Code was completed. It is interesting that a 

definition of marriage was included (which did not appear in the Tunisian Code). Article 1 

stipulated that: 

Le mariage est un contrat Idgal par lequel un honune et une femine s'unissent en 
vue d'une vie conjugale conumune et durable. 11 a pour but la vie dans la fiddliti, la 
puretd et le ddsir de procrdation par la fondation, sur dcs bases stables et sous la 
direction du mari, d'un foyer pennettant aux dpowx de faire face -, 'I Icurs obligations 
r6ciproques dans la sdcuritd, la paix, I'affection ct le respccl multicl. 

[Borrmans 1977, pp 197,1981 

(Marriage is a legal contract between a man and a wonian for the purpose of a 
common and durable marital life. Its aim is to create a stable relationship under 
the guidance of the husband, based on fidelity, purity and the desire to procreate. 
This secure relationship made up of affection and mutual respect will cliable both 
spouses to face up to their reciprocal obligations. ) 

This definition was indeed very close to the traditional Muslim concept of marriage: a legal 

contract between a man and a woman in view of procreation, under the guidance of the 
husband. A compulsory dowry, also an essential element in Mulsim law, was included as part 

of the marriage contract but no maximum amount was specified. A minimum marrying age 

was introduced: 18 for boys and 15 for girls. The traditional husband's right to unilateral 

repudiation was maintained under certain conditions, but the husband had to give his wife 'un 

don de consolation' (a compensatory gift). Both husband and wife could initiate a divorce. The 

Moroccan Family Code departed from the Maliki tradition by abolishing the principle of 

matrimonial constraint for the girl, except if the girl had had a 'licentious behaviour, in which 

case the judge had the right to force her to marry. Polygamy was allowed as long as the 

husband could treat all his wives equitably. The Justice Minister commenting on polygamy 
declared: 

... on sait que l'Islam ne la permet qu'A certaines conditions qu'il cst difTicilc, voire 
impossible m8me, de rdaliscr pleinement... d6s que l'on a simpIcnicnt quelclue 
crainte de ne pouvoir Etre dquitable, la polygamie cst intuditc. 

[Borrmans 1977, p 233] 

(... as we know, Islam only allows it under certain conditions which are difficult, 
not to say impossible, to fully comply with... as soon as there is the slightest doubt 
as to the ability to be equitable, polygamy is forbidden. ) 
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The Moroccan Code also allowed the first wife to include a clause in her marriage contract 
forbidding her husband from taking a second wife, made it compulsory for the second wife to 
be informed of her marital situation and allowed the first wife to take her case to court if she felt 
she had suffered a prejudice by her husband taking a second wife. As we can see, the 
Moroccan Code, although innovative in certain areas, had remained fairly close to the 
traditional Maliki Mathhab. 

The study of the main aspects of the Tunisain and Moroccan Codes provides a useful backdrop 

to the debates on the Family Code which took place in Algeria in 1981 and 1984. 

16.2.2 Analysis of the Algerian Codes of 1981 and 1984 

After years of discussions and numerous abortive attempts at producing a Family Code, Chadli 

Benjedid's cabinet approved, on September 29"' 1981, a draft project of Personal Status98. Its 

aim was to 'fill the judicial void' created since 1975 when it was decided that all previous 

colonial laws would be abrogated. The magazine Algdrie Actualit6 welcomed this initiative as 

an attempt to bring legislation in line with the changes which had occurred in society. It 

declared that the Muslim Laws used to resolve legal cases relating to family matters, such as 

marriage, divorce and inheritance, were: 

ddpask, inop&ant, voire m8ine anachronique. 

[A IgMe A clttaliiý no. 832 -ýePt 24'h-30'h 1981, p 41 

( outdated, ineffective or even anachronistic) 

The new legislation was, therefore, seen as a positive step, as long as: 

... il se fonde sur les rdalitds nationales en proposant mic solution jusic, en 
confonni(d avcc les textes fondamentaux du pays, aux grands proWnics actuels: 
divorce, garde dcs cnfants, pension alimentaire, succcssions. adoption. travail de 
Npouse, etc ... 

[ibid] 

(... it [wasl based on national realities, proposing adequate solutions. in compliance 
with the country's fundamental tcxts, to the present problems: divorce, children's 
custody, maintenance, inheritance, adoption, women's Nvork. etc ... ) 

The draft Family Code of 1981 was withdrawn by President Chadli Benjedid on January 24th 
1982, after months of protests by Algerian women (see section 16.3). The President declared, 

at the time, that the debate on the Family Code was going to be extended and a National 

98 Although the government chose to name the document 'Personal Status project', it was in fact a Family Code, regulating 
all aspects of family life, from marriage to inheritance. It will, therefore, be referred to as the 1981 Family Code. 
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Commission was going to be formed with representatives from political, religious and judicial 
bodies, psychologists, sociologists and members of the women's organisation (UNFA). After 

years of speculations and unrest, the new version of the Family Code was adopted on June 

gthl 984. 

It is important to compare the most significant articles in each of the two versions of the Family 

Code in order to analyse the changes in the government's thinking regarding family laws and to 

evaluate the impact, if any, of the women's protests of the early 1980s. This analysis will 

enable us to see if, by withdrawing the 1981 draft proposal, the government's intention was to 

take into account the women demonstrators' demands, or if it simply tried to defuse the 

situation by postponing the adoption of the new legislation. 

Vandevelde, in her analysis of the 1981 and 1984 Family Codes [Maghreb Machrek no. 97, 

July / September 1962, pp 39-54 and no. 107, January / March 1965, pp 52-64J described both 

texts as patriarchal, based on judicial inequality and inspired by the Muslim law. Knauss 

confirmed this interpretation and declared: 

The Code is patriarchal in content, tone and legal application. 

[Knauss 1987, p 137] 

This will become evident in the analysis of the two documents99. Article 1 of the 1981 Code 

describes marriage as: 

... un contrat passd entre un hon-une ct unc feinine dans Ics fornics Idgales. dans le 
but de procr6er ct de fonder unc famille basdc sur I'affcclion ct la mansudludc. 

40] 

( ... a legal contract between a inan and a woman intended for procreation and the 
creation of a family based on affection and understanding. ) 

In article 4 of the 1984 version, 'procreation' as the main purpose of marriage has been 

removed and instead, marriage is described as having amongst other aims: 

... de fondcr une fainille basde sur l'affection, la manstidtude ei I'ciitr. iide, de 
prot6ger moralement les deux conjoints ei de prdserver les liens de famille. 

[p4] 

(... to create a family based on affection, understanding and mutual licip in order to 
give moral support to (lie husband and wife and preserve family tics. ) 

99 The articles of the 1981 Family Code quoted are those studied by Vandevelde [Maghreb Machrek no. 97 July / 
September 1982]. The text of the 1984 Family Code used here is the one published in the newspaper El Moudiahid on 
June 21P-23r4 1984. 
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The addition of the principle of 'mutual help and support' is a positive step. The change of 
emphasis regarding procreation can be interpreted as a sign of the government's new stance 

on birth control. In view of the extremely high birth rate (in 1984, it was still 40 per 

thousandlOO), the government had decided to introduce a family planning programme as part of 

the 1980-1984 five year plan. The same interpretation may also apply to the change made to 

the legal marrying age. From 16 for girls and 18 for boys, in the 1981 Code, it was brought 

to18 and 21 respectively in the 1984 version. However, the judge could still grant a special 

dispensation (article 7). 

Regrettably, the rest of the modifications between the two Family Codes, give a far less 

optimistic view of the future position of women within the Algerian society. In fact, the 

patriarchal nature of the Code is often reinforced in the 1984 version. 

Regarding marriage regulations, both Codes state that the presence of the two future spouses 

is not necessary, a representative can act on their behalf, but more importantly the presence of 

the matrimonial guardian of the gid (usually her father) is one of the legal requirements without 

which the marriage will be declared null and void. Moreover, the responsibility of marrying a 

woman resides with her guardian (articles 6&8 1981,9 & 11 1984). This implies that a woman 
is not considered an independent adult, even when she has reached the legal marrying age. 

Furthermore, the father or guardian can refuse to give his consent if he considers that the 

choice of prospective husband would not be beneficial to the girl or her family (article 10 1981, 

12 1984). Although matrimonial constraint is theoretically abolished by the Codes, in practice, 
the woman is still very much under the tutelage of her father / guardian until she marries. She 

then becomes her husband's responsibility since he has to provide for her maintenance (article 

32 1981,37 1984). This position of minor is reinforced by the fact that children's maintenance 
is the responsibility of the father until the boys have reached their majority and the girls get 

married (article 64 1981,75 1984). Not only has the father sole responsibility for the children, 

which puts the mother is an inferior position within the couple, but girls remain under his 

tutelage until they marry, which means that even when they have reached their legal majority, 

they still depend on their father. Messaoudi, in her book'Une Alg6rienne debout"01 concluded: 

Dans ce Code, les feiiiiiies aigdriciiiies n'existent ddsoriii: iis (lWen lant que lilles 
de", "ni&es de", "epouses de". Elles ne sont pas des individus ä part entiäre. 

[Afessaou& 1995, p 97] 

(According to this Family Code, Algerian women are only recognised as -daughters 
of', "mothers of', "wives of'. They are not individuals in their own right. ) 

100 [Office National des Stads6ques Numdro Spdcial 35 Rdtrospective 1962-1991. p 2. ] 
101 'An Algerian woman still standing up' 
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The dowry. which many people were hoping to see disappear or at least reduced to a token, is 

maintained as a legal condition of marTiage (article 6 1981,14 1984). The husband has to give 

the dowry to his wife who can then use it as she pleases. No maximum amount is prescribed 

which shows the total disregard for the UNFA's relentless campaign against exorbitant levels of 

dowry. 

Both Codes make polygamy a legal right for the husband, with a maximum of four wives (as 

allowed by the Quean). but on the condition that the husband can treat all four wives equitably 

(articlel 1 1981,8 1984). Whereas in the 1981 version, the husband had to provide separate 

accommodation for his wives (article 32), this is no longer the case in the 1984 version. The 

woman can include a cJause against polygamy in the marriage contract (article 5 1981,19 

1984). but, one can imagine that many girls would not be aware of this right. Furthermore, 

even if they include such a clause, their only recourse, if this clause is not respected by the 

husband. is to ask for divorce. The 1984 version extends the right to include a clause in the 

marriage contract for the husband. The intention behind this new clause is to give the husband 

equal rights. 

In all the previous draft Family Codes, the question of polygamy had always been a major 

cause of disagreement between the traditionalists and the modernists. The argument was not 

due to the fact that polygamy was on the increase, quite the contrary: out of 1,000 married 

men, the percentages of polygamous marriages were 64% in 1911,30% in 1948,20% in 1954, 

18% in 1966 and 13% in 1970 [Khodia 1965, p 53]. For the modernists and for many women, 

particularly those who demonstrated against the 1981 Family Code, polygamy was considered 

a degrading and outdated practice. The UNFA repeatedly demanded its abolition. However, 

for the traditionalists, it represented a symbol of the Islamic culture, to be defended at all costs. 

During the debates which took place in the preparatory commission of the Code, the group of 

ulamas declared: 

Prcndrc position en favcur de la polyginlic. c'cst choisir la voic du recouvrcilient de 
nos valcurs. 

[Saadi 1991, p 54] 

(In fa% ouring pol) gamy. %%c arc heading towards the rcinforcing of our in. ditional 
values. ) 

This shows the attachment of the traditionalists to archaic principles, even when they had been 

virtually abandoned by society. Just as during colonial times the French authorities focussed 

their attacks on certain aspects of Muslim traditions (polygamy and the weadng of the veil were 

two of them). the traditionalists made polygamy a question of principle and continued to see its 

abolition as an incursion of Western culture into Algerian society. A view not shared by other 
Muslim countries. such as Tunisia which abolished polygamy in 1956. 
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The patriarchal foundation of both Codes is particularly explicit in the outline of the 

responsibilities and duties between husband and wife. It is the husband's duty to provide for 

the financial maintenance of his wife (article 32 1981). However, an important omission has 

been made in the 1984 version: the maintenance is to be provided within the limits of the 
husband's financial means, but no longer taking into account the wife's social background 

(article 32 1981,37 1984). Article 33 of the 1981 version declares that the husband cannot 
forbid his wife from visiting and receiving her parents, managing freely her own property and 

working outside the home. However, certain conditions regulate the woman's right to work: she 

must have worked before her marTiage or have obtained permission, from her husband, to work 

after the marriage, or have included a clause in the marriage contract giving her the right to 

take up work outside her home. The wording of the equivalent arlicle (38) in the 1984 version 
is quite different: 

L'6pousc a le droit de visiter ses parents prohiMs cl dc les recevoir conforni6inent 
aux usages et aux coutumes. disposer dc scs biens; en toutc libcrt6. 

[p4] 

(17he mife lus the right to visit her prohibited parents. rccci%, c them according to tile 
usual pr-actices and customs and dispose frecly of hcr own property. ) 

Even though the wording was changed and the wife now has the right to visit and receive her 

family (whereas before the husband could not forbid her), this right is now limited to the 

prohibited family members (the immediate relatives whom she is prohibited from marryingIn. 
This. in fact. reduces the woman's right to meet with her relatives. Furthermore, work is not 

mentioned. which leads to the conclusion that work is no longer a right for married women. Her 

only recourse is presumably to add a clause in the marriage contract. 

Apart from the woman's duty to bring up her children, articles 34 (1981) and 39 (1984) state 
that she has to obey her husband and show him the respect owed to him as head of the 

household as well as to his parents and relatives. The articles relating to the relationship 
between husband and wife show that the authority of the husband over his wife is total. No 

mention is made of mutual respect between the two. The wife is completely dependent on her 

husband. Her status of minor until her marriage continues throughout her married life. The 

Family Codes of 1981 and 1984 make no allowance for the changes which had taken place in 

the social structure since independence. The customs which existed in the traditional extended 

patriarchal family have been kept, even though evidence showed that more and more couples, 
especially in urban areas. lived in a nuclear family structure and the wife often had to go out to 

102 The 'prohJ)I*d' famdy member3 are: maternal and paternal uncle, nephew, half brother and step father, mothees rust 
husband. son in law, husband's son from a previous marriage... [p 55] 
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work to support her family. The fact that improvements in the educational provisions had given 

girls more opportunities to enter the job market is also ignored. Furthermore, the statement 

that 'all citizens are equal', present in both Constitution and National Charter is completely 

disregarded. 

The Codes' regulations regarding divorce procedures reinforce the inequality between men and 

women. In the 1981 version. divorce by mutual consent is not recognised and article 43 states 

that: 

--- le divorce est dc la facul 16 exclusivc du mari. 

[p 43] 

( the husband lus cxclusi%-c right to divorcc. ) 

This is. in fact. the right of repudiation (allowed by the Quran) which the UNFA had so 

vehemently opposed for years. Possibly to moderate this, the Code requires the divorce to be 

granted by a judge who ran decide, if the husband has abused his right to divorce, to award 

damages to the wife and grant her the right to keep the marital home. As Vandevelde noted, it 

is very unlikely that the husband will be found guilty, which leaves the woman without resources 

and accommodation [Maghreb Machrek no. 97, July/ September 1982, p 43]. 

Article 45 of the 1981 Code lists the specific cases when a woman can ask for divorce. These 

are: if the husband does not provide maintenance for his wife, if he is absent from the marital 

home for more than a year, if there has been a legal condemnation pronounced against the 

husband or it he has some disability, if the husband refuses to share the marital bed for more 

than four months, if he denies his wife the right to visit her relatives and manage her own 

property. Although it is not explicitly mentioned, one can assume that another case which 

would allow a woman to ask for divorce is if her husband does not respect a clause included in 

the marriage contract. Article 46 gives the woman the right to 'buy back' her freedom, by 

relinquishing her right to the marital home and maintenance. This type of divorce by 

compensation had never been included in any of the previous draft Family Codes fibid, pp 

43,441. 

In the 1984 version (article 48), divorce occurs: 

... par la %olontd de I'dpoux, par consentcmcni muluel des deux dpou. \ ou A la 
detwindc de I'dpousc dans [a limitc dcs cas pr&vus aux ariiclcs 53 et -5)4. 

1p41 

(... by the uill of the husband, by mutual consent of the spotises or by rcquest of the 
uife uithin the limits of the cases listed in articles 53 and 54. ) 
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The reintroduction of divorce by mutual consent is a positive move, establishing husband and 

wife as equal partners capable of coming to a mutual agreement. However, the right of 

repudiation is still present and although a judge may grant damages to the wife (if it is 

established that the husband has abused his right to divorce), these damages do not include 

the marital home. This has serious consequences for women who could suddenly find 

themselves having to return to their parents' home, or find their own accommodation. In view 

of the terrible shortage of accommodation, women were more than likely going to find 

themselves without a home, reduced to live in a hostel or in the street. This constitutes a real 

threat for many women: according to El Moudjahid, in 1987-1988, the number of divorces by 

mutual consent was 10,762, whereas the number of divorces by repudiation was 18,652 Fin 

Daoud 1993, p 181]. The 1984 Code, by not even granting the possibility for the woman of 

retaining her accommodation in case of repudiation, establishes a flagrant inequality between 

men and women and puts many women in real danger. 

The special circumstances which allow a woman to ask for divorce are the same as in the 1981 

Code. except that another case has been added (article 53): 

Pour toutc fluic ininioralc gm%-cincnt riprilicrisibic d(ablic. 

[p4] 

(For any established gravc unacccptablc moral misconduct. ) 

This is so vague that it will be up to the judge to decide what fits into this category. It does not 

give women sufficient protection against violence or adultery. 

Finally, as in the 1981 version, the woman can 'buy back' her freedom, but this time, as well as 

losing her right to maintenance and accommodation, she also has to pay back a sum of money 

which can, at the most, be equivalent to the dowry she received (article 54). 

In case of divorce. the mother has custody of the children and the father must provide 

accommodation and maintenance for his children (articles 52,61 and 64 1981,72 and 75 

1984). If the husband dies, the mother has custody of her children as long as the father has not 

specified a legal guardian in his will. The judge may also decide that the mother is incapable of 

looking after her children (articles 76 and 81 1981,87 and 92 1984). However, the father 

remains the legal guardian of his children in all cases. This means that his signature and 

approval are required for all official documents. This caused many problems for divorced 

women. Algdrie Actualit6 reported the case of a divorcee who had been given custody of her 

children. but who could not take her daughter, who was still a minor, out of the country without 

her husband's authorisation. And yet. the husband had never shown any interest in his children 

or paid any maintenance. The article concluded that, in practice, the mother did not really have 
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custody of her children [Alg&* Actual#6 no. 1215 January 260-February 18' 1989, p 3]. In 

other cases, mothers could not register their children in a new school because they could not 
trace their divorced husband and, therefore, could not obtain his signature. 
The question of adoption also caused serious problems. Both Codes prohibited adoption 
(articles 42 1981.46 1984). as prescribed In the Quean. Articles 105 of the 1981 Code and 116 

of the 1984 version allow a person to look after an abandoned child, but the natural parents 
have the right to take away the child at any point, although the 1984 Code requires a judge's 

authorisation (articles 114 1981,124 1984). Despite the large number of abandoned children, 
the determination to comply with the prescriptions of the Quran is an indication of the hold the 

conservatives had over the government. Most of these children were abandoned because their 

mothers, usually minors and unmarried, had nowhere to go and no means of subsistence. In 

the Algiers conurbation, there were 20 times more children bom from single mothers in 1989 

than in 1969 and 90% of these babies were abandoned [Algdfie ActualN no. 1242 August P- 

e 1989, p 171. According to the Ministry of Health's estimations, there were 120,000 

abandoned children in 1990 [Saad 1991, p 129]. The fact that potential adoptive couples had 

to live with the threat of seeing their child removed from them at any time would have 

dissuaded many from contemplating adoption. Furthermore, even when a child was 'looked 

after' by a family. he/she could not take the name of the couple and could not receive any 
inheritance. As Messaoudi noted, the government did not adhere so stringently to the Quean in 

all domains. Charging interest on loans (which is forbidden in the Quean) became legal after a 
fatwa was produced to this effect PWessaoudi 1995, p 1001. 

The inequality between men and women in the Family Codes is also apparent in the fact that a 

Muslim man can marTy a non Muslim, but a Muslim woman is not allowed to marry a non 

Muslim (articles 27 1981,31 1984). This follows the precepts of the Quean which also 

underwrite the inheritance regulations: a male heir Is entitled to twice the amount a female heir 

can receive (articles 172 1981,172 1984) and a widow Is entitled to an eighth of her husband's 

inheritance, whereas a widower is entitled to a quarter (articles 136 1981,146 1984). The 

Shad'a, Islamic law, has been one of the main bases of the Family Codes and article 222 of the 

1984 version states that any circumstances not covered by the present law will be dealt with 

according to the Shari'a'. 

After analysing the details of the 1981 and 1984 Family Codes, it is clear that the government 

did not take into account the demands of the women who demonstrated against the draft 

proposal of 1981 (a detailed study of the women' s demonstrations is done in section 16.3). In 

the 1984 version, polygamy and repudiation are maintained, the woman is still treated as a 

minor throughout her life and the Inequality between men and women Is perpetuated. 
Moreover. many of the changes made to the 1981 Family Code further reduce women's rights: 

no explicit protection of the right to work, loss of accommodation for the woman in case of 
divorce and limitations to the right of visits to her relatives. It is clear that the government 
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chose to appease the traditionalists by enacting a Family Code entirely based on a rigid 
interpretation of the Muslim law and the patriarchal family ethos with little regard for the pledge 
to equality between all citizens contained in both the Constitution and the National Charter. By 
doing so, the government was also disregarding the changes which had occurred in society: 
development of education for giris and rising expectations of women in terms of employment, 
changes within the family structure (where couples often lived in a nuclear family, particularly In 

urban centres). After nearly 20 years of hesitation, the government, once again, chose to 

sactifice women. 

16.23 Debates around the 1994 Family Code 

One only has to look at the debates which took place around the 1981 Family Code to realise 
that the National Assembly (APN) included some members who were not prepared to allow any 

deviations from the Muslim law and were even following a very narrow interpretation of the 

scriptures. Deputy Abada, for instance. declared that the objection to polygamy on the ground 

that no husband could treat all his wives equitably (as prescribed in the Quean) was in fact 

contrary to the Prophet's own attitude towards his wives. He said: 

... 
Ic Prophkte lui-mime ... n="ssait sa prdfdrence pour Aicha. Interdire la 

polygamie ýqui%uut ä s'opposer au comportement mdme du Prophete. 

[A IgMe Actualiti no. 847 Jan 14'*-2e 1982, p 91 

(... the Prophet himself 
... admitted his preference for Aicha. To forbid polygamy 

%ould be equi%-aknt to contradicting the Prophet's own behaviour. ) 

Another MP. Mr Cheurfi spoke in favour of a father having the right to impose his choice of 

husband on his daughter 

Le p&c a des droits sur sa filic, donc son choix doit 8tre rcspect6 et la fille s'y 
sounicttrc. 

[ibid] 

(The father has certain rights over his daughter, therefore, his choice must be 
respected and his daughter must accept it. ) 

There was much resistance within the government to produce progressive family legislation. In 

fact, immediately after the withdrawal of the 1981 Family Code, the government was 

unrepentant. defending the text and explaining the reasons behind some of the more 

controversial aspects in an article in the magazine R6volution Africaine'03. According to this 

article, only some elements of the proposed legislation were contested. Polygamy was one of 

103 R6vokAion Akvmw vas conMAed by the govenwr*N wW &hied at Wea&V the governnwit's viem abroad. 
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them. It was pointed out that. as well as being allowed by the Muslim law, polygamy was 
necessitated by: 

des maladies s*ifiques qui atteignent les fcmmes et la stdrilitd pour certaines. 

[Rivolulion Africaine no. 936 January 29h-February 4L4 1982, p 17] 

( specific illnesses A hich affect women and in the case of sterile women. ) 

Furthermore. R was stressed that the judge had to authorise each case of polygamy. 

Futhermore, since the conditions were very strict and difficult to achieve, in particular the 

requirement of providing separate accommodation for each wife, polygamy was made virtually 

impossible. 

The marTiage regulations were presented as perfectly acceptable since: 

... wW le pirt peut intcrdire i sa fille de sc inaricr s'il jugc dc son incompatibiliti. 
(sic) 

[ibid] 

(... only the father can forbid his daughter from marrying (somconc) he considcrs 
unsuitable. ) 

After all, the gid's rights were safe since in the last resort: 

si toutcs Ics conditions sont rdunics, Ic jugc pourra trancher ct consacrer l'union. 

[ibid] 

(... if all the conditions are met, the judge will be able to settle the dispute and 
pcrfomi the marriage. ) 

As far as divorce was concerned, the fact that it was described as Ihe husband's right' was not 

really a problem since the judge had to pronounce the divorce and could grant the wife the right 

to keep the couple's accommodation. The article concluded that: 

Lc statut. scion cc qui est 6crit. tient comptc dcs mutations intcrvenucs dans la 
sockti en recourant i un important cffort d'ititerprdtation qui West pas contraire 
awx prescriptions du Coran ... 

[ibid] 

(rhe Personal Status (document), as it stands, takes into account the changes which 
have occurred in society, making a substantial effort of interpretation of the Quean 

without going against its prescriptions. ) 

These comments only serve to reinforce the impression that the government was not really 

prepared to take any radical action regarding family laws. However, one has to consider 

another factor which explains the fact that the Family Code, implemented in 1984, further 
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reduced women's rights. In the early 1980s the government had to contend with a serious 

challenge to its authority: the violent actions of Islamic revivalists (study of this movement is 

done in section 16.4.1). To avoid a confrontation with the Islamists, the government chose to 

appease them by enacting a regressive Family Code, disregarding its rhetoric in the 

Constitution. thereby. losing an opportunity to introduce within the law some of the changes 

which had taken place in society. As Knauss concluded: 

Mic government had shown itself to be rcsilient, clever, and co-optivc by 

withdra%ing the code and then m-ising it. The government had demonstrated that 
it was the final arbiter on family matters, depriving conservative religious leaders 

and feminists %ho %ould have seen the Family Code as their prerogative. 
Funhcrmorc, by making the Family Code of 1984 the law of the land4 the Bcnjedid 

government for a tinic appeased the growing Muslim movements with a code that 
was essentially traditionalist and patriarclul. 

[Knauss 1992. p 166] 

16.3 Women's protests against the 1981 Family Code 

16.3.1 The years of gestation of the independent women's movement (1977 - 1980) 

The women's demonstrations which took place in 1981 against the draft Family Code were 

more than just a sudden reaction to the new legislation. They were the public vocalisation of 

years of debates and discussions which had taken place since 1977 amongst urban educated 

working women. particularly in the Higher Education sector. It is important to follow the path 

which led to these demonstrations in order to understand the profound changes which took 

place in the early 1980s amongst educated working women in urban Algeria. At the beginning, 

the movement was fragmented and sometimes divided, particularly on the question of whether 

to involve national organisations such as the UGTA104 or the UNFA105 or to act totally 

independently. Nevertheless, the crucial factor was that, for the first time, groups of Algerian 

women were opening a public debate - first on women's issues and on general political 

questions later on. This was a new development and a turning point in the history of Algerian 

women. 

The first women's group was set up in October 1977 at the University of Oran. It was centred 

around a seminar for students preparing their Masters and resulted in the organisation of a two 

day open debate on the theme 'The situation of women in Algeria'. A year later, in November 

1978, at Algiers University, groups of women lecturers circulated a petition demanding equal 

treatment with their male counterparts regarding accommodation. These women were 

104 Union Gdn&W dn Travailbeurs Aýý (the national wo(kers' union) 
105 Union Nabonsic do* Femmes Alg&iennes (the nafioný women's organisation) 
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objecting to the fact that single women lecturers were housed In shared rooms in halls of 
residence for students whereas single men were entitled to their own accommodation [Sou'al 

no. 4 November 1983, pp 128,129). 

In February 1979, the newspaper El Moudjahid announced that a government commission had 

been set up to prepare the draft of the new Family Code. As a response, discussion groups 

were set up amongst working women in various sectors and in particular at the University of 

Algiers. However. the UGTA tried to take control of the movement. The University branch of 

the UGTA rejected the principle that women should elect their own representatives on the 

University working party. Their main objection was that once elected, these representatives 

might start to question certain aspects of the Union policy [Sou'al no. 4 November 1983, p 1301. 

It seems that the UGTA also feared that the women's movement might become too powerful if 

it were allowed to gain public recognition. This became apparent on March 8th 1979 when the 

UGTA refused to let women use their congress room in Algiers for the meetings organised to 

celebrate International Women's day. This meant that only 200 women could attend the 

meeting whilst many were left standing outside [Les temps mademes nos. 432,433 July / 

August 1982, p 1531. Nevertheless, a motion was passed during the meeting asking for women 

representatives to be included in the government commission working on the draft of the 

Family Code. This motion was later sent to the UGTA and the UNFA. There was no response 

from either of the two organisations. This lack of support confirmed some of the women in their 

belief that the only way to have women's views heard was to act outside of the recognised 

national organisations. Therefore, in December 1979, a two-day conference on the theme 

'The situation of Algerian women'was organised by lecturers at the University of Algiers. It was 

attended by 500 women. At the same time, a student working party was set up by female 

students at the University. They also tried to start a public debate on women's issues by 

showing films and organising discussions in the University as well as in public places in town. 

The women at the University of Oran were also adopting a similar approach. From May 3 rd to 

May 6"' 1980. they organised conferences at the University. 

16.3.2 The birth of the first independent women's movement (1981) 

One particular incident which took place in 1981 was to provide a focal point to the multitude of 
isolated women's movements which had developed since 1977. In January of that year, the 

government decreed that Algerian women travelling without a man were to be refused the right 

to leave the country. This led to angry scenes at Algiers airport. This decree might seem 

anachronistic at the end of the 20'" century. although one has to remember that, in France, the 

law fordng French women to obtain their husband's permission to work was repealed in 1965 

and only in 1970 was the husband no longer legally referred to as 'head of the household'. In 
Algeria, a woman travelling without a man could be accused of compromising her reputation, 
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since she would be meeting other men. The traditional code of honour (described in detail in 

section 2.1) makes men (fathers and brothers) responsible for women's sexual behaviour. A 

man is. therefore, required to accompany a woman whenever she ventures outside of her 

home. Algeria was not the only country to impose such strict rules. Minai, in her study 

Women in Islam' gives the example of Egypt which, only In 1979, repealed its law forbidding 

women to take employment outside their home without their husband's permission [Minai 1981, 

p 267]. 

For Algerian women, this event was the catalyst which spurred them into large scale public 

action. At a general assembly, on February 5th 1981, the first independent women's group was 

created at Algiers University. Here is what Rabia Abdelkrim Chikh, one of the women who 

participated in the events of the time, wrote about that day: 

Une date dc naissance est difficile: i fixer dans un mouvemcnt politiquc: 
ccpcndant, un jour. plus qu'un autre qui le pr6c6dait, peut constitmer l'inscription 
d'une rupture avcc Ic passd, d'un bon en avant. Pour nous, femmes algiriennes, 
c'est le 5 fivrier 1981 qui porte cettc trace, car pour la prerni&e fois dcpuis 
l'inikipcridance du pays, dcs fcmmes se sont donn6es une structure politique 
ind*ndante et non clandwine. 

[Sou'al no. 4 November 1983, p 1261 

(it is difficult to giNt the precise date of birth of a political movement: however, one 
day, more than another. can mwk a break with the past, a surge forward. For us, 
Algerian %%omcný February Yh bcars this mark, because for the first time since the 
indepcndcnee of the country, women gave themselves a political structure 
independent and non clandestine. ) 

This statement shows the historical importance of that day. The events which followed were 

unprecedented in the history of Algerian women. At the general assembly on February 5th, a 

petition was written and taken to the Home Office minister, demanding the right of free 

movement for all citizens. The minister agreed that, the events which had taken place at the 

airport were unconstitutional' Or', however, he could not give a written refutation since no 
official document had been published denying women the right to travel without a man. 

Nevertheless. he promised that such actions would not happen again. 

A second General Assembly was decided for March Stn. The purpose of the meeting was to 

report on the outcome of the petition and work on a common platform for future actions 

regarding the draft Family Code. Unfortunately, no consensus was reached due to the 

divisions between those women who wanted public demonstrations and those who wanted to 

adopt more moderate means of action. 

'C)O AccordwV to Article 39 of the 1976 Constitution. any discrkrinittion based on sex was banned (see section 15.3.1). 
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It is interesting to note that, at the time when some women were fighting for the recognition of 

the fundamental right of freedom of movement. the UNFA was being praised in the press for an 

agreement passed with the Social Affairs minister for the development of crdches and 

kindergartens. R6volution Africaine's article concluded that: 

... on peut affirmcr effecthrment que le 8 mars 1981 s'cst rett sous Ic signc dc la 

solidariti. 

[Rivolution Afticaine no. 890 Mamh 13'*-19'h 1981, p 131 

( ... onc can indeed declare that NWch 8"' 1981 was celebrated in a mood of 
solidarity. ) 

Indeed. women needed these infrastructures to enable them to take up employment, but the 

UNFA and the government should have been even more concerned with infringements to 

women's basic rights. 

16.3.3 The fight against the Family Code 

16 
ý 
3.3.1 

-Attempts at involving the UNF 

In September 1981. the newspaper El Moudjahid announced that a draft of the Family Code 

had been accepted by the government and was going to be presented to the APNI07 for 

approval. The text of the draft document was never officially published. Several illegal copies 

of various drafts were circulating, which added to the confusion and the feeling of anger 

amongst women who felt deliberately excluded from the debate. Members of the Algiers 

University's women's group approached the UNFA's General Secretary. She replied: 

... que le tc. \tc ne passera pas... qu'il n'y avait rien A craindrc... qu'il Ile document] 

passcrait dc toutc f3; on dans les organes de masse ... que I'UNFA restait mobilisde 

sur ces questions... S'il y avait un risque, est-cx quefirais A la Mecquc? 

[Les Tempskfodernes nos. 432,433 July 1A ugust 1982, p 1661 

(... that the tc. xt would not be approved... that there was no need to worry... that the 
document %ould in any case be sent to the nafional organisations... that the UNFA 

remained totafly mobilised on these questions... [she added] If there was any risk, 
would I be going away to Mecca? ) 

This attempt at involving a government organisation by the independent women's group was a 

tactical move: firstly, the UNFA had the infrastructure to contact and mobilise large numbers of 

women; secondly, this could be used as a test of the UNFA's real commitment to women's 

rights. If the organisalion did not take a lead at this crucial point and organise large scale 

107 Assan*i6e pagutwe Natmnsis (**A*wt o(the Hmm of corvvnons). 
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opposition to the draft Family Code, then it would lose any credibility amongst women. This, in 

turn. would establish the need for independent action which had been advocated by a large 

number of women in the University group but which had seen strong resistance from more 

moderate elements who felt that the UNFA should represent women's views. 

Despite the lack of concern from the General Secretary of the UNFA, further consultations took 

place to obtain the support of the organisation for a letter of protest against the Family Code. 

This letter was to be sent to the government. The UNFA refused to sign the document using as 

a pretext the fact that all their members had not been consulted. From that moment on, the 

independent women's group felt It necessary to act totally outside of any govemment 

organisation. 

16.3-3.2 The first public demonstration against the Family Code 

Members of the independent women's group wrote a petition which demanded that the APN 

postpone any vote on the Family Code until the text had been made public and consultation 

with women had taken place. 108 They collected 7,000 signatures in one week and planned a 

public demonstration for October 280' 1981 outside the APN building where a delegation of 

women was to take the petition to the president of the National Assembly. 

The demonstration consisted of about 100 women, not just University lecturers, but also 

working women from other sectors. Since the delegation was not allowed to have an audience 

with the president of the APN, the women demonstrators decided to march to the main post 

office and organise a sit-in outside the Mustapha hospital. It was decided that the group of 

women would continue gathering signatures for their petition and would have a second 

demonstration a fortnight later. In order to gain more public support, members of the women's 

group decided to ask ex-MoudiahidatelOg to join them on that occasion. 

16.3 33 The Nxidening, of the movement. 

New groups of women joined the second public demonstration, on November 16 th 
. These 

incJuded influential ex-Moudjahidate such as Mrs Bitat (known as Zohra Drif during the war, 

later wife of the President of the APN) and Djamila Bouhired. Myriern Benmihoub, a lawyer, 

was heading the group of female lawyers of the Algiers bar. There were also a few members of 

the UNJA110 and a number of students. The magazine Alg6rie Actualit6 reported on the 

demonstration with an article entitled Femmes en marche' (Women on the move) In which it 

explained the women's demands for information and large scale consultation. It descdbed the 

106 The petition was photocopied and sent to women's groups all around ft country and to Algerian women In France. 
109 Women lighters during the war of independence. 
I 10 Unoon Nationals do Is Jounemm Alg&wvw (natkxW youth organisadon). 
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fear amorKO the demonstrators that the te)d of the Family Code, discussed behind closed 
doors. would reduce women: 

au r6te d'unc iternelle mineum incapable de s'asmmr i tous les liges dc sa vie. 

[Alg6rieActualith no. 840 November ll'ý-26h 1981, p 121 

( to the role of eternal minors unable to take charge of their lives at any age. ) 

The police tried to intimidate the demonstrators by arresting four of them. However, a group of 

twenty women obtained an audience with the two vice presidents of the APN and the president 

of the commission which had worked on the draft of the Family Code. During the meeting, the 

government's representatives refused to enter into any dialogue, declaring that the APN was 

sovereign in terms of legislation and if women wanted to talk about the document, they should 

meet with the representatives of the UNFA who had participated in the discussions. The group 

of women delegates went to the Algiers Chamber of Commerce where the UNFA's National 

Council was meeting. After lengthy negotiations the group of women was allowed to meet the 

president of the organisation. Mrs Djeghroud. She suggested that the group should propose a 

number of amendments which the UNFA would present to the APN. This proposal resulted in a 

split of the women's movement: the core of women activists who had participated in all the 

meetings and demonstrations since the beginning of the campaign wanted to see the whole 

text rejected. Their views represented a minority amongst the women. The new comers to the 

movement (lawyers and ex-Moudiahidate) were satisfied with the UNFA's proposal for 

amendments to the text. Despite their differences, the women demonstrators agreed to 

organise another protest outside the building of the APN on December 14"'. This time, the 

police brutality towards the demonstrators was such that no real gathering was possible. 

Nevertheless, yet another protest was planned for December 23 rd outside the main post office. 

According to some of the participants, from that point on, the ex-Moudjahidate took control of 

the women's movement. If, at first, they were doubtful that public protests were the best means 

of action, the brutality of the police at the previous demonstration convinced them that the 

government was prepared to go to any length to stop the women's movement. They felt 

betrayed by their own comrades in arms now in the government. The principles for which they 

had fought during the war of independence (freeing the country from all forms of oppressions) 

seemed to have been forgotten. Yet, the Tripoli Programme of June 1962 (see section 12.3) 

was unequivocal about women's rights. One of its objectives was: 

isui%Tcl unc politiquc socialc au profit des masses pour ... 
libdrer la femmc. 

[A nnuaire de 1 Mfrique du Nord 1962, p 697] 

(... [to followl a social policy in favour of the masses in order to ... liberate 
women. ) 
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Now that the country had freed itself fmm colonialism, men were quite prepared to forget their 

promises to women. 

This is how one participant described the fundamental change in the ex-Moudjahidate's position 

after the protest of December 141": 

Etles ont franchi un pas.. Lorsqu'dlcs ont posi le mot d'ordre "non A la traWson 
des ideaux du ler no%vmbm", c'&ait claimment dire laux membres du 
gou%vrTicmcntl -vous n'&m plus les garants de ces iddaux". 

[Les Temps Modernes nos. 432,433 July 1A ugust 1982, p 1821 

(TIx-y took a major step... When they wrote on the banners "no to the betrayal of 
the ideals of November I"", they were clearly telling [the government]: "you are no 
longer the guardians of these ideals. ) 

During the month of January 1982, several meetings of the women's movement took place. 
The group of ex-Moudiahidate decided to write a letter to President Chadli Bendjedid asking 
him to reject the proposed text if it was in contradiction with the principles of the Constitution. 
El Moudjahid reported on the ex-Mo4ahidate's actions and their demands: 

La monoganüc. 
Le droit inconditionnel au tra%-ail. 
La niajoriti de La femnic au mErne äge que celui de l'honune. 
L'ipliti de l'homme et de la lemme devant la ligislation en matiere de divorce. 
Le partage igal du patrinioinc commun. 
Une protection efficacie de l'entance abandoande. 

[El Afoudjahid no. 5143 January 8"-9h 198. ), p 5] 

(Nionogam). 
Unconditional right to work. 
Same legal age of majority for men andwomcn. 
Equality between men and women in divorce legislation. 
Equal entitlement to common assets. 
Adequate protection for abandoned children. ) 

16.3.4 Significance of the women's movement 

On January 24th 1982. during a cabinet meeting, President Chadli Benjedid announced that the 

vote on the text of the Family Code was going to be postponed and the document withdrawn to 

allow for further discussions. A National Commission was set up to this effect. 

The women's movement had won an important battle, but not merely because of the withdrawal 
of the te)d of the Family Code. Women's voices, outside of carefully controlled government 
organisations. had been heard for the first time. They had taken such unprecedented action 
that they could no longer be ignored. Even the press reported on the events and led to some 
form of public debate. For Algerian women and the country as a whole, a major step had been 
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taken. Women had forced their way into the political sphere on their own terms and with their 

specific agenda. Even though their actions were not entirely successful in practical terms, 

since the Family Code promulgated in 1984 took no account of women's views, a major change 
had taken place on a social level. The traditional social structure based on a gender division 
between the public space reserved to men and the private space (the home) reserved to 

women had been broken. Women had independently made their presence felt In the public 
sphere. This was unique in the history of the country. During the war of independence, women 
had entered the public space but their goal was similar to that of men's: the liberation of the 

country from colonialism. Furthermore, at that time, they were still very much under the 

'supervision' of men and were not involved In the decision-making processes. After 
independence, women's achievements in education and work, although creating more 
opportunities for women to enter the public sphere, were closely watched and controlled by 

men. As a consequence, very few women gained any real power. The position of women 

within education and work was never fully considered to be a right for them but more a 
'privilege' granted to them by men out of economic necessity. Women's place was still in the 
home. The women's movement which started in the late 1970s opened a new era for Algerian 

women and the country as a whole. These women, for the first time, had the courage to step 
into uncharted territory. they were rewarded by the discovery that change was indeed possible 

and felt empowered to express their views without fear or restraint. This is how one of these 

pioneers who participated in the open debates of the late 1970s at the University of Algiers 
descjibed her experience: 

Ces trois jours nous ont pennis de savoir qu'on pouvait parler sans qu'on nous 
tabasse. san qu'on nous ramasse. On faisait Ic test de ce qu'on avait en face - de 
I'mironnement dans lequcl on itail. On 6tait sorties de nos maisons, on 
commen; ait i tatonner entre nous. 

[Les Tempstfodernes nos. 432,433 July 1A ugust 198Z p 1541 

Micsc three days gave us the opportunity to realise that we could talk without the 
threat of physical abuse and %ithout the fear of being an-ested. We were 
experiencing new surroundings - the cn%ironmcnt in which we lived. We had come 
out of our houses, we Aere beginning to search for new approaches, amongst 
women. ) 

Whereas in the early days of the movement. women focussed on their specific agenda, which 

was the recognition of their rights, by 1981. the movement had matured and broadened its 

aims. It was addressing wider political issues such as human rights and in so doing became 

the voice of the many who had suffered in silence the violation of their rights. The 
demonstrations of December 1981 marked a turning point. One of the protesters explained the 

significance of those days: 

Elle Ila manif6stationj rialisa une rtappropriation d'un espace "public", la place de 
la grande poste. et sa transfonnation en espace social, c'est-A-dire en un lieu o6 
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s'wgrinie un besoin euentid de libeah des femmes, et d'infomiation des citoyens. 
Elle pemüt donc une reraise en cause d'un rapport sochl d'exclusion, de 
marginalisation des ciloy= et c=rc plus des citoyennes. 

fLes TempsAtodernes nos. 43Z 433 July 1A ugust 1982, p 186] 

(rr"hc dcrnonstration) resulted in the re-appropriation of a public space, the main 
post office square, and transformed it into a social space, where the basic need for 
freedom for women and information for all citizew could be expressed. It called 
into question the social exclusion and the marginalisation of all citizens, in 

particular women. ) 

The slogans on the banners of the protesters cleady expressed the wider political issues being 

addressed: 

Non au silcncc. oui i [a d4mocratic. 
Non am texics qui toumcnt le dos A la Chartc et A la Constitution. 
Droit A l'infonnation pour tous. 

[Les Temps Modernes nos. 43Z 433 July 1A ugust 198Z p 184] 

(No to silence, yCS to dcmocracy. 
No to the texts %hich are in contradiction %ith the Charter and the Constitution. 
Right of information for all. ) 

These slogans demonstrate that women protesters were conscious that it was not merely 

women's rights they were defending, but basic principles of democracy: equality for all, 

freedom of information and respect of constitutional texts. Their determination to organise 

public demonstrations, when even their right to be seen out of their home was not accepted by 

all, needs to be recognised. They were expressing the frustrations of a large section of the 

population who had seen their rights eroded over the years, but who had not dared to protest. 

Messaoudi, who participated in the women's movement and later became member of the first 

Independent women's association in 1985.111 reports that the crowd observing the 

demonstration was very sympathetic towards the women. This is a comment made by an old 

man at the time: 

Hcurcusernent qu'il ya les fcmmes dans cc pays. ElIcs osent fairc ce que les 
hornmes ne font pas. 

[AYessaoudi 1995, p 931 

(We arc luck-y to have such women in this country. They darc to do what men 
cannot do. ) 

I I' LAssocabon pox rigai&6 devent ia ioi enue In femrnes et les homrnes (Association for the equality of men and 
women in hvwý 
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16.3.5 Limit2tions of the women's movement 

Although the women's protest movement of the late 1970s and early 1980s constituted an 
important step, it remained limited and seemed powerless at the time of the promulgation of 

the final version of the Family Code in 1984. The majority of women who took part in the 

demonstrations were aged 30 to 40. They were part of the generation who had lived through 

the war of independence. Even if they had not participated in the war, they had been brought 

up with certain ideals and a tradition of resistance. The younger generation bom after 

independence lived in a society totally controlled by the FLN. The government, while excluding 

any political dialogue, suppressed social dissent by creating national organisations which were 

merely intended as disseminators of its propaganda. Even education was heavily controlled by 

the government. This very restrictive context did not encourage the younger generations to 

question decisions or even express their opinions. They were brought up in the belief that the 

government was there to provide for their needs and they were mainly concerned with their 

own social promotion. This explains the lack of support from young gids for the women's 

protests. Messaoudi goes even further and claims that the whole population, men in particular, 

became victims of the dictatorial governments which followed independence. Men also were 

excluded from any political debate and, therefore, could not cope with the idea of women 

demonstrating and standing up to the government. Most Algerian men turned their frustration 

against the government into an attack on women who were showing them up as politically 

impotent. Messaoudi describes this behaviour as: 

. l'infantilisnic politique s6crit6 par la dictature. 

[Messaoudi 1995. p 103] 

(a political lack of maturity fostcred by dictatorship. ) 

One limitation of the women's movement was the fact that it confined itself mostly to educated 

urban working women. The UNFA which could have given the movement a broader base 

refused to support it. As F. Burgat and H. Michel concluded in their article in I'Annuaire de 

I'Afrique du Nord: 

L'UNFA, complitcnicnt niarginalisdc par cc mouvcmcnt. 6tait apparuc unc fois dc 
plus darts toutc son inconsistancc et son incapacitd A agir, &s lors qu'il dcvicnt 
n6ccssaire, pour d6fendre les intirdts f6minins, de conquifir un tant soit pcu 
d'autonornic A l'igard de I'mironnemcrit institutionnel. L'organisation Wavait 
66 capable ni de canaliser I'action des militantes f6ministes ni m8mc dc prendre 
sur cc sujet tant ddmttu une position pr6cisc. 

[A nnuaire de 1 Afrique du Nord 1982, p 515] 

(Me UNFA. completcly marginalised by this movement, had shown oncc morc its 
impotencc and its inability to act. when it was neccssary, in ordcr to defcnd 
women's intcrests and to gain some autonomy. Ilic orgaWsation had ncithcr been 
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able to channel the action of the feminist activists, nor to even take a definite stance 
on this subject which had created so much debate. ) 

Without the support of the UNFA's national and regional structures, women activists were 

incapable of spreading their action to rural areas and uneducated women in urban centres. For 

the vast majority of Algerian women, especially those living In rural areas, protesting was a 

luxury they could not afford. Their lives were totally absorbed by the daily struggle to keep 

their family. 

The limitations of the women's protests and, in particular, the lack of support from the younger 

generations explain, to some extent, why the 1984 Family Code was adopted by the 

government without any public protest. However, there were two other factors: a series of 

arrests of women activists and the rise of Islamic revivalism. Between 1983 and 1984,385 

people were arrested by the government for participating in activities endangering National 

Security. Amongst them were Trotskysts, ex-supporters of President Ben Bella and women 

belonging to the women's committee against the Family Code. Some of the women were 

imprisoned until after the new Family Code was passed and all the documents in their 

possession were destroyed [Daoud 1993, p 179]. In fact, on February 9th 1984, a committee 

was created in Paris demanding the liberation of all political prisoners, including the women 

activists. Three of these women (Mrs Ouzegane, Hannoun and Souidi) started a hunger strike 

on March 14 th 
. They were finally freed on May 13th 1984, along with other political prisoners 

amongst whom were Madani and Sahnoun who later became prominent figures in the Islamist 

movement [Annuaire de IAftique du Nord 1984, p 804]. 

From 1982 onwards, the increase in the number of violent actions by Islamic revivalists (see 

section 16.4.1) created a climate of fear among the population and particularly among women 

who were often targeted by them. All these factors, combined with the fact that when it came 

to family laws, the majority of men, even educated men, were in favour of protecting their 

privileges, explain the adoption of the 1984 Family Code without any protests. This should not 

distract from the fact that the women's protests in the early 1980s constitute a milestone in the 

history of Algeria. It represented the first public challenge to the monolithic FLN political 

structure. 
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16.4 The end of the FLN monopoly on power 

16.4.1 The rise of Islamic revivalism up to 1989 

Before analysing the impact on women of the most aggressive and powerful Islamist group In 

the 1980s and 1990s in Algeria, namely the Front Islamique du Salut (FIS)112, it is important to 

trace the development of this movement. 

Fanny Colona traces back the start of Islamic revival, 1 13 to the mid-1 960s in Algiers. At that 

time, they mostly offered social services such as Quranic schools, counselling services and the 

distribution of clothes in the poorest areas of the town. During the 1970s and 1980s, they 

extended their influence to factory workers, university students, school teachers in rural areas 

and small businessmen. As Knauss noted, the Islamists gave this heterogeneous group of 

'underclass' citizens a sense of identity: 

Arabo-Islarnicism is seen by many young Algerians as an attractive stable set of 
universal values that speaks to their need "to be somebody" in a society increasingly 
dorninated by personal connections with individuals in the government. 

[Knauss 1987, p 123] 

As well as giving these individuals a sense of belonging, the Islamists offered them a chance to 

express their grievances against the government. This was done in the many 'Independent 

Mosques' built and run by the Islamists and the 'People's Mosques' funded by local 

communities whose Imams were chosen by the people (as opposed to appointed by the 

government). Between 1971 and 1987, more than 11,000 illegal associations were created 

either to build mosques or stadiums [Rouadjia 1990, p 86]. These associations were illegal, 

because the government, in its desperate attempts to control all aspects of public life, had 

passed a decree in 1971 which made the creation of associations virtually impossible, due to 

the convoluted administrative process for registration. An authorisation for creating an 

association could only be obtained after agreement from the Home Office and from the 

relevant Ministries. In the case of a religious association, agreement had to be obtained from 

the Ministry of Religious Affairs, the regional and local authorities and, sometimes, the local 

town planning department [Rouadjia 1990, pp 86,871. Nevertheless, and without these 

permissions, the Islamists felt quite safe building these illegal mosques, because they knew 

there would be public outrage if the government dared pull down a place of worship. 

The Islamists used mosques as a forum for debates and indoctrination. In 1981, in the wake of 

the Iranian Revolution, Islamist groups started violent public actions. This was In line with their 

mission to command that which is proper and forbid that which is reprehensible rThird World 

112 Islamic Salvation Front 
113 The Islamic movement at M Ume was known as ft Muslim Broftrtv)od (Les Frkres Musulmans). 
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Quarterly Vol. 10 no. 2 April 1988, p 577]. On May 10th 1981, National Students' day, several 

incidents took place in universities across the country. The most serious were In Annaba (a 

town in the North East of the country) where groups of Muslim activists assaulted staff and 

students and rampaged through the university buildings destroying files and records [Annuaire 

de lAftique du Nord 1.981, p 7181. 

Attacks in universities often targeted young girls who were not, according to the Islamists, 

sukably dressed. 

Cest i la citd univcrsitaire dc jeuncs filles Bcn Aknoun, sar les hauts d'Alger, 

qu'ont licu les premkres agressions: plusicurs jctLnes y sont vitriol6m. 

[Gerniain-Robin 1996, p 531 

(rhe first acts of aggression against women were in Ben Aknoun halls of residence, 
on the hills over Algiers: several young girls were attacked with vitriolic acid. ) 

The Islamists saw themselves as the guardians of the nation's morals and they extended their 

attacks to brothels and to the destruction of stocks of alcohol [77iird World Quarterly Vol. 10 no. 

2 April 1988, p 577]. Their control of the universities, particulady in Algiers, became more and 

more apparent: male and female students had to sit apart in lectures and rooms were 

requisitioned for prayers. The Islamists established a climate of intimidation and fear amongst 

students. The most violent incident occurred on November 2nd 1982 when a left wing student, 

Amzel Kamel, was stabbed in Algiers on the Ben Aknoun campus. This was a turning point for 

both the Islamists and the government. 

16.4.2 The reaction of the government 

In view of the political instability after the death of President Boum6dienne, President Chadli 

Benjedid needed to gain the support of some of the opposition factions in order to strengthen 

his government. Faced with the choice of either supporting the traditionalists and their allies 

the Islamists, or listening to the demands of the left wing modernists, Chadli Benjedid chose to 

appease the traditionalists / Islamists and use them to weaken the left wing opposition. 

Messaoudi who was a student in the late 1970s and became a secondary school teacher in 

1982 recalls in her book 'Une Alg6rienne Debout'114 several incidents in schools and 

universities which confirm this. After the death of the left wing student Amzel Kamel, Islamist 

students, suspected of his murder, were arrested. In response, a demonstration was organised 

by the Islamists to protest against the imprisonment of the students. The government arrested 

the leaders of the demonstration (Madani, Sahnoun and Soltani) but later backed down and 

released them. On another occasion, when left wing students at the university of Algiers 

complained against the anti-democratic way in which the Islamists had seized the leadership of 

114 (An Akpdan woman still standing up. ) 
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all the student committees and demanded democratic elections, they faced violent attacks by 

the Islamists. The government turned a blind eye. Another incident which took place in the 

same university was the take-over by Islamist students of four work rooms to turn them into a 

prayer room. Once again, the authorities chose to support the Islamists and orders were given 
to allow the prayer room to remain. Messaoudi's analysis of the reasons behind the 

govemment's attitude were that: 

Le pouvoir... consid6re de fait les intdgristes comme beaucoup moins dangerewx 
que les ddmocrates!... s'il les tol6re, c'est qu'il croit pouvoir les gdrer et les; utiliser 
contre nous, les opposants d6mocrates, laiques, qui refusons cette identitd arabo- 
musulmane exclusive et la dictature qu'il veut imposer A I'Algdrie. 

[Messaoudi 1995, pp 12Z 1241 

C1rhe authorities.... consider the Islamists to be much less dangerous than the 
democrats! ... 

if they tolerate them, it is because they believe they can control them 
and use them against us, the democratic secular opposition, who refuse tWs 
exclusive Arabo-Islamic identity and the dictatorship they want to impose on 
Algeria. ) 

Various measures aimed at gaining the favour of the traditionalists / Islamists were also 
introduced in the 1981-1984 economic plan: building of 160 mosques and as many Quranlc 

schools, creation of three Institutes of Islamic study, 26 Centres of Islamic Culture and two 

National Islamic Academies [Les Cahiers de I'Express no. 29 September 1994, p 73]. The 

President himself went on two pilgrimages to Mecca. He introduced into his cabinet three 

personalities known for their affinity with the Islamists Cinto the Ministries of Religious Affairs, 

Justice and Interior). 

Throughout the 1980s, Chadli Benjedid allowed the Islamists to gain increasing power, until it 

became too late for the government to exercise any control over them. The economic crisis 

which followed the collapse of the oil and gas prices, the main source of income for Algeria, 

tipped the balance and resulted in unprecedented dots across the country in October 1988. 

These were the antecedents of a radical change in the political and economic structure of the 

country. 

16.4.3 The riots of October 1988 and the introduction of multi-party politics 

On October 4th 1988, hundreds of youngsters took to the streets of Bab el Oued (an area of 
Algiers) and attacked, on their way, all public buildings which, in their eyes, symbolised the 

government and the FLN115. By October 8th, the dots had spread to all the major towns and 
lasted until October 10th. The government's response was fierce and hundreds of youngsters 

115 Front de Ub6ration Nationale, single party since Uxlependence. 
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died in clashes with the army which had been called in to quash the insurrection. ' 16 The 

debate on who orchestrated the dots and for what purpose remains open. It has been 

suggested that members of the elite opposed to Chadli Benjedid took advantage of the dire 

economic situation and the eruption of protests to try and force the government to abandon its 

plans [Stone 1997, p 677. These riots took place after years of social unrest. Street protests 
had started in November 1986 with student demonstrations in Constantine. In September 

1988, several strikes started in various public sector companies (car plant workers, postal 

employees and railway workers) to denounce the government policy of a salary freeze. These 

strikes were organised by the government's own union, the UGTA. 117 All these incidents 

demonstrated the dissatisfaction of large sections of the population with the government's 

economic policies. Faced with such widespread public upheaval the government was forced to 

agree to turn a new chapter in the history of Algeria by promulgating a new Constitution 

adopted by referendum an February 23d 1989. In one stroke, multi-party politics was 

introduced and socialism abandoned. This marked the end of 27 years of FLN monopoly. In 

the months which followed, several political parties were legalised, amongst them the FIS 

(Front Islarnique du Salut), the main Islamist party. The support networks the Islamists had 

developed since the 1970s amongst large sections of the population were soon to be used. 
Faced with a government whose economic policy had been paralysed by corruption and 

nepotism, many people, especially the lowest social classes, the millions of young unemployed, 
but also some of the middle classes opposed to the socialist government policy, gave their 

open support to the Islamists. They were the first political group to offer an alternative to the 

failing economic and political programme of the FLN. The Islamists proposed tangible 

solutions to economic problems while providing the nation with a reconciliation with its Muslim 

identity. This explains why, in the first multi-party municipal and departmental elections of 

June 12 th 1990, despite the violence which had been perpetrated by some Islamist armed 

groups, the FIS won the control of 863 local councils (the FLN won 487) and 32 departmental 

assemblies (14 went to the FLN) [Annuaire de IAOque du Nord 1990, pp 667-668]. Samira 

Fellah and Nawal Zien, members of the PST (Parti Socialiste des Travailleurs) and supporters 

of the women's associations, give this explanation for the FIS victory: 

Us int6gristes promataient un logcmcnt pour tout le monde, un partage 6quilable 
de 1'eau (dans beaucoup de villes, la distribution de 1'eau [dtait] tout A fait aldatoire 
-tme fois tous les quinze jours). Ils promcttaient d'autre part un salaire pour les 
fernmes; au foyer. Comment voulez-vous; que les fcmmes ne pcrqoivent pas cela 
corrunc positif pour clics? Pour la prernkre fois, un parti prenait cn compte Icurs 
conditions de vie. 

[Inprecor no. 325, kfarch Pý-14'h 1991, p 15] 

(The Islamists were promising accommodation for everybody and a fair distribution 
of water (in many towns, the distribution of water [was] totally erratic, sometimes 

116 Reports In the press talked of between SM and 600 deaths, the official government figures gave a death toll of 159 and 
154 Injured JLavenue 1993, p 121. 

117 Union G6ndrale des Travailleurs Alg6riens (National Workers' Union). 
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once a fortnight). Furthermore, they were promising a salary for women who 
stayed at home. How could women not perceive this as a positive step for them? 
For the first time, a political Party was taking into account their living conditions. ) 

The FIS' success was to be repeated at the first round of the legislative elections of December 

26th 1991. They won 188 seats. The FLN won 15, the FFS (Front des Forces Socialistes) 25 

and the Independents 3 /Le Monde Diplomadque Manidre de voir no. 24 November 1994, p 13]. 

The government decided to cancel the second round of the elections and declared a state of 

emergency. President Chadli Benjedid resigned on January 11 th 1992. These events plunged 

Algeria into chaos and virtual civil war from which the country has to emerge. 

16.4.4 The Constitution of 1989 

Major changes were introduced in the Constitution of 1989, the two most significant were that 

the country was no longer constitutionally a socialist state and the FLN was no longer the single 

party. Other important reforrns included a redefinition of the roles of the executive and 
legislative powers and the creation of a new body the 'Conseil Constitution n el' whose primary 

role was to check that all laws were in accordance with the Constitution. Although these 

modifications constituted a complete change of direction from a political and economic point of 

view, we will concentrate here on the articles of the Constitution118 which have a direct Impact 

on women and their rights as citizens. The motivations and directions of change will become 

apparent when we compare articles of the 1989 Constitution with the equivalent articles of the 

previous Constitution and National Charter of 1976. We will also consider the potential role of 
the'Conseil Constitution nel' reg a rding the Family Code. 

Article 2 states: 

L'Islam est la religion de I'Etat 

(Islam is the state religion. ) 

[p71 

This important premise has been a permanent feature of all Algerian Constitutions since 
Independence. Whereas during the FLN monopoly it was undisputed, with the introduction of 

multi-party politics, it has become, for some parties, a bone of contention. The RCD 

(Rassemblement pour la Culture et la Ddmocratie), in particular, rejects this principle on the 

grounds that it limits individual rights and freedoms: to be eligible for the presidency, for 

instance, the candidate has to be a Muslim. The RCD also supports some of the women's 

associationslig, which consider this article of the Constitution to be in contradiction with the 

principle of equality of rights for women. If Islam is to be the state religion, women's rights 

I 18 The text of the Constitution used here IS the Official French teid obtained from the Algerian Embassy In London. 
119 The 'Association for the equality of men and women in front of the W and the 'Independent association for the triumph 

of wonweds rIgW. 
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have to be regulated according to the Shad'a, hence the introduction of the Family Code which 
is seen by many women's associations as the legalisation of an inferior status for women. A 

secular state would not require separate laws determining women's rights within the family. 

This is a key issue which is still being debated. 

Article 28 states: 

Les citoyens sont dgaux dcvant la loi, sans; que puissc prdvaloir aucune 
discrimination pour cause de naissance, de race, de sexe, d'opinion ou de toute 
autre condition ou circonstance personnclic ou sociale. 

13] 

(Citizens are equal in front of the law, without any discrimination based on birth, 
race, sex, opinion or any other condition or circumstance whether personil or 
social. ) 

It is the role of the government's institutions to ensure the application of this principle (article 

30) The Constitution of 1976 contained the same principle (article 39). However, it also 

included an article (42) which expressly reaffirmed women's rights. 120 This does not appear in 

the 1989 Constitution. In fact, all paragraphs, specifically referring to women have been 

removed in the new Constitution. In the case of work, for instance, article 52 merely states: 

Tous les citoyens ont droit au travail. Le droit A la protection, A la sdcuritd et A 
I'hygi&ne dans le travail est garanti par la loi. 

16] 

(All citizens have the right to work. The rights of protection, safety and hygiene at 
work are guaranteed by the law. ) 

In 1976, both the Constitution and the National Charter, as well as establishing the right of all 

citizens to work, also included a specific paragraph, encouraging women to play an active role 

in the development of the country: article 81 of the 1976 Constitution urged women to 

participate fully in the establishment of socialism and in the development of the nation. The 

National Charter encouraged them to take up employment and guaranteed that socialism would 

ensure their promotion and participation in all aspects of political, economic, social and cultural 

life (see section 15.3.1). However, in 1989, the government decided to remove all specific 

references to women. One could argue that there was no need for special articles regarding 

women's rights, since the rights of all citizens were recognised. Nevertheless, the change is 

significant and gives some indication of the direction taken by the government, particularly 

since women were still vastly under-represented in both the economic and political spheres. 

120 All political, economic, social and cultural rights of Algerian women are guaranteed by the Constitution (see section 
15.3.1) 
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Article 40 declares: 

Le droit de cr6er des associations i caract6re politique est reconnu. 

14] 

(The right to create political associations is recognised. ) 

This article had a considerable impact on the whole political structure of the nation. For the 

first time since independence, voices other than that of the FLN could be heard and mufti-party 

elections could take place. More than 40 political parties and associations were created, 

amongst them the FIS, the main Islamist Party, which demonstrated the strength of its following 

in the local and national elections of 1990 and 1991. For women, it was an opportunity to 

create their own associations and express their opinions independently from the UNFA, 121 

which had only ever represented the FLN's views. (A detailed study of the women's 

associations and the roles they played between 1989 and 1992 is in section 16.6) 

Artide 123 states: 

Les trait6s ratifids par le Prisident de Rdpublique, dans les conditions prdvucs par 
la Constitution, sont sup-6rieurs A la. loi. 

34] 

(Treaties ratified by the President of the Republic, in accordance with the 
Constitution, are above the law. ) 

This article establishes a fundamental principle which could have far reaching consequences 
for women, since international treaties, such as United Nations Conventions, could prevail over 

national legislation, such as the Family Code. It is, therefore, essential to analyse the Algerian 

government's position regarding the main United Nations' treaties which have an impact on the 

status of women. 

121 Union Nationale des Fernrnes Aedriennes. 
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16.5 Position of Algeria regarding UN and International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) Conventions 

16.5.1 Overview of Treaties and Conventions 

The following table gives an indication of the position of the Algerian government regarding the 

main UN and ILO international treaties as of June 2000. A detailed study will be made of the 

UN Convention on Consent to Marriage and the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of 

Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), as they constitute core elements of the protection of 

women's fights. The essence of the government's reservations or possible reasons for not 

ratifying the other UN and ILO treaties will also be analysed. 

Figure 26 Ratification of International treaties by Algerian government 

Treaties Date of entry Ratification Reservations 
in to force by Algeria and declarations 

ILO Convention no. 100 on the May 23r" 1953 Ratified 
equality of remuneration 
ILO Convention no. I 11 against June 15u' 1960 Ratified 
discrimination at work 
UNESCO Convention against May 22ro 1962 Ratified 
discrimination in education 
UN Convention for the suppression July 25 in 1951 Ratified 
of the traffic in persons and of the 
exploitation of the prostitution of 
others 
ILO Convention no. 156 on the Aug , in 1983 Not Ratified 
equality of opportunity and treatment 
of workers of both sexes with family 
responsibilities 
UN Convention on consent to Dec gin 1964 Not Ratified 
marriage, minimum age for marriage 
and registration of marriage 
UN Convention on the political rights July Vn 1954 Not Ratified 
of women 
UN Convention on the elimination of Sept 3 ra 1981 Jan 22na Article 2, 
all forms of discrimination against 1996 paragraph 2 of 
women (CEDAW) article 9, 

paragraph 4 of 
article 15, article 
16, paragraph 1 

1 of article 29. 
LIN Convention on torture June 26 in 1987 Sept lyn Declar tion under 

1989 articles 21 and 
22. 
[Saadi 1991, pp 31-33] 

[www. hri. calfortherecordl 9991vol2laigeriarr. him] 
fwww. hri. calfortherecord]9991documentation Ireservationslcedaw. htm] 

[wwwl. umn. edulhumanrtslinstreelauok. him] 
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16.5.2 UN Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and 
Registration of Marriage 

This convention (see Appendix 1) is based on article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights which states that: 

(1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or 
religion. have the right to marry and to found a Lamfly. They are entitled to equal 
rights as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution. 
(2) Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the 
intending spouses. 

The marriage regulations of the Family Code (see section 16.2.1) are in contravention of article 

16 on many points: a Muslim woman cannot marry a non Muslim, a woman has to have a legal 

guardian at her marriage who can refuse to give his consent to the marriage. The entitlement 

to equal rights during marriage and at its dissolution is not respected either, since polygamy Is 

the husband's prerogative, the wife has to obey her husband and she can only ask for divorce 

in certain circumstances whereas he does not have any limitations. 

16.5.3 UN Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW) 

The most important International treaty as far as women are concerned is the CEDAW (see 

Appendix 3). Although this convention122 was opened for signature on March 1,4 1980, It was 

only ratified by Algeria on January 22nd 1996. The Algerian government made reservations on 

the following articles: 

Article 2 which requires governments to take all steps, including amend any legislation 

which establishes discrimination against women. 

Article 16 which concerns equal rights in marriage and at its dissolution. 

For both articles, the government declared that it was prepared to apply the provisions of the 

articles on condition that they did not conflict with the provisions of the Algerian Family Code. 

As was pointed out above, the Family Code institutionalises discrimination against women, 

particularly regarding marriage regulations. 

Article 9 paragraph 2 grants women equal rights with men with respect to the nationality of 

their children. 

122 See full text of the relevant articles in the appendices 
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The government pointed out that this article was incompatible with the provisions of the 

Algerian Nationality Code and the Family Code which normally grant a child the nationality of 

the father. 

Article 15 paragraph 4 gives men and women the freedom to choose their residence and 

domicile. 

This contradicts article 37 of the Family Code which forces a woman to live with her husband 

until the court has pronounced their divorce. If a woman leaves her home to protect herself 

and her children from her husband's violence, she will be deemed guilty of abandoning the 

marital home, which will be held against her at the time of divorce. 

- Article 29 paragraph I establishes the fact that if there Is a disagreement, which Is not 

settled by negotiations, regarding the interpretation or application of the Convention, the 

dispute will be settled by the International Court of Justice. 

The Algerian government refused to abide by this rule. 

It is important to note that the F6ddration Internationale des Droits de Nomme (FIDH) declared 

in its report to the Committee on the elimination of discrimination against women (January lgtý- 

February 5th 1999) that the ratification of the CEDAW had not been published in the 

government's official publication (Journal Officiel). This means that no one ran use the 

Convention to fight a case of discrimination in a court of law. 123 This contradicts the 

government's report to the same committee on September Ist 1998, which declared that: 

The provision of this international instrument entered into force for Algeria on 19 
June 1996 and have since that date been part of national legislation. 

lhttp. -Avwi4,. hri. calfortherecordl 9991vol2l] 

Furthermore, the reservations put forward by the government are in contravention of the 

purpose of the treaty. Algeria is not the only country to have been allowed to sign the CEDAW 

despite important reservations. Morocco (who acceded to the Convention on June 211,1993) 

and Tunisia (who ratified the Convention on Sept 20tt' 1985) have made identical reservations 

fibicy. 

The question of discrimination against women is still being debated around the world. America, 

for instance, has not ratified CEDAW. Opponents to the Convention argue that it contradicts 

the laws of nature. Senator Sam Ervin, a conservative Southern Democrat declared that it 

made men and women into identical human beings with the same rights and subject to the 

same responsibilities, in other words, it made men and women more equal than Nature 

intended them to be [Mayer in Alkhami 1995, p 119]. Furthermore, opponents claim that the 

123 Available ort4ine at httpjwww. algeria-watch. detfidh3. htm 
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Convention contravenes the US Constitution. As Mayer pointed out, just as Muslim countries 
hide behind the Shari'a, claiming it is above all other laws, so do the Amedcans using their 

Constitution as supreme law. It is also revealing that the Vatican adopted the same attitude, 

claiming that the Catholic Church had its own concept of equality between men and women. A 

Vatican report on the 1994 Cairo population conference declared: 

The Vatican disputes the suggestion by conference organizcrs that some 
proposals124 would elevate the standing of women. Vatican officials say the church 
prefers to promote its own concept of women as deserving equality and special 
respect, but within the context of church tradition. 

[ibid, p 1241 

As Mayer concluded, the world is entering a new era as far as women's rights are concerned. 
Very few countries would actually admit their opposition to fighting discrimination against 

women. However, the debate is now on what constitutes discrimination and therefore, on the 

definition of women's rights. The battle is not over, women, around the world now have to fight 

the new world hypocrisy [Ibid, p 1291. 

16.5.4 UN Convention on the Political Rights of Women, ELO Convention 156 and 
UN Convention on Torture 

The UN Convention on the Political Rights of Women (see Appendix 2) entitles them to equal 

rights to vote, be elected to and hold public office without any discrimination. Although 

Algerian women were granted the right to vote and be elected to public office in 1963, as we 

will see in section 16.6.1, men could legally vote on behalf of up to five people. This meant, in 

practice that a man could vote for his wife and other female members of his family if he did not 

want them to go out of the house. This could be the reason why the government did not ratify 

this treaty. 

The ILO Convention 156 (see Appendix 5) requires the government to take all necessary 

measures to ensure effective equality of opportunity and treatment of men and women workers 

with family responsibilities. The latter being defined as dependent children and other members 

of their immediate family who clearly need their care or support (see Appendix 5). This clearly 

requires women to be considered legally responsible for their children and other dependants. 

However, article 37 of the Family Code places women under the responsibility of their husband 

who must provide maintenance for them and article 87 gives the father legal guardianship of 

the children until they reach the legal age of majority. The implications of these two articles are 

that legally, women cannot have dependants, in particular their children. This would explain 

the inability for the government to ratify the Convention. 

124 The proposals referred to concerned safe aborborr. and worrieds right to ca*ol tWr fertility. 
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By making declarations on articles 21 and 22 of the UN Convention on Torture (see Appendix 

4), the Algerian government is refusing to accept the competence of the Committee to the 

Convention to consider another State Party's or individuals' claims that the obligations under 
the Convention have not been fulfilled. This greatly limits the value of the ratification of the 

Convention. 

16.6 Resurgence of women on the political scene 

16.6.1 Women's Associations 

The publication of the Family Code in 1984 came as a shock to all the women who had 

participated in the demonstrations against the first draft in 1981. Having obtained the 

withdrawal of the document, they did not expect to find, a few years later, a new version which 
further curtailed their rights. After the adoption of the Family Code in June 1984, it took some 

months for the women activists to regroupI25. However, the 'Association pour I'dgalit6 devant 

la loi entre les femmes et les hommes'126 was created on May 16t" 1985 as a reaction to the 

Family Code. Messaoudi, who became a member from the outset, explains that about forty 

women from all over the country and from all political backgrounds met in Algiers and decided 

that, in order to fight the new Family Code effectively, they needed a proper structure. This is 

how the association came about. Messaoudi denies the allegation made in an article by Gadan 

and Harbi that the association was led by women belonging to the Trotskyist movement. 127 

The members expressly wanted their organisation to be independent from other political groups 

to have the freedom to decide on a specific programme aimed at tackling women's issues in 

general and the Family Code in particular [Messaoudi 1995, p 109]. Despite the illegality of 

their action, they made an official request to the govemment for the recognition of the 

association. This was finally granted in July 1989 after years of wrangling with the authodties. 
The association, however, continued to exist during these four years, despite its illegal status. 

Many other women's associations were created after 1989. By 1992, there were about 20. We 

will aim to give some general information about the main associations and focus on tracing the 

developments and achievements of the women's movement from 1989 to 1992. 

The only association to have developed a national presence was the AEMWFL. The others 

had a regional basis. All associations were located in urban centres in the North and Central 

125 The women's associations created after 1984 tend to have long names with no official acronyms. We will refer to them 
by the acronym of the English translation of their names. 

126 Association for the equality of men and women In frW of the law (AEMWFL). 
127 The allegation was made in an article published In January 1995 In the journal Esprit IMessaoud 1995, p 109]. 
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regions. These associations had a 'women only'membership policy. They did not want men to 
Interfere in the discussions and influence the decisions of the group. The associations also 
feared that some women, who were not used to speaking In public and meeting with male 
strangers, would be dissuaded from attending meetings if men were present. The membership 
of the women's associations ranged from 200 to 600 but thousands of women who were not 
registered members supported the demonstrations organised by the women's associations. As 

could be expected, the most active members were educated urban working women aged 
between 30 and 40 [Autrement no. 6Q 1992, p 159]. 

The women's associations can be divided into four strands: the first one included those 

organisations which only wanted amendments to the Family Code. They tended to focus on 

social activities such as the opening of cr6ches, training centres for women and co-operatives. 
A large proportion of these women had previously been members of the national government 

organisation UNFA. 128 They included two main associations: the 'Association pour la d6fense 

et la promotion des droits; de la femme"29 based in Algiers and the 'Association pour la 

promotion de la femme'130 based in Mostaganem and Annaba. Mrs Ouared, president of the 

ADPWR explained her association's position on the Family Code in an interview with Alg6rie 
ActualitLs: 

Si on demande I'abrogation du Code tout de suite, est-ce qu'on sera suivies par les 
masses? 

[A Ig&ie A ctualiI6 no. 1221 March Vh- 15'h 1989. p 9] 

(If we were to ask for the immediate abrogation of the Fan-dly Code, would we have 
the support of the population? ) 

At a meeting organised in Algiers on November 23 rd 1989, members of the association said: 

Si on abroge le Code, avec la mont6e de l'intdgrisme, ... nous risquons de nous 
retrouver avec l'application pure et simple de la Charia. 

[Marchis Tropicaux el MMilerran&ns Februaq 2" 1990, p 318] 

(If the Family Code was abrogated, we might find that, "ith the rise of 
fundamentalism, we would be faced with the basic application of the Shari'a. ) 

The UNFA could be included in this first group. One of its leaders, Mrs Belhadj, declared about 

the Family Code: 

128 Union Nationale des Fernmes Algdnennes. 
129 Association for the defence and promotion of women's rights (ADPWR) 
130 Association for the promotion of women (APW) 
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Au d6part, cc Code est un acquis parce qu'il y avait un vide juriclique ... Nous 
voulons; trouver des solutions pour les fenunes et pour la socidtd. Sans nous 
dloigner de la chariaa. Le Code doit s'en inspirer. 

[A Ig6rie A ctualite no. 1221 March V4- 15'h 1989, p 9] 

(In the first instance, this Family Code constitutes progress since there was a lack 
of legislation in this domain ... 

We must find solutions for women and for the 
society within the Shari'a. The Code must be derived from it. ) 

The second group of women's associations, apart from fighting for the abrogation of the Family 

Code, concentrated their efforts on cultural activities such as clubs, exhibition of art work and 

social meetings. The main associations in this group were the 'Association pour 1'6mancipation 

de la femme'131 based in Algiers and the association Israr' based in Constantine. The 

president of the AEW declared that apart from fighting for the abrogation of the Family Code, 

the association wanted to work towards changing the mentality in society [Algdrie Actualit6 no. 

1221 March 9th -le 
h 1989, p 8]. 

The third group wanted the abrogation of all discriminatory laws including the Family Code. It 

consisted of three main associations: the AEMWFL, with its headquarters in Algiers, the group 

Voix de femmeS'132 in Boumerd6s and 'Tighri net mettout' in Tizi Ouzou. Louisa Hanoun, 

member of the AEMWFL considered that the main problem stemmed from the fact that Islam 

was established as a state religion in the Constitution. She declared: 

Nous Wavons pas besoin de Code du tout. Les lois doivent etre civiles. 

[A Iggrie A ctualiN no. 1221 March Vh- 15'h 1989, p 91 

(We don't need a Family code. We must have civil laws. ) 

Separate from the other three groups was the 'Association ind6pendente pour le triomphe des 

droits de la femme'133 whose members previously belonged to the AEMWL. They split from 

this group in 1990 because they felt that their organisation should be totally independent from 

other political parties. This is how the new association explained its strategy: 

Un parti, dtant 1'expression politique d'un groupe d'irildr8ts, ne pcut que scumellre 
la question "fernmes" aux besoins de son programme, de sa propre stratdgic 
d'allianccs. 

[A Ig6rie A clualite no. 12 71 February 22""-28h 1990, p 101 

(A party being the political expression of an interest group, can only subject 
women's issues to the needs of its programme and strategies of its own alliance. ) 

131 Assoc t for the emancipation of women (AEW) 
132 Women's voice (WV) 
133 Independent association for the triumph of women's rights (IATWR) 
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At the time, a rift had emerged between Trotskyist women and other members of the 
AEMWFL, including the president of the association, Khalida Messaoudi. The Trotskyist 

women were not opposed to the Islamists who, in their opinion. represented a revolutionary 
movement fighting the corrupt bourgeois state [MessaoucU 1995, p 162]. However, the two 

associations remained in total agreement regarding their programmes. They both demanded 

the abrogation of the Family Code and the introduction of civil laws. 

The fact that, after 1989, there was a mushrooming of women's associations can be explained 

by two factors. The first was the political awakening of women In the late 1970s and early 

1980s symbolised by their fight against the 1981 Family Code. The second factor was the 

increasing violence perpetrated against women by the Islamists. The president of the 

association 'Israr' made this comment In an Interview with the newspaper El Moudjahid: 

C'est d'abord ct avant tout la mont6e de la violence qui a fait que beaucoup dc 
fenunes sont venues rejoindre notre combat. 

[El Moudjahid December 4h 1989, in Saadi 1991, pp 141.142] 

(It is first and foremost the rise of violence which made women join our fight. ) 

Saadi describes the development of women's organisations after 1989 as a reaction by a social 

group whose survival was threatened: 

Tout se passe comme si, sous 1'effet de la violence sociale, un "groupe social" se 
sentant menacd dans sa dignit6 et son existence, cst conduit A produire sa propre 
idcntit6 politique, i I'assurner par sa propre organisation en occupant 1'espace 

public dont on veut le chasser. 

[Saadi 1991, p 142] 

(It is as if, under the effect of social violence, a social group feeling its dignity and 
existence threatened, is made to create its own political identity and take control of 
it through its own organisation, by occupying the public space from which sonle 
would like to banish it. ) 

This basic need to fight for the survival of the group's identity which spurred many women into 

political action is the reason why, despite their divergence of opinion on certain points, - several 

women's associations came together on a number of occasions between 1989 and 1992 and 
joined forces on specific current issues. 

On March 8th 1989, International Women's Day, 4,000 women demonstrated outside the 

APN134 in Algiers, demanding the abrogation of all discriminatory laws and the recognition of 

their rights. Throughout 1989, a major concern for women was the disturbing developments in 

education where the position of women teachers and female students was constantly under 

134 Assembl6e Populaire Nationale (equivalent to the House of Cornmons) 
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attack. One of the topics of controversy was the question of sports activities for girls. The 
Islamists objected to girls taking part in sports wearing shorts. On February 14 th 1989, 
Padiament actually debated a proposal aimed at banning sports for giris in schools. After a 
long and acrimonious debate, the law which was passed made sports for girts a non 
compulsory subject JDaoud 1993, p 196]. This enabled the government to avoid having to take 

a clear stance on the question. The decision was left to heads of schools, who, in many cases, 
found it easier to remove the subject from the girls' curriculum. The same year, a government 
committee on educational reform declared in its report that the three main causes for the 
decline in educational standards were: bi-linguialism, mixed classes and women teachers: 

... 1'6chec de I'6cole est aussi clia: "au taux dlevd d'absentdisme des enseignants et 
tout sp6cialement clu. personnel f6minin". 

[A Ig6rie A clualiM no. 12S2 October lYh-184 1989, pp 18,19] 

(... the failure of the educational system is also due to: "the high levels of 
absenteeism of teachers and particularly that of female employees. ) 

The committee's suggestion was to encourage women to stay at home by increasing the 

family's social security benefit. In a common public declaration on June 20th 1989, the 

women's associations denounced the discriminatory practices which had been allowed to 

develop in the educational system over the past few years such as: 

... les; tentatives; de I'APN de suppression du sport f6minin, les pratiques 
discriminatoires pour le passage cn classc supdricurc (moycane plus dlevde exigde 
pour les filles) et la transfonnation de I'dcole en un lieu de matraquage iddologiquc. 

[Nouvelles Questions Rministes nos. 16,17,18April-June 1991, p 24] 

(... the attempts by Parliament to stop sports activities for girls, the discriminitory 
practices requiring higher marks for girls to allow them to move into the next class 
and the fact that schools have become an ideological ground for brainwashing. ) 

This declaration was followed by a demonstration outside the APN on July 2 nd 1 989. The 

government, however, denied that any discrimination existed in education. 

The increasing number of attacks on women by Islamists was another issue which brought a 
number of women's associations together. On November 23rd 1989, they organised 
demonstrations in Algiers, Oran and Annaba to denounce the violence directed at women by 
the Islamists. Several incidents had taken place in the previous weeks and months which 
provoked the women's action. Here are three examples which were reported in the press: 
female students in the town of Blida (with a strong Islamist group) had been forbidden from 

going out at night and attacked if they disobeyed this rule. This caused a serious problem for a 
female diabetic student who was not allowed to go to the chemist's to get some medicines. 
Another dramatic incident occurred in Mascara. A female nurse was killed by her brother 
because she refused to stop working. Her brother considered that her job was unsuitable 
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because it brought her into contact with too many men. Finally, in Annaba, the house of a 
female teacher was burnt down because she belonged to the AEW jUbdration November 2e 

1989 p 12]. 

A major gathering of 1,000 representatives from 16 women's associations took place in Algiers 

on November 30th and December 15t 1989. At the end of the two day conference, the 

participants agreed to publicise a common programme of action. The main points of the 

programme addressed women's rights at work, in education and in law. The co-ordination of 

associations later organised a demonstration in Algiers on March 8th 1990. According to 

Alg6rie Actualit6, it was attended by about 6,000 women. The purpose of this demonstration 

was, once again, to express women's opposition to the Family Code, but some of the placards 

also attacked the voting system. One of the women's slogan was: 

Pour la ddmocratie, votons nous-m8mes. 

[AlgirieActualiti no. 1274 March 15'h-21"' 1990, p 71 

(For democracy, we must vote ourselves. ) 

To fully understand the meaning of this slogan, it is important to study the developments which 

occurred over the years regarding the voting system. The decree of February 21"t 1969 

allowed nationals living abroad to vote by proxy under very strict conditions. However, this 

decree was used for another purpose: the introduction of the concept of the 'family vote' 

whereby the head of the household could vote on behalf of members of his family. As Sai 

concluded, in her chapter'Algerian women: citizens, Moudjahidates, sisters': 

Ce type de vote permet l'utilisation des voix des femmes tout cn les cxcluant de 
1'espace public, respectant ainsi les "r&gles ancestralesm. Leurs suffrages seront 
exprimds par les hommes, en leur qualitd de chefs de famille... 

[Sai in Bourqia, Charrad & Gallagher 1996, p 881 

(This type of voting system makes use of women's votes while excluding them from 
the public sphere, thus keeping the "ancestral rules". Their votes are expressed by 
men in their capacity as heads of household. ) 

After the introduction of multi-party politics the vote by proxy was restricted to close parents 

(first degree) and could only be performed with an official consent form. The number of votes 

by proxy was limited to five by the electoral law of 1989. However, this law allowed another 

type of vote by proxy, the 'vote conjugal'which enabled either of the spouses to vote on behalf 

of the other without having to present a consent form, but merely a proof of marriage. 

Although, in principle, the law did not discriminate against women, since the term used 
(conjoint) refers to either husband or wife, in practice, women's votes were 'confiscated' by their 

husband without their consent. This question of women's vote became a major issue for the 

women's associations especially with the coming municipal elections, due to take place in June 
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1990. They felt that if the law could be changed to stop men from voting on behalf of their 

wives and other female members of their family, women would gain political power and it would 
give many women an incentive to become much more politically Involved. On March 27th 
1990, an amendment to the existing law reduced the number of 'family votes' by proxy to three, 
but the husband could still vote on behalf of his wife without her written consent. The 
Coordination of women's associations continued to fight this injustice. Having organised a 
meeting in Boumerd&s on May 17th and 18th 1990, the Coordination decided to launch a 
national campaign demanding that the vote by proxy should be limited to one person, in special 
circumstances, and always with an official consent form. The Coordination created a national 

committee made up of representatives of women's associations and political Parties fighting for 
the recognition of human rights for all [Nouvelles Questions Rministes nos. 16,17,18 April - 
June 1991, p 25]. 

It was only in October 1991 that the electoral law was changed after president Chadli Benjedid 

had consulted the newly established 'Conseil Constitutionnel'13S which declared the previous 

law to be unconstitutional. The debate in the National Assembly had been very acrimonious, 

with 2 deputy declaring that if his wife went to vote, he would divorce her. According to the 

new law, the husband was no longer allowed to vote on behalf of his wife without her consent 

and the vote by proxy was limited to one [Mouvement des Femmes Alg6riennes pour la 

D6rnocrafie, RMexions et Informations, p 3]. 

The women's associations were very active during the 1989-1991 period. Their presence on 

the political scene and the question of women's rights in society became an issue that no one 

could ignore. Many women put their lives at risk and many died during the struggle. However, 

in real terms, their achievements were limited. Their main victory was to force the government 

to change the electoral law. Unfortunately, despite their constant attacks on the Family Code, 

they did not succeed in having it either amended or withdrawn. By March 1991, the women's 

movement had lost its momentum. Only between 200 and 400 women demonstrated on 
International Women's Day, on March 8 th 1991 [Daoud 1993, p 205]. The Coordination of 

associations only counted six organisations in 1991. Several reasons can explain the collapse 

of the movement. Practical difficulties encountered by the organisations, such as the lack of 
financial support and the lack of facilities, made their work very time consuming and frustrating. 

Women also had to cope with an extremely difficult economic situation with food shortages and 
Irregular water supplies, which meant that their everyday life became a constant struggle. By 

1991, they were totally exhausted and disillusioned. 

135 The Conseil Constitutionnel was created in 1989. Its purpose was to ensure that no law was contrary to the 
Constitution. 
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Although a large number of women's associations managed to agree to act together on certain 
issues, something the male dominated Parties never achieved, they suffered from internal 

power struggles, ideological clashes and lark of focus. According to Daoud members of the 

associations declared: 

[La co-ordination] a devid de sa mission originelle et au lieu de favoriser les 
ddmarches unitaires, elic s'est dpuis6e en discussions stdriles ... elle a surtout failli 
par manquc dc stratdgic... 

[Daoud, 1993, p 210] 

([The co-ordination) moved away from its original mission and instead of 
concentrating on uniting issues, it wasted its energies in sterile discussions ... but 
mostly, it failed due to a lack of strategy ... ) 

Another serious criticism levelled at women's organisations was that they did not represent the 

concerns of the majority of Algerian women. Daoud related the following comment from a 

joumalist: 

Les f6ministes ne sont pas efficaces, c'est une petite dlite qui se vit d'aillcurs 
conune une contre-dlite et Warrive pas A fmnchir la barri6re du pcuple. Elles 
parlent en fmnqais, viennent de la petite bourgeoisie, nc mettent pas les pieds dans 
les quartiers popuWrcs, que souvent elics ne connaisscnt pas. 

[Daoud 1993, p 211] 

(The feminists arc not cffectivc, they constitute a small elite which live in another 
world like a counter-elite, incapable of breaking through the social barriers. They 
speak French, belong to the 'petit bourgeois' and never venture into the poor 
quarters which they don't know. ) 

Although this generalisation might not apply to all women activists, Messaoudi, for instance, 

was MP for a very poor area of Algiers, it is, nevertheless, a valid criticism. The Family Code 

and the electoral laws, on which the women's associations centred their actions, were of little 

concern to the majority of women who had many more pressing daily problems to deal with. 

The women's associations pitched their fight at a level which was totally inaccessible to the 

majority of Algerian women. The FIS136, on the other hand, was tackling everyday problems: 

housing shortages, salary for women staying at home, reduction of the number of crimes due to 

alcohol and drugs. In principle, the women's associations were right to tackle the 

institutionalised legal discriminations, in practice, they failed to develop a network of local 

associations listening and responding to women's everyday basic problems. They did not have 

the infrastructure nor the financial backing to establish such a network. All these associations 

had only just emerged into the political scene. They suffered from the ebullience of a 

movement in its infancy and lacked the wisdom which comes with experience. 

136 Front Islarnique du Salut (the main Islamist Party). 
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After 1991, some women's organisations started to do more 'ground work' and the response 
from local women was very encouraging. In Constantine, the association 'Israr' worked on the 
issue of the high prices of basic commodities. Women from the poorest quarters of the town 

did a sit-in outside the regional assembly. In Hussein Dey, an area of Algiers, actions on water 

supply and hygiene had immediate effect. In rural areas, women's associations focussed their 

work according to the local needs such as literacy classes, legal advice and family planning 

workshops. Another encouraging sign was the development of women support groups in 

different professions such as nurses and sports women jDaoud 1993, pp 211,21Z223,224j. It 

is impossible to gauge the long term Impact of the actions of the women's associations. They 

certainly established their presence on the political scene and learned from the experience. 
The issues they raised will remain on the political agenda for many years to come. 

16.6.2 Women's levels of participation in elections and committees of political 
Parties 

The following table shows how the main political Parties137 which emerged after 1988 

integrated women into their organisations: 

Figure 27 Participation of Women in Political Parties after 1988 

Number of 
Percentage Women Women women 

Political of women representation representation candidates in 
Parties members in the Political in the Central the 1991 

Bureau Committee legislative 
election 

PAGS138 17% 1 Out Of 11139 6 out of 67 
(9%) (9%) 

PT140 (A woman, Louisa 19 
Hanouneisthe 
leader of the 
Party) 

PST141 12% 6 out of 29 20 
(21%) (of whom 9 were 

top of the list) 
FFS 142 5 out of 30 9143 

(17%) 
F-ký 44 4 out of 18 6 

(22%) 
[Table createdfrom information in A utrement no. 60 199-7, pp 156.15 7] 

137 The main Islamist Party, the FIS, is treated separately in section 16.6.3 
138 Patti de I'Avant Garde Socialiste 
139 Daoud reckoned there were II women in the PAGS' Political Bureau jDaoud 1993, p 2061. 
140 ParU des Travailleurs 
141 Parti Socialiste des Travailleurs 
142 Front des Forces Socialistes 
143 According to Sal, the FFS had 11 candidates of whom 6 were top of the list fin Bouf*a. Charrad & Galagher 1996, p 

901. 
144 Rassemblement pour la Culture et la Ddmocratie 
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Despite the resurgence of women on the political scene through their activism during the late 

1980s and early 1990s, their representation in the different political Parties remained small. 
For the 1991 election, members of the women's organisations found it virtually Impossible to 

stand as independent candidates. The law stipulated that any Independent candidate had to 

obtain 500 signatures which had to be validated in person with the authorities. This meant that 

the only way women could become candidates was by obtaining the support of a political party. 
Only two Parties agreed to give their unconditional support to Independent women candidates: 

the PST and the PT. 

In terms of female representation in local and national assemblies, the situation seems to have 

worsened over the years. Whereas the National Assembly (APN) had eight women in 1977, 

there were only four in 1982, seven in 1987 and none In 1991. Although many doors had 

opened for women over the last twenty years, it seems that those of politics remained firmly 

shut. However, this is not too surprising, since even in most Western democracies, the world 

of politics is still a predominantly male bastion. In 1997, in the United Kingdom, there were 

only 121 women MPs, representing 18.4%, while in France In the same year, the figures were 

respectively 63 and 10.9% [Inter-Partiamentary Union November 100 1999, p 2]145 

16.6.3 Women and the Islamist movement 

16.6.3.1 Position of women in publications of the FIS 

We will concentrate our study on the FIS' declarations and programme since this Party was the 

most influential in the 1980s and 1990s. The FIS' political programme was published on March 

7 th 1989146. The role of women is defined in the sixth chapter dedicated to Social Policy. The 

backbone of this policy is the protection of the individual's right to life and care In the 

community through the creation of an adequate educational environment and the reform of the 

family. 

According to the FIS, the role of education is to inculcate the principles of the Shad'a In all 

children: 

La politique 6ducationnelle [que le FIS] pr6conise doit vdhiculer les; pr6ceptes: de la 
charia'a et en tout premier lieu la n6cessitd d'assurcr Ic droit A I'Mucation A tous Ics 
crifants de la patrie sans distinction de race, de clan, de religion ou autre. 

fp2J] 

145 Available on-line at wwwJpu. orgANmn4classlf. htm 
146 The complete te)d used here was publWjed and analysed In a brochure by the 'Mouvernent des Femmes AWrlennes 

pour la Urnocratie' - (Aýgerlan Women's Moverneo for Democracy). This document has not been formally published 
and Is not widely available. A copy Is held by the library of the InstKut du Monde Arabe In Pads and Is avabble on 
request. 
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(Me educational policy advocated [by the FIS] must promote the teachings of the 
Shari'a and firstly, the right to education for all the children of the nation %ithout 
discrimination based on race, clan, religion or any other distinction). 

One of the axioms of this education is the separation of the sexes, a concept which was 

advocated by the FIS throughout their campaigns. In an Interview with Alg6rie Actualit6, 

Benazouz Zebda (one of the founding members of the FIS) declared: 

La consomniation du vin, la nüxitd dans les 6wIes, les lycdes et les wüversit6s, a eu 
pour consiquence la prolifiration des bätards. 

[A Iggrie A ctualiti no 1219 Feb 23'ý-March P 1989, p 8] 

(17he legalisation of the consamption of alcohol and the mixing of the sexes in 
schools, colleges and universities, has resulted in the proliferation of bastards. ) 

The Quranic basis for the segregation of the sexes In educational establishments (as well as In 

other public places) is given in an article in the FIS' publication EI-Mounquid: 

Vinterdiction de la mixit6 rcntre dans le chapitre "Sadd al-dbara'i". qui est un 
principe original de la charia: les dbaraT, est ce qui conduit A une chosc licite ou 
illicite, ... Ce qui conduit A Villicite cst illicitc; ... I'autorisation de la mixit6 dans les 
socidt6s musulmanes est le premier pas sur la voie de ce que sont devenucs les 
soci6t6s occidentales actuelles, en mati6re de d6bauche et dc d6vergondage (sic). 

[EI-Mounquid no. 3 in Ahnaf, Boliveau, Frigosi 1991, pp 247,2491 

(The prohibition of the mixing of the sexes is part of the chapter "Sadd al-dbara'i", 
wl-dch is a founding principle of the Sliari'a: dbara'i, Js what makes something 
licit or illicit; 

... What leads to an illicit action is itself illicit ... by allowing the 
mixing of the sexes, Muslim societies are taking the first step towards what has led 
present Western societies to debauchery and loosc morals. ) 

The segregation of the sexes in educational establishments and in all public places might have 

a long term negative impact on women's education. Examples already exist which support this 

contention. As early as 1989, parents in the Theniet El Hadjar area of Mddda were 

complaining that the local primary school had been turned into a boys' only school by the FIS, 

forcing parents to send their daughters to a gids' only school three kilometres away [Alg6fie 

Actua&6 no. 1241 July 2; ý6-Aug 2nd 1989, p 3]. One can imagine that, for some parents, the 

inconvenience and the possible added travelling expenses would be a deterrent to sending 

their daughters to school. Furthermore, as the AWIVID pointed out, the countrywide 

implementation of a single sex policy in education would force the government to build 

hundreds of new educational establishments. It is difficult to imagine how the government 

would raise such funds and, if a choice had to be made between educating boys or girls, gids' 

education would suffer [p 11]. 

The second pillar of the FIS' Social Policy was the reform of the family. A series of measures 

concerning women were proposed: 
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Garantir le travail au p6re de farnille ... Prcndrc soin de la m6rc qui dl&ve les enfants. 11 faut qu'eUe soit soutenue - cn cas 
de n6cessit6 - par une aide ad6quate, et qu'on lui donne une pension de matemit6, 
car son travail A la maison doit 6tre Idgitimement considdrd conune une fonction 
sociale et 6ducative lui donnant droit A une pension an meme titre que l'ouvrier ... Renforcer la fbi et les bonnes; moeurs de ta fenune. 
Elever Ic niveau de conscience politique, 6ducative et civilisationnelle chcz elle. 

[pp 27.28] 

(To guarantee employment for the father of the family ... 
To take care of the mother who brings up her children. If need be, she must be 
supported by adequate help and receive a maternity pension, because her work at 
home must be legitimately recognised as a social and educational fimction giving 
her right to a pension just as any other worker ... To reinforce faith and good moral standards in women. 
To raise women's political, educational and cultural awareness. ) 

The role of women for the FIS is clearly identified as that of mothers. Indeed, in the 

introduction to the chapter on social policy, it is specified that this role is a duty for women [P 

25]. One can deduce that women's sole economic contribution to society is to bring up 

children, the fathers role being that of provider, hence the guarantee of work for him. It is 

worth noting that on the question of women's work outside the home, the two main leaders of 

the FIS, Ali Belhadj147 and Abbassi Madani have expressed diverging views. All Belhadj was 

totally opposed to it: 

Le lieu naturel de la femme est le foyer ... La femme est une productrice d'hommes, 
elle ne produit pas de biens matdriels, mais cette chose essentielle qu'est le 
musulman. Scientifiquement, il est admis qu'il est impossible A une femme de 
concilier son travail et ses obligations familiales, et de nombreux cas dc divorce 
sont le rdsultat de ce constat... 

[Horizons Feb 23d 1989 in Algirie Actualitj no. 1264 Jan 4h-le 1990, p 9] 

(The natural place for a woman is her home ... Women are procreators of men, they 
do not produce material goods, but they produce Muslim men. It is scientifically 
admitted that it is impossible for a woman to cope with both her work and her 
family duties, this has resulted in many divorces ... ) 

Abbassi Madani, on the other hand, has expressed a less stringent view on women's work. He 

is not opposed to it, as long as: 

... son honneur et sa religion restent saufs. La question West pas tant le travail 
f6minin en soi que la situation de la femme au travail. Pourquoi ne pas lui riserver 
des moyens de transport A part? Pourquoi ne pas privoir des bureaux sp6cialemcnt 
conýiz pour un 6change entre fernmes? 

[La Tribune d'Octobre March 15'k3l' 1989 in Peuples Miditerrangens 
nos. 52-53 July/ Dec 1990 p 75] 

147 The leadees narne has also been speft'Benhadf In various publications. 
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(... her honour and her religion are safe. The question is not so much women's 
work as the condition of women at work. Why not create separate means of 
transport? Why not plan offices especially for women? ) 

The conclusion one can draw from these statements is that work is not considered to be a right 
for women and even if they were allowed to work, for economic reasons, they would have to be 

segregated from men. The main reason for this is the fact that women are deemed to be the 

cause of all social ills and discord, referred to as 'fitna'. While at home, out of sight of men, 

they can be kept under control. Once they step into the 'public space', they become a danger 

to men (who can't resist their seductive powers) and to society as a whole (since their 

behaviour endangers the entire social equilibrium) (see section 2.1). Since life in a modem 

society forces women out of their home (for visits to places such as hospitals, schools and 

various public offices), their presence has to be regulated and controlled. Hence the necessity 

for women to wear a suitable dress, the hidjab, 148 and the introduction of the regime of the 

Hisba with its 'law enforcers', the Muhtasib. 

The wearing of the hidjab is, according to the FIS, an absolute necessity for women. In a 

document published by El-Mounquid about Islam and women's rights, we can find the following 

statement: 

La question du hidjab 
Nous ne pensons pas qu'il soit permis d'en discuter, ds lors que Dieu s'est 
prononc, 6 li-dessus, lorsqu'il dit: "Dis aux croyants de baisser leur regard, de 
pr6server leur chastet6 et de ne montrer de leurs atours (charmes) que cc qui cn est 
apparent ....... on doit cntcndre le visage et les mains. 

[EI-Mounquid nos. 25,27,28 in Ahnaf, Botiveau, Frigosi 1991, p 2S7] 

(On the question of the hidjab 
We do not think that there is any need to discuss this, since God has already 
pronounced on this matter when he says: "Tell the believers to lower their eyes, to 
preserve their chastity and to only reveal of their charms what is already 
visible ....... in other words, their face and their hands. ) 

As Rouadjia notes, the hidjab constitutes the first wall separating the sexes, it is complemented 

by a second wall which is the segregation of the sexes in all public places [Peuples 

Mdditeffan6ens nos. 52-53 JulyiDecernber 1990, p 176]. This is necessitated, according to the 

FIS, by the very nature of women, perceived as the cause of the collapse of moral values. We 

will see, in section 16.6.3 how some Islamist women are using the veil to enter the 'public 

space' and gain access to areas so far reserved to men. 

However, for the FIS, it is not sufficient to define strict rules of social conduct. A system of 

control has to be set up. It is known as the Hisba. 

148 The Islamists have Introduced this dress for women in Algeria. it consists of a long robe. usually In a dark colour. 
covering the whole body. Women also wear a cloth covering their hair. 
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The system of the Hisba is not mentioned in the Quean or the Sunna. According to the AWMD, 

it appears in judicial Arabic texts in the eleventh century and represents the idea of each 
individual 'being accountable for his/her actions'. In practice, it is the duty for every Muslim to 

do what is good and fight what is evil. One aspect of this duty is the right for any Muslim to 

take on the role of Muhtasib, a sort of law enforcer, to ensure that every member of society is 

complying with the principle of the Hisba. The various Islamic governments which 
implemented this regime realised that, if uncontrolled, the Hisba could become a threat to the 

government, since anyone could criticise other members of society for their 'bad' social 

behaviour. These attacks could be directed against the ruling body. It was, therefore, decided 

to make the Muhtasib a government chosen representative, charged with the maintenance of 

good social behaviour in the streets and markets. The Muhtasib had the power to Intervene on 

the spot, using his own judgement and without further Inquiry. He could impose immediate 

sanctions, ranging from reprimand, flogging, public display of the guilty person, confiscation of 

the merchant's goods and banning from the profession. Over the centuries, the function of the 

Muhtasib has varied. In recent history, Iran reintroduced a similar system with 'vice squads' 

asking children to act as informers against their parents. Women were often the targets of 
these'law enforcers' [AWMD, pp 7, B]. It is therefore disturbing to find the system of the Hisba 

to be one of the prime elements of the FIS'social organisation. In the economic section of the 

FIS' programme, the Hisba, described as market police, is briefly mentioned as a means of 

controlling prices. However, In the last paragraph of the social policy document, the 

introduction of the Hisba is seen as part of the global social reform. This is how it Is supposed 

to operate: 

En Islam, la mithode de "Hisba" est considdr6e comme le meillcur moycn Idgal 
pour organiscr les rapports cntre les gens dans les domaines suivants 
I la rue 
2 Ic march6 
3 l'usine 
4 le champ 
5 I'administration 
6 la mosqude. 

[A HIM, p 28] 

(According to Islam, the method of the "Hisba" is thought to be the best legal way 
to organise relations between people in the following areas: 
I the street 
2 the market place 
3 the factory 
4 the field 
5 the civil service 
6 the mosque) 

No further details are given in the FIS' programme regarding how the Hisba would be 
implemented. However, Ali Belhadj gave some indication of his vision of the concept of the 

Hisba in an article in EI-Mounquid, in which he defended the perpetrators of acts of violence In 

certain circumstances. He wrote: 
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Est-ce de la violence que d'exiger l'instauration du gouvernement de Dieu sur sa 
terre, ... ? Que de conimander le bien et d'interdire le mal ... ? [Quc] d'exiger que 
la fenune demeure chez elle, dans une atmosph8re de chasteti, de riserve et 
d'hurnilitd, et qu'elle Wen sorte que dans les cas de n6=itd ddfinis par le 
Ugislateur? 

[EI-Mounquid no. 9 in Ahnaf, Boliveau, Fr6gosi 1991, p 135] 

(is it an act of violence to demand the establishment of God's government on his 
land, ...? To support what is good and forbid what is evil ... 

? To demand that 
women stay at home, in an atmosphere of chastity, self-effi=ment and humility, 
and that they should only go out in certain cases of absolute necessity defined by the 
Law? ) 

The conclusion is that violence would be allowed against women who defied the FIS' code of 

conduct. Despite the reassurances given in the FIS' programme regarding the right to 

education for all and the equality of men and women, it is obvious that women's rights would be 

those granted by male members of the Party and which correspond to the image they have of 

the role of women in society. It is men's interpretation of the principles of Islam, and one that 

would keep women under their control. It is interesting, though, that some women subscribed 

to these views. We will now analyse how the 'Muslim Sisters' (as the FIS' women supporters 

are known) have come to accept the doctrines of the FIS and how they justify their position. 

16.6.3.2 The role of women vAthin the FIS 

The FIS, officially recognised on March 10th 1989, was originally directed by a single Executive 

Bureau which did not have any women representatives. Under pressure from the female 

members, another Executive Bureau was created for female members only. The decision- 

making powers, however, remained with the original male group, which apart from making 

policy decisions, nominated the members of the regional organisations (Bureaux Ex6cutifs de 

Wilayas) and chose the candidates for the various elections. In turn, the regional organisations 

chose the representatives for the local council organisations (Bureaux Ex6cutifs communaux) 
[Peuples Wditeffan6ens nos. 52-53 July-December 1990, p 158]. Although the FIS estimated 

that out of its two million members, 800,000 were women, it is interesting to note that no 
female candidates were selected for the local and legislative elections of 1990 and 1991, the 

reason given was that women would be too fragile to govern [Autrement no. 60 1992, p 1571. 

Yet, on December 21s' 1989, thousands of women wearing the hidjab demonstrated in Algiers 

escorted by male FIS members, demanding the implementation of the Shad'a. It seems that 

the FIS was very keen to portray the image of a Party supported by a large number of women 
in order to refute the allegations, from other parties and the Western press, that it intended to 

further reduce women's rights (the same tactics were used during the Iranian revolution, see 
section 13). However, the FIS' media campaigns stopped short of giving women real power. 
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According to Ali Belhadj, one of the leaders of the FIS, giving political power to women has 
devastating effects. He declared in a sermon: 

Regardez la Grande-Bretape qui est entr6e en d6mdence du jour o6 une femme - 
Thatcher- a pris les renes du pouvoir. 

[Le Nouvel Observateur May 3 ]"-June 64 1990. p 9] 

(Look at the decline of Great Britain since a wornan -Thatcher- took over the reigns 
of power. ) 

In fact, the FIS were so keen to keep women out of politics that they played down the role of 

Algerian women in the war of independence. As Moghadarn explained, the devaluing of the 

Moudjahidate's status which started in the early years of independence turned into an attack on 

their image as war heroines by the Islamist organisations; of the 1 980s; and 1 990s. Because the 

Moudjahidate joined the women's street protests against the regressive Family Code of 1981, 

they were branded 'hawks of neo-colonialism', in an attempt at discrediting them politically. 
Their participation in these demonstrations gave a new meaning to their Image, they emerged 

as a group which embodied the woman's projection of society [Moghadam 1994, p 54]. Their 

actions, aimed at demanding the recognition of women's rights were also de-legitimised by the 

Islamists as the consequence of Western influence and deemed 'anti-religious' since the Quean 

had granted women all their rights ftbid, p 541. The only women fighters legitimised in the 

Islamic projection of society were the women proselytisers, symbolised by the Afghan 

Moudjahidate whose aim was to establish an Islamic society. 

The FIS' preferred role for their women activists was centred around social activities. The FIS 

had established a whole network of support for the underprivileged. Their activities ranged 

from the distribution of food, for example after the floods which affected the west of the country 

in 1989, to the collection of rubbish from the streets of Algiers during the dustmen strike In 

1990. On a daily basis, women supporters of the FIS helped out in the distribution of milk for 

babies, clothes (in particular, free hidjabs) and food for poor families. They visited hospitals, 

organised literacy classes in mosques, but they also played an important role in counselling 

abandoned women and young girls. They even arranged marriages among FIS members. 
They encouraged women to attend talks on the Shari'a in mosques. Books and brochures were 
distributed free of charge [Daoud 1993, pp 224-225]. Without the support of women, it is 

undeniable that the FIS would never have gained such a following amongst the lower social 

groups. 

16.6.3.3 Women SUDDorters of Islamist movements 

On December 21 rt 1989 and April I oth 1990, thousands of Algerian women demonstrated In the 

streets of Algiers in support of the FIS. These women represented a cross-section of the 

population belonging to all age groups and different social classes. Whilst they were not all 
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members of the FIS or any other Islamist Party, they supported the Idea of a society governed 
according to the Shari'a (Islamic law). In an attempt to understand their conception of an 
Islamic society we will look at what some women members of Islamist Parties had to say in 

various interviews documented by Bessis and Belhassen in their book "Fernmes du Maghreb: 
Uenjeu". In their eyes, such a society would enhance their status and would increase their 
influence over the future of Algeria. The differences between the sexes, they explained, and 
the differing rights and duties between men and women are defined in the Shad'a. Women are 
procreators, of Muslims. Their role in society is to educate their children according to the 

Islamic faith. Men, on the other hand, are providers and protectors: they support their family 
financially and defend the honour of the family. If society's social organisation was to follow 
these precepts, everyone would benefit. As an Islamist woman explained, the first step is to 

establish an Islamic state: 

L'6quilibre social passe donc par le respect des textes sacris. 

[Bessis, Belhassen 1992, p 205] 

(A balanced society will emerge if the sacred text is respected. ) 

It seems that, according to these women, their future was dependent on, and second to, a 
higher political aim. When reminded of the position of women in Iran after the Islamic 

revolution of 1979, their only response was that Algeria is different [Bessis, Belhassen 199Z p 
215]. 

In the ideal Islamic state, the question of the segregation of the sexes was considered to be an 

absolute necessity. The Islamist women interviewed did not see this as a barrier to their 

freedom but, on the contrary, they considered separation of the sexes to be an advantage for 

women. Instead of being sex objects under the lustful eyes of men, they gained a sense of 

respect. This is what Habiba, one of the representatives of the FIS for the Algiers region, 
declared: 

Dans mon coll6ge, 149 les hornmes me traitaient comme une femme et non conune 
une coll6gue. Cela faussait non seulement les relations sociales mais les critares 
auxquels dtait soun-tise la promotion professionnelle. Seule une socidtd non mixte 
peut garantir A la femme qu'on la consid6rcra commic un individu ct qu'A ce titrc 
elle aura droit au respect. 

[Bessis, Belhassen 199.7, p 206] 

(In my college, men used to treat me as a woman and not as a colleague. This, not 
only distorted our social relations, but also the criteria used for promotion. It is 
only through the segregation of the sexes in society that women will be considered 
as individuals in their own right andý therefore, will be treated with respect. ) 

1419 Habiba used to teach Mathematics In a college. She left her job to spend more time worldng for the Islamist movement. 
She then started giving lessons. in Mathematics and Religims Education In a mosque. 
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The same reasoning applies to the wearing of the hidjab. It forces men to accept women's 
presence outside of the home and to treat them with respect: 

Le port du hidjab est en cffet le moycn d'6chapper aux regards de I'homme. En se 
voilant, la femme cesse d'8tre objct de s6duction, en affichant ses: convictions 
religieuses, elle impose le respect. 

[Maghreb Machrek no. 144 April-June 1994, p 107J 

(The wearing of the hidjab is a means of escaping from men's gaze. By wearing a 
veil, a woman is no longer an object of seduction, by displaying her religious 
convictions, she imposes respect. ) 

The hidjab has a different meaning for each person, but some women supporters of the FIS, 

explained that the hidjab symbolised their religious commitment. It corresponded to their 

understanding of the Quranic prescriptions regarding women's dresS150 and they wore it with 

pride. They did not see it as a rule imposed by men but as a personal choice, enabling them to 

show their commitment to Islam. The participation in the creation of an Islamic society gave 
these women a sense of worth and self-confidence. Their submission to the Prophet's rules 

made them responsible and answerable to him only. They did not rely on men to interpret the 

scriptures, but on themselves and their personal judgement. This is the reason why some 
Islamist women felt that they could demand the abrogation of certain articles of the Family 

Code which were not based on the Shari'a. Habiba, one of the FIS' representatives In the 

Algiers region stated: 

Si j'approuve 1'essentiel des dispositions du Code de la famille, je suis contre 
Finstitution du tutorat qui est purement traditionnelle et ne rel6ve pas de ]a Charia. 
Celle-ci sp6cifie que les fernmes sont libres de choisir leur mari. La sournission A 
Dieu IMre toWernent la fenune du pouvoir des hornmes. Mes rdfdrences son( le 
Coran et la Charia et non la loi hurnaine, ni celle de mon mari. ni cclle d'un 
quclconque tuteur. 

[Bessis, Belhassen 199-1, p 207] 

(If I agree with most of the clauses of the Family Code, I am opposed to the 
introduction of the principle of the matrimonial guardian which is a mere tradition 
and does not originate from the Shari'a. The latter specifies that women are free to 
choose their husband. My terms of reference are the Qur'an and the Shari'a, they 
are neither human laws, nor my husband's or any other guardian's rules. ) 

Attacks on the present Family Code were quite common amongst Islamist women. Some 

female Islamist students from the University of Algiers pointed out that the divorce laws 

allovAng the husband to keep the family accommodation were contrary to the Shari'a151 

150 The Quean states: 
-0 Prophet, te# your wives and daughters and the wives of the belevers, to draw their outer garments doser. That Is 

rnore conducive to their being known, and not being injured (33: 59) ITranslated by Mqd Fakhty 199 7. p 2661. 
- And to# be#eving wornen to cast down their eyes and guard their private parts and not show their finery. except me 

outward part of It (24: 31) [ibid. p 2181. 
151 On the matter of diwee, we find In the Quean: 
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IMagtveb Mactvek no. 144 April-June 1994]. Women representatives of the Islamist Party 'al 
Irchad wa al Isiah' also asked for amendments to the Family Code at their first meeting in 
Algiers on December 7th 1989 [March6s Tropicaux et M6diterrandens February 2nd 1990, p 
317]. 

Some Islamist women, because of their knowledge of the scriptures, acquired a sense of power 
and authority. This was frequently seen in the new type of relationships between Islamist 

young girls and their parents. Quite often, girls decided to wear the hidjab against their parents' 
wishes. Bucaille gives the example of a diplomat who objected to his daughter's decision to 

wear a hidjab as it could be detrimental to his carder. She simply pointed out that she was 
following the precepts of the Quean while he was only concerned with material considerations 
[Maghreb Machrek no. 144, p 109]. But the conflict was not just with parents. Some of the 

educated female Islamists went as far as criticising the male members of the Islamist Parties 
for marginalising them and giving a false image of the role of women in an Islamic society. 
One of them declared: 

Au nom de I'Islarn, on ensevelit. psychiquement la fenune en tuant son ambition, en 
dtouffant ses dons et en r6duisant A n6ant son effort pour se construire la forte 
pcrsonnalit6 islarnique qu'clle doit poss6dcr... [il faut] rouvrir la voic dc 
l'ijtihadl 52 fcrm6e dcpuis tant de si&les. 

[Bessis, Belhassen 1992, p 211] 

(In the name of Islam, women have been psychologically stunted, their ambitious 
killed, their talents smothered and their attempts at forging the strong Islamic 
personality they need have been destroyed... [we must] re-open the door of ijtihad 
which has been closed for so many centuries. ) 

16.6.3.4 Feminism in an Islamist context 

If, by the early 1990s, Algerian Islamist women had not yet been fully integrated at the highest 

echelons of the Islamist Parties, they intended to continue their fight to play a full part In all 
domains, including in the decision making process. They saw themselves as a key element in 

the creation of an Islamic society. Their strength and confidence stemmed from their 

knowledge of the scriptures. However, sceptics may argue that there is no hope to see Islamist 

women fully integrated in the life of the country, especially at the political level. Developments 

in other Muslim countries may provide a partial answer to this question. According to Najib 

Ghadbian's paper 'Islamists and Women in the Arab World: From Reaction to Reform', the 

Islamist movement entered a reformist period in the late 1980s. In 1989, the publication of a 

Divorce may be pronounced twice. Then they (women] are to be retained in a fighftl manner or released with kindness 
(2: 228) fibidý pp 26,271. 

152 The 4Whad is the Islamic concept of reinterpretation of the scriptures to reflect societal changes. For example rjavery, 
which was allowed by the Quean centuries ago, Is no longer accepted as a OurarJc practice. 
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book153 by Muhammad Al Ghazali, renowned Islamic scholar, In which he denounced 

conservative interpretations of parts of the Quean and Hadiths referring to women and political 
participation, created quite a stir in the Arab world. In 1990, the Egyptian scholar Yusuf al 
Qaradawi produced a fatwa in which he declared that women could be judges, seek 
parliamentary offices and issue falwas. Islamist women in Egypt are also beginning to assert 
themselves. In an article entitled Veiled Activism', Fadwa El Guindi describes the recent 

developments in the women Islamist movement. In the 1970s, more and more young students 

started weadng the veil. As we saw with Algedan Islamist women, this enabled them to move 

freely in the 'public space', to gain respect from men and to acquire more self-confidence. At 

the same time, female students' enrolment at university started increasing faster than male 

student's. The ratio of male to female students went from 13.21 in 1952/1953 to 1.8: 1 in 

1975/1976 [Peuples Mdditerran6ens nos. 22-23 Jan-June 1963, p 84]. Furthermore, female 

students started opting for the normally male dominated sections such as Medicine, Dentistry, 

Engineering and Veterinary Medicine. Only the best students are accepted in these sections 

which open the door to some of the most valued and prestigious professions in Egypt. As 

Fadwa El Guindi concluded: 

... a woman in public has a choice: either looking secular, modem, feminine and 
passive (hence very vulnerable to indignities), or becoming a 'religieuse' (a Muslim 
sister), hence formidable, untouchable and silently threatening. The young women 
who are now in public, and because of social change %ill remain there, made the 
choice to carve legitimate public space for themselves. 

[Peuples Miditerraniens nos. 22-23 Jan-June 1983, p8 7] 

It seems that throughout the Middle East, Islamist women are redefining their role in society 

and are becoming active agents in the creation of a modem Islamic community. Education and 

knowledge of the scriptures are at the root of their newly acquired strength. From being a 

symbol of their exclusion, the veil has become the key to their established presence in the 

public space. 

153 The book was ent&W: 'al Sunnah al NabavAyah bayn AN al Fiqh wa AN al Hadith' 
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17 Socio-economic Developments: 1979 - 1992 

17.1 Education 

17.1.1 Statistical study 

17.1.1.1 Compulsory education 

Compulsory education which used to be from 6 to 13 was extended to 15 in 1987. The 

government terminology for this period of study was 'enseignement fondamental'. It was 
divided into two sections: 'enseignement 616mentaire', for ages 6-11 and 'enseignement moyen, 
for ages 12-15. Secondary education 'enseignement secondaire'was from 16 to 18 with at the 

end of this period the national examination 'Baccalaurdat', equivalent to A levels. For greater 

clarity and simplicity, we will use the terms 'compulsory education' for the 6-13/15 age group 

and 'secondary education' for the 12-18 age group (which is the age band normally covered by 

the terin 'secondary). 

Successive govemments since independence have made education, particularly primary 

education, one of their main priorities and the Chadli Benjedid govemment was no exception. 
Despite the economic difficulties following the collapse of the oil revenues, the education 
budget still represented a large and increasing proportion of the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP): from 6.3% in 1975, it went up to 9% in 1985 [Notes et Etudes Documentaires no. 4878 

1989, p 88]. The part of the budget allocated to education was on average 12% during the 

period 1979-1985 [Office National des Statistiques no. 7 April / June 1985, p 6]. As a result, 

substantial progress was made as can be seen in the following table: 
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Figure 28 Educational rates in compulsory education, by sex for children aged 6 to 
13/15: 1977-1992 

Year Boys(%) Girls(%) Total(%) 

1977-1978 88.7 64.2 76.7 

1978-1979 88.4 65.6 77.2 

1979-1980 88.4 65.7 77.3 

1980-1981 88.4 67.3 78 

1981-1982 88.4 67.3 78 

1982-1983 88.8 68.3 78.7 

1983-1984 89.98 71.15 80.8 

1984-1985 90.92 72.01 81.7 

1985-1986 92.33 72.25 82.2 

1986-1987 93.06 73.55 83.35 

1987-1988* 93.78 76.03 84.80 

1988-1989* 93.43 76.56 85.10 

1989-1990* 93.80 77.20 85.83 

1990-1991 *1 93.65 77.87 85.98 

1991-1992* 
1 

94.16 79.52 86.99 

Figures relating to children aged 6 to 15 (new compulsory education period) 
[Office National des Statistiques Numiro Special 35, p 241 

The overall increase of 10% of children receiving compulsory education between 1977-1978 

and 1991-1992 is significant, especially when one takes into account the high birth rate and the 

constant battle the government had to fight to accommodate the ever increasing number of 

school-aged children. Between 1975 and 1985, the average annual rate of increase of children 

aged 6-11 was 2.6% whereas the increase of the annual rate of educated children of that age 

was 2.7% PVotes et Etudes Documentaires no. 4878 1989, jo 58]. Despite the enormous efforts 

of the government, 13% of children were still not receiving compulsory education in 1991-1992. 

Although, during the Chadli Benjedid government, the rate of Increase of girls' education was 

greater than the boys', by 1992, there were still 20.5% of girls not attending school (5.4% of 

boys). Furthermore, the tendency to remove girls from school at puberty was still present. The 

following table shows the sharp decrease, from the age of 12, in the proportion of girls 

attending school during the academic year 1986-1987. 
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Figure 29 Percentage of girls in schools according to age: 1986-1987 

Age % of girls 

5 43.60 

6 45.16 

7 45.60 

8 45.18 

9 44.36 

10 43.98 

11 42.98 

12 37.81 

13 29.41 

14 22.25 

15 18.72 

Total 43.99 
[Percentages derivedfromfigures in Saadi 1991, p 1091 

As always, the distance between the child's home and the school would play a major part, 

disadvantaging children in rural areas where schools were more scattered. The following table 

demonstrates how this factor had a significant effect on girls' education: 

Figure 30 Attendance by sex and distance from school for children aged 6-13: 

1984 

Distance from the 
school 

Boys Girls 

less than 1 km 96 84 

between 1 and 5 km 90 58 

more than 5 km 66 25 
[Office National des Statistiques no. 33 199-7, p 2] 

As we can see, although the percentage of girls attending schools in the compulsory education 

age band increased, sociological factors were still influencing parents. Once girls had reached 

puberty, many parents were reluctant to continue sending them to school, especially if the girls 
had to travel some distance unaccompanied. 
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17.1.1.2 Seconda! y education 

The number of pupils receiving secondary education, also greatly increased during the Chadli 

Benjedid government. The following table gives an indication of this evolution: 

Figure 31 Boys and girls aged 12-18 in secondary schools: 1978-1992 

Year Total number of 
pupils (000s) 

Boys Girls 

1978-1979 849.2 63.0 37.0 

1979-1980 921.1 62.1 37.9 

1980-1981 1,016.5 62.0 38.0 

1981-1982 1,140.4 61.5 38.5 

1982-1983 1,280.7 60.1 39.9 

1983-1984 1,452.8 59.4 40.6 

1884-1985 1,611.7 59.0 41.0 

1985-1986 1,823.4 58.5 41.5 

1986-1987 1,976.0 58.6 41.4 

1987-1988 2,083.0 58.4 41.6 

1988-1989 2,111.0 57.9 42.1 

1989-1990 2,163.0 57.4 42.6 

1990-1991 2,175.0 56.7 43.3 

1991-1992 2,233.0 56.1 43.9 
[Office National des Statistiques Num&o Sp6cial 35, p 231 

The overall progress in the number of children receiving secondary education (in relation to the 

total number of children of that age group) is quite substantial: from 29.2% in 1978-1979 to 

51.6% in 1991-1992. The fact that 50% of youngsters aged 12 to 18 were in education In 1992 

is significant. However, one has to note that a proportion of these pupils were taking more than 

six years to complete their secondary education'54 and only a small percentage would end up 

with a qualification. (The detailed analysis of these factors will be done in the next section, in 

the evaluation of the quality of the educational provision). The education rates also point to an 
appreciable increase in the number of girls receiving secondary education. Although there 

were still in 1991-1992 12% more boys than girls in the secondary sector, the percentage of 

girls in schools, in relation to the total number of girls of that age group, more than doubled 

between 1978-1979 and 1991-1992. The rate of increase for boys was much less spectacular 

and went from 36.1% to 56.5% during the same period. Clearly, educational opportunities for 

girls aged 12 to 18 improved during the Chadli Benjedid era. 

154 Just as In the French education system, If a pupil had not reached a sufficient level at the end of an academic year, 
he/she would have to repeat that year. This could happen several times during the pupil's education. 
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17.1.1.3 Rgher education 

In the Higher Education sector too, the overall number of students progressed steadily as 

shown In the following table: 

Figure 32 Students in Higher Education, by sex: 1978-1992 

Year Total number of 
students 
(000s)(2) 

Boys Girls 

1978-1979 53.8 76.4 (1) 23.6 

1979-1980 61.4 

1980-1981 71.3 

1981-1982 78.0 

1982-1983 95.9 

1983-1984 104.3 

1984-1985 111.9 

1985-1986 132.1 

1986-1987 154.7 67.6 32.4 (3) 

1987-1988 173.8 66.8 33.2 (3) 

1988-1989 180.8 66.5 33.5 (3) 

1989-1990 195.3 66.8 33.2 (3) 

1990-1991 207.8 62.5 37.5 (4) 

1991-1992 236.2 62.4 37.6 (4) 
[(I)Direction des Slatistiques et de la ComptabiliM Nationale 1980, p 10) 

[(2)Office National des Statistiques Numiro Special 35, p 23J 
[(3)derivedfrom Annuaire Statistique de LA Igerie no. 15 1991, pl 09] 
[(4)derivedfrom Annuaire Statistique de LA Igerie no. 16 1994, p] 07] 

The total number of students quadrupled between 1978 and 1992 and by the end of this period, 

girls represented more than a third of the student population. 

From a statistical point of view, undeniable progress was made during the Chadli Benjedid 

government in terms of educational opportunities and, although girls were still lagging behind, 

their presence at all levels was much more evident. However, the government, faced with 

limited resources and an ever increasing number of school-aged children due to the decades of 

uncontrolled population growth, had to make a choice between quantitative and qualitative 
improvements. It opted for the democratisation of education but had to compromise on the 

quality of provision. The next section will look at the deficiencies in this domain. 
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17.1.2 Qualitative evaluation 

17.1.2.1 The educational environment 

The government devoted most of its educational budget to running costs: between 1978 and 

1985, they represented on average 84.7% of the total budget with a peak of more than 90% 

between 1978 and 1982 [Office National des Statistiques no. 7 April- June 1985, p 6]. Most of 

the budget was spent employing new staff, but unfortunately in order to cope with the ever 

Increasing demands on education, the 'Instituts Technologiques; d'Enseignement' (ITE), teacher 

training colleges, lowered their standards, accepting some students who did not even have a 

Baccalaur6at (A level qualification) and reducing the length of the training programmes. In 

1986, Alg6rie Actualitd produced a special dossier on education. ft said: 

.... au sein des instituts technologiques (ITE), on peut rencontrer tous les profils et 
toutes les vocations. Un amalgaine, en quelque sorte, de candidats A 
1'enseignement fait de bacheliers avec mention jusqu'au recald A tous les examens 
possibles... Mais ce West pas la seule anomalie ... La fonnation jug6e insuffisante 
(une ann6e pour Ics institutcurs ct deux ans pour Ics professeurs; dcuxi6mc cyc1c)... 

[A Igirie Aclualitg no. 1099 Nov 6* -12'h 1986, p 141 

(... in the teacher training colleges, One can find all proriles of students and all 
vocations. Amongst the future teachers, there is a rnixture of students YAth top A 
level grades and students who have failed every single exam ... But this is not the 
only problem ... The training is judged insufficient (one year for primary level and 
two years for secondary level)... ) 

The recruitment of staff with a lower level of education and minimum training resulted in a 

decline in the educational standards. Another factor also affected the teaching conditions: 

since most of the budget was dedicated to running costs, not enough funds were allocated for 

capital expenditure. As a result, and because there were not enough schools, pupils (often In 

classes of forty or fifty) had to be taught in two or three shifts per day which reduced the 

number of contact hours with each class. Specialist equipment was often inadequate and out 

of date but could not be replaced. It is no surprise, therefore, that many pupils dropped out of 

education. 

17.1.2.2 Consequences of the'Arabisation'proRramm 

The political decision to use classical Arabic as teaching medium'55 at all levels created 

numerous practical difficulties and had serious consequences from an economic and 

155 The decision to replace French with Arabic as teaching medium was used as a way for the govemment to show its anti- 
colonial stance and its attachment to the 'Arabo-Islamic' culture. The implementation of this decision started In 1965. By 
1974, an teaching in the primary and secondary sectors was done In Arabic, except for the last year of secondary 
education which stiH had French sections. In Higher Education, Arabisation only affected Social Sciences and Law 
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sociological point of view. From the educational authorities' point of view, it added to'the 

problem of recruitment and training of staff since most teachers had been educated in French. 
It created further costs for the publication of new teaching materials and textbooks. From the 

pupils' point of view, it often meant that the teaching was done in a language which was foreign 

to them: classical Arabic being different from the Arabic spoken In everyday life and certainly a 

new language for the Berberophone pupils. With the reduced number of teaching hours, and if 

no extra help from parents was forthcoming, a pupil had very little chance of success. The 

following table shows the drop out rates for pupils aged II to 18 between 1986 and 1988: 

Figure 33 Drop-out rates in Secondary Education: 1986 - 1988 

Year Drop out rates in the 
11-15 age group (%) 

Drop out rate In the 
15-18 age group 

Total 

1986- 5.42 17.81 6.53 

1987 

1987- 6.99 20.92 8.39 

1988 
[Office National des Statistiques no. 33 1992, p 3] 

These figures only give an incomplete picture of the real situation. The constant demographic 

pressure forced the authorities to be much less rigid in the requirements for progression from 

one class to the next. Whereas in the past, pupils who did not obtain high enough marks would 

repeat the year, the norm became to allow virtually all pupils to move up into the next class, 

regardless of their performance, to make room for the new recruits. This was particularly true 

at the lower levels of education. It resulted in an overall decline of the educational standards 

throughout the primary and secondary sector. The Baccalaurdat, which marked the end of 

secondary education and had always been seen, in the past, as the passport to Higher 

Education, no longer represented a definite level of educational achievement. With the 

lowering of the Baccalaurdat standards, in 1989, the government decided to award an un- 

graded Baccalaurdat which, effectively, threw students out of the education system and into the 

streets. Since they had technically passed their Baccalaurdat, they could not repeat the last 

year of secondary education, but their qualification was not sufficient to allow them entry into 

Higher Education. In 1989, out of 54,000 students who passed their Baccalaur6at, only 400 

obtained high enough grades to be admitted into University (0.74%) [Rouadjia 1990, p 137]. 

The arabisation at all levels of education, in keeping with the general policy of rejection of 
Western influence, also enabled the government to have a tighter control over the content of 
the programmes. Religion became a major part of education. Messaoudi, who taught in the 

Lyc6e Descartes in Algiers, one of the last secondary schools to still have a bilingual stream In 

(although Law sWl had some French sections) while scientific sections remained entirely French ILes Cahiers do r0tient 
July-Sep(ember 1991, p 1751 
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the late 1980sIS6, was able to see the differences between the bilingual programmes and the 

Arabic programmes. In the non-bilingual stream, in a secondary level Arabic literature 

textbook, nearly all the texts studied were religious and none of the modem Arabic poets were 
included. Messaoudi's comment about the philosophy class was: 

On a tud la philo, on a tud Darwin, on a dlimind tous les textes qtLi aiguisent le scns 
critique. 

[Messaoudi 1995, p 131) 

CMcy have killed philosophy, they have killed Darwin, they have eliminated all the 
texts which encourage the development of a critical mind. ) 

Rather than an opening of the mind, education became a means of proselytising. Messaoudl 

gives an example of this: in a primary school, pupils were asked to bring a bottle cork to do 

some experiments the next day. Instead of using the cork for a science lesson, as had been 

suggested, the primary school teacher chastised those pupils who had brought a cork. The 

possession of this object was the proof that their parents were drinking wine (which is forbidden 

in the Muslim religion). These children were told that their parents were not living according to 

the Islamic Law and it was up to the children to bring their parents back to the truth or they 

would, themselves, bum in hell [Messaoudi 1995, p 1321. This sort of brain-washing is 

reminiscent of Hitler's Youth and had the same sinister effects, completely distorting the mind 

of some children who later became Islamist agents, spying on their own family. As Messaoudi 

concluded: 

... I'arabisation est un moyen de contr6le social absolu, un instrumcnt d'alidnation 
des foules ... 

[Messaoudi 1995, p 131] 

(... arabisation is a means of total social control, a mcans of alicnation of the 
population ... ) 

The government thought that completing the 'arabisation' programme, would serve two 

purposes: gain the support of the traditionalists and mould the minds of the future generations. 
However, it was also playing into the hands of the Islamists. The government could not have 
been unaware of the dangers. 

The 'arabisation' of education, apart from creating problems in the education sector, also lead 
to a mismatch between the requirements of the job market and the aptitudes of the job seekers. 
Whilst in industry, most of the written documentation used was in French, students were 
coming out of education with a very poor knowledge of the language. French was treated as a 
foreign language and as a subject of low importance. A teacher interviewed by Alg6de 
Actualit6 said: 

156 It was not urv*Jl 1989 that all classes were taught In Arabic In this school. 
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Les dl&ves passent de classe en classe sans savoir ni lire ni 6crire en franqais. Un 2 
ou un 3 en frangais n'ajaniais fait redoubler personne. 

[A Iggrie A clualitg no. 1099 Nov 64 -12h 1986, p 14] 

(Pupils move up from one class to the next without being able to read or write in 
French. A mark of 2 or 3 [out of 201 has never forced anyone to repeat the year. ) 

Yet, employers refused to take on staff, at managerial level, who could not operate In both 
French and Arabic. Sometimes even at the lower echelons, the knowledge of both languages 

was considered indispensable as explained by the Recruitment Manager of a car 
manufacturing plant in Rouiba in the west of Algiers. This is what he had to say about young 
arabophones employed on the assembly line or in the car maintenance department: 

Ils ont des difficultds A utiliser ce qui est fondamental A ce poste, les gammes 
d'usinage qui d6crivent minutieusement les processus: dc fabrication, ainsi que les 
autres documents techniques ... qui sont actuellement rddigds en franos... 

[A Ig6rie A ctualitJ January Yý4k 1985, p 33, in Rouadjia 1990, p 132] 

(They have difficulty using, what is essential in this job, the detailed manufacturing 
process documentation and other technical documents ... which are presently written 
in French ... ) 

Talking about young arabophone students coming out of Higher Education, he added: 

Tous les secteuts techniques travaillent en latigue franýaise. Si nous devions 
recevoir demain, par exemple un ilectronicien fonit6 en langue nationale, il aumit 
sans doute des diff icultds ä s'adapter. 

[ibidl 

(All technical sectors operate in French. If we were to take on, for instance, an 
electronics engineer educated in Arabic only, lie would, no doubt, experience 
difficulties adapting. ) 

The inadequacy of the educational provision in relation to the job market needs created great 

resentment and disillusionment amongst the young arabophone graduates. 

Another consequence of the 'arabisation' of education was the deepening of social inequalities 

and in turn the growing antagonism between the arabophones and the francophones. When 
the programme of 'arabisation' was introduced, the francophone elite who held most of the 
positions of power in the economy accepted this development, knowing that the existing status 
quo would be preserved. They knew that they would still be able to educate their children In 
French, sending them to private French schools and to the francophone sections In 
Universities. This way, the hierarchy of power between arabophones and francophones would 
be maintained. As Aissa Kadri, sociologist at Algiers University, stated: 
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Le dualisme linguistique ... ripondait alors aux intirets d'unc ilite dirigcante pr6tc 
A partagcr sans conc6der 1'essentiel: le pouvoir 6conomique. 

[Les Cahiers de l'Orient July-September 1991, p 180] 

(Bilingualism ... corresponded to the needs of a ruling elitc prepared to share 
without giving away the essential: economic power. ) 

However, the development of 'arabisation' in all sectors of education and, in particular, In 

Higher Education was to have unforeseen consequences. The number of arabophone students 

in Universities increased by a factor of four between 1973-1974 and 1977-1978. These 

students were becoming increasingly dissatisfied as the years passed. They had experienced 

the social inequalities resulting from a system of education which denied them access to 

certain courses in Universities and consequently narrowed their career options. The discontent 

among arabophone students resulted, in 1980, in series of strikes In Universities, demanding 

the full 'arabisation' of the civil service and of all University courses. The move from 

'arabisation' to 'Islamisation' was inevitable in the context of an increasingly powerful Islamist 

movement. The antagonism between arabophones and francophones grew deeper. As Kadd 

concluded: 

A un mouvement qui s'dtait divelopp. 6 ä partir de lEtat, ... ripondait au ddbut des 
ann6es 80 un mouvement qui s'affirmait contre lEtat. 

[Les Cahiers de IOrient July-Sptember 1991, p 184] 

(A movement which had originated from within the state, ... evolved into a 
movement which stood against the state in the early 1980s. ) 

17.1.3 Literacy rates 

Another measure of the success of the education provision is literacy rates. In a survey 

published in 1986, the Algerian government declared that: 

... en moycnne 22% dc la population scolarisable, 6chappent annuclimcnt A 
I, action dducativc ct augmentent le cort6ge ddjA long des illettrds. Par aillcurs, prýs 
de 80.000 enfants abandonnent chaque annde I'dcole sans; qu'ils aient accomplis 
(sic) plus de quatre ann6es de Icur cursus scolaire. Ce sont de quasi-analphab&es 

[Office National des Statistiques no. 12 July-September 1986, p 65] 

(... on average 22% of the school age population faH through the net each year and 
add to the already large scores of illiterates. Furthermore, nearly 80,000 children 
abandon school each year before they have completed more than four years of 
schooling. TIcy are virtually illiterate ... ) 

In 1992, another government survey admitted that even if, in relative terms, illiteracy rates 

were decreasing (frorn 74.6% in 1966 to 42.7% in 1989 amongst the population aged 10 +), the 
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total number of illiterates was constantly increasing due to the demographic pressure: there 

were 5,600,000 illiterates in 1962 and 7,411,000 in 1989 [Office National des Statistiques no. 
33 199Z p 2]. As always, these figures hide regional discrepancies: in 1977, the illiteracy rate 
for Algiers was 34.2% and 82.7% in Djelfa (near the Ouled Nail mountains) [Office National des 

Statistiques no. 12 July-September 1986, p 481. In 1987, there were 36.36% of illiterates In 

urban areas and 63.53% in rural areas [Office National des Statistiques Donn6es Statistiques 

no. 88, p 1]. Another permanent feature regarding illiteracy was the fact that it affected women 

much more than men. The following table shows the evolution of illiteracy rates by sex: 

Figure 34 Illiteracy rates in the population aged 10+ by sex: 1977-1996 

Year Male Female Total 

1977 (1) 48.2 74.3 61.5 

1984 (1) 30.9 57.4 44.4 

1987 (2) 30.75 56.66 43.6 

1989 (4) 31.8 53.8 42.7 

1996 (3) 17.4 (aged 33.4 (aged 6+) 
[(])Office Alational des Statistiques no. 12 Juillet / Septembre, pp 46, S2] 

[(2)Office National des Statistiques Donnies Statistiques no. 88, p 1] 
[(3)Office National des Statistiques Donnees Stalistiques no. 250Mars 1996, p 3] 

[(4)Office National des Statistiques no. 33 1992, p3j 

As we can see, although the female illiteracy rates were declining, more than half of the female 

population was still illiterate in 1989. An important factor Is that the discrepancy between men 

and women's illiteracy rates existed even amongst the young generations. Whereas In 1989, 

only 4.57% of boys aged 10-14 were illiterate, the figure was 18.75% for gids of that age. In 

the category 15-19, the figures were respectively 7.23% and 25.30% [Office National des 

Statistiques no. 33 199Z P31. 

17.1.4 Overall achievements 

The overall conclusion one can draw is that despite the enormous efforts of the government to 

provide education for all school aged children, the results were somewhat disappointing. In 

order to accommodate the new generations, shortcuts had to be taken in terms of quality. 

Consequently, many children who did not receive parental support fell through the net and 
found themselves thrown on to the streets, without any qualifications and without much hope of 
finding a job. The other deficiency of the educational system was that it did not equip 

youngsters for the job market. This was the result of the political decision to introduce classical 

Arabic as teaching medium. While trying to appease the more traditionalist elements of society 
by emphasising certain aspects of the 'arbo-islamic'cufture through education, the government 
was sacrificing scores of young people who were unable to cope when confronted with a 
modem economy where bilingualism was the norm. It is no surprise, therefore, that many of 
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these disaffected young people fell into the arms of the Islamists. Girls benefited from the 

overall increase in educational opportunities, but social pressure to keep them at home after 

puberty still played a determining role, particularly In rural areas. With the rise of the Islamist 

movement, the concept of mixed schools was challenged and in those areas where single sex 
schools were introduced, girls' education often suffered because parents were reluctant to send 

them to a school which was frequently far away from their home. 

17.2 Employment Opportunities 

Before looking at the female employment rates during the Chadli Benjedid government, it is 

important to reiterate certain facts (already mentioned In the study of the Bourriddienne era) 

about official government statistics: the government's definition of the 'active population' was 
'men and women working or seeking employment'. However, housewives, who formed a large 

proportion of the population and who, in rural areas, took part in most of the farm activities, 

were not counted. In fact, whereas an unemployed person was defined as: anybody who during 

the period of reference is not working (not occupied), seeking employment, is of working age 
(16 to 60)157 and is available for work JDonn6es Statistiques no. 162 199Z p 1], a survey on 

women's employment conducted in 1996 stated that: 72.74% of the female population aged 16 

plus are housewives, 9.03% are students and school girls, 7.56% are working women and 
4.39% on1y158 are seeking employment [Donndes Statistiques no. 254 Jan / March 1996, p 1]. 

This leaves housewives, clearly out of the category of active and unemployed population. By 

not including the millions of housewives in the calculations of the female active population, the 

government was reducing the unemployment rates for women and denying these women any 

recognition of their role in the economy. Despite the rhetoric of the official government 
documents about equality between men and women, the assumption was still that women's real 

role was to procreate. This was clearly stated in a survey159 attempting to project the 

employment rates for women up to the year 2010. The document stated: 

Les fernmes reprdsentent 50.3% de la population algdrienne. La femme consacre la 
plupart de sa vie A la reproduction et A I'Mucation de ses; enfants. Le r6le principal 
qui lui est reconnu est celui d'dpousc et de m6rc de familic d'o6 unc faiblc 
participation de la femme dans; les secteurs 6conomiques. 

[Office National des Statistiques no. 34, (year n1a) p 33] 

(Women represent 50.3% of the Algerian population. Women dedicate most of 
their life to procreation and the upbringing of their children. Their recognised role 

157 From 1991 onwards, with the change in woridng age legislation, the active population was deemed to conslst of people 
between the ages of 15 and 60, whereas before, it also kicluded the 60 to 64 age group, 

158 My emphasis. 
1-5g The exact year Is not specified but the data used Includes 1989. We can, therefore, assume that the survey was 

conducted in 1989. 
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bcing mainly that of wife and mothcr, thcir participation in the economic activity of 
the country is, thcrefore, minimal. ) 

This statement may describe the reality of the perception of the role of women in large sections 

of the society, but there is no indication in the text that the government disagreed with this 

image of women, or intended to work towards a change of attitudes regarding women's status. 

Evidently, the government did not want to instigate change in this domain. In fact, as we will 

see, the situation of women in terms of employment did not improve drastically during the 

Chadli Benjedid govemment. 

The following table looks at the evolution of employment for men and women from 1977 to 

1991. In order to give a realistic picture, the employment rates have been calculated and 

shown as a proportion of the male and female population of working age (15 to 64). 

Figure 35 Employment rates for men & women: 1977-1991 

Population Numbers employed 

figures (000s) (including partially employed) 

YEAR 

. 2.6 S 
'15 CL Ix E 
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E 
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E& 
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E -a 
OE CL E 16 'Eu ýo 

I I 2 W U- U. 0 UU U - 

1977 4028 4274 2198738 180387 54.6 4.2 7.6 

1979 4345 4577 

1982 4852 5072 3229115 244787 66.6 4.8 7.0 

1985 5344 5601 3555003 326225 66.5 5.8 8.4 

1987 6014 5977 3772642 427182 62.7 7.1 10.21 

1989 6525 6448 4119450 457290 63.1 7.1 10.0 

1990 6800 6703 4186775 511045 61.6 1 7.6 10.9 

1991 7092 
1 

6970 4179370 517840 58.9 
1 

7.4 1 11.0 
[calculatedfrom data in Office National des Statistiques Num6ro Sp4cial 35, pp 14-18] 

Although there is an increase in the proportion of working women out of the total number of 

women of working age (from 4.2% to 7.4% between 1977 and 1991), the overall percentage is 

still minimal. The picture is even more startling for the actual number of women In 

employment: just over 500,000 women for over 4,000,000 men in 1991. Furthermore, these 

figures include an ever increasing number of women working from home: whereas In 1977, 
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these were 42,153, this figure had more than trebled to 140,660 in 1989 and increased to 
157,460 in 1991160 [Office National des Statistiques Num6ro Sp6cial 35, pp 14-18]. 

The Women's International Democratic Federation's (WIDF) figures show that for 1990, Algeria 

stood far behind Morocco and Tunisia In terms of female economic activity. 

Figure 36 Women's economic activity in the Maghreb: 1970,1990 

Countries Women 
economically 
active (000s) 

Estimated 
economic 

activity rate % 

Average 
annual growth 

Women as % 
of total 

1970 1990 1970 1990 1970-1990 1990 

Algeria 168 543 4 8 6 9 

Morocco 482 04 2 1480 12 19 5.8 20 

nisia 

t 
154 

1 

635 11 26 7.3 25 
[Women's International Democratic Federation January 1992, pp 11.121 

The comparison with the two neighbouring Maghreb countries is very unfavourable to Algeria. 

In 1990, Algeria's female employment rate was still less than half of that of Morocco and 
almost a third of that of Tunisia. 

The statistical distribution of women's employment in Algeria remained virtually unchanged 
during the 1970s and 1980s. Women continued to be employed mostly in the public sector, in 

the offices of the large national administrations and in the education and health services. Just 

as in the 1960s and 1970s, the teaching and medical professions were considered the most 

suitable for women. In 1989,31% of working women were teachers In schools for pupils aged 
6 to 15 [Office National des Statistiques Collections Statistiques no. 36 1990, p 8]. By contrast, 
the number of women employed in agriculture continued to dwindle: from 1.2% of the total 

population employed in this sector in 1977 to 0.74% in 1991. The very small percentage of 

women working in industry, 10.06% in 1977, was reduced further to 6.43% in 1991161. This 

emphasises the fact that the relatively unskilled jobs requiring little qualifications such as 

agricultural and shop-floor factory work were given to men in preference to women. 

The following table looks at the female employment rates according to socio-economic 

categories: 

160 Up to 1987, the governments statwics showed the number of 'housewives worldrig part time'. From 1989 onwards, 
this category disappeared and Instead the category Work done from home'was Introduced. 

M The percentages have been calculated from the total employment figures by sex and socio-economic sectors provided 
in the Office NaOonal des StatL*ves Nurn6ro Spildal 35. pp 14-M 
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Figure 37 Employment rates by socio-economic categories and by gender: 1985-1992 
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these Include: apprentices, home help, men doing their rnifitary service, part-time women employees. ) 
[calculatedfrom data in Annuaire Statistique de A4 Igirie no. 15 1991, p 58 and no. 17 1992, p 511 

(Displayed grophicalty on the following page) 

Women represented an insignificant proportion of shop floor workers with an average of 3.48% 

between 1985 and 1992 and their numbers declined in real terms from 29,641 to 19,400 in the 

same period. Although there was a general reduction of the number of people employed In this 

category of workers, the number of men started increasing again from 1991 onwards whereas 

the number of women continued to decline. By contrast, the number of women employed as 

temporary workers increased in real terrns and as a percentage of this category of workers: 
from 6,280 (representing 2.5%) in 1985 to 10,400 representing 4% in 1992. The economic 
difficulties of the 1980s resulted in an overall decrease of the number of workers in the public 
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sector. However, it is clear that women were much more affected by the cuts than men. 

Between 1985 and 1992, the total number of employees went down from 654,598 to 552,200 

but, during the same period, the number of female employees decreased from 163,647 to 

78,400. In percentage terms, whereas in 1985 women constituted 25% of the employees, by 

1992, they only represented 14.2% of the workforce in this category. 
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Figure 38 Graphical representation of employment rates by socio-economic categories 

and by gender: 1985-1992 

1producedfrom data in Figure 371 

An interesting fact is that women had the highest representation amongst the middle managers 

and managers. In fact, the number of women at the higher managerial levels constantly 

increased in real terms (from 19,540 in 1985 to 48,900 in 1992) and they represented a 

constant average of about 17% of that group. The number of women employed at the middle 

management level remained constant, representing an average of 22%, which constituted the 

highest percentage of female workers in any socio-economic category. This was the direct 

result of the development of educational opportunities for girls. The fact that amongst the 

working population, women were usually better qualified than men, has already been noted 
during the study of President Boum6dienne presidency. Under the Chadli Benjedid 
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government, a greater proportion of girts who had been educated In the late 1960s was coming 

on to the job market. They had a better chance of finding a job, since there was a shortage of 
highly qualified personnel, but their education did not guarantee employment. In 1992 the 

government published a survey on unemployment which showed that in 1991,52% of women 

with a secondary level of education were seeking employment whereas for men the figure was 

only 23%. Amongst those with a higher education background, the percentages were 

respectively: 18.8% and 4.6% [Donn6es Stafistiques no. 162 199Z p 31. As we saw earlier, 

women with no qualifications were also discriminated against. According to a government 

survey on unemployment, in 1984,47.5% of working men were illiterate for only 20.3% of 

women and only 1.3% of the female illiterate population was working. The government's 

conclusion was that: 

... Iles fernmes] ne s'engagent dans le monde du travail qu'avec, cn bagage, un 
minirman d'instruction. 

[Office National des Statistiques no. 12 JulylSepteniber 1986, p 57] 

(... [women] only enter the job market once they have acquired a minimum of 
education. ) 

But the reality was that attitudes had not changed and if both a man and a woman with the 

same educational background applied for a job, the man would normally be given priority since 

his role in society was that of 'bread winner' and that of the woman was 'procreator and child 

minder'. This attitude regarding gender roles was reiterated in a government document 

published in 1996 which stated that: 

L'acc6s de la fenune cn g6n6ral et dc la fenune mari6e en particulicr au travail est 
encore limitd dtant donnd l'importance des responsabilitds farnilialcs et son manquc 
dc qualification qui I'cmp6chcnt d'excrccr une activitd A I'cxtdricur du foyer... 
I'honunc ... doit s'intdgrer dans le marchd du travail qucl quc soit son niveau 
d'instruction. 

[Donn6es Stalistiques no. 254 1996, p 3] 

(Women's and, in particular, married women's access to work, is still limited due to 
their important family msponsibilities and their lack of qualifications which 
prevent them from engaging in activities outside their home 

... 
[whcrcasi men have 

to fit into the job market, whatever their level of education. ) 

Because of society's views on women's role, working women were often discriminated against 

when it came to the allocation of council flats, since they were not considered to be 'heads of 
household', even when several people depended on their salary. Women were also more likely 

to be made redundant. The redundancy law of September 1982 specified an order of priority 

for redundancies: first, older workers and the least productive, then workers with fewer 

dependants and, finally, workers with priority status. Women fell into the second category 
because they were not deemed to have dependants. If they were single, their father was 
supposed to provide for them and, if they were married, their husband was there to perform this 
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duty [Alternative Report of the FIDH in response to the Algerian Government's report to the 

CEDAWJanuary 19th - February e 1999, p IOP62. 

Social pressure still constituted a barrier for married women who wished to work. The 

distribution by age of the female working population shows the same characteristics for the 

1980s as it did during the 1970s: the majority of working women were between the ages of 20 

and 29, corresponding to the period following school and before marriage. A large number of 

women stopped working with the birth of their first child. The social preSSure163 and the lack of 

child care facilities often forced them to abandon their job. According to a survey conducted in 

the town of Sdtif, 80% of working women wanted to keep their job after marriage and 40% of 

divorced women said that their ex-husband had not accepted the fact that they were working 

outside their home [Bulletin Collectif Femmes de SM in Saadi 1991, p 101]. Another survey, 

conducted by the government in 1985, made similar findings: more than a fifth of fully and 

partially employed women worked out of economic necessity (mostly divorcees, widows and 

abandoned women); of those who had worked before, but did not want to return to work, 45.3% 

said it was because of family objections and 47.2% said that they could not cope with working 

and looking after their house and children; of the students aged 16 and over, who did not wish 

to work after their studies, 90.6% said it was due to family objections [ONS Statistiques no. 11 

AphilJune 1986, pp 1-71.164 

Since most uneducated women could not enter the 'official job market', all they could hope for 

was to find work they could do from home, such as embroidery and sewing or work as 

housemaids, usually with a wealthy family who did not declare this work. These women, 

ignorant of their rights, were often exploited by their employers. Algdrie Actualit6 in an article 

entitled 'Today's housemaids' gives the example of a young illiterate woman who had been told 

by the family who employed her that her salary was going Into a bank account. After three 

years, the girl discovered that no account had been opened. All she had received for three 

years of hard work was food and lodging. The article concluded: 

La fertune de m6nage West-elle pas tout simplement la caricaturc de la condition 
fdminine chez nous? 

[A lg6rie A ctualild no. 1246 September 7"' - 13"' 1989, p 18] 

(Isn't it the case that houscmaids are the caricature of women's condition in our 
country? ) 

162 Available on Une at: httpLNvww. algerW-watrh. deffidh3. htm 
163 We must remember that worldng after marnage was riot an automatic right for women according to the 1984 FarrJly 

Code. 
164 The survey in Arabic was translated by AL-Sharafi A G, student at the Centre for Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies, 

Durham University. 
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Although working conditions for women were on the whole difficult, some interesting new 
developments were beginning to take place in the early 1990s. The number of women 

entrepreneurs was increasing quite substantially: from 1,000 In 1987, it rose to 13,400 in 1992 

representing 3.7% of working women (not counting single women who are not classified as 
'heads of household' and therefore, not included). These women entrepreneurs could be found 

in all sectors of the economy, but a large proportion of them created their companies in areas 

which required traditionally acquired skills such as clothes manufacturing and food preparation. 
They usually worked from home for a clientele of neighbours and relatives but also sometimes 
for wholesalers. Other women opened shops and Urnited Companies In which they invested 

their own capital. This new trend can be explained by the fact that the Public Services, having 

had to cut down their workforce, no longer represented an outlet for women with a secondary 

education level [Maghreb Machrek no. 162 Oct-Dec 1998, p 65]. The way these women 

adapted to the new economic conditions underlines their determination to maintain their 

presence in the public sphere. 

While some women were discovering new employment opportunities others found their jobs 

threatened as the Islamist movement gathered pace in the 1980s and 1990s. The study of the 

FIS'attitude towards women and work is done in section 16.6.3.1, but it is Important to note that 

the effects of the FIS' views on working women started to influence men's attitude towards 

female workers all over the country. Women's associations reported several cases of women 
losing their jobs simply because men refused to work with them. This was the case, for 

instance, of a member of the Tourist Board in Constantine who lost her job when a new director 

was appointed. The reason given was that he refused to work directly with women. After the 

1990 election, the local councils where the FIS had a majority started a campaign to remove 

women from their administrative posts with the councils. The general secretary of the council 

of Annaba lost her job this way in August 1990. In some councils offices, wearing of the hidjab 

became compulsory for women and a policy of sex segregation was implemented [Saadi 1991, 

pp 97,981. The FIS also started a campaign against women in education blaming absenteeism 

amongst female staff for the poor educational standards. They proposed, as a solution, to 

increase the government allowance for women who stayed at home looking after their children. 

Progress in the area of female employment during the Chadli Benjedid government was 

minimal. The country's economic difficulties, resulting in a high unemployment rate and a 

worsening of work opportunities for women, were compounded by the arrival on the political 

scene of the Islamist movement. Whilst in the past, many men would have preferred women in 

general and their wife, in particular, to stay at home, they did not feel comfortable stating these 

views openly. With the influence of the Islamists, it became perfectly acceptable to express 

such views publicly. The following Is an extract from a readers letter published in El Moudjahid 
in 1982. This letter is a typical example of the reactionary and anti-colonial views held by some 
men regarding working women. The letter takes the example of working women in the West, 
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claiming that these women were forced to work. The letter then goes on to show how 

detrimental this was both for the women themselves and the country as a whole: 

Cette femme 'active' gagne, certes, son bout de pain A la sueur de son front, dans 
I'angoisse, l'isolement, la solitude, I'humiliation ct I'asservissement, mais elle a 
surtout perdu la notion de foyer, de famille et, partant, sa. personnalitd. Ce qui a 
entrain6 de graves Maux sociaux et de grands maux ithiques et moraux. 

[El Moudjahid January 17'h 198.7. p 21 

(rhese so called 'active' women indeed earned a living, which, small as it was, 
required a lot of hard work, caused anguish, solitude, humfliation and subservience. 
However, in the mean time, women lost their sense of home, family and their whole 
personality. This, in turn, caused serious social ills, ethical and moral turmoil. ) 

Despite the socio-economic changes which have taken place since independence and the 

greater work opportunities for women, the influence of the Islamists will probably have a lasting 

effect on the population. They provided simple and comforting solutions. Blaming women's 

economic activity for the high unemployment rates is not reserved to the Islamists. It is an old 

reaction recurring in patriarchal societies at times of economic difficulties. In the case of the 

Islamists, however, this was not merely presented as the solution to an economic problem, but 

as an unquestionable religious edict. It was one of the ways to transform society into an 

Islamic state. 

17.3 Family Planning 

17.3.1 Government's programme 

The govemment started taking a much more proactive role regarding birth control in the early 

1980s. The 1980-1984 five year plan contains the following statement: 

The first aspect of the demographic policy during the plan concerns birth control in 
the medium and long term. The action for an active reduction of the birth rntc has 
become a necessity for a better efficiency in the construction of our economy and 
for the satisfaction of the social needs of the population. 

[Algerian Fiveyear plan 1980-1984, p 561 

This statement denotes a drastic departure from the government's stance in the 1960s and 

early 1970s. Until then, family planning was largely seen as one of the measures to improve 

the health of mothers and children (see section 15.2.2). A large population was considered to 

be an asset providing the support for the country's economic development. With a better 

standard of living, there would be, in turn, a reduction of the number of children per family. 

However, in the 1980's, the government's attitude to birth control changed and a national 
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programme of control of demographic growth was established on February 20 1h 1983165. Its 

main aims were to develop the infrastructure for the implementation of the programme of 

'spacing out of births', set up a campaign of information and education and carry out research 

on population growth and its effects on social and economic development. Part of the 

information campaign consisted in spreading the message about the need for birth control via 

the sermons given in the government controlled mosques JMaghreb Machrek no. 129 July / 

September 1990, pp 40-41]. The government's programme was reactivated on December 12"' 

1984, with the specific objectives of improving the existing infrastructures and intensifying the 

awareness campaigns. A document produced in 1985 by the Ministry of Social Affairs, entitled 

'The control of demographic growth, whyT speft out in no uncertain terms the need to reduce 

the rate of population growth by reducing the birth rate JMinistdre de /a Protection Sociale 

February 1985, p 8]. After explaining the devastating effects of uncontrolled demographic 

growth, both for the economy and the welfare of the citizens, the document specified the Ideal 

family size: three children per family (the average was 8.8 children per family in 1983). The 

document concluded that: 

... ä l'heure actuelle, il apparait plus juste de dire que "la pilule contribue au 
ddveloppement", la maitrise de la croissance dimographique devient une conduite 
essentielle, si nous voulons voir se rUiser l'essor 6wnon-dque et social de 
l'Algdrie. 

[Ministhre de la Protection Sociale February 1985, p 191 

(... at this moment in time, it seems more appropriate to say that "the pill 
contributes to economic development", the control of population growth becomes 
an essential strategy, if we want to see our economic and social plans realised. ) 

This is a total U-tum in government policy. In 1974, at the World Conference on Population in 

Bucharest, the government had made the following statement: 

... le meilleur contraceptif i proposer aux populations du Tiers Monde est le 
ddveloppcment. 

[Les Cahiers du Monde A robe nos. 99-100 1993, p 3] 

( development is the best contraceptive for Third World populations. ) 

Since the govemment now realised the importance of birth control, the second five year plan 
(1985-1989) showed a renewed determination to tackle the question of demography. In 

chapter one of the document, population growth was said to be 'a constraint for the 

government' [which] Wskfed7 impeding development' [Ministdre de la Planification et de 

I'Am6nagement du Territoire 1989, p 13]. Consequently, the second five year plan considered 
the control of demography to be an Important question which would require: 

I r35 The birth rate in 1983 was 40.4 per thousand and the population growth rate was 31.6 per thousand. 
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... de ddgager les moyens humains, matiriels et financiers n6cessaires A la, mise en 
oeuvre d'un programme national d'espacement des naissances foridd sur le librc 

choix des families. 

- Ic divcloppemcnt dans; Ics campagnes, d'infrastructures sanitaires pourvues d'un 

encadrement ad6quat, la disPonibWt6 permancrite de contraceptifs, la 

sensibilisation et l'information des parents sur les implications de 1'espacement des 

naissances sur la qualit6 de la vie des famUles et I'dpanottissement des enfants... 

[Ministere de la Planification et de 1! Amdnagement du Territoire 1989, p 13] 

(... the release of human, material and financial means necessary for the 
implementation of a national programme of spacing out of births based on the free 
choice of families. 

... the development in rural area of health infi-astructure adequately staffed, the 
consistent availability of contraceptives, an information campaign aimed at making 
parents aware of the implications of spacing out of births for their families' quality 
of life and their children's' development ... ) 

As well as the usual methods of information, such as posters in public places and 

advertisements in the press, the government started a television campaign. The programme of 

training and retraining of medical staff was extended. Between 1980 and 1987, more than 

5,000 staff and students in the medical sector received intensive training in Family Planning 

[Maghreb Machrek no. 129 July / September 1990, p 43]. A serious effort to develop the 

infrastructure was also made. The following table shows the development of medical centres 

offering Family Planning between 1981 and 1988: 

Figure39 Number of medical centres offering Family Planning: 1981 -1988 

Year Medical centres offering FamilY Planning 

1981(1) 260 

1983(2) 400 

1984(3) 745 

1986(3) 1400 

1988(3) 2000 
[(I) A JgerieActualW no. 809 16"-22' April 1981, p 11] 

[(2) Ministire, de la Protection Sociale February 1985. p 71 
[(3) Maghreb Machrek no. 129 July/ September 1990, p 431 

The number of centres nearly trebled between 1984 and 1988 and although there were regional 

discrepancies, access to contraceptive methods significantly improved during the two five year 

plans (1980-1984,1985-1989). In 1989, Algeria benefited from a US$ 8 million programme 

from the United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA). The fund was used to 

promote maternal and child health care, help create a centre for the production of oral 

contraceptives and develop information and education on contraceptives [Library of Congress 

Country File Family Planning December 1993, p 2]166. All these initiatives contributed to a 

166 AvaiW)le on-line at: httplAcweb2. loc. govlfrd/cs/dztoc. htmWdzOO71 section on Tangly Planning" 
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substantial increase in the number of women using contraceptives as shown in the following 

table: 

Figure 40 Percentage of married women of child bearing age using contraception: 
1970-1992 

Year Prevalence of 
contraception 

In urban areas In rural areas 

1970 8 17.5 4 

1984 25 

1986 35.5 38.6 29.6 

1990 40.6 

1992 50.6 57.5 44.1 
[Initial Reportfrom the Algerian Government to the CEDAWCommillee Sept I- IYYdjl" 

These figures show a significant increase in the number of women using contraceptives, but 

despite these efforts, Algeria only caught up with Morocco's contraceptive prevalence rate in 

1986/87 and with Tunisia in 1992. This should come as no surprise since Tunisia, under the 

influence of President Bourguiba, was the first Arab country to adopt a national family planning 

programme in 1964. The country received the United Nations prize for population control in 

1987. The following table shows the development of the use of contraceptives in Tunisia and 
Morocco in the late 1970s and 1980s: 

Figure 41 Percentage of women using a contraceptive method in Tunisia 

and Morocco 

Morocco Tunisia 
Year % women using 

contraception 
% women using 
contraception 

Year 

1979-1980 19 31 1978 

1983-1984 26 41 1983 

1987 36 50 1988 
[Les Cahiers du Monde Arabe nos. 99 /I UU 199J. pI Jj 

167 Available on-line at: httpJAvvvw. hri. ca/fodWecordI gMdocunientatWVUxxiies/cedaw-c-dza-1 htm 
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17.3.2 Evolution of the Algerian population: 1979-1995 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the 'spacing-out of births' prWrammes, we need to study the 

evolution of the population growth during the two five year plans 1980-1984,1985-1989. 

Figure 42 Algerian resident population - birth rate and growth rate: 1979-1995 

Year Total resident 
population 

Birth rate per thousand Population growth rate 
per housand 

1979(l) 18,119,000 44.0 31.3 

1980(1) 18,666,000 43.8 32.1 

1981(1) 19,260,000 41.0 31.6 

1982(l) 19,878,000 40.6 31.5 

1983(l) 20,516,000 40.4 31.6 

1984(1) 21,175,000 4.0.1 31.6 

1985(l) 21,850,000 39.5 31.1 

1986(l) 22,499,000 34.7 27.4 

1987(l) 23,074,000* 34.6 27.6 

1988(l) 23,696,000* 33.9 27.3 

1989(l) 24,349,000* 31.0 2.5.0 

1990(2) 24,700,000 31.0 25.0 

1991(2) 25,324,000 30.1 24.1 

1992(2) 25,943,000 30.4 24.3 

1995 27,794,000(3) 25.33(5) 18.9(5) 

Projected figures 
[(I) Office National des Statistiques Num6ro Spkial 35, pp 2.3] 

[(2) Office National des Statistiques LA Igifrie en Chiffres 1994 p 6] 
[(3) Courbage 1998, p 20] 

[(4) Les Cahiers A Monde A rabe nos. 99-100 1993, p 4] 
[(5) Office National des Statistiques no. 28 1998, p 1] 

The figures covering the first two five year plans show that the government's programmes to 

tackle population growth were quite successful. The birth rate, in particular, decreased 

substantially from 43.8 per thousand to 31 per thousand. The population growth did not see 

such a sharp fall due to the improvements in health care which lowered the mortality rate168. 

Nevertheless, the population growth rate still fell from 32.1 per thousand to 25 per thousand. 

The encouraging factor is that this downward trend seems to have continued after 1989 and 

reached levels below the average United Nations projections for the period 1990-1995. The 

UN estimated that the population growth rate for Algeria for the period 1990-1995 would reach 

30 per thousand and the birth rate 37 per thousand [La documentation Frangaise Notes et 

168 In 1980, the ffwxUlity rate was 11.77 per ttxKtsand and in JW9, ft had fafien to 6 per ftusand [Office Nadonal des 
Stads6Wes Numdro Sp6dal 35 199 1, p 21. 
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Etudes Docun*ntaires no. 4878 1989, P 211. The AJgerian government's figures for 1995 are 
respectively 18.9 and 25.33 per thousand. However, family planning programmes are never 
the sole factor influencing population growth. It Is important, at this point, to consider the other 
factors which affected the evolution of the population, some working alongside the 

govemment's programme. others hindering its progress. 

17.3.3 Socio-economic factors in population growth 

One of the recognised and most significant socio-economic factors reducing the number of 

children per family is the increase of the average age at first marriage. The following table 

Shows the evolution of this determinant between 1970 and 1992: 

Figure 43 Average age of women at first marriage: 1970-1992 

Year Age 

1970 19.3(l) 

1977 20.9(2) 

1979 20.9(l) 

1983 21.8(l) 

1984 22.1(2) 

1985 22.2(2) 

1987 23.7(l) 

1992 25.8(2)* 
Urban areas: 26.9, rural areas: 24.6 

[(I) Office National des Statistiques no. 34. (year n1a), p 61 
fr-) Annuaire Statistique de LA Igirie no. 16 1994, p 211 

Although, one can expect significant differences between rural and urban areas, the figures 

show an overall trend towards a much higher marrying age. The figures for men show the 

same tendency: from an average marrying age of 23.8 in 1966, to 27.6 in 1987 [Les Cahiers du 

Monde Arabe nos. 99-100 1993, p a]. Furthermore, the serious housing shortage in Algerian 

towns resulted in couples delaying their marriage. Rather than having to share the husband's 

Parents' house. prospective couples delayed their marriage. Another factor which affected the 

age of marriage for women was the lengthening of their education period and the increase of 

work Opportunities for women. These factors denote an Important change in attitudes is studied 

in detail in sections 18.1.1 and 18.1.3 

Another important element affecting population growth is the level of education and standard of 
living of the couples. The higher the education levels and the standards of living, the lower the 

number of children per family. The following table shows the reduction in the number of 
children per family between 1979 and 1995: 
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Figure 44 Number of children per family: 1979-1995 

Year I Average number of children per family 

1979 7.05(l) 

1984 5.50(l) 

1987 4.80(l) 

1995 3.57(2) 
[(j) Les Cahiers du Monde Arabe nos. 99-100 1993, p 4] 

[(2) Courbage 1998, p 201 

As always. the changes were much more significant in towns than in rural areas: for the period 
1981-1985, whereas the average figure for urban areas was 4.4, it was still 7.1 in rural areas. 
Similar discrepancies occurred between educated and non educated women: for the same 

period. illiterate mothers had on average 7.3 children, those with a primary education level 4.9 

and those with a secondary or higher level of education 3.4 children [Les Cahiers du Monde 

Arabe nos. 99-100 1993, p 51. Women's economic activity also influenced the number of 

children per family. According to a survey conducted in 1990 the fecundity levels amongst 

women teachers in the Oran region. were 2.1, a figure which was even lower than the average 
figure for urban areas rbid, p 6]. 

17.3.4 Impediments to the government's programme 

In its first report to the CEDAW Committee. the Algerian Government declared: 

One of the mou important reasons for not using contraception is opposition on the 
part of the husband. 

11nitial Reportfrom the Algerian Government to the CEDA W Committee Sept Ist 1998]169 

The following table shows how the reasons for not using contraception changed over the years: 

Figure 45 Reasons for not using contraception: 1970-1995 

1970 1986 1992 1995 
Desire for children 
Health problems, 2 

Fear of secondary 3 3 
effects 

2 

Husband opposition 4 2 5 
Religious prohibition 4 6 6 
Lack of inforrnation 5 5 -I 

Sterility 
3 - 4 

flnifial Reportfrom the Algerian Government to the CEDA W Committee Sept I' 1998JI70 

I Go Avadabia am-&rw st: httpjA~ hri. catfatherecordl l. htm 
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The government's survey seems to show that apart from the husband's opposition, the other 
two main reasons were the lack of information and religious prohibition. The other factor 

affecting women's attitude to contraception, which does not appear in the table, was the lack of 
adequate Infrastructure. particularly when it came to following the patients' health over a period 
of time. Unfortunately. a large proportion of women abandoned their contraception programme 
after a few years. According to Djilali Sari, researcher at the University of Algiers, 30% of 
women stopped using contraceptive methods after one year, 50% after two and 37% after four 
PWagtreb Mactirek no. 129 July/ September 1990, pp 43, ". The reasons for this were clearly 
identified by a midwife, member of the Family Planning Association (Association Algdrienne 

pour la Planification Familiale, AAPF). She declared at an inter-Arab conference organised by 

the association: 

... conunent voWcz-%-as saivre dcs femmes lorsquc les pilules changent A longucur 
d'ann& et que pour un mixiez-vous de bilaiL ces fcmmes sont oblig6es dc paticntcr 
deux A truis mois. 

[Rivolution Afticaine no. 1352 January 21"-February 2d 1990, p 481 

(... how can uc givc women the necessary follow up when the contraceptive pills 
change constantly and women have to wait two to three months for a reassessment 
appointrnent. ) 

The influence of religion. or the perception women had of the position of Islam regarding 

contraception also had a definite impact. Despite the numerous fatwas produced by the High 

Islamic Council in (1962,1968.1988), recognising the fact that the use of contraceptive 

methods was allowed by the Quean. as long as it was not forced on individuals, a large 

Proportion of women were still confused (see section 15.2.2.2). According to Annick Tayeb, 

from the Algiers' National Centre for Research on Planning, in 1986,54% of women thought 

that contraception was not allowed by the Quran. What is interesting, however, is the fact that 

amongst these women. 48% nevertheless used some form of contraception and 51% said that 

they had used contraceptives in the past [Nations Solidaires October-December 1994, p 251. 

This seems to indicate that a significant number of women had decided to take control of their 
fecundity regardless of cultural or religious barriers. This is a notable change in women's 

perception of their position and role in society and will be studied in detail in sections 18.1 and 
18.2. 

Although progress had been made and attitudes among some women were changing, the rise 

of the Warnist movement constituted a serious threat to the development of the birth control 

programme. In 19,90, proýnatalist sermons had already started in mosques controlled by 

Islamist groups. The Islamists, not only considered women's role to be that of mothers, but 

they also wanted women to stay at home, to avoid contacts with other men. A large family was 

170 Avb"bM on-4m ZC http lh~. hrt ca4orthmicordl 1. htrn 
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the best way to keep women indoors. The influence of the Islamists could cause a reversal of 

attitudes towards contraception among some sections of the population, especially since there 

was still some confusion about the position of Islam regarding contraception. 

The question of family planning Is closely linked to the status of women in society, in the sense 
that ft will not become totally effective until a new definition of the role of women has been 

established in law as well as in practice. As long as women continue to be valued and to value 
themselves according to the number of children they have, they will not fully support the 

government initiatives in terms of contraception. However, educational developments are 

changing women's self image and aspirations. This is a slow but irreversible process. 
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18 Women's new aftitudes 

The 1970's and 1980's have been a turbulent period for Algeria, both politically and 
economically. This had Inevitable sociological repercussions. We will study three main 
aspects of these sociological developments: changes which occurred within the family, new 
attitudes of and towards working women and the increasingly violent environment women have 

had to live in. 

18.1 Evolution within the family 

19.1.1 New attitudes towards marriage 

The magazine Parcours Maghr6bins published a government survey conducted in June 1988 

on 'Family life'. One thousand married people (500 men and 500 women) of all educational 

levels. representing a cross-section of the population living in Algiers, aged between 25 and 44 

were selected for the survey. The first set of questions was related to marriage. From the 

answers given, it seems that traditions in this domain were changing: 71% of marriages had 

been organised with the consent of the young people, 47% knew their future partner before 

marriage but 53% of marriages were arranged by the family. However, it seems that 

endogamous marriages were no longer the norm: only 22% of marriages were between people 

from the same family. Regarding living conditions, it is no surprise to find that only half of the 

Couples lived alone. The housing shortage in Algeria was so acute that young people often 

Postponed their wedding until they had found their own accommodation. In a third of couples, 

both husband and wife worked. For the remainder the main reasons given for the wife not 

working were lack of qualifications (43%) and children's education (40%). Only 6.6% said that 

it was because the husband did not allow it [Parcours Maghr6bins no. 20 September 1988, pp 

30-331. Of course. this survey only concerned an urban population. but it still denotes certain 

changes, particularly regarding the choice of future partner. 

18-1.2 Redistribution of roles within the patriarchal family 

Other developments were also taking place within the family structure. According to the 

Sociologist Lahouad Addi. although the patriarchal family structure was still prevalent, the 

traditional role of 'patriarch' was often assumed by the son rather than the father of the family. 

This was a consequence of the high unemployment rates which meant that very often, the son 

was the sole 'bread winnee. Because of his income and his network of acquaintances outside 

Of the family circle. he became the 'head of household'. His position of authority not only 
allowed him to take the main decisions regarding the family budget, but he also took the 

responsibility of the patriarch in terms of protecting and guarding the women of the household 
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and defending the honour of the family. This, according to Addi, resulted in a strengthening of 
the mother's authority. Since the mother-son relationship was always very strong, as we saw in 

section 2.1, the mother gained in power by being close to the 'real' head of household. Her 

influence extended to having her say in the management of the family budget, which 
heightened the rivalry between mother-in-law and daughter-in-law. As Addi concluded: 

L. e syst6me social fabrique des belles-m4res triomphantes avec des jcunes filIcs timides et 
dcs bms oppriuuý--s. 

[A ddi 1999, p 731 

(rhe social system produces dominant mother-in-laws, timid young girls and oppressed 
daughter-in-laws. ) 

The fact that many couples preferred to live in their own apartment did not make the mother-in- 
law daughter-in-law relationship any easier. Mothers felt even more frustrated and sons more 
indebted to their mother. As Lacoste-Dujardin noted: 

La relation mtrc-fils en sort rcnforc6c voire m6me un pcu plus exacerb6e. 

[Lacoste-Dujardin 1985, p 2421 

(The mother-son relationship is consequently reinforced or even further exacerbated. ) 

18.1.3 Women's new self-image 

Despite this seemingly immutable cyclic pattern, the fact that education was becoming much 

more accessible to girls was a positive factor which was beginning to effect changes. In this 

domain, mothers played a contradictory role. While supporting the patriarchal ethos as far as 
their sons were concerned, by choosing a docile and well-trained housekeeper as future 

daughter-in-law, mothers went against the patriarchal order when it came to their daughters' 

future. A good education was seen as essential for a girl in case she was later abandoned by 

her husband and had to work to support her family. Mothers also often insisted on a separate 
flat for their newly married daughter. This way, the gid's mother-in-law would have less 

influence. The conclusion one can draw is that mothers were themselves breaking the 

patriarchal tradition. They wanted their daughters to be self-reliant and no longer dependent on 

men which was a serious departure from traditions. The first signs of the effects of this new 

attitude towards girls were already noticeable in 1992. According to Fatima-Zohra Oufreha. 

social-economist at Algiers University, a 'silent revolution'was taking place in Algeria in the late 

1980s and early 1990s. A government survey conducted In August 1992 showed that not only 

Young women (regardless of their social background or educational level) had started taking 

control of their fecundity but they had also changed their attitudes towards their children. The 
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'desire for baby girts' had been expressed by 92% of women interviewed [Maghreb Machrek no. 
162 Oct-Dec 1998, p 58]. This, concluded Oufreha, 

... refte les nom-eam r6les et les nouveaux statuts que lies fernmes) assumcnt et qu'dles 
on( acquis r6ccrrunent. La perception dc soi devient positive. 

[Maghreb Machrek no. 162 Oct-Dec 1998, p 591 

(... reflects the new rules and status women hold and have recently acquired. Their self- 
image is becoming positive. ) 

Being able to plan the number of children a woman wants Indicates the recognition of her right 

and ability to control her life. For Algerian women, it meant a different perception of their role 
in society. They did not see themselves as powerless individuals whose sole function was to 

procreate but as part of a society in which they had a role to play and which they could 
influence. 

Another factor linked to the development of education for girls is the increase of the marrying 

age. In 1992, this figure was 25.9 compared to 18.4 in 1966 and 23.8 in 1987 [Maghreb 

Machrek no. 162 Oct-Dec 1998, p 59 & Les Cahiers du Monde Arabe no. 99-100 1993, p 81. 

Furthermore, a survey conducted among working women with a Higher Education background 

showed that 47% of the sample group had never been married and, amongst them, 74% were 

above the average marrying age [Annuaire de JAffique du Nord 1991, p 252]. This shows a 

change of attitudes. Investing in education and work rather than marriage indicates a desire to 

establish financial autonomy and a degree of independence in a society which, traditionally, 

considered celibacy for women as a stigma. 

18.2 Position of working women within society 

18-2.1 Significance of work for low paid workers 

This brings us to the question of working women and how the increased work opportunities, 

albeit limited, changed their lives and men's attitudes towards them. At the level of factory 

workers, A did not give women a sense of liberation. Most of them worked out of necessity, to 

prepare their trousseau, help their family financially or if they were divorced, simply earn a 

living. The decision to work was not the woman's choice, but was imposed by circumstances. 

As Addi Pointed out. these women were exploited in three ways: in their workplace, at home 

where they were still expected to do all the housework and by the fact that part or all of their 

salary was taken by the family. It Is no surprise, therefore, that a survey conducted in an 

electronics state run company In Sidi Bel Abbes showed that the majority of unmarried girls did 

not wish to continue working after their marriage: 55% said they would not continue working 
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and 33% said that they would leave the deciMon up to their husband [Addi 1999, p 1431. 

Another survey conducted by Hallourna Chdrif, emphasised the fact that the attitude of female 

factory workers was rather ambivalent. On one hand, working outside provided a relief from 

the oppressive home environment, on the other, work was not considered to be a liberating 

factor FIM7. 

19.2.2 Effector female employment on men's authority 

For salaried married women, the situation was slightly different. Although they were still 

subjected to the 'double day', the fact that they were contributing to the family's income gave 
them greater authority within the family, as shown In the following table: 

Figure 46 Correlation between salaried employment and women's participation in family 

decisions 

Children's Large expenses 

education 
Equal participation or 3% 80 6% 73 
more than husband . . 

Salaried Less participation 17 2% 15 5% than husband . . 
Women No participation 2.6% 11.2% 

Equal participation or 4% 44 4% 61 
I 

more than husband 
I . . 

Unsalaried Less participation 1 7% 22.2% 22 than husband I . 
Women No participation 15.9% 33.3% 

[Rebzani 1997, p103] 

Although a large proportion of both salaried and, to a lesser extent, unsalaried women were 

equally or more involved than their husband in decisions regarding children's education, 

unsalaried women had much less influence when it came to decisions on large expenses. This 

would indicate that the woman's salary was used for the family expenses and not for herself. 

This was a new phenomenon which went against the traditions by depriving the husband from 

his status of head of household, responsible for the welfare of the entire family. With the 

increasingly difficult economic situation, men had no option but to accept their wife's salary and 

thus, relinquish some of their authority. It is interesting to note, though, that in certain domains 

the male's authority remained unchallenged, despite the fact that the wife was working. 

Rebzani's study showed that when it came to women's visits to relatives or friends, 53,9% of 

salaried women had to seek their husband's permission and only 9.6% did not (the figures for 

unsalaried women were respectively 62.2% and 6.7%) IRebzani 1997, p 103]. In this domain, 

the husband continued playing his role as guardian of the honour of the family. Salaried single 

women living at home, regardless of their age, complained that despite their financial 

independence, their father or brother was still checking on their movements. In fact. the 
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question of honour was still underwriUng the social interaction between men and women and 

was exacerbated by the Increasing presence of working women in the public sphere. Dahbia 

Abrous' PhD analysed the concept of honour In relation to salaried Algerian women. 171 Her 

conclusion was: 

La Wirence obsessionnelle ä I%onnm est gindrale. 

[Peuples Miditerraniens no. 44-45 Ju, ýv-December 1988, p 641 

(Ilie obsmional reference to honour is all penwive. ) 

In Abrous' study, all the groups interviewed, men and women of varying ages and socio- 

economic backgrounds, expressed a feeling of anxiety due to the loss of the traditional points 

of reference, differentiation of the sex roles and kinship solidarities. The following statement, 

which sums up the dislocation of the old social structure, was expressed repeatedly: 

Une %Taicfemme doit dtre un hommc et une fcmme cn m6mc temps. 

[Peuples Mediterraniens no. 44-45 July-December 1988. p 53] 

true woman must be a man and a woman at the same time. ) 

Different groups gave divergent Interpretations to this statement. For the young female 

students. it meant breaking all barriers. doing all the things that men do. For older women, it 

implied that, since women were entering the public sphere, where their honour could not be 

guarded by men, they had to take on this role and defend their honour like men would do. 

Education was valued as an 'honourable activity', giving a woman the status of 'sister, in other 

words. untouchable by men. Work was perceived differently according to the social group 

women belonged to. Women who had had to work out of economic necessity blamed the 

dislocation of kinship solidarities for this situation and hoped their daughters would not have to 

work. For middle class families, work for a woman was acceptable as long as it was an 
'honourable profession' (teacher, doctor, nurse). Even young students (of both sexes) declared 

that a good profession for a woman was one which was compatible with her role as mother. A 

20 year old female student declared: 

Le mitier quc j'aimc c'cst 1'enscigncmcnt car C'cst un travail proprc... et aussi jc prdare 
I'cnscigncnicnt car ccst un mddcr rcspectt, surtout dans notre socidtd. 

[Peuples Midiferraniens no. 44-45 July-December 1988, p 581 

(I like teaching because it is 'a clean' [an honourable] profession ... and also I prefer 
teaching bccause it is a %vil respected profession, especially in our society. ) 

171 ILbonneur face au travel des lemaws err Alotle, PhD UrdversN6 do Provence, December 19851 
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It seemed that. despite or because of the profound changes (such as industrialisation, 

urbanisation and wider educational opportunities) which affected the social structure of the 

Algerian society, the question of honour remained a permanent feature which constituted the 
basis of all interactions between the sexes. 

18.3 Violence against women 

18.3.1 Violence and the concept of honour 

Violence against women is not a new phenomenon and is not reserved to Muslim countries. 

However, as we saw in section 2.1 because of men's traditional role as protectors of the honour 

of the family, which resides in women's chastity and honourable behaviour, they considered 

that they could take any measures they saw fit to punish a female member of the family who 

had not, in their opinion, complied with the code of honour. Domestic violence, according to 

the Algerian sociologist Dalila Djerbal-Lamar6ne, was widespread and touched all ages and all 

social classes. Most incidents went unreported because they were considered 'normal'. 

Djerbal-lamar6ne also noted that brothers, due to their newly acquired authority within the 

family, took on the role of defenders of the social order [FIDH afternative report to the CEDAW 

committee Jan 191ft - Feb 50 1999, p 11]. 172 Furthermore, with the increased presence of 

women in the public sphere (due to greater educational and work opportunities), men, who 

perceived this presence as threatening, extended their traditional 'right' to control the women of 

their family to all women. 

Avec la d6sintigration des cadres communautaires, les valcurs de respect de l'intdgritd de 
[a filic ou dc la m6re dc I'Autre quc les honunes sc doivcnt entre eux et non cnvcrs les 
fernmes, pcrdent toutc pertinence. 

[FIDH alternative report to the CEDA W committee Jan 19'h-Feb 5"' 1999, p 131 

(With the disintegration of community structures, the values of respect of the dignity of the 
daughter or mother of the Other which men owe to each other, but not to women, lose all 
their pertinence. ) 

This resulted in a mushrooming of aggressive behaviour towards women, from sexual 

harassment in the street and at work to physical attacks and rape. With the rise of the Islamist 

movement. vigilante groups started watching the movements of female students outside halls 

of residence. An article published by Alg6rie Actualit6 in 1990, reported various forms of 

intimidation and aggression in five universities, an attack on a tea room run by a woman, 

Pressure on the manager of a leisure centre and a concert hall. The article also mentioned that 

young boys. following the example of their older brothers or father, often started throwing 

172 Avadable on, ý of htYpYAvww &Vods-wskh. ds4Wdh3. h&n 
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stones at passing women without any passer-by intervening [Alg6fie Actualiffi no. 1278 April 

121h -18th 1990, p 13]. 

18.3.2 Victims of rape 

On the question of rapes, the official figures do not give a true picture of the reality. The 

reluctance of rape victims to report the crime, for fear of being accused of 'provoking' the man 
(an attitude which prevails in the West as well) was compounded by the pressure from the 

victim's parents to keep the rape secret. Here again, the honour of the family was more 
important than the girt's feelings, a fact confirmed by many rape victims interviewed by the 

magazine Parcours Maghrdbins. This is what a 28 year old rape victim had to say: 

Qu'importe cc que j'dprouvais moi. L'important pour [ma famillel est que Taffaire' ne 
s'dbniite pas, les voisins ne doivent surtout rien suspectcr. 

[Parcours Maghribins no. 35 December 1989, p 54] 

(My feelings did not count. The important thing, for [my family], was that 'the story' did 
not get out, neighbours should not suspect anything. ) 

The article concluded: 

... quelles que soient les circonstances pour la famille de la vicdme, le viol cst v6cu surtout 
comme une'souillure', une atteinte A son'honneue. 

[ibid, p 55] 

(... whatever the circumstances, for the victim's family, rape is principally perceived as a 
stain on the family's honour. ) 

As a result of this attitude, victims of rape received no support, even more so if the girl found 

herself pregnant. There were very few centres for single mothers and abandoned women (the 

association 'SOS fernmes en d6tresse'173 created one such centre in 1992, which brought the 

total number of centres for the whole of Algiers to five). Consequently, many children bom as 

a result of a rape were abandoned. In the late 1980s, there were 4,000 children abandoned 

each year [FIDH affernative report to the CEDAW Committee Jan 19111-Feb . 51h 1999, p 131. The 

early 1990s saw the development of gang rapes perpetrated by groups of youths claiming to be 

members of Islamist groups. According to a dossier published by Le Nouvel Observateur in 

collaboration with the Algerian newspaper El Watan, these acts of violence against women 

were legitimised by a fatwa pronounced by Ali BelhadJ174 in 1991, which declared that those 

fighting the holy war could confiscate anything belonging to the Infidels as their spoils of war. 
This was interpreted to mean women. There were numerous reports of young girls taken away 

173 (SOS, wornen In distress) 
174 One of Ow Waders of the FIS, the main ISLIMIst Party In Mpria. 
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from their family, gang raped and then murdered or released, especially when they fell 

pregnant ILe Nouvel Observateur no. 1576 January 10h -251h 1995, p3 1]. 

18.3.3 Political use of violence 

The spiral of violence which spread throughout Algeria In the 1990s affected the whole 
population regardless of age, sex or social class. Islamist women or women related to 

prominent FIS members were not spared by the government in its clampdown on Islamists. In 
fact, according to the 1999 FIDH report, women were 'used' to pressurise their Islamist relatives 
to make a confession to the police. Sometimes, they were arrested themselves and forced to 

watch their relatives being tortured [FIDH altemative report to the CEDAW Committee Jan 1.91h - 
Feb 5th 1999, p 16]. Acts of violence against women were also often used by the government 
as a political instrument, in an attempt at discrediting the FIS In Algeria and on the International 

scene, thus justifying the repression against members of the organisation. The best 
documented example is the case of Ouargla. In this small town, in the south of the country, a 
four year old boy died in the arson of his mother's house during the night of June 22nd 1989. 
The crime was reported in the press as the act of Islamist terrorists who wanted to punish the 

woman for being a prostitute. It became the symbol of the barbarity of the FIS, quoted in 

numerous articles and even books. The outcome of the trial of the perpetrators of the crime, 
however, was not widely publicised. The Algerian freelance reporter, Rabha Attaf, went to 
Ouargla to find out the truth. She met Sal6ha, the woman who lost her youngest boy In the 
house fire and heard her side of the story. Sal6ha had divorced her husband after he 

abandoned her with their seven children to marry another woman. The judge had granted 
Sal6ha the family house and a small maintenance to be paid by the husband. This was seen 
by the husband as an affront to his honour and that of his family, which happened to be one of 
the most influential families in the town. From then on, Saldha and her children suffered all 
kinds of harassment from the local population. Attaf discovered that during the trial, it had 
become clear that the 12 men who had been arrested for the arson attack were not members of 
the FIS, but local men all belonging to the same family as Saldha's husband. When they set 
fire to the house, thinking Saldha was inside, they were acting to restore the family's honour 

and yet, according to Saldha, two of the men had used her services as a prostitute 
lhffp., IAvww. userpage. fu-bertin. del-yusuflalgeria-watctilaffaf htm April 1995, pp 1-7]. This was 
not an isolated case. 

18.3.4 Lack of government support 

Violence against women was widespread and, when it was reported In the press, it was for the 
purpose of scoring political points against the FIS. However, very little was done by the 
government to help the thousands of women victim of violence. We will look at two types of 
situations where women should have been given help and support but where, in fact, they were 
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left to fend for themselves. The first one is the case of pregnancies resulting from rape. 
According to a law dating bark to 1985, a woman victim of a sexual aggression such as rape or 
incest was entitled to have an abortion if: 

... 1'6quilibre physiologique ou mcnial de la m&c est cn dangcr. 

[La Documentationfrangaise Revue de Presse May 1' 1998 (source Marches Tropicaux)] 

( the physical or mental state of the mother was in danger. ) 

Pregnancies due to rapes should have automatically entitled women to an abortion. However, 

doctors refused to perform these operations on religious grounds. In April 1998, the High 

Islamic Council made a statement in which it declared that a woman who had been raped 

remained: 

une femme honorable et chaste, qui West ni A blimer ni A chatier. 

[ibld] 

( an honourable and chaste woman, who should neither be blamed nor punished, ) 

However, the High Islamic Council seemed to blur the issue by limiting abortions to cases of 

absolute necessity ribid]. Furthermore, the Ministry of Heafth specified that women wishing to 

have an abortion would require a formal identification as victims of armed groups. This 

document would only be provided after preparation of a dossier including statements from the 

police and other witnesses, report from a psychiatrist and, for minor girls, an authorisation from 

the girl's father or legal guardian [FIDH alternative report to the CEDAW committee Jan 19th- 

Feb 5tt' 1999, p 211. Despite these very strict regulations, the director of a hospital declared In 

an interview: 

Je vais diffuser l'instruction du ministre en tant que premier responsable dc I'li6pital, inais 
je ne peux en aucun cas obliger un gyndcologue A pratiqucr I'avortcment thdrapcutique, car 
cela peut heurter ses convictions philosophiques; et religieuses. 

[La Documentation frangaise Revue de Presse May 14'h 1998 (source Courrier International)] 

(I am going to circulate the ministerial directive in my capacity as head of this hospital 
but, in no way, can I force a gynaecologist to perform a therapeutic abortion, as this could 
go against his philosophical or religious convictions. ) 

As we can see, the protection of victims of rapes was virtually non existent. Another serious 
problem resulting from the years of unrest was the fate of women whose husbands 
disappeared. Because there were no official records of their husband's death, the wife could 
not claim any inheritance, could not divorce in order to remarry and did not have the legal 
guardianship of her minor children, causing enormous difficulties to obtain official documents 
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requiring the father's authorisation (such as registration in a school or travelling abroad). 
According to the FIDH's report, in order to regularise their situation, these women had first to 

obtain a legal document acknowledging the husband's absence. This was a lengthy and 
expensive procedure. The woman then had to wait four years before a judge could declare the 
husband to be dead. These women who had suffered terribly from the loss of their husband 

were being punished a second time due to their position as 'minors' enshrined in the Family 

Code. The very suspicious circumstances during which many men 'disappeared' and the 

continuing political unrest made the official recognition of their death impossible. Women's 

organisations and Human Rights campaigners have tried to attract international attention on the 

terrible fate of these women, wives and widows at the same time, who had to endure the worst 
of both situations. 
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19 Conclusions (1979-1992) 

The Chadli Benjedid era was for Algeria a very traumatic period. The country experienced one 
of its worst economic, social and political crises since Independence. It resulted in the 
abandonment of socialism and single party politics and the adoption of measures reducing 
economic state control and encouraging private entreprise. It also saw the rise of Islamic 

revivalism. Nearly ten years after the end of the Chadli Benjedid's government, the country 
has not yet emerged from the crisis. 

For Algerian women, the most significant event was the adoption of the Family Code In 1984. 

After 22 years of acrimonious debates, the government gave in to the traditionalists' demands 

by enacting a set of family laws which enshrined women's inferior status in society. This was a 
desperate attempt by the government at gaining the support of the conservatives to 

counterbalance the disaffection of the modemist left angered by the economic liberallsation 

measures. Women's status was sacrificed, once again, for political expediency. 

Although the 1984 Family Code remains a symbol of the denial of women's basic human rights, 
it will also be remembered as the event which spawned the first popular challenge to the 

government. The women's demonstrations against the first draft of the Family Code 

throughout 1981 constituted an unprecedented show of public protest. The women who took to 

the streets were not simply demanding the recognition of their rights, but were defending the 

democratic rights of all citizens. They dealt the first blow to the monolithic FLN political 

structure. This will remain a landmark in Algerian women's history. 

The collapse of the FLN and the introduction of mufti-party politics enabled some women's 
associations to enter the political scene and bring certain issues concerning women to the 
forefront. These associations' main success was the abrogation of the law allowing men to 
vote on behalf of female members of their family. However, the lack of consensus on the 
question of family laws resulted in a failure by the women's associations to obtain a review of 
the Family Code. The main weakness of the largely urban elite women's movement was its 
isolation from the poor urban women and those living in rural areas. The associations' focus on 
women's rights separated them from the majority of women whose main preoccupation was 
basic survival. The lack of strategy and unity in the women's movement, as well as their 
separation from the masses explain their meagre achievements. The increasing violence 
directed at women by some Islamic groups also hindered their action. 

During Chadli Benjedid government, educational developments remained a priority and the 

percentage of girls receiving education increased at all levels. These educated girls, however, 

could not always find work. The traditional image of women as mothers was still prevailing and 
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the high rate of unemployment made the situation worse for women trying to enter the job 

market. Nevertheless, the modernisation process was taking place and women's greater 
access to education for a number of years was beginning to have a notable effect in certain 
domains. This was particularly evident in women's attitude to marriage and contraception. A 
larger proportion of women tended to many at a later age, considering that education offered 
better financial security for the future rather than relying on a husband to provide for them. 
Women's attitude to contraception also changed due to their higher levels of education. Even 

women with a primary level of education had fewer children than illiterate mothers. They also 
wanted their daughters to be educated. Women's self-image was beginning to improve among 
the educated population and baby girls were no longer seen as a curse. These emerging 
attitudes indicate a definite departure from women's traditional role In society. They no longer 

saw themselves as dependent on men but were beginning to develop a self-reliant attitude. 
Women supporters of the Islamist groups were also much more aware of their rights within an 
Islamic context. Their education and knowiedge of the scriptures gave them greater 
confidence to voice an opinion on issues such as family laws and women's participation In civil 
society. Unfortunately, women's rights were overshadowed by the political unrest and the cycle 
of violence which engulfed the country in the late 1980s. 

The Chadli Benjedid era marked a turning point in the history of Algeria. The government was 

confronted with issues which had been evaded by successive governments since 
independence: the mandate of the FLN, the economic situation, family laws and the role of 
Islam. The continuing search for a distinctive identity, free from any colonial influence, whilst 

grappling with economic and political problems threw the country into turmoil from which it has 

yet to emerge. The role of women remains a central issue in the slow and difficult passage 
from a traditional Muslim society to a modem state. The colonial legacy continues to hinder 

progress in this domain as changes to women's role and status are still considered to be driven 

by the West and contrary to Algeria's cultural identity. 
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Conclusion 

The history of Algeria, from colonial times to 1992 has followed a difficult and tortuous path. 
The country's independence had to be fought for in a long and bitter war which left indelible 

scars on the country and its population. Nevertheless, the establishment of an Independent 

democratic republic in 1962 gave the country renewed hopes of a prosperous and stable future. 

Women, who had wholeheartedly participated In the struggle for liberation expected that a new 

era would start for them as well. They thought that the roles they had assumed during the war 

would automatically entitle them to a different status In society. Indeed, the first Algerian 

Constitution adopted on August 28 th 1963 gave Algerian women equal political and economic 

rights. Women could vote and be elected. However, although women were granted 

constitutional rights, their private life continued to be structured according to the patriarchal 

order embedded in Islamic Law, since the Constitution declared Islam to be 'state religion'. 
This conflict between the role of women in the private and the public spheres has been one of 
the main impediments to women's progress and is typical of post-colonial Islamic countries 

going through the modernising process. Whilst modernisation occurs In the public sphere, 
family life remains Iraditional', governed by Islamic laws and values and re-Inforced by the 

anti-colonial feelings prevailing in post-colonial countries. Attaining independence goes hand In 

hand with regaining the country's cultural Identity. In Islamic countries, this Is symbolised by 

family laws and, therefore, the specific role of women. Any attempt at altering women's role Is 

seen as an attack on the country's cultural heritage, and a relapse into Western or colonial 

ways. In the case of Algeria, the ambivalent attitude of the successive governments since 
independence, torn between the desire to modernise the country and, at the same time, longing 

for an idealised pre-colonial past, was, to some extent, the result of France's particular style of 

colonialism. The country was not to be a mere trading outpost, but was to become part of the 

French territory, and its population assimilated into French culture. As a result, a policy of de- 

culturalisation was adopted. The French educational programmes were the main vehicle of this 

'assimilation' policy. Algerian women were also targeted by the French authorities for their 

important role within the family. They were seen as the guardians of traditions, the soul of the 

nation. Unveiling Algerian women became, for the French, a major tool In their assimilation 

policy. It symbolised, in their eyes, the acceptance of French culture. However, the relentless 

attacks on all aspects of Algerian culture had the opposite effect. It fossilised Algerians' 

attitudes, particularly in the private sphere, which became the last bastion of Algerian Identity. 

As the Algerian sociologist, Mahfoud Bennoune, concluded: 

This defensive reaction to the total colonization of the country may explain the 
religious, social and cultural conservatism of Algerian society. 

[Bennoune 1988 in K Bennoune 1995, p 55] 
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Although most Algerian women were fierce defenders of their cultural identity and proved their 
loyalty to their country during the war, they did not realise that the modernisation process after 
independence was only intended to affect the public sphere, leaving the private, family laws, 
virtually intact. All attempts at altering the social structure of the family were deemed to be 
inspired by the West, and rejected as post-colonial heresies. A similar fate was to await Iranian 
women after the overthrow of the Shah's government. Although their struggle was not against 
a colonial power, they joined the revolution to restore Iranian cultural identity which had been 

undermined by years of American influence on the economic and cultural life of the country. 
However, their understanding of what constituted Iranian identity and that of the new 
government were totally different. The same can be said of Algerian women. Men defined 

what represented cultural authenticity and women's traditional role embodied this definition. It 
is clear that this double political discourse started well before Independence. The MTLD, the 

main nationalist Party, in an appeal to the Algerian population, reminded women of their 
important role as mothers, forging new generations (refened to In section 9.1.1). In a 
statement on November Ist 1954, the FLN declared Us aims to be the restoration of the 
Algerian state, sovereign and democratic within the framewonk of the Islamic principles (as we 
saw in section 9.1.2). Maintaining the moral principles of the nation and its arabo-Islamic 
traditions became the leitmotif of all government declarations after the war. Although the 

question of women's status in society was at the heart of the debates between traditionalists 

and modernists, successive governments refrained from taking a clear stance on the issue. 
Since women did not have a powerful organisation, they had little or no political influence. Ben 
Bella, Boumddienne and Chadli Benjedid's governments continued the double political 
discourse, promising full recognition of women's rights but taking no action to formally 

acknowledge them, thus maintaining the status quo and saving their fragile political power. It 

was not until 1984 that a new Family Code was finally introduced. Its ultra-conservative 
interpretation of women's rights and duties within the family was the government's attempt at 
placating the now powerful Islamic revivalist movement. Just as. during the war, women's 
rights came second to the fight against colonialism, their recognition as full citizens was 
sacrificed for political purposes. In order to divert attention from the growing chaos resulting 
from the country's dire economic situation and political instability, the government tried to unite 
the country on the old model of legitimity of indigenousness (sic), as opposed to constructed 
foreignness of women's emancipation [Bennoune 1,995, p 55]. The extended historical 
narrative methodology adopted for this thesis has highlighted the effect the long and damaging 
French colonisation had on the country, making the quest for a lost cultural Identity the 
undisputed rallying call for the nation after independence. This methodological approach has 
also emphasised the fact that the question of women's position in society has been used by 
successive governments for their own political purposes from colonisation to 1992. For the 
French, emancipating women was a way of undermining the whole social structure of the 
country in order to attain total assimilation with France. During the war of independence, the 
ALN asked women to carry weapons and messages because they knew the French authorities 
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would not suspect Algerian women to perform such bold acts. After independence, the lack of 
a popular mandate, the in-fighting amongst the different factions within successive Algerian 
governments weakened their authority and precluded any visionary programme of reforms 
regarding women's status. The Islamists, later, also used the issue of women's emancipation 
as a tool to further their political aims. In their attempt at gaining power by uniting the country 
around its cultural and religious Identity, they equated any attempt at recognising women's 
rights with a return to Western ways. The violence, allegedly perpetrated by Islamist groups 
against women after the cancellation of the elections In 1992, has been used by the 
government as a way of discrediting the Islamists in the eyes of the world, therefore, justifying 
its own acts of violence, committed in total disregard of basic human rights. Once again, 
women were used as tools to further political motives. 

The broad historial narrative methodology adopted here has enabled us to create a fuller 

picture, linking past and present, allowing for a better understanding of the current situation. 
Other methodological approaches such as the post-colonial theoretical framework or the 

gender studies approach were rejected as the former subordinates women to historical events, 
while the latter de-contextualises women from history. Neither of these approaches would have 

provided the comprehensive picture derived from the study of historical events and 
government policies which Impacted on women's status over-a long period of time. 

This thesis also took into account the fact that Algeria is a Muslim country undergoing the 
modernising process. Daniel Lemer's theory of modernisation seems to apply to Algeria's 
situation. The modernising process was introduced during the colonial period and created 
needs and aspirations among the population to which the post-independence governments 
were unable to respond. The anti-colonial feelings heightened by the French assimilation 
policy and the long and devastating war of independence crystallised the country's 
interpretation of its cultural identity, which became synonymous with the total attachment to 
Islam and its values and the absolute rejection of any Western influence. The role of women 
within society became a major point of conflict since any attempt at altering their position was 
seen as an attack on Islam and the country's cultural identity. Whilst the modernising process 
improved women's educational opportunities and, to a lesser extent, their access to salaried 
employment, their status within society was not allowed to evolve. The successive 
governments after independence endeavoured to contain women's liberation to the public 
arena to avoid losing the support of the traditionalists and destabilising the fragile domestic 
political scene. The modernising process, in fact, brought the Issue of cultural Identity to the 
fore. The tensions between women's new aspirations and the traditionalists' interpretation of 
the country's cultural identity became more explicit and eventually resulted in the adoption of 
the 1984 Family Code. 
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In order to evaluate women's progress, three main areas were considered: education, 
employment and political participation. Throughout the study It became clear that, despite the 
numerous barriers to women's progress, one aspect of the successive governments' policies 
which definitely worked to their advantage was education. Since Independence, the 
development of universal education was a constant target and important financial resources 
were devoted to educational developments. Gids undoubtedly benefited from this policy. At 
the level of fundamental education (the first nine years of education) the ratio of male to female 
students declined from 1.67 in 1970 to 1.21 In 1992. In secondary education, the sex ratio 
declined from 2.50 in 1970 to 1.24 in 1992 and in Higher Education, the decline was even more 
substantial: from 4.00 in 1970 to 1.49 in 1992 Phtemational Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis Sept 1996, p 31]. Higher levels of education, not only offer better work opportunities 
for women, but they also give women a greater awareness of the choices open to them. They 
gain in self-confidence and take more control of their life, particularly In terms of contraception. 
Choosing to have a small number of children Is a major step for women In Third World 
countries where traditionally large families are the norm and women gain respect from their 
position as mothers of a large progeny. Educated women also positively influence their 
children's attitude to education. Throughout the Middle East and North Africa, a greater 
proportion of gids has started going into Higher Education. Furthermore, female students are 
increasingly opting for the normally male dominated sections (such as engineering, medicine 
and pharmacy). 

Despite the post-independent Algerian governments' strategy for development (the 'Import 

Substitution Industrialisation' strategy) which concentrated on heavy industry and did not favour 

women's employment, some progress was made, nevertheless, in female employment rates as 
a result of the improved access of girls to education. Attitudes to female salaried work also 

changed over time and educated girls started relying more on qualifications and work rather 
than on their husband to provide for their future. Employment, even when it Is forced on them 
by economic necessities, gives women more say in decisions within the household. Although 

the difficult economic situation following the collapse of oil revenues and the high levels of 
unemployment have contributed to reactionary attitudes amongst some sections of the 

population, blaming women for taking men's jobs, the number of two income households has 
been increasing in Algeria. This denotes a change of attitudes, particularly amongst the 

younger generations who no longer see women's work outside the home as degrading. 
Furthermore, as work opportunities in the public sector, traditionally the largest female 

employer, declined in the 1980s, women turned their attention to the private sector and started 
creating their own companies. The opening of the public sphere to women has been slow. 
Wider access to education was the first step and it will undoubtedly offer new opportunities for 

women to participate in the modemising process. 
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When considering women's political participation, a distinction has to be made between the 

number of women elected to political bodies and women's participation through less formal 

means. Although Algerian women gained the right to vote and be elected as early as 1963, 

and despite their involvement during the war of independence, their representation in formal 

politics, subsequently, has been minimal. As in most countries In the world, and more so in 

Muslim countries, politics is still a male dominated area which poses the greatest resistance to 

women's access to the decision making processes. Women's lack of an economic and political 

network of support, their family commitments and the prevailing view, even amongst female 

voters, that politics is the preserve of men, create further baryiers to women's entry into formal 

politics. However, when looking at the turbulent history of the country, one has to recognise 

women's political contribution. Women's participation in the war of independence took both the 

French government and the FLN by surprise. Although women's role was critical in the 

outcome of the war, their active presence on the political scene vanished for nearly 20 years 

after independence. The need to return to some form of normality after eight years of war 

explains, to some extent, the withdrawal of women war activists from public life. The 

government's reluctance to bring in reforms which would have altered women's traditional role 
in society and the lack of a powerful women's organisation were other factors which reduced 
the extent of women's political involvement. However, women's participation in the liberation 

of the country had created a political consciousness which was awakened by the 

announcement, in 1981, that a new Family Code, elaborated without any public debate, was 

about to be promulgated. Even though women's response was disorganised and lacked a 

clearly thought out strategy, their public demonstrations supported by large numbers of women, 
including female war veterans, forced the government to withdraw the draft proposal. Although 

this victory was short lived, since three years later, the government succeeded in introducing a 

virtually identical version of the 1981 Family Code, women had taken a major step in entering 
the political arena. They were the first group of citizens who dared publicly oppose government 
policy. Their demands were not limited to women's rights but extended to the recognition of all 
democratic rights. They dealt the first blow to the monolithic FLN power structure. With the 

end of the FLN monopoly on power, a number of women's associations were created in the late 
1980s and early 1990s. Most of these associations concentrated their campaigns on women's 
legal rights in the public as well as the private spheres. Their greatest achievement was the 

abrogation of the electoral law which enabled men to vote on behalf of up to five women, 
through a system of vote by proxy. On the Family Code, though, the women's associations 
could not agree, some demanding its abrogation and its replacement by civil laws, whilst others 
only wanted certain articles of the Code to be amended. The question of whether the 
associations should be totally independent or integrated into more powerful democratic political 
parties also created tensions, as did the position of the women's associations regarding the FIS, 
the main Islamist Party. After the cancellation of the elections in 1992, the women's 
associations were totally divided in the new political landscape. Another major limitation of the 
effectiveness of the women's associations was their focus on abstract political debates rather 
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than on practical issues affecting women's everyday life. The Islamist movement, an the 

contrary, developed a network of social work, offering practical help to the poorest by 
distributing food and clothes or by running literacy classes. The end of collective actions by the 
women's associations was precipitated by the lack of public support for their Initiative In 1997. 
For the celebration of International Women's Day, on March 8th 1997,14 women's associations 
joined forces and organised a petition under the heading: 'One million signatures for women's 
rights within the family'. The petition was a gamble, hoping to show the strength of support In 
the country for the reopening of the debate on women's rights as defined by the 1984 Family 
Code. It was a complete failure, as the total number of signatures did not even reach 50,000. 
In her article on the subject, Ghania Moufok, gives several reasons for the lack of support for 
the women's collective action. In view of the inability of the movement to present a united front 

on a number of issues, it was seen as having lost Its way. Furthermore, the women's 
associations were perceived as rejecting the arabo-Islamic identity of the country, preferring a 
Western 'feminist' definition of women's role in society. Finally, after years of civil war, the 

question of women's rights was seen as only one of many urgent problems to be resolved 
[Vivant Univers Nov-Dec 19981.175 Other analysts do not paint such a bleak picture for the 
future of the women's movement. They emphasise the collaboration which has started to take 

place between the women's associations and University researchers, on the one hand, and 
non-govemmental humanitarian associations such as SOS Femmes en Ddtresse176 on the 

other. Through their research on Algerian women's 'real life expedences', academics have 

attempted to deconstruct the image of Algerian women as mere victims of the patriarchal 
system. They showed the complexity of women's roles as active participants in the 

reproduction or alteration of the social structures [Maghreb Machrek no. 154 Oct-Dec 1996, p 
24]. This collaboration with researchers and humanitarian associations may help the women's 

movement to elaborate new strategies taking into account the specific cultural and historical 
factors which constitute an integral part of Algerian women's identity fibid, p 23]. 

The rise of the Islamist movement in the 1980s and 1990s has been accompanied by the 

development of women Islamist supporters. Their role could be an important determinant in 

the future. Islamist women, particularly those who attained a high level of education, acquired 

a new self-image through their involvement in the movement. Having recognised the essential 

role of Islam, they made it their duty to study the scriptures and consequently felt they were In a 

position to argue against men's interpretation of the Shaeia. By developing their own 
interpretation, these women could legitimately, in the eyes of society, seek women's 

emancipation in the public arena without being accused of undermining or threatening the 

cultural identity of the society. Educated Islamist women in Iran also argued publicly against 
the traditionalists' interpretation of the Quran which denied women access to certain public 

175 availatAe on4ine at httpJ/userpage. fu4xKOn. de/-yusuf/ýlgerW-watetVcode. htm 
176 This association'SOS Women in Dhdrese was created In 1991 by ex-MoudieWa(e. 
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positions such as judges JLe Monde Diplomatique Nov 1996]. 177 In Egypt, educated Islamist 

women carved legitimate public space for themselves JPeuples M6diterran6ens nos. 22-23 Jan- 
June 1983, p 871. Wearing a veil to separate them from men, Islamist women were no longer 
intruders in the public sphere, in fact their newly acquired self-confidence enabled them to 

enter the most prestigious careers (such as doctors and University professors) which until 
recently were almost the exclusive preserve of men. In Algeria, Islamist women have also 
started gaining in self-confidence and relying on their own interpretation of the scriptures. A 

young woman supporter of the FIS (the main Islamist party) declared in an interview that she 

was in favour of introducing amendments to certain articles of the Family Code which do not 

comply with the Shari'a. She also advocated iffihad, a reinterpretation of certain aspects of 
Muslim Laws to respond to the needs of a modem society [Hinde Taadi 19.90, p 279]. In their 

search for a new definition of their identity, both as Muslims and as women, Islamist women 
have begun establishing links with secularist women's associations. In Iran, Mrs Mahboubeh 

Ommi, an Islamist supporter and editor of the women's magazine Farzaneh, declared In an 
interview that the sectarianism of the early years of the movement had been detrimental to 

women. She felt that the way forward was in collaboration with women outside of the Islamist 

movement [Le Monde Diplornatique Nov 1996]. 178 Even more surprising and very encouraging 
for the future was the rapprochement taking place between Algerian Islamist women and 

secularist women's associations. According to Salima Ghezali, editor of the Algerian 

newspaper La Nation, the two groups of women have been coming together on common basic 

principles such as the right to education and work for women and the condemnation of all forms 

of violence [La Nation no. 115 Oct 3d-. Qlt' 1995, p 22 in La Documentation Frangaise Revue de 
PYesse no. 398-7 Sept-Oct 1995]. 

The government's task, in the future, will be to redefine Algeria's Muslim identity within a 
society respectful of all citizens' rights: women, workers, people from different religious or 
ethnic groups. Islam should not be a barrier to this development. As the anthropologist, Ernest 
Gellner, wrote: 

... [1'Islam est] le plus protestant des grands monothdismes, toujours enclin ä la 
reforme (1'Islam pourrait, en r8alit6,8tre ddfini comme une r6forme pennanente). 

[Gellnerl983, p 118 in algeria-ivatch]179 

(... [Islam is] the most protestant of the great monotheist religions, always open to 
reform (Islam, in fact, could be defined as a permanent reform). ) 

177 Available on-line athttpJtwww. moride-dipbrriatkpm. fr/1996/IIA(IANrm2. htmi 
178 Available on-line at httpJAwAv. ffwKk-dipbmatique. frflgMll/KIANrM2. htffd 
179 Available on-line at http/Aw. w. userpage. fu4)erin-det-yusuf/ýlgerýt-watctValibi. htm 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1: Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum 
Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages 

(Full text) 

Entered into force Dec 9,1964 
United Nations Treaty Service no. 231 

The Contracting States, 

Desiring, in conformity with the Charter of the United Nations, to promote universal respect for, 

and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to 

race, sex. Language or religion, 
Recalling that article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that: 

Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or religion. have the 

right to marry and to found a family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage, during 

marriage and at its dissolution. 

Marriage shall be entered into only with the free and full consent of the intending spouses, 
Recalling further that the General Assembly of the United Nations declared, by resolution 843 
(IX) of 17 December 1954, that certain customs, ancient laws and practices relating to marriage 
and the family were inconsistent with the principles set forth in the Charter of the United 
Nations and in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
Reaffirming that all States, including those which have or assume responsibility for the 

administration of Non-Self-Goveming and Trust Territories until their achievement of 
independence, should take all appropriate measures with a view to abolishing such customs, 
ancient laws and practices by ensuring, inter alia, complete freedom in the choice of a spouse, 
eliminating completely child marriages and the betrothal of young girls before the age of 
puberty, establishing appropriate penalties where necessary and establishing a civil or other 
register in which all marriages will be recorded, 
Hereby agree as hereinafter provided: 

Article I 

No marriage shall be legally entered into without the full and free consent of both parties, such 
consent to be expressed by them in person after due publicity and in the presence of the 
authority competent to solemnize the marriage and of witnesses, as prescribed by law. 
Notwithstanding anything in paragraph I above, it shall not be necessary for one of the parties 
to be present when the competent authority is satisfied that the circumstances are exceptional 
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and that the party has, before a competent authority and in such manner as may be prescribed 
by law, expressed and not withdrawn consent. 

Article 2 

States Parties to the present Convention shall take legislative action to specify a minimum age 
for maniage. No maniage shall be legally entered into by any person under this age, except 
where a competent authority has granted a dispensation as to age, for serious reasons, In the 
interest of the intending spouses. 

Article 3 

All marriages shall be registered in an appropriate official register by the competent authority. 

Article 4 

The present Convention shall, until 31 December 1963, be open for signature on behalf of all 
States Members of the United Nations or members of any of the specialized agencies, and of 
any other State invited by the General Assembly of the United Nations to become a Party to 
the Convention. 

The present Convention is subject to ratification. The instruments of ratification shall be 

deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

Article S 

The present Convention shall be open for accession to all States referred to in article 4, 
paragraph 1. 
Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Secretary- 
General of the United Nations. 

Article 6 

The present Convention shall come into force on the ninetieth day following the date of deposit 

of the eighth instrument of ratification or accession. 
For each State ratifying or acceding to the Convention after the deposit of the eighth instrument 

of ratification or accession, the Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after 
deposit by such State of its instrument of ratification or accession. 

Article 7 

Any Contracting State may denounce the present Convention by written notification to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. Denunciation shall take effect one year after the date 
of receipt of the notification by the Secretary-General. 
The present Convention shall cease to be in force as from the date when the denunciation 
which reduces the number of Parties to less than eight becomes effective. 
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Article 8 

Any dispute which may arise between any two or more Contracting States concerning the 
interpretation or application of the present Convention which is not settled by negotiation shall, 
at the request of all the parties to the dispute, be referred to the International Court of Justice 
for decision, unless the parties agree to another mode of settlement. 

Artfcle 9 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify all States Members of the United 
Nations and the non-member States contemplated in article 4, paragraph 1, of the present 
Convention of the following: 
Signatures and instruments of ratification received in accordance with article 4; 
Instruments of accession received in accordance with article 5; 
The date upon which the Convention enters Into force in accordance with article 6; 
Notifications of denunciation received in accordance with article 7, paragraph 1; 
Abrogation in accordance with article 7, paragraph 2. 

Article 10 

The present Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts 

shall be equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations. 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit a certified copy of the Convention 

to all States Members of the United Nations and to the non-member States contemplated in 

article 4, paragraph 1. 
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Appendix 2: The Convention on the Political Rights of 
Women 

(Full text)) 

Opened for signature and ratification by General Assembly resolution 640(VII) 

of 20 December 1952 
Entry into force 7 July 1954, in accordance with article VI 

The Contracting Parties, 

Desking to implement the principle of equality of rights for men and women contained In the 

Charter of the United Nations, 
Recognizing that everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country directly or 
indirectly through freely chosen representatives, and has the right to equal access to public 

service in his country, and desiring to equalize the status of men and women in the enjoyment 

and exercise of political rights, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter of the United 

Nations and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
Having resotved to conclude a Convention for this purpose, 
Hereby agree as hereinafter provided: 

Article I 
Women shall be entitled to vote in all elections on equal terms vAth men, VAthout any 

discrimination. 

Article If 

Women shall be eligible for election to all publicly elected bodies, established by national law, 

on equal terms with men, without any discrimination. 

Article M 

Women shall be entitled to hold public office and to exercise all public functions, established by 

national law, on equal terms with men, without any discrimination. 

Article IV 

This Convention shall be open for signature on behalf of any Member of the United Nations and 

also on behalf of any other State to which an invitation has been addressed by the General 

Assembly. 

This Convention shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations. 

Article V 
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This Convention shall be open for accession to all States referred to in paragraph I of article 
IV. 
Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Secretary- 

General of the United Nations. 

Article VI 
This Convention shall come into force on the ninetieth day following the date of deposit of the 

sixth instrument of ratification or accession. 
For each State ratifying or acceding to the Convention after the deposit of the sixth instrument 

of ratification or accession the Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day after 
deposit by such State of its instrument of ratification or accession. 

AtVcte V71 

In the event that any State submits a reservation to any of the articles of this Convention at the 

time of signature, ratification or accession, the Secretary-General shall communicate the text of 
the reservation to all States which are or may become Parties to this Convention. Any State 

which objects to the reservation may, within a period of ninety days from the date of the said 
communication (or upon the date of its becoming a Party to the Convention), notify the 

Secretary-General that it does not accept it. In such case, the Convention shall not enter into 

force as between such State and the State making the reservation. 

Article Wil 

Any State may denounce this Convention by written notification to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations. Denunciation shall take effect one year after the date of receipt of the 

notification by the Secretary-General. 

This Convention shall cease to be in force as from the date when the denunciation which 

reduces the number of Parties to less than six becomes effective. 

Article IX 

Any dispute which may arise between any two or more Contracting States concerning the 
interpretation or application of this Convention, which is not settled by negotiation, shall at the 

request of any one of the parties to the dispute be referred to the International Court of Justice 

for decision, unless they agree to another mode of settlement. 

Article X 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify all Members of the United Nations and 
the non-member States contemplated in paragraph I of article IV of this Convention of the 
following: 
Signatures and instruments of ratification received in accordance with article IV, 
Instruments of accession received in accordance with article V; 
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The date upon which this Convention enters into force in accordance with article VI; 

Communications and notifications received in accordance with article VII; 

Notifications of denunciation received in accordance with paragraph 1 of article VIII; 

Abrogation in accordance with paragraph 2 of article VIII. 

Atücle Xi 
This Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish texts shall be 

equally authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the United Nations. 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit a certified copy to all Members of 
the United Nations and to the non-member States contemplated in paragraph 1 of article IV. 
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Appendix 3: Convention on the Elimination of all forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 

(Selected articles) 
Adopted: 18 th December 1979 
Entry into force: V September 1981 

Article 2 

States Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree to pursue by all 
appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating discrimination against women and, 
to this end, undertake: 
To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitutions or 
other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein and to ensure, through law and other 
appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle; 
To adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions where appropriate, 
prohibiting all discrimination against women; 
To establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to ensure 
through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective protection of 
women against any act of discrimination; 
To refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women and to ensure 
that public authorities and institutions shall act in conformity with this obligation; 
To take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women by any person, 
organization or enterprise; 
To take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish existing laws, 

regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women; 
To repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination against women. 

Article 9 

Parties shall grant women equal rights with men with respect to the nationality of their children. 

Article 15 

States Parties shall accord to men and women the same rights with regard to the law relating to 
the movement of persons and the freedom to choose their residence and domicile. 

Article 16 

States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to eliminate discdmination against women in 

all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall ensure, on a basis of 
equality of men and women: 
The same right to enter into marriage; 
The same right freely to choose a spouse and to enter into marriage only with their free and full 
consent; 
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The same rights and responsibilities during marriage and at its dissolution; 
The same rights and responsibilities as parents, irrespective of their marital status, in matters 
relating to their children; in all cases the interests of the children shall be paramount; 
The same rights to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of their children 

and to have access to the information, education and means to enable them to exercise these 

rights-, 

The same rights and responsibilities with regard to guardianship, wardship, trusteeship and 

adoption of children, or similar institutions where these concepts exist in national legislation; in 

all cases the interests of the children shall be paramount; 
The same personal rights as husband and wife, including the right to choose a family name, a 
profession and an occupation; 
The same rights for both spouses in respect of the ownership, acquisition, management, 
administration, enjoyment and disposition of property, whether free of charge or for a valuable 
consideration. 

Article 29 

Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the interpretation or application of 
the present Convention which is not settled by negotiation shall, at the request of one of them, 

be submitted to arbitration. If within six months from the date of the request for arbitration the 

parties are unable to agree on the organization of the arbitration, any one of those parties may 

refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice by request in conformity with the Statute 

of the Court. 
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Appendix 4: Convention 
Inhuman 
Punishment 

against orture and Other Cruel, 
or Degrading Treatment or 

(Selected articles) 

Adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations on 10th December 1984 

Entry into force: 26 th June 1987 

Article 21 
1. A State Party to this Convention may at any time declare under this article 3 that it 

recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications to the 

effect that a State Party claims that another State Party is not fulfilling its obligations under this 

Convention. Such communications may be received and considered according to the 

procedures laid down in this article only if submitted by a State Party which has made a 
declaration recognizing in regard to itself the competence of the Committee. No 

communication shall be dealt with by the Committee under this article if it concerns a State 

Party which has not made such a declaration. Communications received under this article shall 
be dealt with in accordance with the following procedure: 

If a State Party considers that another State Party is not giving effect to the provisions of this 

Convention, it may, by written communication, bring the matter to the attention of that State 

Party. Within three months after the receipt of the communication the receiving State shall 

afford the State which sent the communication an explanation or any other statement in wdting 

clarifying the matter which should include, to the extent possible and pertinent, references to 
domestic procedures and remedies taken, pending, or available in the matter. 
If the matter is not adjusted to the satisfaction of both States Parties concemed within six 

months after the receipt by the receiving State of the initial communication, either State shall 
have the right to refer the matter to the Committee by notice given to the Committee and to the 

other State. 

The Committee shall deal with a matter referred to it under this article only after it has 

ascertained that all domestic remedies have been invoked and exhausted in the matter, in 

conformity with the generally recognized principles of international law. This shall not be the 

rule where the application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged or is unlikely to bring 

effective relief to the person who is the victim of the violation of this Convention. 

The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining communications under this article. 
Subject to the provisions of subparagraph (c), the Committee shall make available its good 
offices to the States Parties concerned with a view to a friendly solution of the matter on the 
basis of respect for the obligations provided for in the present Convention. For this purpose, the 
Committee may, when appropriate, set up an ad hoc conciliation commission. 
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In any matter referred to it under this article, the Committee may call upon the States Parties 

concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), to supply any relevant information. 

The States Parties concerned, referred to in subparagraph (b), shall have the right to be 

represented when the matter is being considered by the Committee and to make submissions 

orally and/or in writing. 
The Committee shall, within 12 months after the date of receipt of notice under subparagraph 
(b), submit a report. 

If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is reached, the Committee shall confine its 

report to a brief statement of the facts and of the solution reached. 

If a solution within the terms of subparagraph (e) is not reached, the Committee shall confine 
its report to a brief statement of the facts: the written submissions and record of the oral 

submissions made by the States Parties concerned shall be attached to the report. 

In every matter, the report shall be communicated to the States Parties concerned. 

2. The provisions of this article shall come into force when five States Parties to this 

Convention have made declarations under paragraph I of this article. Such declarations shall 

be deposited by the States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall 

transmit copies thereof to the other States Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time 

by notification to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration 

of any matter which is the subject of a communication already transmitted under this article; no 

further communication by any State Party shall be received under this article after the 

notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been received by the Secretary-General, unless 

the State Party concerned has made a new declaration. 

Article 22 

1. A State Party to this Convention may at any time declare under this article that it 

recognizes the competence of the Committee to receive and consider communications from or 

on behalf of individuals subject to its jurisdiction who claim to be victims of a violation by a 
State Party of the provisions of the Convention. No communication shall be received by the 

Committee if it concerns a State Party to the Convention which has not made such a 
declaration. 

The Committee shall consider inadmissible any communication under this article which is 

anonymous, or which it considers to be an abuse of the right of submission of such 

communications or to be incompatible with the provisions of this Convention. 

Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2, the Committee shall bring any communication 

submitted to it under this article to the attention of the State Party to this Convention which has 

made a declaration under paragraph 1 and is alleged to be violating any provisions of the 
Convention. Within six months, the receiving State shall submit to the Committee wdften 
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explanations or statements clarifying the matter and the remedy, if any. that may have been 
taken by that State. 

The Committee shall consider communications received under this article in the light of all 
information made available to it by or on behalf of the individual and by the State Party 

concerned. 

The Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual under this article 
unless it has ascertained that: 
The same matter has not been, and is not being examined under another procedure of 
international investigation or settlement; 
The individual has exhausted all available domestic remedies; this shall not be the rule where 
the application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged or is unlikely to bring effective relief 
to the person who is the victim of the violation of this Convention. 

The Committee shall hold closed meetings when examining communications under this article. 
The Committee shall forward its views to the State Party concerned and to the individual. 

2. The provisions of this article shall come into force when five States Parties to this 
Convention have made declarations under paragraph 1 of this article. Such declarations shall 
be deposited by the States Parties with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, who shall 
transmit parties thereof to the other States Parties. A declaration may be withdrawn at any time 
by notification to the Secretary-General. Such a withdrawal shall not prejudice the consideration 

of any matter which is the subject of a communication already transmitted under this article; no 
further communication by or on behalf of an individual shall be received under this article after 
the notification of withdrawal of the declaration has been received by the Secretary-General, 

unless the State Party concerned has made a new declaration. 
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Appendix 5: ILO Convention 156: Workers with Family 
Responsibilities, 1981 

(Full text) 

Convention concerning Equal Opportunities and Equal Treatment for Men and Women Workers: 

Workers wfth Family Responsibilities (Note: Date of coming into force: 11: 08: 1983. ) 

Description: (Convention) 

Convention: C156 

Place: Geneva 

Session of the Conference: 67 

Date of adoption: 23: 06: 1981 

Subject classification: Equality of Opportunity and Treatment 

Subject classification: Women 

The General Conference of the International Labour Organisation, 

Having been convened at Geneva by the Governing Body of the International Labour Office 

and having met in its Sixty-seventh Session on 3 June 1981, and 
Noting the Declaration of Philadelphia concerning the Aims and Purposes of the International 

Labour Organisation which recognises that "all human beings, irrespective of race, creed or 

sex, have the right to pursue their material well-being and their spiritual development in 

conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity", and 
Noting the terms of the Declaration on Equality of Opportunity and Treatment for Women 

Workers and of the resolution concerning a plan of action with a view to promoting equality of 

opportunity and treatment for women workers, adopted by the International Labour Conference 

in 1975, and 
Noting the provisions of international labour Conventions and Recommendations aimed at 

ensuring equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women workers, namely the Equal 

Remuneration Convention and Recommendation, 1951, the Discrimination (Employment and 
Occupation) Convention and Recommendation, 1958, and Part VIII of the Human Resources 

Development Recommendation, 1975, and 
Recalling that the Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958, does not 
expressly cover distinctions made on the basis of family responsibilities, and considering that 

supplementary standards are necessary in this respect, and 
Noting the terms of the Employment (Women with Family Responsibilities) Recommendation, 

1965, and considering the changes which have taken place since its adoption, and 
Noting that instruments on equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women have also 
been adopted by the United Nations and other specialised agencies, and recalling, in particular, 
the fourteenth paragraph of the Preamble of the United Nations Convention on the Elimination 

of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, 1979, to the effect that States Parties are " 
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aware that a change in the traditional role of men as well as the role of women in society and in 
the family is needed to achieve full equality between men and women", and 
Recognising that the problems of workers with family responsibilities are aspects of wider 
issues regarding the family and society which should be taken into account in national policies, 
and 
Recognising the need to create effective equality of opportunity and treatment as between men 
and women workers with family responsibilities and between such workers and other workers, 
and 
Considering that many of the problems facing all workers are aggravated in the case of workers 
with family responsibilities and recognising the need to improve the conditions of the latter both 
by measures responding to their special needs and by measures designed to improve the 

conditions of workers in general, and 
Having decided upon the adoption of certain proposals with regard to equal opportunities and 
equal treatment for men and women workers: workers with family responsibilities, which is the 
fifth Rem on the agenda of the session, and 
Having determined that these proposals shall take the form of an international Convention, 

adopts the twenty-third day of June of the year one thousand nine hundred and eighty-one, the 
following Convention, which may be cited as the Workers with Family Responsibilities 

Convention, 1981: 

Article I 

1. This Convention applies to men and women workers with responsibilities in relation to their 

dependent children, where such responsibilities restrict their possibilities of preparing for, 

entering, participating in or advancing in economic activity. 

2. The provisions of this Convention shall also be applied to men and women workers with 

responsibilities in relation to other members of their immediate family who clearly need their 

care or support, where such responsibilities restrict their possibilities of preparing for, entering, 

participating in or advancing in economic activity. 

3. For the purposes of this Convention, the terms dependent child and other member of the 

immediate family who clearly needs care or support mean persons defined as such in each 

country by one of the means referred to in Article 9 of this Convention. 

4. The workers covered by virtue of paragraphs I and 2 of this Article are hereinafter referred 

to as workers with family responsibilities. 

Article 2 

This Convention applies to all branches of economic activity and all categories of workers. 

Article 3 

1. With a view to creating effective equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women 

workers, each Member shall make it an aim of national policy to enable persons with family 

responsibilities who are engaged or wish to engage in employment to exercise their dght to do 
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so without being subject to discrimination and, to the extent possible, without conflict between 

their employment and family responsibilities. 
2. For the purposes of paragraph 1 of this Article, the term discrimination means 
discrimination in employment and occupation as defined by Articles 1 and 5 of the 
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958. 

Article 4 

With a view to creating effective equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women 
workers, all measures compatible with national conditions and possibilities shall be taken- 
(a) to enable workers with family responsibilities to exercise their right to free choice of 
employment; and 
(b) to take account of their needs in terms and conditions of employment and in social security. 
Article 5 

All measures compatible with national conditions and possibilities shall further be taken- 

(a) to take account of the needs of workers with family responsibilities in community planning; 

and 

(b) to develop or promote community services, public or private, such as child-care and family 

services and facilities. 

Article 6 

The competent authorities and bodies in each country shall take appropriate measures to 

promote information and education which engender broader public understanding of the 

principle of equality of opportunity and treatment for men and women workers and of the 

problems of workers with family responsibilities, as well as a climate of opinion conducive to 

overcoming these problems. 
Article 7 

All measures compatible with national conditions and possibilities, including measures in the 
field of vocational guidance and training, shall be taken to enable workers with family 

responsibilities to become and remain integrated in the labour force, as well as to re-enter the 
labour force after an absence due to those responsibilities. 
Article 8 

Family responsibilities shall not, as such, constitute a valid reason for termination of 
employment. 
Article 9 

The provisions of this Convention may be applied by laws or regulations, collective 
agreements, works rules, arbitration awards, court decisions or a combination of these 

methods, or in any other manner consistent with national practice which may be appropriate, 
account being taken of national conditions. 
Article 10 

1. The provisions of this Convention may be applied by stages if necessary, account being 
taken of national conditions: Provided that such measures of implementation as are taken shall 
apply in any case to all the workers covered by Article 1, paragraph 1. 
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2. Each Member which ratifies this Convention shall indicate in the first report on the 
application of the Convention submitted under article 22 of the Constitution of the International 
Labour Organisation in what respect, if any, it intends to make use of the faculty given by 
paragraph 1 of this Article, and shall state in subsequent reports the extent to which effect has 
been given or is proposed to be given to the Convention in that respect. 
Article 11 

Employers' and workers' organisations shall have the right to participate, in a manner 
appropriate to national conditions and practice, in devising and applying measures designed to 
give effect to the provisions of this Convention. 
Article 12 

The formal ratifications of this Convention shall be communicated to the Director-General of 
the International Labour Office for registration. 
Article 13 
1. This Convention shall be binding only upon those Members of the International Labour 

Organisation whose ratifications have been registered with the Director-General. 

2. It shall come into force twelve months after the date on which the ratifications of two 
Members have been registered with the Director-General. 

3. Thereafter, this Convention shall come into force for any Member twelve months after the 
date on which its ratifications has been registered. 
Article 14 

1. A Member which has ratified this Convention may denounce it after the expiration of ten 

years from the date on which the Convention first comes into force, by an Act communicated to 
the Director-General of the International Labour Office for registration. Such denunciation 

should not take effect until one year after the date on which it is registered. 
2. Each Member which has ratified this Convention and which does not, within the year 
following the expiration of the period of ten years mentioned in the preceding paragraph, 
exercise the right of denunciation provided for in this Article, will be bound for another period of 
ten years and, thereafter, may denounce this Convention at the expiration of each period of ten 

years under the terms provided for in this Article. 

Article 15 

1. The Director-General of the International Labour Office shall notify all Members of the 
International Labour Organisation of the registration of all ratifications and denunciations 

communicated to him by the Members of the Organisation. 

2. When notifying the Members of the Organisation of the registration of the second ratification 
communicated to him, the Director-General shall draw the attention of the Members of the 
Organisation to the date upon which the Convention will come into force. 
Article 16 

The Director-General of the International Labour Office shall communicate to the Secretary- 
General of the United Nations for registration in accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of 
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the United Nations full particulars of all ratifications and acts of denunciation registered by him 
in accordance with the provisions of the preceding Articles. 
Article 17 

At such times as may consider necessary the Governing Body of the International Labour 
Office shall present to the General Conference a report on the working of this Convention and 
shall examine the desirability of placing on the agenda of the Conference the question of its 

revision in whole or in part. 
Article 18 

1. Should the Conference adopt a new Convention revising this Convention in whole or In part, 
then, unless the new Convention otherwise provides: 

a) the ratification by a Member of the new revising Convention shall ipso jure involve the 
immediate denunciation of this Convention, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 14 above, 
if and when the new revising Convention shall have come into force; 
b) as from the date when the new revising Convention comes into force this Convention shall 

cease to be open to ratification by the Members. 

2. This Convention shall in any case remain in force in its actual form and content for those 

Members which have ratified it but have not ratified the revising Convention. 

Article 19 

The English and French versions of the text of this Convention are equally authoritative. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

beylic land land previously owned by the bey and used as communal land 

cadi Muslim judge 

colons European settlers 

d6partement French administrative division, equivalent to a county 
djemaa village assembly in Kabylia 

droit de djabr right of the father to impose his choice of husband on his 

daughter 

fatma name given by French settlers to Algerian housemaids 

fidayate civilian women urban fighters 

fitna chaos, disorder 

habous donations to religious institutions 

habousland land given to religious institutions by individuals 

habous system system in which the habous land constituted an indivisible 

communal asset but whose usufruct belonged to the original 

owner and subsequently to his designated heirs 

#Uhad Islamic concept of reinterpretation of the scriptures to reflect 

societal changes 
juge de paix Justice of the peace 
lefdi sum of money to be paid back to the husband by the girl's father 

in case of repudiation in Kabylia 

Maliki Mathhab one of the four main schools of thought in Islam 

medersa secondary Islamic school 

moudjahida (plural women military combatants in the maquis 

moudjahidate) 

moudjahidine male and female combatants 

moussebilate civilian women activists 

mufti Muslim expert and adviser on the Quean 

qanouns local laws 

thamanth sum of money given by the groom to the father of the bride in 

Kabylia 

ulama religious scholars 

umma community of believers in the Muslim religion 

wilaya region (in this context) 
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